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The logo of "Designed For Users"
The parallelogram in logo of "Designed For Users" symbolises the drawing board of a
designer or an architect. On the board the public space is designed. The public space
comes to life, symbolised by the curved line at the bottom of the parallelogram. The small
parallelograms on the drawing board illustrate the stakeholders. The three different
colours articulate the difference between the stakeholders.
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Preface

Preface
Problems with the maintenance of public space inspired me to write this thesis. In my work as a
manager of public space and infrastructure I am often confronted with problems with public space. As
a manager one is notably involved in the physical aspect of public space. The way people use a public
space and how they behave there has consequences for the physical aspects of a public space. This
rather concerns the responsibility for services or organisations focused on the social, cultural and
economic aspects. As a manager you want a public space to be suitable for the desired use. Thus the
manager aims at contributing optimally to the coherence of the city. A public space that fits in well
with its use is easier to manage than a public space that does not, because differences will lead to
problems. The design of public space does not always fit in with the desired use. Sometimes the
design is not suitable for the desired use or the use has changed. Besides, the maintenance of a public
space may be of such a nature that it disturbs the desired use. These are the three major powers
defining the quality of public space: design, use and maintenance.
In this thesis I have developed a model and instrument to be used for the design of public space. By
means of this model and instrument it is possible to gain an insight into as many interests in a public
space as possible at an early stage of the design, so that on the basis of this transparent choices can be
made as regards which interests will or will not be included in the design. This serves as a basis for a
programme of requirements which the public space to be designed will have to meet.
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Lay out of the report
The report consists of five parts and ten Appendices. The results of the research are recorded in the
report. The foundations of the results are included in the Appendices. The generally interested reader
can therefore confine himself to reading the report. Those who want more background can find it in
the Appendices.
In the first part the problem is analysed and on the basis of this the research question is formulated.
The limitations and assumptions of the research are also indicated in this part and the way in which the
research was carried out.
In part 2 the theoretical basis of the research is described. Public space and its use are described. It is
also indicated how the innovation of the design of public space is realised.
Based on the theoretical bases part 3 describes the elaboration of the model and accompanying
instruments that can be used in practice.
In part 4 the results of the case studies executed in Rotterdam and Dar es Salaam are described. The
results are also considered in relation to the model and instrument
Finally, in part 5 the cases and instruments are compared, followed by conclusions and
recommendations.

Photo 2: peninsula Heijplaat; case area Rotterdam (photo Aeroview Rotterdam, Dick Sellenraad
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Summary
It regularly occurs that the design of a public space is not suitable for the use or for the perception of
the users. A number of reasons can be pointed out: the public space has not been designed well, the
use has changed in such a way that the design no longer fits in with it, and due to its technical state the
public space is no longer suitable for the use. In order to see to it that the design of a public space
optimally fits in with its use, it is important to have an insight into the present and future needs and
requirements of the stakeholders in the public space. The earlier in the design process these needs and
requirements are taken into account, the better they can be incorporated in the design. For this thesis a
model has been designed which can provide insight into the needs and requirements of the
stakeholders in the preliminary phase of the design of a public space. By means of this model the
following aims will have to be realised:
▰ Seeing to it that the needs and requirements of stakeholders are taken into account in the design of
a public space;
▰ seeing to it that it is possible to make transparent choices between the various needs and
requirements;
▰ supporting the innovation process for the design of public space.

Research
question

These aims resulted in the research question stated below.

Which elements have to be incorporated in a framework in order to establish the requirements
set to an innovative design for – in so far as possible – sustainable public space?

In order to answer the research question a literature search was carried out. It was investigated what a
good public space is, how it is used, how it can be designed and characterised. The role of
stakeholders in the design process was also investigated, and how these stakeholders can be structured.
On the basis of this a draft model was designed with which an insight can be gained into the needs and
requirements of the various stakeholders. This model was discussed with experts in the field of design
and use of public space. On the basis of the visions of the experts and a supplementary literature
search the final model was developed (figure 1). On the basis of this model a (complete) instrument
was developed in which the parts of the model are subdivided into various aspects (figure 2). On the
basis of literature, all these aspects were made measurable by means of a set of variables. In order to
assess the validity of the model and
instrument two field studies were
public space
executed. In order to limit the range
National
of these field studies somewhat the
stakeholder
needs
functions
properties
research into the stakeholders was
stakeholder
needs
functions
properties
reduced to three groups of
stakeholders: established users,
Regional
designers of public space and
stakeholder
needs
functions
properties
planners for the area. As a result of
stakeholder
needs
functions
properties
this limitation it was not necessary to
use the complete instrument for the
Local
field studies; in addition, a number of
stakeholder
needs
functions
properties
aspects of the complete instrument
were difficult to measure. For this
stakeholder
needs
functions
properties
reason the complete instrument was
simplified to a work instrument
(figure 3). This instrument was used
Figure 1: the model
for the field studies.
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Stakeholder
Name of stakeholder
Description of stakeholder

Needs

Functions

Name of need

Name of function

Description of need

Type of stakeholder
Influence on public space

Description of function

Type of need

Properties
Performance
Location

Type of function

Shape

Importance to stakeholder

Material

Importance to other
stakeholders

Production and
maintenance

Hierarchy of need

Costs, means and
capabilities

Time of use
Amount of use

Figure 2: the complete instrument

Stakeholder
Name of stakeholder
Description of stakeholder
Type of stakeholder
Influence on public space

Activities
Type of activity
Route and
means of transport

Properties
Quality
Shape and material

Importance to stakeholder
Nuisance to other
stakeholders
Time of use
Amount of use

Figure 3: the work instrument
In the field studies three levels of the model were worked out according to the work instrument. In
connection with the limitation of the research, the national and regional level were worked out on the
basis of literature and available data. For the local level interviews with the three groups of
stakeholders were also held besides a literature search, and the public space and its use were observed.
The field studies were executed in Rotterdam (The Netherlands) and in Dar es Salaam (Tanzania). The
public spaces of both field studies are comparable, but situated in a completely different context: in a
developed and in a developing country. These locations were chosen because both public spaces have
an important transport function and lie in areas with a combination of work (businesses) and living.
The public space in Rotterdam was recently reconstructed to a dual carriageway with a total of four
lanes. The public space in Dar es Salaam will shortly be converted into a similar road. The designs of
both public spaces are recent and the underlying ideas of the design were easy to trace.
The field studies show that the model and instrument are suitable for structuring the needs and
requirements of the stakeholders in the public space in question. Model and instrument are also
suitable for investigating what are the differences and similarities in the design and use of a public
space situated in a totally different context. It will thus be possible to look for similar public spaces
and take advantage of the knowledge gained in the design of other public spaces. The effect of the
simplification of the complete instrument to a work instrument was limited: a little less insight into the
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requirements, but on the other hand a more workable instrument. Finally, it was analysed whether the
model and instrument contribute to the aims of the research. This analysis shows that the model and
instrument do contribute to the three aims of the research. In their present form the model and
instrument can already be used for the design of public space. This will contribute to improving the
quality of the design of public space by providing insight into the needs and requirements of
stakeholders; choices will also become more transparent. However, a lot of improvements and more
research are still required before it is an optimal instrument for exchange of knowledge and can
consequently contribute to the innovation of design. For this purpose it is necessary to improve the
scientific basis and the quality of the variables measuring the aspects.

Photo 3: garages along Kilwa Road, Dar es Salaam
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Samenvatting
Het komt regelmatig voor dat het ontwerp van een openbare ruimte niet past bij het gebruik of bij de
beleving van de gebruikers. Hiervoor zijn een aantal redenen aan te wijzen: de openbare ruimte is niet
goed ontworpen, het gebruik is gewijzigd waardoor het ontwerp er niet meer bij past en de technische
staat van de openbare ruimte is zodanig dat deze niet meer geschikt is voor het gebruik. Om er voor te
zorgen dat het ontwerp van de openbare ruimte optimaal aansluit bij het gebruik is inzicht in de
huidige en toekomstige behoeften en eisen van de belanghebbende in de openbare ruimte belangrijk.
Hoe eerder in het ontwerpproces deze behoeften en eisen worden meegenomen, hoe beter deze in het
ontwerp kunnen worden ingepast. Voor deze scriptie is een model ontworpen waarmee de behoeften
en eisen van de belanghebbenden in de voorontwerpfase van het ontwerp van een openbare ruimte
inzichtelijk kunnen worden gemaakt. Met dit model moeten de volgende doelen kunnen worden
gerealiseerd:
▰ Er voor zorgen dat de behoeften en eisen van belanghebbenden in het ontwerp van een openbare
ruimten worden meegenomen;
▰ dat de het mogelijk is transparante keuzes tussen de verschillende behoeften en eisen te maken;
▰ het ondersteunen van het innovatieproces voor het ontwerp van openbare ruimten.

Onderzoeks
Onderzoeksvraag

Deze doelen hebben geleid tot de onderstaande onderzoeksvraag.

Uit welke elementen moet een raamwerk bestaan dat de eisen bepaalt waaraan een innovatief
ontwerp voor een - voor zover mogelijk - duurzame openbare ruimte moet voldoen.

Om de onderzoeksvraag te beantwoorden is literatuuronderzoek gedaan. Hierbij is onderzoek verricht
naar wat een goede openbare ruimte is, hoe deze wordt gebruikt, kan worden ontworpen en getypeerd.
Tevens is gekeken naar de rol van belanghebbenden in het ontwerpproces en hoe deze
belanghebbenden kunnen worden gestructureerd. Op basis hiervan is een concept model ontworpen
waarmee de behoeften en eisen van de verschillende belanghebbende inzichtelijk gemaakt kunnen
worden. Dit model is besproken met experts op het gebied van ontwerp en gebruik van de openbare
ruimte. Op basis van de visies van de experts en aanvullend literatuuronderzoek is het definitieve
model gemaakt (figuur 4). Op basis van dit model is een (compleet) instrument ontwikkeld waarin de
delen van het model worden
onderverdeeld in diverse aspecten
openbare ruimte
(figuur 5). Al deze aspecten zijn, op
Nationaal
basis van de literatuur, middels een
set van variabelen, meetbaar gemaakt.
Om de validiteit van het model en
instrument te toetsen zijn er twee
Regionaal
veldstudies uitgevoerd. Om de
omvang van deze veldstudies in te
perken is het onderzoek naar de
belanghebbende beperkt tot drie
Lokaal
groepen belanghebbenden: gevestigde
gebruikers, ontwerpers van openbare
ruimte en de plannenmakers voor het
gebied. Als gevolg van deze
beperking hoefde voor de veldstudies
niet het hele instrument gebruikt te
Figuur 4: het model
worden, daarnaast waren een aantal
aspecten van het complete instrument moeilijk meetbaar. Daarom is het complete instrument
vereenvoudigd tot een werkinstrument (figuur 6). Dit instrument is gebruikt voor de veldstudies.
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Belanghebbende
Naam van de
belanghebbende
Beschrijving van de
belanghebbende

Behoefte

Functies

Naam van de behoefte

Naam van de functie

Beschrijving van de
behoefte

Type belanghebbende
Invloed op de openbare
ruimte

Beschrijving van de functie

Type behoefte

Type functie

Eigenschappen
Performance
Lokatie
Vorm

Belangrijkheid voor de
belanghebbende

Materiaal

Belangrijkheid voor andere
belanghebbende

Productie en onderhoud

Hiërarchie van behoefte

Kosten, middelen en
mogelijkheden

Tijdstip van gebruik
Hoeveelheid gebruik

Figuur 5: het complete instrument

Belanghebbende
Naam van de
belanghebbende
Beschrijving van de
belanghebbende
Type belanghebbende
Invloed op de openbare
ruimte

Activiteiten
Type activiteit
Route en
wijze van transport

Eigenschappen
Kwaliteit
Vorm en materiaal

Belangrijkheid voor de
belanghebbende
Hinder voor andere
belanghebbende
Tijdstip van gebruik
Hoeveelheid gebruik

Figuur 6: het werkinstrument
In de veldstudies zijn de drie niveaus van het model uitgewerkt volgens het werkinstrument. Het
nationale en regionale niveau zijn, in verband met de beperking van het onderzoek, uitgewerkt op
basis van literatuur en beschikbare gegevensbronnen. Voor het lokale niveau zijn naast
literatuuronderzoek ook interviews gedaan met de drie groepen belanghebbenden en is de openbare
ruimte en het gebruik daarvan geobserveerd. De veldstudies zijn uitgevoerd in Rotterdam (Nederland)
en in Dar es Salaam (Tanzania). De openbare ruimten van beide veldstudies zijn vergelijkbaar, maar
liggen in een compleet ander context: in een ontwikkeld en een ontwikkelingsland. Deze locaties zijn
gekozen omdat beide openbare ruimten een belangrijke transportfunctie hebben en liggen in gebieden
met een combinatie van werken (bedrijven) en wonen. De openbare ruimte in Rotterdam is recentelijk
gereconstrueerd tot een dubbelbaansweg met totaal vier stroken. De openbare ruimte in Dar es Salaam
wordt binnenkort omgebouwd tot een soortgelijke weg. Van beide openbare ruimten zijn de ontwerpen
recent en waren de achterliggende ontwerpgedachten goed te achterhalen.
Op basis van de veldstudies is blijkt dat het model en instrument geschikt zijn om de behoeften en
eisen van de belanghebbenden in de openbare ruimte te structureren. Ook zijn ze geschikt om van
openbare ruimte gelegen in een geheel andere context na te gaan waar de verschillen en
overeenkomsten in het ontwerp en gebruik liggen. Hiermee wordt het mogelijk overeenkomstige
openbare ruimten te zoeken en van de kennis opgedaan bij het ontwerp van andere openbare ruimten
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gebruik te maken. Het effect van de vereenvoudiging van het complete instrument tot een
werkinstrument was beperkt: iets minder inzicht in de eisen, maar wel een makkelijker werkbaar
instrument. Tot slot is geanalyseerd of met het model en instrument een bijdrage wordt geleverd aan
de doelstellingen van het onderzoek. Uit deze analyse blijkt dat het model en instrument bijdragen aan
de drie doelstellingen van het onderzoek. Het model en instrument kunnen in de huidige vorm al
gebruikt worden voor het ontwerpen van openbare ruimten. Dit zal bijdragen aan het verbeteren van
de kwaliteit van het ontwerp van openbare ruimten door de behoeften en eisen van belanghebbenden
inzichtelijk te maken, ook zullen keuzes transparanter worden. Er zijn echter ook nog vele
verbeteringen nodig en er moet onderzoek worden gedaan voordat het een optimaal instrument is voor
uitwisseling van kennis en daarmee een bijdrage kan leveren aan de innovatie van het ontwerp.
Hiervoor is het nodig om de wetenschappelijke basis en de kwaliteit van de variabelen die de aspecten
meten te verbeteren.

Photo 4: road crossing Waalhavenweg and Ophemertstraat, Rotterdam
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Introduction

1

Introduction

In part 1 of this thesis the foundation of the research is laid. Taking the problem as the starting point,
the aim of the research is outlined and on the basis of this a research question has been formulated. In
order to place the research in a framework the range and limitations of the research and stated
assumptions are indicated. Finally, the set-up of the research and the research methods are described.

3
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2

Problem, aim and research
research question

In this chapter the problems arising in the design of public space are described and on the basis of this
an aim and accompanying research question are worked out.

2.1

Problem

William White said the following about designing public space: "It is difficult to design a space that
will not attract people. What is remarkable is how often this has been accomplished." (Madden 2005,
p. 20). This statement makes clear that the design of public spaces frequently fails. The design of a
public space may not be satisfactory for three kinds of reasons. The public space has not been
designed correctly, so that its use does not fit in with the design, its use changed in the course of time,
so that the changed use no longer fits in with the design, and the (technical) state of the public space is
so bad that it is no longer or less suitable for the desired use. These three reasons indicate the three
aspects defining the quality of public space: design, use and maintenance. In order to realise a good
public space it is necessary to consider these three aspects and place them in time. Use changes, so that
the requirements set to design and maintenance will also change.
The consequence of a design that does not fit in with its use is that it costs an unnecessary amount of
money: the public space is not used optimally or will have to be adjusted. In addition, there may be
negative effects for the quality of life and efficient use of the public space. This has social, cultural and
economic consequences (Beer 2003). "Put simply, the places which people like cost society less to
look after; the places which people dislike are frequently 'trashed', left to decay or maintained at great
costs to no real effect." (Beer 2003, introduction)
Examples of problems with the design of public space.
▰ If the average age of children in a district is increasing, their playing needs will also change. A
playground with a seesaw and a slide will no longer be satisfactory. A basketball field may fit in
better with their needs.
▰ For administrative actions lorries have to wait at the gate of business premises. However, at the
gate there is no room for these waiting lorries. Consequently, they have to wait on the road, block
the road and create traffic jams.
▰ A badly cleaned public space (rubbish in the street, graffiti) leads to a less agreeable perception
for the users and results in less or different use of this public space.
▰ There is too little space for playing children in the vicinity of heavy traffic.
In order to find out why public spaces have often not been designed correctly (the definition of a good
public space follows later), the design process will have to be examined. The design is an iterative
process, it is based on analysis of a public space and its use by the designer. On the basis of this
analysis a first design is made, which is to be assessed by the various users and other stakeholders. On
the basis of their assessment the design will be adjusted. Subsequently, a new assessment will take
place and the design is adjusted once again. After a number of such cycles the design is adopted and
construction can start. During these cycles the interests and requirements are gradually becoming
clear. These interests and requirements are assessed and it is determined how they can be incorporated
in an adjusted design. The problem presenting itself here is that the requirements set to the public
space change during the design process, because more and more insight is gained into the design.
Besides, it is frequently not clear which assessment between the often conflicting interests has been
made.
A number of things can go wrong during the design process. There are a lot of interests and
requirements at stake, a lot of choices will have to be made and the public space will also have to be
suitable for future use: a complex process. Public spaces are one of the largest and most complex
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objects to design1. At the moment many designs are made on the basis of normative theories, whereby
a set of assumptions and principles form the basis of the design. The foundation is often very meagre.
As an example the Gestallt theory can be mentioned. This theory provides a number of starting points
for design. They often work well, but their foundation is limited (Bell 2001). The connected patterns
for the design of buildings and spaces developed by Alexander are also based on a number of
normative thoughts on what a design should look like (Alexander 1977). An alternative for this
normative approach is a more rational approach, whereby designs are made on the basis of available
variables and the relations between them, the so-called positive theory. Both theories have advantages
and disadvantages, of which the following are the most important:
Positive theory
▰ More distinct assessments can be made between the various interests (variables) and their effect
on the design;
▰ there is a chance that the creativity of the designer will be restricted and the designs less varied
(Meyer 2006, Cornelissen 2006);
▰ in view of the complexity of public space and the lack of sufficiently founded variables and the
relation between them, it is not possible at the moment to make complete designs on the basis of
this theory (Bell 2001);
▰ the designs are based on scientific research and knowledge (Bell 2001).
Normative theory
▰ On the basis of normative theories it is easy to make assessments between various interests and
requirements (Bell 2001);
▰ if the (subjective) norms are incorrect for the design in question, the design is not good;
▰ on the basis of normative starting points it is difficult to determine whether a design is good. There
is no framework for it. This also implies that it is difficult to learn from the designs made and thus
to innovate (Bell 2001);
▰ the assessment of the interests is also determined on the basis of previously set implicit starting
points (Rutten 2006).
At the moment public spaces are designed on the basis of the normative theory. Designing on the basis
of the positive theory is not possible yet. In view of the complexity of the design it is even doubtful
whether complete designing on the basis of a positive theory is possible at all. Designing on the basis
of normative theories, however, does not mean that bad public spaces are made. But if the
presuppositions of the normative theory do not fit in with the public space, the design is not right. It is
likely that, due to indistinct assumptions and assessments of interests, the support for a design is
limited and that possible changes in its use in the future are not taken into account. The design of
public spaces could be improved by making more frequent use of the assumptions of the positive
theory. The designs will then be based on scientific research and knowledge and thus be better
founded. The disadvantages of the design on the basis of the normative theory will be reduced, the
basis for the design can be reinforced and there will be more possibilities to improve the design of
public spaces (innovation).
At present knowledge on designing public spaces is fragmented to a large extent. Because of the
normative design methods each design has its own normative starting points, the final product is not or
hardly evaluated and a comparison between the various starting points and designs is practically
impossible due to the lack of an unambiguous design context. The result of this fragmentation is that
available knowledge is not combined and shared, so that the (chance of) innovation in designing
public spaces is limited. In order to reinforce the innovation system for the design of public spaces the
aim of this thesis is to link the advantages of the positive theory to working from the normative theory.
It will be investigated how the variables and rational analysis of the positive theory can contribute to a
1
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better foundation of choices in the design of a public space, which continues to be founded on the
normative theory.

2.2

Aim

The aim of the research is to contribute to innovation of the design process of public spaces by
bringing the normative and the positive theories closer together. To this end knowledge developed in
architecture and urban design is combined with knowledge of innovation sciences. The starting point
is that innovation takes place in an innovation system in which actors have a mutual relation and
communicate with each other. For this purpose a model has been developed through which the
innovation process of the design of public spaces can be improved. The idea behind the model is to
provide as much insight as possible into the needs and requirements of the stakeholders. Both present
needs and needs that may play a part in the future are taken into account. On the basis of these
interests and requirements choices will have to be made with respect to the interests that should or
should not be included in the design and on the basis of these choices a programme of requirements
can be developed for the public space to be designed.
In the model the following three aims are pursued, these aims will provide insight into the interests
and requirements and see to it that they are included in the design process:
1. Seeing to it that the needs and requirements of the stakeholders are taken into account in the
design process;
2. being able to make choices between various needs and requirements transparent;
3. supporting the innovation process for the design of public spaces.
These three aims have been worked out below:
ad.1

Seeing to it that all the needs and requirements of the stakeholders are taken into
account in the design process

The quality of a public space is defined by the degree to which the design fits in with the desired use.
A design cannot meet all the needs of the stakeholders. For the sake of support and in order to make
the right choices it is important to assess all the existing needs and requirements and to make the right
choices on the basis of them. It should be prevented that important requirements for the design are
included in the design process too late. Consequently, all the needs and requirements should be known
at an early stage of the design. In brief, guarding the quality of the public space to be realised takes
place on the basis of ex ante analyses.
ad. 2 Being able to make choices between various needs and requirements transparent
It is increasingly important for authorities, private organisations and Non-Governmental Organisations
to be able to explain on what basis their choices have been made. They are responsible to the
electorate, residents, members, shareholders and others. For that reason the starting points of a design
will have to be established and verifiable choices will have to be made. These choices concern the
needs that are or are not taken into account in the design and are used for ex ante analyses and ex post
evaluations. The model will have to provide the basis for making transparent choices.
ad. 3 Supporting the innovation process for the design of public spaces
The model should contribute to the possibility of combining the knowledge acquired from various
previous designs and from research and making this knowledge available for future designs. The
starting point is that the designs made are evaluated (ex post evaluations), on the basis of which
knowledge is acquired and this knowledge feeds the innovation process.
In all these aims it should be taken into account that the use of public space is dynamic and changes in
the course of time. A designed public space should therefore be sustainable: the design should not only
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be suitable for present use, but (in so far as possible) it should also anticipate future developments and
changes in the use.

2.3

Research
Research question

Research
question

Based on the aim of this thesis the following research question is formulated:

Which elements have to be incorporated in a framework in order to establish the requirements
set to an innovative design for – in so far as possible – sustainable public space?

Photo 6: container storage near Waalhavenweg, Rotterdam
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3

Range, limitations and assumptions

At first the range of the research is indicated in this chapter. Subsequently, the limitations imposed on
the research are mentioned and, finally, the assumptions from which the research starts.

3.1

Range

In this paragraph a number of matters are raised that are of importance for the elaboration of the
model. They form an important basis of the model and largely determine its content.
▰ Stakeholders in and users of the model
The entire design process should eventually result in a design of public space functioning in such a
way that it will meet the needs and requirements of the stakeholders for a long time. A distinction
should be made between stakeholders having a short-term interest and those having a long-term
interest. Stakeholders having a short-term interest are particularly those who are only involved in
the development/building of the public space in question. The stakeholders with a long-term
interest are the owners of the public space and adjacent grounds, the users of the public space and
those who are responsible for the proper functioning of the public space (usually the (local)
authorities).
The model supports the process of realising optimal public space while taking future
developments into account as much as possible. This implies that the long-term interest is most
important in the model. Thus owners, users and authorities are the major stakeholders in the use of
the model to realise good public spaces. Concretely we may think of:
▪ Residents making use of a public space;
▪ companies established along a public space;
▪ property companies;
▪ housing corporations;
▪ authorities responsible for a public space.
In addition, there are stakeholders who will use or apply the model. These are the parties directly
involved in the design of public spaces. In this respect we may think of local authorities and
private firms. Expertises playing a part here are, amongst others:
▪ Architecture;
▪ civil engineering;
▪ traffic engineering;
▪ urban planning.
▰ Way of using the model
The model is intended for the initiatory phase of a new or adjustable public space. This is the
phase in which the first ideas for the design are developed. On the basis of the model an insight
will be gained into the stakeholders and their interests and requirements with respect to the public
space. On the basis of these insights choices will have to be made about whether or not to include
the various interests and requirements in the design. This may result in a programme of
requirements for the design of the public space. On the basis of this underpinned programme of
requirements the designs can be evaluated. The results and evaluations of designs will be added to
the model. Thus a data bank of various designs will be created, providing insight into the use of
and the interests and requirements set to a public space on a scientific basis. In this way more and
more knowledge will be generated on the design of public spaces and the design of public spaces
will be innovated.
▰ Requirement of generic applicability of the model
The idea behind the model is that it should be generically applicable to any random public space.
This thought is based on the fact that in a lot of public spaces similar types of stakeholders are
involved and the interests and requirements of these stakeholders are indicative of the use of and
requirements set to the public space.
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3.2

Limitations

A number of limitations have been imposed in order to limit the extent of the research somewhat.
▰ Public spaces in the built environment and in the outside air
The public spaces investigated in this thesis are limited to public spaces in the built environment
and in the outside air. I have opted for this limitation in order to exclude types of public spaces
with possibly different characteristics, so that as pure and complete a model as possible can be
developed.
▰ Stakeholders in the elaboration of the cases
The model and instrument have been worked out for all the stakeholders. The elaboration of the
work instrument and the cases are aimed at locally established users of the public space and at
those who are directly involved in the design of the public space and the planning of its
environment. I have opted for this limitation in order to limit the extent of the research. The choice
of locally established users was inspired by the fact that they are easy to trace and reach. The
designers have been selected because their information is important for the background of the
design and as a means to find out whether the needs and requirements of the users fit in with the
ideas on the design. The policymakers and planners have been chosen in order to gain an insight
into the expected future developments and their possible effects on the public space. Other
stakeholders who are important for the elaboration of the cases have been included in the margin
and on the basis of data available in literature.
▰ Cases aimed at public space with the emphasis on moving
There are many types of public space: streets, parks, playgrounds, etcetera. The model and
instrument are aimed at all types of public space. However, in order to limit the research I have
decided to work out the validation of the model and instrument for one type, notably a public
space being a street with a transport function.

3.3

Assumption

The research starts from the following assumption:
▰ All the needs and requirements are expressed by stakeholders
There are no intrinsic interests or requirements that are not represented by one or more
stakeholders. All the needs and requirements concerning a public space come from stakeholders.
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4

Research method

The research is composed of the following parts:
1. Literature search;
2. interviews with potential users and experts;
3. design of the model and accompanying instrument;
4. elaboration of the case studies;
5. elaboration and reporting.
These parts are not in chronological order and have been further worked out below:
ad. 1 Literature search
An extensive literature search has been carried out into urban design, the design of public space and of
products, the use of public spaces, participation of stakeholders and innovation of technology. The
literature search formed the basis for the development of the model, the instrument and the elaboration
of the cases.
ad. 2 Interviews with potential users and experts
On the basis of the first design of the model and instrument a number of non-structured interviews
were held with experts in the field of the design of public spaces. The experts came from various
target groups involved in the design: municipalities, property developers, architects, residents’
associations and organisations involved in designing public space in developing countries. In these
interviews ideas were collected with respect to the use and necessity of such a model, who will benefit
most from such a model, and whether any aspects will have to be added to the model or omitted or are
otherwise important. The results of the interviews have been reported in Appendix 1. They were used
for optimisation of the model and instrument, but they are not discussed separately.
ad. 3 Design of model and instrument
On the basis of the available literature and interviews the model and an accompanying instrument
were developed in a few steps and repeatedly improved. In order to make the instrument applicable in
practice a simplified work instrument was developed, which was used for the cases. On the basis of
the cases and some supplementary literature the definitive model and instrument have been worked
out.
ad. 4 Elaboration of the case studies
Three cases have been executed: one test case and two extensive cases. The test case was the case in
Voorburg (the Netherlands). This case was executed to get an idea of the functioning of the instrument
in practice and for further optimisation of the definitive model and instrument. On the basis of
knowledge of the case area concerned the instrument was given content, so as to be able to ascertain
where problems with the instrument occur. The results of this case, among other matters, led to the
elaboration of a simplified work instrument. The case ‘Voorburg’ has not been worked out in this
thesis. The two other cases were used for the validation and improvement of the definitive model and
instrument. It concerns a case in Rotterdam (the Netherlands) and a case in Dar es Salaam (Tanzania).
Both cases concern a comparable public space but are situated in a completely different context. Thus
it was possible to test what effect a different context had on the content and use of the model and
instrument. The present and future use of the public space were taken into account in the cases. For
this purpose information on this use was collected through various methods. These methods are
largely based on participation of stakeholders1. Both quantitative and qualitative data were collected.
The following research methods were used 2:

1
2

Appendix 3: Chapter 5: Stakeholder participation
Appendix 3: § 5.2.1: Identification of stakeholders
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▰ Observation: on the basis of observation it was examined in what way and for what use the public
space is utilised. These data were laid down on a map.
▰ Interviews: three groups of people were interviewed: users, designers and policymakers. The
greater part of the interviews was structured on the basis of an inquiry. In the case ‘Rotterdam’ the
inquiries among the users were conducted in writing. All the other inquiries were conducted
orally; the greater part of the interviews in Tanzania were conducted by two students of the Uclas
University in Dar es Salaam. The reason of this was the time available for the inquiries,
knowledge of the language and the wish to remove the barrier for the persons interviewed when
answering the questions asked. The users were asked about their use of the public space and what
they thought of the quality of the public space. The designers were asked about the assumptions in
and vision on the design of the public space. The policymakers were asked what plans for the
future exist for the area in which the case is situated and what effect this could have on the public
space.
▰ Research into available data banks and other sources: available data banks, reports and plans made
available by the interviewed designers and policymakers were used for both cases. In addition,
literature available about the public space of the cases and the surrounding area was used.
In using the available sources and the execution of the interviews the same kind of data were used as
much as possible. The aim is to find connections between the data from the sources and the interviews.
Thus it may be achieved that the data can be linked up and used for the design of public spaces.
ad. 5 Elaboration and reporting
The elaboration consisted of analysis of the separate cases, comparison of the two cases and the effect
of the cases on the model and instrument. On the basis of this a number of conclusions were drawn on
the content and use of the model and instrument and a number of recommendations were made.

Photo 7: Eemhavenweg, Rotterdam
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Introduction

Part 2 of this thesis provides the basis of the model and instrument. In order to gain an insight into
what public space is and how it is used various aspects of public space have been entered into (chapter
6). How the public space is designed and how the design can innovate is described in chapter 7.
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6

Public space

This chapter consists of a discussion of public space, the use and design of it on the basis of literature.
This chapter provides the assumptions on which the model is based. For an extensive description is
referred to Appendices 2 and 3.
First it is discussed what is meant by public space (§ 6.1), subsequently, what a good public space is (§
6.2), how public spaces can be classified (§ 6.3), what kind of stakeholders there are and how they can
be involved in public space (§ 6.4). Finally, it is indicated how public space is used, while making a
distinction between developed and developing countries (§ 6.5).

6.1

What is the public space
space 1

Definition

Public space is an important part of the city and contributes to its functioning to a considerable extent.
In this context public domain is often brought up. Public space and public domain are interrelated. In
order to give a good definition of public space it is important to provide insight into this relation. The
public domain is a wide concept aimed at social interaction between people. For this thesis a definition
of public domain by Hajer is used:
Public domain

"Die plaatsen waar een uitwisseling tussen verschillende maatschappelijke
groepen kan plaatsvinden en ook daadwerkelijk plaatsvindt."
(“Those places where interaction between various social groups can occur and
actually does occur.”) Hajer 2001, p.11

Definition

Definitions of public spaces are quite divergent. They vary from areas owned by the authorities to all
the places where people come together (like restaurants, for instance). In the latter case the definition
of public space comes very close to the definition of public domain. The essence of most definitions is
the degree of accessibility of a space. On the basis of the definitions in literature a new definition is
drawn up of public space, whereby its practical applicability for the design of public spaces was the
principal idea. The definition refers explicitly to the physical space in order to make a distinction with
virtual spaces like the Internet.
Public space

A physical space freely accessible (without restrictions) to everyone.

Within public domain and public space three types of places are to be distinguished, these are:
▰ collective places: places of which the accessibility may be restricted (are not by definition
accessible to everyone) and where people meet, like for instance, restaurants;
▰ public places: places which in principle are accessible to everyone without restriction and where
people meet, for instance parks;
▰ non-places: places accessible to everyone, but where no or very few meetings between people
occur, for instance main roads.
In the public domain there is interaction between people. Collective and public places are thus part of
the public domain. Public space is the area accessible to everyone without restrictions. On the basis of
this notion public domain and public space overlap in the public place, a place where everyone has
free access and where there is interaction between people. In figure 1 the connection between the
places, the public domain and public space has been indicated. The model in this thesis is aimed at
designing public space, being places and non-places.
1
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Public space also borders on the
private domain. The private
domain is only accessible with
the owner’s consent. In this thesis
collective place
public place
non place
only the part of public space that
is in the open air and in the built
Pu
environment is discussed. The
blic
ace
domain
division between public space
Public sp
and private domain implies that
the private components bordering Figure 1: the connection between places in public space and
on public space, such as gardens public domain.
and buildings, are not part of
public space and not taken into account in the model.

6.2

What is a good public space

The model developed is to contribute to the improvement of the quality of public space. For that
reason it is necessary to define what is meant by a good public space and what determines the quality
of such a good public space. This is successively dealt with in § 6.2.1 and § 6.2.2.

6.2.1

Good public spaces

The definition of a good public space is based on the design of products. Generally, the design of
products starts from the needs and requirements of the stakeholders with respect to a product. Thereby
the product itself is not the aim, but a means to satisfy the needs of the stakeholders. Each stakeholder
has his or her own needs and requirements with respect to a product. Consequently, the final product is
the result of the assessment of these various needs. The quality of a product is thus mainly determined
by a process of comparative assessment of needs and the application of this into the final product. On
the basis of this idea Kaas formulated a definition of ‘good design’ that is used in this thesis:

Definition

Good design

"Het aangeven van een oplossing om aan een bepaalde maatschappelijke
behoefte te voldoen met behulp van beschikbare middelen en met inachtneming
van maatstaven van technische en maatschappelijke aard."
(“Outlining a solution in order to meet a specific social need with the aid of
available means and in compliance with standards of a technical and social
nature.”) Kaas 1995, p. 13

Definition

Starting from this definition an examination is done how a definition of a good public space can be
arrived at. In literature it is often indicated that the design of a public space should fit in with the needs
and requirements of the users (direct stakeholders). A public space is also part of a larger system of
public spaces together forming a network in the city. This implies that a public space cannot be
designed as separate from its environment and the societal context it is in.
Choices will have to be made between the interests of direct stakeholders in the public space and the
societal context where the public space is in. These two types of interests will have to be combined.
Another factor playing a part is that the use of public spaces and the entire urban network of public
spaces is a dynamic entity and continuously subject to change. On the basis of this the following
definition of a good public space has been drawn up:
Good public space

A public space in which the needs of the stakeholders have been
assessed and placed in their context in such a way that the public space
optimally contributes to society, both at present and in the future.
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6.2.2

Quality of public spaces

However, what defines the quality of a
public space? In literature the quality of
public space is considered from various
points of view and from various sectors.
In essence what it boils down to is that
there are three aspects defining the
quality: use, layout and maintenance (see
figure 2). The three aspects are
interdependent and each can be
influenced separately.

1

layout

maintenance

use

The three aspects and their mutual
Figure 2: aspects defining the quality of public space
relation are briefly discussed here:
Use: the use deals with the types of activities taking place in public space and with the behaviour of
people in public space. This use is also determined by the layout: if there are places to sit with a nice
view, there is a good chance that this place will also be used as such. If users throw a lot of rubbish in
the street or if there is much vandalism, this has an impact on the state of repair. The use can be
regulated by stimulating a certain conduct or by drawing up rules of conduct and maintaining them.
Maintenance: This is the (technical) state of a public space, the quality level at which a public space is
maintained. How clean is it and what do the components of a public space look like (are they neatly
painted or rusty). The size, way of use and durability determine the pace of the decline of the
(components of a) public space. The faster the decline the more effort is required in order to keep the
state of a public space up to standard. The effort required for this is determined by the maintenancefriendliness of the layout and is limited by the means available for maintenance.
Layout: the layout of a public space is the way in which a public space has been designed. Important
in this respect are functionality (is it suitable for the functions/activities taking place there) and
external appearance (what is the design like, is it a beautiful or a basic design). Both aspects are
important for the way in which users of a public space use and experience it. The design of details and
the choice of materials determine the future maintenance required to a considerable extent.
In the model developed a connection has been made between use and layout (design) of public space.

1
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6.3

Classification of public spaces 1

In order to distinguish between various public spaces and to be able to compare them it is necessary to
distinguish types of public spaces. In literature a lot of methods have been developed for the
classification of public spaces. Most of these methods are intended for a specific aim (economic or
according to type of use) or geared to a specific location. It is almost impossible to make a generic
classification of public space.
However, for the use of the
model a generic classification
is required. Consequently, for
the purpose of this thesis
there is linked up with the
concept of public space as a
network within the city
consisting of connections
(links) and places. Svenson
worked out a classification
for this on the basis of
connections and places, each
having a hierarchy of 5 levels
(see figure 3, Svenson 2005).
This classification has been
Figure 3: the structure for the classification of public space
used for the model.

6.4

Stakeholders in public spaces

The essential aim of a public space is to meet the needs of the users and the social interests. Both
elements should be assessed in the design process. Consequently, it is important to have an insight into
the stakeholders. What are their interests and what is their role in the design process? In this paragraph
the stakeholders will first be considered, who are they and how can they be structured (§ 6.4.1)?
Subsequently, there will be examined how stakeholders can be involved in the design process, the socalled participation of stakeholders (§ 6.4.2).

6.4.1

Stakeholders

2

Definition

The stakeholders in a public space are very diverse. They may be users, such as residents, companies,
holiday-makers, land owners or owners of immovable property (for instance, housing corporations),
but also municipalities responsible for public space and ministries involved in traffic safety or
economic or social developments in an area. In this thesis the following definition of stakeholders is
used 3:
Stakeholder

"Any individual, community, group or organisation with an interest in the outcome
of a programme, either as a result of being affected by it positively or negatively,
or by being able to influence the activity in a positive or negative way."
DFID 2002, p.2.1

In Appendix 2 a survey of possible stakeholders is given 4. In view of the large number these will have
to be structured in order to be able to use them in the model. For this purpose the possible
1

Appendix 2: Chapter 6: Classification of public spaces
Appendix 2: Chapter 7: Stakeholders in the public space; Appendix 3: §5.2.1 Classification of stakeholders
3
Appendix 3: §5.2: Stakeholders
4
Appendix 2: Chapter 7: Stakeholders in the public space
2
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classifications available in literature are examined. The classifications used are very diverse. The
common denominator is the distinction between authorities, private parties and the community. But
classifications have also been made on the basis of the extent of their interest: key, primary and
secondary stakeholders. Since the model aims at being generically applicable, the classification of the
stakeholders will also have to be generically applicable. This makes it difficult to maintain the
distinction between private and public, because this distinction is not equally clear in every country
and is becoming more and more diffuse. Apart from this, there is a great difference between the
interest of users and of non-users. The stakeholders should be classified in such a way that it is
possible to compose groups of stakeholders with the same characteristics and the ensuing needs
concerning a public space. On the basis of this notion a structure for the classification of the
stakeholders has been developed. Starting point in this structure is that the interest of the stakeholders
is considered throughout the entire life cycle of the public space.
The classification is structured as follows (see figure 4): A distinction has been made between users
and non-users. The users are subdivided into individuals (e.g. persons or organisations of persons) and
organisations (e.g. companies and shops). Both have their own characteristics and motives. The
interests of both groups are also determined by their attachment to a place: are they established locally
or do they only visit the public space. For that reason a distinction has been made between locally and
non-locally established users (local on- and off-site). The non-users have been subdivided into users
who do have a local interest and those who don’t. The non-users with a local interest can be
subdivided into those who have a short-term interest (e.g. designers of public spaces or building
contractors building public spaces) and those who have a long-term interest (e.g. municipalities
responsible for a public space, or a property owner owning premises along a public space). The nonusers who do not have a local interest can only have a long-term interest. Frequently this concerns
higher authorities making policy on an economic, social or other levels which has repercussions on the
layout or use of a public space.
local on-site
individuals
local off-site
users
local on-site
organisations
local off-site

stakeholders

short term
local interest
long term
non users
non local interest

Figure 4: the structure for the classification of stakeholders
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6.4.2

Participation 1

Definition

Definit
Definition
ion

The participation aspect of the model consists of two parts: the analysis of stakeholders and the actual
participation of the stakeholders. The former concerns research into the stakeholders and their
characteristics, the latter is involving the interests of stakeholders in a process. In this thesis the
following definitions have been used for both:
Stakeholder
analysis

"An approach for understanding a system, and changes in it, by identifying the
key actors of stakeholders and assessing their respective interests in the system."
Grimble 1997, p.175

Stakeholder
participation

"The use of information, persuasion, and other means to bring about mutual
understanding, minimize or resolve potential disputes, and to achieve consensus
on a course of action."
Burby 2003, p.34

The analysis of stakeholders is particularly important for the model. However, the model will be used
in a participation process. Therefore it is important to have an insight into both: the participation as
well as the analysis of stakeholders.
Participation of stakeholders

2

A great deal has been written about the participation of stakeholders. In general, participation of
stakeholders is considered important in connection with support among the stakeholders, improvement
of the process and improvement of the results. Apart from the advantages there are also risks, such as
excluding minorities, participation of a limited group of stakeholders and the lack of creative results.
In the participation process a choice will have to be made concerning the degree of influence of the
participants in the process. This may vary from no influence of the stakeholders at all to decisionmaking by the stakeholders exclusively. The degree of influence determines the way in which the
stakeholders are involved in the process. In this respect it is important to link up the interests of the
users with the social interests. These should be combined in the process. The notion of middle-updown could be used for this. In this notion attention is paid to the way in which the interests and
requirements of the users can be combined with the perspectives for an area and can reinforce each
other in order to develop new visions and perspectives for an area.
Analysis of stakeholders 3
Various practical methods and techniques are available for the analysis of the stakeholders. The
scientific foundation of these methods and techniques is limited and usually derived from case studies.
The analysis is aimed at recognising possibly conflicting interests. It is an instrument through which
the participation process can be supported and should therefore be executed at an early stage, before
obligations have been entered into. Hardly anything has been written about the way in which
stakeholders can be identified. There are three ways of identifying stakeholders: through observation,
interviews, study of literature and data banks.

1
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3
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6.5

Use and layout of public spaces 1

As the model is to be used in all types of public spaces and in all types of contexts it is important to
gain some insight into the differences in use of the public space in other settings. This paragraph
provides some insight into the differences between the layout and use of public spaces in a developed
country (the Netherlands) and a developing country (Tanzania). This provides insight into the type and
range of differences that have to be incorporated in the model and instrument.

6.5.1

Developed countries (the Netherlands) 2

Over the last decades public space in the
Netherlands has changed. From public space used
for markets, people meeting, and transport it
became more monofunctional and dominated by a
high mobility. Due to this mobility, mainly by car, a
network of public spaces has been developed
consisting of places and the connections between
them. People are no longer focused on the
neighbourhood they live in, but they go wherever
they want to go; the distance to that place is of less
Photo 9: public space in the Netherlands
importance. This is strengthened by the use of
information technology. This resulted in the development of public spaces focused on a limited
number of uses: for example, business parks or squares for specific groups of people. The markets that
used to be on the streets have gradually moved into shops along the streets and into shopping malls.
Combined with the development that people are increasingly living indoors this resulted in a public
space less used for social activities. People in public space are mostly travellers or playing children.
Squares and parks are the public space where people generally meet. The high mobility resulted in a
large fleet of cars; these cars, parked or moving, dominate most public spaces.

6.5.2

Developing countries (Tanzania) 3

The use and development of the public spaces of
urban areas in Tanzania are dominated by the fast
urbanisation and the limited capacity of the cities to
absorb all those new citizens. This resulted in
informal settlements where people build their own
houses, with lack of all kinds of public facilities.
The public spaces of those informal settlements are
not designed or planned. Every day many people
stay in the public spaces for a long time to earn a
living, and the streets are full of street vendors, taxi
drivers, people travelling, etcetera. In many
Photo 10: public space in Tanzania
locations this resulted in a very lively public space,
concentrated along the main roads and places where people gather, like bus stops and the city centre.
The design of the public space is mostly limited to city centres, special locations and main roads. The
design of roads is often limited to the parts used for travelling: roadways and sidewalks, sometimes
trees are incorporated in the design. Public transport and people walking dominate the way of travel in
the city. The often poor design of public spaces and the lack of maintenance resulted in a low-quality
public space.
1

Appendix 2: Chapter 4: Use and layout of the public space
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7

Innovation and design

In this chapter the aspects related to the design and innovation of the design of public spaces are
discussed. First the innovation of the design of public spaces is described (§7.1) and after that the
design of public spaces (§7.2).

7.1

Innovation of design of public spaces 1

Innovations in general and also innovations of
public spaces occur within their social context.
An innovation is the creation of a new idea,
product and/or process leading to the satisfaction
of a (latent) need in society. The innovations
take place within the innovation system where
all the parties involved, both individually and
jointly, see to the realisation and spread of new
technologies. An iterative process is adopted,
whereby new knowledge is acquired from the
evaluation of each design (see figure 5). This
knowledge is then applied in new designs,
Figure 5: innovation cycle (Lauche 2005)
whereby new knowledge will be acquired once
again. The design of public spaces can also be
innovated in this way. However, a number of factors make this process more difficult:
▰ The innovation system for the design of public spaces consists of many, often small parties.
Among others, the many local authorities responsible for public spaces and architects making the
designs (often small firms). Due to this fragmentation it is difficult to spread knowledge acquired
from a design within the innovation system;
▰ each public space is a design specially made for a location and will have to be suitable for many
functions. Consequently, it is difficult to design public spaces and develop and retain sufficient
knowledge within organisations;
▰ due to the present very iterative design process the starting points of a design are not laid down
properly so that it is difficult to evaluate and examine whether the starting points have been met
and thus to acquire knowledge.

7.2

Design of public spaces

In the design of public spaces the ideas about the design of products are the starting point. It is
important in this respect to realise that a normal (mass) product is something different from a public
space. The major differences are that a public space is immovable property that is usually not traded,
can in principle be used by everyone, has very divergent functions and a very long life cycle (up to
100 years). Moreover, each public space is a design specially made for that specific location, although
details of designs from other public spaces may be used for the design of the public space concerned.
This implies that for the design of public spaces it is not possible to employ exactly the same method
as for (mass) products. An important difference with the design of products is that the functions of
public spaces cannot be freely chosen, but are the outcome of a (design) process in which a set of
functions has been established on which the design is based. This makes the design of public spaces an
iterative process with much interaction with the users and other stakeholders. In this paragraph the
design process and how it fits in with the life cycle of a public space will be examined briefly (§7.2.1)
and the aspects that should be included in a good design of a public space (§7.2.2).
1

Appendix 3: Chapter 2: Invention, innovation and design, chapter 3: Innovation of public space
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The design process of a public space is part of the
life cycle of a public space (see figure 6). The life
cycle consists of the following phases:
▰ Programming: the specification of aims,
preconditions and requirements;
▰ design: making a design that meets the
requirements set;
▰ construction: building the structure;
▰ use: the use of the structure and adjustments to
the environment;
▰ evaluation: evaluating whether the structure
complies with the aims and use.
After the evaluation there are two options: the
programming will start all over again, which leads
to adjustments to or new construction of the public
space. Or the public space loses its function and is
demolished (decommissioning). In practice the
latter does not often occur.

us e

Design process

construction

7.2.1

Figure 6: steps in the design of products
Within the life cycle the design process consists of
a programming and a design phase. The starting
point for the model is that it will be used during the programming phase, when the first ideas about the
functions and design of a public space are developed.
In the design process of products a number of steps are taken, starting from the user, by way of his
values and needs, to the functions, properties and form of a product (see figure 7). The starting point in
this is that the needs of the users are fulfilled by the function of the product. The same applies for
public space, but besides the users’ function the social function of public space is the decisive factor.
The role of the public space in the urban network will also have to be taken into account. In the model
it has been assumed that all the interests are represented by one or more stakeholders. These are, for
instance, (local) authorities and social organisations (environmental organisations, pressure groups).
user

values

needs

function

properties

form

Figure 7: design steps of the design of products (after Roozenburg 1991)

7.2.2

Aspects of a good design

2

On the basis of literature on the design of public space and cities a number of aspects have been
formulated, which should be taken into account in the design of a good public space. These aspects are
included in the elaboration of the model and instrument and are briefly described here:
Context: by context is meant the circumstances the stakeholders and the innovation system are in. This
context is the framework determining the possibilities of meeting the needs of the stakeholders and the
possibilities of the innovation system to fulfil those needs. The context is also important in order to
provide insight into differences between the situation in various regions or countries. The context is
often subdivided into levels: national, regional and local.
1
2
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Stakeholders: as referred to before in the description of public space, the stakeholders also play an
important part in the design process for good public spaces.
Needs and activities: The needs of the users are translated into activities practised by the users in a
public space. Needs have underlying values. Frequently, these values are of an economic, social,
ecological or cultural nature. These underlying values (or motives) are important to make a correct
assessment between the various needs and accompanying activities.
Time: The aspect of time has two dimensions. The first dimension concerns the distribution of
activities in public space in time, that is, at what point of time in the day, week or year do the activities
take place? The second dimension concerns the changes in society in the course of time and the
consequences of this for a public space. A distinction is hereby made between three urban layers with
increasing dynamics: subsoil, networks (infrastructure), and occupation layer (buildings and greenery).
The greater the dynamics the sooner the use of the layer will change and the design will have to be
adjusted.
Sustainability/Durability: Sustainability and durability have been described in various ways.
Durability is aimed at the physical aspect of a public space: is it sufficiently strong and does it have an
adequate life cycle? Sustainability is aimed at the use of the public space and changes in it in the
course of time. Sustainability links up with the approach to a system whereby every public space is
part of a system: in this thesis the urban network. The sustainability of the system consists in having
the total system continue to exist in the long term, whereby the system and subsystems are constantly
subject to change. This implies a clear relation with the second dimension of the time aspect.
Coherence: All the aspects referred to are interrelated and overlap. For a well-designed public space
all the aspects will have to be examined in coherence. This requires a holistic approach. Here, too, the
distinction between a rational approach (making use of multicriteria analysis, for instance) and a more
subjective, instinctive approach emerges (comparable to the positive and normative theories).
Design process: the importance of the design process is based on involving the stakeholders, carefully
assessing their interests and creating support for the design.
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Introduction
Introduction

On the basis of the theory and background as described in part 2, the model and instrument are worked
out in this part. In this elaboration the ideas resulting from part 2 have been compiled and combined to
form the model as described in chapter 9. Subsequently, the components of the model are further
worked out into measurable variables that can be used for the design of a public space. These variables
were combined in the complete instrument (§10.1). As this complete instrument with all its variables
was still too complex and extensive for the case studies to be executed, a work instrument was
developed on the basis of these data §10.2), which was used in the case studies. Chapter 10 comprises
the elaboration of the complete model and work instrument.
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9

Model

Against the background described in part 2 the model aims at combining the design process and the
innovation process. Consequently, the idea behind the model is as follows: the model is suitable for
the design of all types of public spaces and provides insight into the characteristics of the stakeholders,
the interests they have in a public space and the requirements set by them. The model is intended to
contain data of a lot of different public spaces and (groups of) stakeholders. By combining these data
more insight will be provided into the motives, needs and resulting activities of the stakeholders in
public spaces, fitting in with their context. This in its turn is the basis of better(-founded) designs of
public spaces.
The model can be used in the way described by Douthwaite as ‘learning selection’. ‘Learning
selection’ is a theory whereby everyone can add new knowledge and skill to a system or product. The
idea behind this is that all knowledge is available to everyone, provided that newly acquired
knowledge is added to the system or product. By adding new knowledge the system develops and
improvements are constantly added (Douthwaite 2002). In the same way the model can be used, for
instance, by placing it on the Internet as an open-source system, so that any designer of or person
involved in a public space can make use of the model and the accompanying data and can add his own
data.
The model is represented in figure 8. The stakeholders are the starting point in the model; they
determine what a public space will have to comply with. The model is built up in such a way that all
the stakeholders who are in any way whatsoever, directly or indirectly, involved in a public space can
be included in the model. The model is the basis of the instrument that can be used in practice.

public space
National
stakeholder

needs

functions

properties

stakeholder

needs

functions

properties

stakeholder

needs

functions

properties

stakeholder

needs

functions

properties

stakeholder

needs

functions

properties

stakeholder

needs

functions

properties

Regional

Local

Figure 8: the model for the design of public spaces
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Three levels are to be distinguished in the model: national, regional and local. These three levels are
the context in which various stakeholders are to be found. Each level has a number of stakeholders
who act from their own context; they all have their own needs, which are to be translated into
functions that the public space will have to comply with. In order to comply with these functions it is
necessary that the public space has a number of properties. This series from stakeholders to properties
is a simplification of the design process from user to form (see §7.2.1). In the model only the functions
and properties fall under public space. All the components of the model are briefly described here:
Levels: three levels are to be distinguished in the model, indicating the context in which the
stakeholders and their needs are to be found. The levels are decisive for the type and abstraction of the
functions that have to be incorporated in the public space. The classification into three levels is based
on the most frequently used classification of the context.
Public space: The public space is one of the spaces where the activities of the stakeholders occur
which are necessary to satisfy their needs. In this respect the distinction between public space and
public domain and private space as indicated in § 6.1 is important. Public space and public domain
overlap in those places where social interaction between people occurs. The public space includes
however the places where this interaction does not occur (the non-places). The model is aimed at the
design of public space and thus also partly determines the quality of the public domain.
Stakeholders: All the stakeholders are parties involved in one way or another. They all have their own
interests and influence and act from their own context.
Needs: The needs indicate what the wishes of the stakeholders are in connection with public spaces.
The needs are the basis of the functions that the public space will have to make possible. Needs are
dynamic and therefore change in the course of time, which will have consequences for the functions.
Functions: The translation of the needs into the functions that the public space will have to make
possible. These functions need not always fully meet the accompanying needs. A public space is a
physical space and may contribute to the fulfilment of a need. Usually it cannot fully meet a need. For
instance, social security may be improved through the layout of a public space. However, the layout
cannot prevent that ‘scary’ people are walking around there who threaten social security. The
underlying thought here is that the quality of the public space is defined by three aspects: design, use
and maintenance. Besides, if changes in needs occur, the functions of a public space will also change
in the course of time.
Properties: The properties of a public space provide the aspects which the various components of a
public space will have to comply with in order to be able to guarantee the functions now and in the
future.
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10 Instrument
The instrument is the elaboration of the model into a tool that can be applied in practice. First the
complete instrument is worked out, including the aspects considered important for the design of public
space (§ 10.1). This complete instrument contains a number of aspects that are difficult to research and
fall beyond the scope of the case studies. For that reason a work instrument was developed on the
basis of the complete instrument, which was used in the case studies (§ 10.2). In the subsequent
paragraphs both instruments are worked out, whereby the components of the model (stakeholders,
needs, functions and properties) are divided into aspects quantified with variables.
In working out these variables it must be considered that there are risks attached to the use of
variables. The variables included in the instrument are a selection of the variables that describe the
aspects fully and are thus a limited representation of reality. Moreover, it is important to realise that
society changes and, consequently, so do the aspects and variables with which these aspects are
quantified (Bossel 1999). The instruments should therefore be regarded as a random indication. When
using these instruments it will have to be checked continuously whether the aspects and their variables
are still up to date and, if required, they will have to be adjusted.
This chapter is largely based on Appendix 4. The definitions of frequently used terminology are given
in Appendix 9.

10.1 Complete instrument 1
The complete instrument is represented in figure 9. In line with the model the instrument consists of
four parts: stakeholders, needs, functions and properties. These parts are characterised by means of a
number of aspects. In this paragraph is briefly indicated for what purpose these aspects are necessary
and in what way they have been quantified by means of variables.

Stakeholder
Name of stakeholder
Description of stakeholder
Type of stakeholder
Influence on public space

Needs
Name of need

Functions
Name of function

Description of need

Description of function

Type of need

Type of function

Importance to stakeholder

Performance
Location
Shape
Material

Importance to other
stakeholders

Production and
maintenance

Hierarchy of need

Costs, means and
capabilities

Time of use
Amount of use

Figure 9: the complete instrument

1

Properties

Appendix 4: chapter 2: Complete instrument
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10.1.1 Stakeholders

1

The stakeholders are the starting point of the instrument. The description of the stakeholders should
provide insight into the stakeholders themselves and their motivations. The stakeholders are described
with the following four aspects:
1. Name of stakeholder;
2. description of stakeholder;
3. type of stakeholder;
4. influence on public space.
These aspects are worked out below.
Name of stakeholder

2

The name of the stakeholder is used to identify the stakeholder and to make groups of stakeholders
with the same characteristics.
Description of stakeholder

3

A short description of the stakeholder is given in order to identify in a simple way who the stakeholder
is. If necessary, the description can be worked out into a definition of a stakeholder.
Type of stakeholder

4

The type of stakeholder is subdivided into two groups: individuals and organisations. Both groups
have their own characteristics and are described with totally different variables. Individuals are
characterised by their lifestyle, household situation and income. These three aspects are determined by
the demographic, social-cultural and social-economic developments in the region or country where the
individuals live. In areas with poor living conditions (e.g. in developing countries) the use of lifestyles
is not effective because in these areas the possibilities to live according to one’s own lifestyle are quite
limited. Therefore two sets of variables for individuals are developed: one with and one without
lifestyles. In the set without lifestyles extra variables have been added in order to get additional
information on the status of an individual in his environment and thus gain an insight into the extent to
which this individual is capable of influencing his environment and giving shape to his own life. The
two sets of variables for individuals are represented in table 1. 5
variables with lifestyles
▰ lifestyle
▰ sex
▰ age
▰ household situation
▰

income

variables without lifestyles
▰
▰
▰
▰
▰
▰
▰

sex
age
household situation
role in household situation
income
type of work
status of work

Table 1: variables of individuals
Characterising organisations (companies and institutions) in a scientific
way is still relatively undeveloped. Aspects playing a part in this are: age,
cohort effect, size, legal form, region and the like. On the basis of the
knowledge available a number of variables have been selected with which
the character, wishes and motivation of organisations can be indicated in a
1

Appendix 4: 2.1: Stakeholders
Appendix 4: §2.1.1: Name of stakeholder
3
Appendix 4: §2.1.2: Description of stakeholder
4
Appendix 4: §2.1.3: Type of stakeholder
5
Appendix 4: §2.1.3.1: Individuals
2
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▰
▰
▰

economic activities
size of organisation
type of interest

Table 2: variables of
organisation
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simple way. These variables are represented in table 2. Economic activity is measured on the basis of
the ISIC classification for economic activities, the size of the organisation on the basis of the number
of employees, and the type of interest on the basis of their background: private, public, social or
public-private organisations. 1
The variables for individuals and organisations are a first start in order to arrive at a good
characterisation of the stakeholders. More research will have to be carried out into possible variables
indicating the relation to the design and use of public space. The sets of variables will have to be
improved on the basis of this knowledge.
Influence of stakeholder

2

The influence of stakeholder indicates the possibility for a stakeholder to influence the design of a
public space. Together with ‘importance to stakeholder’ (see § 10.1.2) this defines the role played by a
stakeholder in the design of a public space. The influence is measured by means of an ordinal
measuring scale with five levels.

10.1.2 Needs

3

Each stakeholder may have several needs; they may use a public space to fulfil these needs. All the
needs together give an overview of the needs a public space theoretically has to facilitate. To describe
the needs the following aspects have been developed:
1. Name of need;
2. description of need;
3. type of need;
4. importance to stakeholder;
5. importance to other stakeholders;
6. hierarchy of need;
7. time of use;
8. amount of use.
All these aspects will be worked out underneath and described with one or more variables.
Name of need

4

The name of need is used to identify the need or a group of needs using the same function of the
public space.
Description of need

5

The description of the need gives an explanation of the need in the words and perception of the
stakeholder, including how he sees the need and feels about it. This description is used to determine
the function of the public space for this need. If many data on the needs are retrieved by means of the
instrument, it should be possible to develop needs that can be defined and used generally.

1

Appendix 4: §2.1.3.2: Organisations
Appendix 4: §2.1.4: Influence of stakeholder
3
Appendix 4: §2.2: Needs
4
Appendix 4: §2.2.1: Name of need
5
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Type of need

1

The type of need indicates what sort of need a stakeholder
has. It is necessary to know the type of need to be able to
assess whether it fits in with the plans or visions existing for
an area. For instance, if it has been decided that a particular
area has or will get an economic function, a recreational
function will carry less weight in the decision-making. The
types of need are indicated in table 3.

▰
▰
▰
▰
▰
▰
▰

aesthetic
cultural
ecological
economic
educational
environmental
governing

▰
▰
▰
▰
▰
▰

health
historical
recreational
security
social
spatial

Table 3: types of need
Importance to stakeholder

2

The importance to the stakeholder describes the importance attached to his need by the stakeholder
himself. An insight is thereby gained into the relative importance of a need as compared to different
needs or the needs of others. The importance is measured by means of an ordinal measuring scale with
five levels.
The influence of and the importance to the stakeholder indicate the role the stakeholder plays in the
design process of a public space. All the stakeholders can be classified on the basis of their perceived
importance and influence and it can thus be determined what way and extend they will or can
influence the design process and how the designer can anticipate this.
Importance to other stakeholders

3

The importance that other stakeholders attach to a stakeholder’s need is an indication of the
importance of this need for society. It is a tool to determine the acceptance of an interest in society.
Importance to other stakeholders is measured by means of an ordinal measuring scale with five levels.
Hierarchy of need

4

The hierarchy of the need is used to examine how essential a
stakeholder’s need is. It is notably important to economically
deprived countries and regions, so as to be able to give priority to the
most important needs. The hierarchy of a need differs from
‘importance to stakeholder’. The importance indicates to what extent
the stakeholder is going to discuss and fight for it. The hierarchy
indicates how important a need is for his existence. The levels of the
hierarchy of need are indicated in table 4.
Time of use

level
1
2
3
4
5

hierarchy of need
physiological
safety
belongingness and love
esteem, political rights
self-actualization

Table 4: hierarchy of need

5

The time of use is the moment at which the stakeholder uses a public space
in order to fulfil his need. By means of the time of use it can be examined
which activities in the public space occur simultaneously and which don’t.
This information together with the amount of use form the basis for
determining the required capacity/size of the public space. This also offers
the opportunity to accommodate various types of use at various points of
time. The time of use can be determined on the basis of the timetable in
units (see table 5). The exact point of time of such units may differ per
region or country. It is also possible to place activities in a period of the
month or year (e.g. holidays or festivals).

1

Appendix 4: §2.2.3 Type of need
Appendix 4: §2.2.4: Importance to the stakeholder
3
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▰
▰
▰
▰
▰
▰
▰

night
morning rush hour
morning
lunch
afternoon
evening rush hours
evening

Table 5: time of day
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Amount of use

1

The amount of use is strongly related to the time of use. It indicates the number of times that a use
takes place at a specific point of time or in a specific period. Apart from the current use the expected
future use is also considered. This may be done in the form of an expected amount of use at a specific
moment or an expected growth.

10.1.3 Functions

2

Through its functions a public space can contribute to fulfilling the needs of the stakeholders. The
functions are the basis of the design of a public space. By translating the stakeholders’ needs into
functions it becomes possible to rationalise these needs in a form in which various needs can be
combined in a public space. The functions are described with three aspects:
1. Name of function;
2. description of the function;
3. type of function.
These aspects are worked out below.
Name of function

3

The name of function is used to identify the function or group of functions having the same variables
and properties.
Description of function

4

Description of function describes the function that a public space should have in order to facilitate one
or more of the stakeholders’ needs. The description consists of a text describing the function, which in
the course of time can be worked out into a definition of functions related to one or more needs.
Type of function

5

Type of function gives a characterisation of a function. By
▰ societal functions
means of this characterisation it is possible to examine what
▰ company-economical functions
sort of function it is and how important this function is in a
▰ technical user functions
public space. The various types of functions are represented in
▰ emotional user functions
table 6. Some functions of a public space are important to
▰ technical instrumental functions
society as a whole, such as cultural and environmental
Table 6: types of functions
functions. Economic functions are of importance to those
involved in designing and building a public space. These are, for instance, continuity, cash flow and
image. User functions are the functions related to the actual use. A distinction is made here between
technical and emotional user functions. For the technical user functions the suitability of the public
space for the intended use is first and foremost. The emotional user functions concern the perception
of the public space; do the design and atmosphere of the public space fit in with the users and their
use? Finally, there are the technical-instrumental functions, which are related to the proper
functioning, building and maintenance of the public space. These functions may differ in each phase
of the life cycle of a public space. Think, for instance, of the consequences for a design because the
adjoining residents must be accessible during construction.

1
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10.1.4 Properties 1
The functions should have properties that make function possible. Six aspects have been worked out
for this:
1. Performance;
2. location;
3. shape;
4. material;
5. production and maintenance;
6. costs, means and capabilities.
These aspects are briefly worked out below.
Performance

2

Performance chiefly concerns societal functions and
▰ clean
technical user functions of the public space. It concerns
▰ comfortable/convenient
properties that require functions in order to fulfil/support the
▰ distinctive/charming/special/unique
performance of the need at that specific location.
▰ 'green'-ness
Performance is described with seven variables (see table 7)
▰ reliable
‘Clean’ refers to how clean a public space should be for the
▰ safe and secure
function concerned and ‘comfortable’ refers to how
▰ suitable
comfortably the function can be used. ‘Distinctive’ refers to
Table
7: variables of performance
the appearance of the public space in connection with the
function. ‘Green’ refers to the plants and trees in connection with the function. ‘Reliable’ describes to
what extent it can be relied on that the function is available now and in the future. ‘Safe and secure’
indicates how safely the function of the public space can be used. And finally, ‘suitable’ refers to the
suitability of the function for the need.
Location

3

Location mainly concerns societal functions and technical as well as
emotional user functions. The properties of the location are aimed at the
place in the public space where the function is situated and the
surroundings of this place. ‘Location’ is described with four variables (see
table 8). ‘Accessible’ refers to the accessibility of the place, ‘legible’ to
recognising the place and thus making it traceable; ‘proximate’ refers to
the distance to be covered in order to reach the place and ‘surroundings’
refers to the direct surroundings of the public space where the function is.
Shape

▰
▰
▰
▰

accessible
legible
proximate
surroundings

Table 8: variables of
location

4

Shape notably refers to societal and emotional user functions. The
▰ appearance
properties of shape are aimed at the character of the (elements of the)
▰ detailing
public space. Shape is described with three variables (see table 9).
▰ dimensions
‘Appearance’ thereby indicates how slender or massive the elements of the Table 9: variables of
public space are. ‘Detailing’ indicates to what extent the shape is taut or
shape
filled with details and ‘dimensions’ indicates the size.

1
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Material

1

Material is a mixture of societal functions, technical and emotional user
functions, and technical-instrumental user functions. Material concerns the
physical properties and appearance of the materials used. Material is
described with four variables (see table 10). Thereby ‘colour’ is one of the
most striking variables of a material. ‘Hardness’ concerns the strength
properties of the material; ‘material’ describes the sort of material used
(wood, steel and the like). Finally, ‘surface’ refers to the surface texture of
the material; character but also use play a part in this.
Production and maintenance

▰
▰
▰
▰

colour
hardness
material
surface

Table 10: variables of
material

2

Realisation and maintenance are strongly related to societal functions and
▰ adaptable
technical-instrumental user functions. They are important for the
▰ buildable
realisation and maintenance of the public space for the desired functions.
▰ durable
Maintenance is also important in case of possible changes in the use and
▰ maintainable
thus in the functions of the public space. Production and maintenance are
▰ sustainable
described with five variables (see table 11). ‘Adaptable’ indicates the
Table 11: variables of
possibility of changing the functions of the public space in the future.
production and
‘Buildable’ indicates whether it is (technically) possible to realise the
maintenance
public space. ‘Durable’ indicates how soon the state of the public space is
going to deteriorate due to its use, so the sturdiness of the public space. 'maintainable' indicates if the
public space is easy to maintain. Finally, ‘sustainable’ indicates to what extent the realisation and
maintenance of the public space are harmful to the environment.
Costs, means and capabilities

3

Costs, means and capabilities are strongly related to societal functions and
economic functions. Together these properties determine the possibility to
actually realise the public space. This aspect is described with three
variables (see table 12). Firstly, there should be enough people with the
appropriate knowledge and know-how, who cooperate in an innovation
system (capabilities). For the design, construction and maintenance of a
public space sufficient financial means will have to be available (costs), as
well as all the means, in the form of materials, machinery and fuels.

▰
▰
▰

capabilities
costs
means

Table 12: variables of
costs, means and
capabilities

10.2 Work instrument 4
For the execution of the case studies the complete instrument has been simplified to the work
instrument. The simplifications were made because the case studies concern only part of the
stakeholders and consequently part of the instrument is not used. The aspects ‘production and
maintenance’, and ‘costs, means and capabilities’ were therefore omitted. Besides, it is expected that
in the case study much confusion will arise about the difference between needs and functions. For that
reason these have been combined to activities taking place in the public space. Finally, a number of
limitations have been imposed by omitting or adjusting aspects that are difficult to measure or
understand. The work instrument with the accompanying aspects is represented in figure xx.

1
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Stakeholder

Activities

Name of stakeholder

Type of activity

Description of stakeholder
Type of stakeholder

Route and
means of transport

Properties
Quality
Shape and material

Importance to stakeholder

Influence on public space

Nuisance to other
stakeholders
Time of use
Amount of use

Figure 10: the work instrument

10.2.1 Stakeholders

1

The description of the stakeholders was not changed in the work instrument. The aspects used for the
description of the stakeholders are easy to determine and necessary for the identification of the
stakeholders. The aspects are described in § 10.1.1.

10.2.2 Activities

2

The activities are the combination of needs and functions from the complete instrument. The activities
are the activities the users actually exercise in the public space and are related to the underlying need
as much as possible. The activities are described with six aspects:
1. Type of activity;
2. route and means of transport;
3. importance to stakeholder;
4. nuisance to other stakeholders;
5. time of use;
6. amount of use.
These aspects are worked out in variables below.
Type of activity

3

Type of activity describes the activities the users of the public space actually exercise in order to fulfil
their needs. Type of activity is worked out in a list of possible activities that can be exercised in the
public space (see table 13). The risk of such a list is that not every activity is included and that a bias
in the research will thus be introduced. However, it is expected that without such a list the users would
not reproduce all their activities and that a more complete picture of the use of the public space is
given with such a list. The small risk of a bias is therefore accepted. A number of activities in the list
are printed in italics. These activities may not occur in all regions or countries, or may have specific
names. Consequently, the list to be used will have to be adjusted to local circumstances.

1
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travel for:
▰ commuter traffic (from house to work)
▰ business traffic
▰ social contacts (for example: visiting family, friends)
▰ domestic activities (for example: buying groceries)
▰ education or training (for example: school, course)
▰ culture, leisure, recreation (for example; going to a music event or a bar)
▰ servicing residents and enterprises (for example: cleaning)
transport of:
▰ goods
▰ gas, water, electricity (also with underground pipes)
▰ information (mail, internet, also with underground cables)
▰ collecting garbage of inhabitants and enterprises
activities:
▰ children's play
▰ relaxation during work (for example work break)
▰ relaxation private (for example; going for a stroll)
▰ to meet other people
▰ looking what is happening in the street
▰ sporting (for example: jogging, informal street ball game)
▰ parking of cars, motorcycles, bicycle, handcarts, etc.
▰ parking of trucks, busses, vans, (dala dala's), etc.
▰ parking of trains
▰ loading and unloading of goods
▰ waiting of trucks, busses, vans, (dala dala's) on the road
▰ storage of goods
▰ placing garbage outside for garbage collection
▰ growing plants or keeping animals for food
▰ cooking and selling of food
▰ selling of goods (not food)
▰ entertaining other people
▰ making or repairing of goods

Table 13: list of activities in the public space
Route and means of transport

1

Route and means of transport describes the way in which the public
space is used for a particular activity. A combination of the distance
covered and the way in which that distance is covered. The route
covered can be indicated in text or on a map and will consist of a
number of places and the connections between them. A list of means
of transport has been worked out for the manner of transport (see table
14). Various means of transport may be used within one route.

▰
▰
▰
▰
▰
▰
▰
▰
▰

car/motorcycle
bicycle/moped
on foot
public transport
truck
van
train
pipeline
cable

Table 14: means of transport
Importance to stakeholder

2

The importance to the stakeholder is the same as described in the complete instrument: see §10.1.2.

1
2
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Nuisance to other stakeholders

1

This aspect is an adjusted version of the aspect ‘importance to other stakeholders’ in the complete
instrument. The nuisance to other stakeholders is also a measure for the societal importance of a
particular activity. To what extent do other stakeholders accept a particular activity? Asking about
nuisance is simpler than asking about the importance attached to an activity exercised by others.
Nuisance to other stakeholders is measured by means of an ordinal measuring scale with five levels.
Time of use

2

The aspect time of use is needed to establish the time the public space is used for the activity. The
aspect is the same as described in the complete instrument: see § 10.1.2.
Amount of use

3

The aspect amount of use is needed to establish the amount the public space is used for the activity.
The aspect is the same as described in the complete instrument: see § 10.1.2.

10.2.3 Properties 4
The properties as described in the complete instrument have been simplified to have them link up
better with the activities and to make them easier to understand for the users of the public space. For
this purpose the properties ‘performance’ and ‘location’ were combined into ‘quality’. For the users
the aspects ‘shape’ and ‘material’ are highly related to the emotional user functions and were therefore
combined. The remaining aspects: ‘production and maintenance’ and ‘costs, means and capabilities’
have been omitted because they fall beyond the scope of the case studies. Two aspects of ‘properties’
are left then:
1. Quality
2. Shape and material
These are worked out below.
Quality

5

Quality presents an overall picture of the suitability of the public
▰ accessible
space and its surroundings for the activity in question. In table 15
▰ appearance buildings
the quality variables are indicated. ‘Accessible’ concerns the
▰ appearance roads/green
accessibility of the place. ‘Appearance buildings’ concerns the
▰ clean
character of the surroundings of the public space, and ‘appearance
▰ comfortable
roads/green’ concerns the character of the public space itself.
▰ green (planting)
‘Clean’ indicates how clean it should be and ‘comfortable’ refers
▰ legible (to find you way)
to how comfortably the public space can be used for the activity.
▰ reliable
‘Green’ (planting) refers to the plants and trees necessary for an
▰ social safety
activity. ‘Legible’ refers to recognising the place where the
activity can be exercised, and thus making it traceable; ‘Reliable’ ▰ suitable
▰ traffic safety
describes to what extent it can be relied on that the function is
Table
15: variables of quality
available now and in the future. ‘Social safety’ indicates how safe
the public space is for normal use. ‘Suitable’ refers to the suitability for exercising the activity. And
finally, ‘traffic safety’ refers to the safety of the public space in relation to the traffic.

1
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Shape and material

1

Shape and material were combined to one aspect. As regards the shape and use of material in the
public space users will probably only give vague and instinctive indications. The designers will have
to translate this into shape and desired use of material. The aspects ‘shape and material’ will therefore
be used as an open question in the case studies.

1
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Introduction

11 Introduction
For the validation of the model and in order to check where the model needs adjustment and
improvement, two case studies were executed. The idea behind the model is that it is generically
applicable. For that reason the two case studies have a completely different context: one in the
Netherlands (Rotterdam) and one in Tanzania (Dar es Salaam). For both case studies locations were
chosen with a number of characteristics that make a good comparison between the cases possible in a
simple way and in a short period of time. These characteristics are:
1. A comparable type of public space (so that form and use of the public space are similar);
2. comparable use and users (so that the same types of stakeholders can be investigated);
3. who were or still are the subject of a design process recently (the ideas on the functions and use on
which the design is based are still fresh and reasonably easy to trace);
4. of which a fairly large number of data are available and/or easy to trace (so that it is possible to
execute the case studies in a brief period of time and with limited effort).
In this part the layout of both cases is first discussed (chapter 12), subsequently both case studies are
briefly described and the results of each case study are discussed (chapters 13 and 14).
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12 Layout case studies
The elaboration of both cases is identical. The case studies have been worked out at the three levels of
the model. For the national and regional levels the elaboration of the case studies is fully based on
literature and on information from data banks. This choice was made in order to limit the extent of the
case studies. Consequently, on these levels the data are of a general nature. For the total elaboration of
the model and instrument these levels would also have to be worked out on the basis of research into
the various stakeholders. The case studies are focused on the local level, since this level is closest to
the design and is specific for the public space of the case study. Three groups of stakeholders were
interviewed for the case studies: policy makers, designers and users. All three groups are directly
involved in the public space of the case studies or in the area in which the public space is situated. The
three groups were chosen for the following reasons:
Policymakers: they provide insight into the possible future development of the area and the possible
consequences for the public space. In addition, they have a lot of information on the use of the area
concerned.
Designers: they are or were working on the design of the public space and know which needs and
activities were or were not included in the design and for what reasons. Their knowledge makes it
possible to examine which needs of the users have been included in the design.
Users: they are the ones who make use of the public space. The number of possible users is quite
diverse. In the case studies the users were limited to three groups: residents, companies and employees
of these companies. Again this limitation was imposed in order to limit the extent of the research.
There are many more users: passers-by, visitors, holiday-makers and the like. With the choice of these
three groups is expected that the largest and most important groups have been included in the research.
For the national and regional levels of the model a description is given, on the basis of the data
available, of: the area, urban development, population, economy, infrastructure and public space,
policy and legislation. The elaboration of the local level has the same layout but has been worked out
in greater detail on the basis of the interviews. The elaboration of the three levels is designed in such a
way that an increasing number of details is worked out and an insight is also gained in the differences
and similarities with respect to the level above it. In this way it becomes clear to what extent the public
space of the case study and its use differ from public space on the regional and national levels. This is
the basis to arrive at a characterisation of stakeholders, public space and context. These data can be
entered into the instrument and the data of various designs can be combined. Thus knowledge on the
motives, needs and activities of the stakeholders can be expanded and placed in the context in which
they function. The research into the three groups is based on the work instrument. On the basis of this
the interviews with these groups have been worked out. In these interviews the users were asked about
all the activities they practised in the public space, but they were only asked in detail about activities
connected with transport of people or goods. This was done to limit the extent of the research. In the
research is opted for activities connected with transport because the public spaces in both case studies
have an important transport function. The interviews are described in detail in Appendix 5.
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13 Case Rotterdam

1

The case study in Rotterdam concerns three roads situated in the port of Rotterdam. One of the roads
gives access to the village of Heijplaat and the connection of this village to the motorway and the city
of Rotterdam. The case study is described in detail in Appendix 6. In this chapter the case study is
discussed briefly, with the emphasis on the results of the case study and its effect on the model and
instrument.
The public space of the case study was recently reconstructed to a dual carriageway. Consequently, the
underlying ideas of the design can still be traced easily. The public space is situated in a part of the
port where residential and work functions are combined. In this respect this public space is comparable
to the public space of the case study in Dar es Salaam. A lot of data are available on the public space
and the area surrounding it, which are easy to trace, e.g. at the Port of Rotterdam Authority.
The elaboration is structured according to the model and work instrument. First the three levels are
worked out: national (§ 13.1), regional (§ 13.2) and local (§ 13.3). Subsequently, the design, plans and
outcome of the research are compared (§ 13.4). Finally, a survey is given of the stakeholders in the
public space (§ 13.5).

13.1 National level: The Netherlands 2
The Netherlands is a highly urbanised and densely populated country situated by the North Sea in the
delta of the rivers Rhine, Schelde and Maas. As a result of urban development during the past
centuries in comparison with other countries the Netherlands has a relatively small-scale urban
structure, in which large monumental avenues and buildings hardly occur. These past years the
attractiveness of the urban centres has been decreasing and there is a tendency among the middle and
higher income groups to move to the suburbs.
Stakeholders

The population of the Netherlands has increased sharply during the past century and is ageing at
present. The population consists of approximately 20% immigrants half of whom are non-Western.
The households are small, with an average of 2.3 persons. The average annual income per person is €
12,200. On the basis of lifestyles we have an insight into the taste, preferences, motivation and values
of the population. The economy per head of the population is one of the largest in the world. The
economy is largely based on services and has grown continuously this past decade.
Activities/properties

The Netherlands has an extensive network of road-, pipe-, water- and rail connections. There is an
extensive network of airports as well. Transport of persons mainly takes place by private cars (77%)
and a small percentage by public transport (11%) and bicycle (7%). The total distance covered is 191
billion kilometres. The motives for movements of persons are dominated by commuter traffic,
domestic activities and recreation. Transport of goods consists of half a million rides covering a
distance of 22 billion kilometres in total.
Policies/future developments

There is a great deal of policy in connection with public space. Two examples are: ‘Policy Document
on Mobility’ and ‘Large Cities Policy’. This policy is aimed at improving transport of people and
goods in the country and improving the living environment in the large cities. Besides policy, there are
extensive legislation, rules and guidelines in connection with the design and use of public space.
1
2
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13.2 Regional level: Rijnmond/Rotterdam
Rijnmond/Rotterdam 1
Since the city of Rotterdam is tied up with the Rijnmond conurbation, the distinction between the two
is not always clear. For that reason Rijnmond is incorporated in the regional level. Rotterdam is a
modern large city with a large port, gateway to a large part of Europe. Figure 11 represents the area.

Figure 11: The Rijnmond region (light grey) and Rotterdam (dark grey) (Britstra 2007)
Stakeholders

The region is quite densely populated (about 6 times as high as on average in the Netherlands). The
age structure is the same as in the Netherlands, the composition of the population shows a much larger
share of non-Western migrants. The households are somewhat smaller and the income somewhat
lower that in the Netherlands. The lifestyle in the large cities is not much different from that of the
Netherlands. The economy of the region is mainly directed at transport and the hotel and catering
industry. The economy amounts to approximately 8% of the GDP of the Netherlands, the growth is
about equal to that of the Netherlands.
Activities/properties

Few data are available on the use of the infrastructure and the motives for this use in the region. The
data available do not present a deviating picture in comparison with the Netherlands. The number of
vehicles per inhabitant is much lower in the region than in the Netherlands. The greater part of the
transport of goods to and from the port takes place by water.
Policies/future developments

The municipality of Rotterdam has various plans for the development of the city and port. Examples
are: ‘Traffic and transport plan Rotterdam 2002-2020’, Spatial plan Rotterdam 2010’ and ‘Port plan
2020’. These plans concern visions for the future of the region in the field of traffic and transport, the
spatial layout of the region in the field of living, work and transport, and the development of the port
area. Apart from policy, the municipality has regulations that partly concern or affect the use and
layout of public space.

1
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13.3 Local level: Heijplaat 1
The public space of the case study is situated
on the peninsula of Heijplaat. This concerns
Waalhavenweg, Eemhavenweg and
Ophemertstraat (see figure 12). The area was
developed around 1,900 as a location for
shipbuilding. In order to attract and
accommodate labourers the village of
Heijplaat was built. The population of the
peninsula consists of the 1,900 inhabitants of
the village. The village has a high population
density of 4,600 persons per km² (10 times the
density of the Netherlands and 1.5 times the
density of the region). The age structure
differs slightly from those of the Netherlands
and the region. The share of non-Western
migrants is lower than in the region, but higher
than in the Netherlands. As regards lifestyle a
larger section of the population has the
lifestyle ‘harmony’ and a smaller section the
Figure 12: peninsula (encircled blue), case area
lifestyle ‘control’ than in the Netherlands and
(red), and the village Heijplaat (grey) (Britstra 2007)
the large cities. The economy of the area is
concentrated on transport, trade and industry and thus differs from the average economic structure of
the region and of the Netherlands. The building sector has experienced the strongest growth these past
years. 2
Public space

3

The public space of the case study is subdivided into two parts: Waalhavenweg and Eemhavenweg,
and Ophemertstraat (see figure 12).
Waalhavenweg and Eemhavenweg are both part of the main access road of the peninsula. The entire
Waalhavenweg and part of Eemhavenweg were constructed in 2004 and 2005 in order to make the
capacity of the road satisfactory until 2020, to improve traffic safety, to increase the accessibility of
Heijplaat (notably in case of incidents) and to improve the technical quality and life span of the road.
Ophemertstraat is dead end road and serves for access to the businesses situated along the road. The
road was reconstructed in 2001 and 2002. The objective of this reconstruction was the need for
maintenance, the creation of extra parking places and to solve the problems of turning of trucks in the
road.
The use of the public space is based on data
available on its use and the interviews with
the users. The work instrument was used for
this purpose. On the basis of the
classification of the work instrument the
stakeholders, activities and properties are
discussed.

Stakeholder
Name of stakeholder
Description of stakeholder
Type of stakeholder
Influence on public space

Activities
Type of activity
Route and
means of transport
Importance to stakeholder
Nuisance to other
stakeholders
Time of use
Amount of use

1
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3
Appendix 6: § 4.5.1: Infrastructure and the reconstruction
2
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Stakeholders

1

Three groups of users were investigated:
residents, companies and employees. All three
groups were characterised on the basis of the
outcome of the research. The residents and
employees were characterised according to the
aspects sex, age, type of household, income
and lifestyle, the companies according to the
size of the company and economic activity.
Also the influence of each group on the design
of the public space is examined. During the
research it appeared that the aspects used for
the characterisation of the residents and
employees may not be complete and will have
to be supplemented with e.g. level of
education. Knowledge on characterising
Photo 13: benches for residents
companies is still limited and it is hard to
obtain the required data.
Activities

2
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The type of activity of groups present by virtue of their profession (employees and companies) is
directly related to the activities: commuter traffic, commercial traffic, transport of goods and activities
such as parking and loading and unloading of goods. The transport activities are most important here.
The major activities of the residents are for travel to and from Heijplaat. They chiefly travel to and
from work, for social contacts and domestic activities. Besides, the residents also practise a number of
activities in public space, such as relaxing, meeting people, looking at what is happening, sports and
parking cars. In so far as can be checked these activities correspond reasonably well to the use as it
appears from other sources. On the peninsula the route covered by the users is quite unambiguous, for
there is only one route. The subdivision of the vehicles used is the same as in other sources: close on
60% cars, 30% lorries and for the rest delivery vans. The research has resulted in a clear insight into
the various reasons of transport and what types of vehicles were used. The importance of the activities
for the users has also become clear. The users appear to consider all their activities reasonably
important. The nuisance the users suffer from activities of others centres on activities connected with
the use of the roads that disrupts the traffic flow, such as parking and loading and unloading of goods.
In this respect there is not much difference between the three groups of users. The companies suffer
the least nuisance from activities of others. The
time of use for the various activities clearly
Time of traffic for social contacts
emerges from the research. As an example the
(workday average)
distribution of travelling for social activities
40
during a working day is indicated in figure 13.
30
As regards the amount of use of the public space
20
for travel and transport the research gives three
10
times as many traffic movements as compared to
0
the counting points along Waalhavenweg. No
plausible explanation has been found for this. A
possible explanation is that the sample is not
representative and perhaps the companies
exaggerated the quantity of transport for strategic
reasons.
Figure 13: travelling time for social contacts

Appendix 6: §§ 4.3.1: Stakeholder: residents, 4.4.3: Stakeholder: companies, 4.4.4: Stakeholder: employees
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Photo 14: trucks on Waalhavenweg, Rotterdam
Properties

1

The properties of the public space are described with a number of
quality variables, and shape and material. The quality variables as
indicated in table 16 have been considered in three ways: the
current quality (after the reconstruction), improvement of the
quality through reconstruction, and the desired quality. As regards
the current quality the variables ‘traffic safety’, ‘social safety’ and
‘appearance of buildings’ score worst. In figure 14 the scores of all
the aspects are indicated. The residents seem to be most satisfied.
They score best on all the aspects, with the exception of traffic
safety and the appearance of buildings. The employees seem to be
most critical and score lowest on all the aspects with the exception
of ‘appearance of buildings’, ‘appearance of roads/green’ and
‘traffic safety’. The research shows that the residents are the most
homogeneous group, difference of opinion within this group is
smaller than in the other two groups.

▰
▰
▰
▰
▰
▰
▰
▰
▰
▰
▰

suitable
clean
comfortable
green (planting)
reliable
traffic safety
social safety
accessible
legible (to find you way)
appearance roads/green
appearance buildings

Table 16: quality variables of
the public space

5

Score

4
Residents

3

Employees
Companies

2

Appearance buildings

Appearance roads/green

Legible

Accessible

Social safety

Traffic safety

Reliable

Green (planting)

Comfortable

Clean

Suitable

1

Figure 14: the current quality of public space (after the reconstruction)
1
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The reconstruction resulted in quality improvement of the variables ‘suitable’, ‘clean’, ‘comfortable’
and to a lesser degree of the aspects ‘accessible’ and ‘legible’. Here too, the residents are most positive
and the employees most critical. What is still regarded as a problem is the accessibility of Heijplaat in
case of accidents and (environmental) disasters. All three groups are equally homogeneous; there is
not much difference of opinion within the three groups. Improvement of traffic safety was one of the
aims of the reconstruction, however, this has hardly improved. This may be explained by the fact that
traffic safety has indeed improved in a number of places (e.g. adjustment of crossings), but because
the number of lanes was doubled the speed of the traffic has increased by approximately 10 km an
hour and this has largely undone the improvement (at least as it is experienced).
The desired quality does not show any distinct preference for one or more aspects, although the three
groups do have different opinions about the most important aspects: residents consider ‘suitable’,
‘clean’, ‘comfortable’ and ‘reliable’ most important; the companies consider ‘reliable’, ‘traffic safety’
and ‘legible’ most important. The companies are most unanimous in their opinion. The users are not
very explicit about shape and material. Most remarks concerned the necessity of doing something
about the appearance of the buildings. However, this was not part of the reconstruction. Nor do the
users consider this quality aspect very important.
Policy/future developments

There are various plans for the development of the peninsula. These plans deal with the renovation of
a large number of houses in the village of Heijplaat, development of the so-called RDM-site north of
the village and relocation of the container transshipment in the area and the arrival of transshipment of
fruit.
Typology of the public space

The public space of the case study was classified according to the classification method of Svenson.
The three roads were classified separately: Waalhavenweg and Eemhavenweg have the same
classification: As access roads to the peninsula of Heijplaat they have a link status: district (IV) and
because of local use and the presence of e.g. bus stops they have a place status local and
neighbourhood (e and d). Ophemertstraat, as a dead end road, has a local link and place status. In
figure 15 the classifications are indicated.

Waalhavenweg/
Eemhavenweg

Ophemertstraat

Figure 15: the classification of the roads in the case area
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13.4 The design, the plans and the research 1
The design of the new public space was compared to the outcome of the research. The new design was
aimed at improving the capacity of the road, the traffic safety, the accessibility of the village of
Heijplaat, and the technical quality and life span of the road. It appears from the research that the
capacity of the road has indeed improved. The safety of the road has not or hardly improved in the
eyes of the users. In a number of places traffic safety did improve, but on the other hand the speed of
the traffic has strongly increased. The residents complain that too little attention was paid to the safety
of pedestrians and cyclists. From an objective point of view traffic safety may have improved, but this
is not experienced as such by the users. The accessibility of the village of Heijplaat has not improved
in the eyes of the users. This may be explained by the fact that after the reconstruction traffic queues
still occur on the route to the motorway, which has its effect on Waalhavenweg. The technical state of
the infrastructure is not part of the research, but on the basis of the outcome we may state that it has
definitely improved.
The design anticipates the plans existing for the area at the time of the design. These plans assume a
considerable growth of the traffic in the case area and the design provides for an expansion of the
capacity of the roads. A problem in this respect is that the growth is less strong than expected and the
proportion between passenger traffic and freight traffic has also changed. The other aims of the design
are not formulated in the plans. The plans are aimed at subareas of the peninsula: the industrial area
south of the village, the village itself and the industrial area north of the village. The coherence and
coordination of the plans are limited. In addition, plans change rapidly. Consequently, it is difficult to
estimate the expected use and adequately gear the design to it on the basis of these plans.

Photo 15: bus stop on Waalhavenweg

1
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13.5 Stakeholders 1
During the research a great number of stakeholders have been identified. These stakeholders are
structured according to the classification of the stakeholders (see §6.3)2. In table 17 an overview is
given of stakeholders involved in the design of the public space.
users
individuals

local on-site
local off-site

organisations

local on-site
local off-site

non users
local interest

short term

long term

non local interest

long term

Residents of Heijplaat
Employees with working location in the area
Employees with no working location in the area
Trespassers
Recreants
Companies located in the area
Bewonersvereniging Heijplaat
Connexion: public transport provider (busses)
Road transport companies (represented by TLN)
Underground transport companies: Eneco, Evides, KPN, UPC, TZH
Rail transport companies
Companies that 'use' the area (for deliveries, services, etc.)
Port of Rotterdam: I&G (project management department)
Municipality Rotterdam: Ingenieursbureau Gemeentewerken (contractor
for the design)
Municipality Rotterdam: dS+V (road design)
Kristal: developer housing projects and "play garden" in Heijplaat
Citytec: contractor for street lighting
ANWB: contractor for traffic signs
Municipality Rotterdam
Municipality Rotterdam: Deelgemeente Charlois (responsible for
Heijplaat)
Port of Rotterdam: BI (maintenance department)
Port of Rotterdam: CZ (commercial department)
Municipality Rotterdam: Gemeentewerken BB Leidingbureau (licencing
cables and pipes)
Municipality Rotterdam: Gemeentewerken BB Waterhuishouding (water
management, sewage)
Municipality Rotterdam: dS+V (public space, traffic lights)
Stadshavens: developer of part of port area (until 2007)
Woonbron: housing corporation (owns the majority of the house in
Heijplaat)
Prorail: development, maintenance and owner of railways
Eneco: owner and operator of electricity and gas network
KPN: owner and operator telecommunications network
UPC: owner and operator of telecommunications network
TZH owner and operator of main electricity network
WBE (now Evides) owner and operator of water supply network
Police
Ambulance
Fire department
Several ministries
Educational institutions (universities, etc)

Table 17: stakeholders in the public space of the case study

1
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14 Case Dar es Salaam

1

The case study in Dar es Salaam considers a part of Kilwa Road, one of the main access road of the
city. Kilwa Road is the connecting road between Dar es Salaam and the south of Tanzania, ending
near the port of Dar es Salaam. The case study is described in detail in Appendix 7. In this chapter
the case study is discussed briefly, with the emphasis on the results of the case study and its effect on
the model and instrument.
The public space of the case study in Dar es Salaam was chosen because this road is due to be
converted into a dual carriage way shortly. Consequently, the underlining design ideas can be traced
easily. The public space is situated in an area where residential and work functions are combined. In
this respect the public space is comparable to the public space of the case area in Rotterdam.
There are many contacts between the Eindhoven University of Technology and the National
Construction Council and the University UCLAS in Dar es Salaam. This made it possible to collect
data of the public space and the case area quickly and facilitated the execution of the interviews. Due
to this it was possible to execute the research in a reasonably short time span.
The elaboration is structured according to the model and work instrument. First the three levels are
worked out: national (§ 14.1), regional (§ 14.2) and local (§ 14.3). Subsequently, the design, plans and
outcome of the research are compared (§ 14.4). Finally, a survey is given of the stakeholders in the
public space (§ 14.5).

14.1 National level: Tanzania 2
Tanzania is a predominantly rural country with a few urban areas of which Dar es Salaam is the largest
and most important. The country is situated on the Indian Ocean, and surrounded by many land locked
countries. The urban population of Tanzania grows very fast. This migration to the cities hampers the
development of the cities. This resulted in many unplanned settlements with a lack of urban
infrastructure, like water supply, roads, drainage etcetera.
Stakeholders

The population of Tanzania grows quickly. There are almost 38 million people living in the country,
of which about a quarter in urban areas. The population is almost completely native African, with
three religions: Christian, Muslim and indigenous beliefs. The population is very young, 63% is
younger than 25 years. Almost 60% of the people have an income of less than $ 2 per day. The
stakeholders with an economic interest are described by the economic situation of Tanzania. With a
GDP/capita of $674.- Tanzania is one of the poorest counties in the world. The economy is largely
based on agriculture. Exports are mainly agricultural products and minerals.
Activities/properties

Tanzania has a network of railways, roads, ports and airports. The quality of this infrastructure is on
average poor. The main form of long distance travel in rural areas is by bus, and short distance on foot
or by bicycle. The traffic intensity on the roads is mostly very low. In urban areas the main transport is
by Dala dala (mini buses) and on foot. The amount of road transport is about 3,750 million tonne-km
(data 1993/1994) and is predominately between the regional centres in Tanzania.
Policies/future developments

Two examples of national policies are worked out: the "National Transport Policy" and the "National
Human Development Policy". The first is concerned with the development of the transport
infrastructure. In relation to the public space it focuses on urban design related to the transport
1
2
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infrastructure, improvement of the quality and use of roads, and to minimisation of pollution and costs.
The second policy concerns the sustainable development of human settlements with affordable shelter.
Development of settlements incorporates urban design, intensity of use, used materials, adequate
infrastructure, preservation of nature, and prevention of pollution.

14.2 Regional level: Dar es Salaam 1
The regional level of the case study is the region
and city of Dar es Salaam. Dar es Salaam is the
political and economic centre of the country
(Dodoma is the capital) and is situated on the
Indian Ocean. The port of Dar es Salaam is the
major port for Tanzania and Tanzania's landlocked neighbouring countries. Figure 16 shows
the layout of Dar es Salaam.
Stakeholders

Compared to Tanzania the region is densely
populated, however, for a big city the
population density with of 1,793 persons/km2 is
however very low. The age structure of the
population is about the same, but a little older
than average in Tanzania. The household size in
Dar es Salaam is smaller than average in
Tanzanian. Based on the available data it seems
that the income in Dar es Salaam is a little
higher than in Tanzania. Economic growth in
Dar es Salaam is about the same as average in
Tanzania. Dar es Salaam produces 16% of the
GDP of the country. The economy is strongly
Figure 16: Dar es Salaam and the location of the
focused on agricultural processing and light
case area (red encircled) (map: DCC 2004)
manufacturing. Although the data are not
consistent the informal sector employs almost
half of the population. The formal sector employs about a quarter of the population. The rest is
studying or not working.

Photo 16: port of Dar es Salaam
1
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Activities/properties

The use of the public space can be divided into transport, informal activities and socialising. Travel of
people is mainly done by public transport and on foot. Travelling in Dar es Salaam is expensive: in
money by mini bus or in time by walking. The motives for travel can be divided into about half for
livelihood purposes, a quarter for education and health care and the rest for social and other activities.
The informal activities are related to selling of commodities and small services (repair). Most of these
activities are in open areas where there is a concentration of people (road crossings, bus stops) and the
goods can be displayed. As much of these activities are on or adjacent to (main) roads they often
hinder the traffic and are one of the causes of traffic congestion. The social activities are people
meeting in the street, domestic activities and children playing. These activities mostly take place in the
streets and in "left over spaces". About the formal activities like transport of goods there are few data
available.
Policies/future developments

Three master plans were developed for Dar es Salaam: in 1949, 1968 and 1979. The plan of 1979 is
formally still in operation. The plans are focused on the accommodation of the growing population.
The plans were only partly implemented due to lack of support, lack of budget, insufficient capacity of
the (local) government and the continuous and fast growth of the population. This has led to a new
approach in the Sustainable Dar es
Salaam Project in 1992, followed by
▰ servicing city expansion
the Strategic Urban Development
▰ upgrading unserviced settlements
Planning Framework in 1999. These
▰ solid waste management
plans are focused on strengthening the
▰ managing surface water run-off and liquid waste
capacities of the governments and the
▰ traffic management and air-pollution control
participation of the stakeholders. Nine
▰ managing open spaces, hazardous land and urban agriculture
critical issues were formulated based
▰ managing informal micro-trade
in a broad city consultation. These
▰ managing urban renewal
critical issues are shown in table 18.
▰ managing building minerals and other coastal resources
The plans have a planning horizon
Table 18: most critical issues of SUDP (DCC 1999)
until 2019.

14.3 Local level: Kilwa Road 1
Kilwa Road is one of the main access roads of Dar es Salaam. The public space of the case area is a
part of Kilwa Road located near the port of Dar es Salaam (see figure xx (§14.2)). This part is located
in a residential area with many commercial and institutional activities. The development of the area
started around the end of the 19th century at the north side of the road near the city centre. Around
1949 the area developed into a residential area and the first port facilities were built. Due to the poor
quality of Kilwa Road was not until 1992, when the road was renovated, that the city started to expand
along Kilwa Road to the south. The area around Kilwa Road has a population of about 108,000
inhabitants, with a high population density. The population is young with 60% under 25 years old; the
distribution of age is comparable to other urban areas in the country. The household size is about the
same as in Dar es Salaam and lower than in Tanzania. The economy of the area is focused on
manufacturing, processing and port related activities. 2

1
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Public space

1

The public space of the case
area is a part of Kilwa Road.
It consists of a two lane
paved road way with on both
sides unpaved and mostly not
designed areas, with many
Unpaved
Unpaved
Some parts:
trees (see figure 17). The
Asphalted two lane road ditch
ditch
sand road
sand road
shops,
restaurants,
main use of the road is for the
garages or
Partly grass, party sand
transport of people and goods
workshops
to and from the city. There is
Unpaved
also some traffic to and from Figure 17: general and schematic lay out of Kilwa Road
the port. The transport on the
road is mainly by mini buses (Dala dala's) and on foot. About one third of the motorized traffic is by
small vehicles and about 5% is by trucks, the rest are Dala dala's. In the rush hours there is often traffic
congestion in and out of town. Along the road there are several bus stops, many workshops, shops,
vendors' stalls and petty traders. Adjacent to the road there are commercial, educational and
governmental institutions.

Photo 17: overview of Kilwa Road
The use of the public space is based on data
available on its use and the interviews with
the users. The work instrument was used for
this purpose. On the basis of the
classification of the work instrument the
stakeholders, activities and properties are
discussed.

Stakeholder
Name of stakeholder
Description of stakeholder
Type of stakeholder
Influence on public space

Activities
Type of activity
Route and
means of transport
Importance to stakeholder
Nuisance to other
stakeholders
Time of use
Amount of use

1
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Quality
Shape and material

Case Dar es Salaam
Stakeholders

1

Two groups of users were investigated: residents and workers, and organisations. Both groups were
characterised on the basis of the outcome of the research. The residents and workers were
characterised according to their sex, age, household, work and whether or not it is paid work. The
organizations (companies and institutions) are characterized by size of company, economic activity
and type of organisation. Also the influence of each group on the design of the public space is also
examined, this shows that none of the stakeholders thinks that they have much influence, even
TANROADS, responsible for the design, thinks its influence is limited. During the research it became
clear that the group of residents and workers is probably not homogeneous in their demands on the
public space and should be divided into smaller groups.
Observation

2

On two days the use of Kilwa Road was observed.
The traffic along Kilwa Road is very busy. In the
morning and evening rush hours there is often
traffic congestion. Due to the amount of traffic it is
sometime difficult to cross the street. The main
means of transport is by cars, taxis, trucks and Dala
dala's. There are a few people on bicycle and a lot
of people walking. The activities along Kilwa Road
are divided into formal and informal commercial
activities (like selling and repairing things, petrol
stations and a scrapyard), residential activities (like
grazing of animals and drying of cloth) and social
activities (in bars, restaurants and along the road).
Other observations are the amount of rubbish on the Photo 18: a goat along Kilwa Road
road, the presence of several used and unused open
areas, and many informal side roads mostly used by cyclists and people walking. The road use map of
Appendix 7 gives a complete overview of the results of the observation.
Activities

3

The type of activities the residents and workers practise have a wide variety. The most common
activities are: travelling from home to work, travel for domestic activities, transport of goods,
relaxation during work and waiting for the bus. The organisations practise less varied activities. Their
focus is on the travel from home to work, for business and social purposes. It was not possible to find
a relation between the available data on the use of Kilwa Road and the outcome of the research. The
exact routes taken did not become clear from the
research: the point of departure and the destination
as well as the fact that the route is via Kilwa Road
are all that is known. About the means of transport
the outcome of the research is comparable with the
available data. The research is however focused on
other uses of Kilwa Road as the available data.
What is clear is that a high number of people are
travelling by Dala dala and by cars. There are a
limited number of trucks. The number of people
walking based on the outcome of the interviews is
probably too low. The observation of the public
space indicates a higher number of people walking.
Photo 19: vendor stalls along Kilwa Road
The importance of the activities for the
1
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stakeholders is asked with respect to all the activities they practise. All the activities score a very high
importance; this gives limited insight into the difference in importance between activities. The
nuisance the residents and workers suffer from activities of others concerns children's play and
sporting, parking along the road and loading and unloading of goods. The organizations experience
more nuisance from activities than the residents and workers. The activities that disturb them most are
parking, loading and unloading of goods on the road and the selling of several goods along the road.
The time of use for the various activities clearly emerges from the research. The working week is six
days long, only on Sundays there are fewer activities (see figure 18). The activities are more or less
equally spread over the day. Figure 19 shows the spread over the workdays and Sunday. The low
amount of use during the morning rush hour is probably due to the
18
lack of lack of people in the sample travelling at that time.
16
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Figure 18: amount of use on weekdays and on
Sunday

Figure 19: distribution of use
over the week

There are limited data available on the current amount of use of Kilwa Road, and the available data are
difficult to compare. It is difficult to get a complete picture of the amount of traffic along the road. The
amount of motorized transport more than doubled in the period from 1990 to 2002. In 2002 the
amount of traffic (motorized and NMT) was almost 10,000 per day (8 hour traffic count) and about
13,000 in 2006. There are almost no data on other uses of Kilwa Road. The research shows that the
average number of activities of the residents and workers is 19 per week. The residents and workers
expect some growth of their use of Kilwa Road in the future. There are about 250 petty traders
registered with VIBINDO active along the road.
Properties

1

The properties of the public space are described with 'quality variables', 'shape and materials' and
'wishes and remarks'. The quality variables (see §10.2.3) are used to determine the current quality, the
most important variables to be included in the design and how the respondents would like the public
space to be. The organisations believe that the current quality is higher than the residents and workers
do. 'Accessible' and 'legible' score best for both user groups. The residents and workers believe that
'suitable', 'appearance of buildings' and 'green' are the worst. The greatest difference of opinion
between the organisations and residents and workers is found in the variables 'suitable', 'green' and
'traffic safety'. The selection of the most important variables gives a good insight into what variables
are considered important. The residents and workers consider the variables 'traffic safety', 'social
safety' and 'accessible' most important. For the organisations the most important aspects are
'comfortable' and 'traffic safety'. Figure 20 gives an overview of the importance of the all the variables.
The research into how the users would like the public space does not show a distinct preference for
one or more variables. 'Green' scores lowest and 'traffic safety' highest. However, the difference
between the variables is however very small. The users are not very explicit about shape and material.
Most remarks concerned the use of materials and the shape of trees for shade. The users also utter
several wishes and remarks related to the design. These remarks are about aspects like street lighting,
1
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layout, dust and mud, and involvement of users. These wishes and remarks can be, or must be,
incorporated in the design.
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Figure 20: most important variables of Kilwa Road to be improved
Policies/future developments

1

There are various plans for the development
of the area around Kilwa Road. In the
Strategic Urban Development Program
(SUDP) some areas around Kilwa Road are
indicated as attractive for residential
redevelopment. For a large part of the ward
Kurasini there is a plan for more industrial
development related to the port. For the ward
Keko there are plans to improve the opening
up of the ward. The main opening up is
however not to Kilwa Road. As far known,
for the ward Miburani there are no plans for
redevelopment or changing the current use.
There are also plans for the introduction of
buses on a bus lane along Kilwa Road.
Typology of public space

Photo 22: new industrial development

2

The public space of Kilwa Road was classified according to the classification method of Svenson.
Kilwa Road has very divers types of use. Therefore the classification of the road is very broad. Three
levels of link status: district, city and national and two levels of place status: local and neighbourhood.
In figure 21 the classification is indicated.

1
2
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Figure 21: the classification of Kilwa Road (based on Svensson 2005)

14.4 The design, the plans and the research 1
The objectives and the outcome of the design are confronted with the results of the research. The main
objective of the design is to reduce the traffic congestion by widening the road to a 4-lane dual
carriageway, improve the quality of the road and to create space for the future bus lane. The plans for
the development of the areas along Kilwa Road foresee residential and industrial densification of those
areas. This densification will probably lead to more traffic along Kilwa Road. The buses that will drive
on the bus lane in about 2012 will replace the Dala dala's. As the Dala dala's are about 30% of the total
traffic the amount of traffic on the roadway will be reduced drastically. This expected change in the
amount of traffic is not incorporated in the design. Other uses along Kilwa Road are mostly not
incorporated in the design as the design is focussed on a 45-m-wide traffic corridor.

14.5 Stakeholders 2
During the research a great number of stakeholders have been identified. These stakeholders are
structured according to the classification of stakeholders (see §6.3)3. In table 19 an overview is given
of several stakeholders involved in the design.

1
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users
individuals

local on-site
local off-site

organisations

local on-site
local off-site

non users
local interest

short term
long term

non local interest

long term

residents in the area
workers in the area
Dala dala drivers
truck drivers
trespassers
companies and institutions in the area
Local NGO's (like Boresha Mazingira Kurasini (BOMAKU))
NGO's that represent workers and residents (like (VIBINDO))
Road transport companies
Underground transport companies (like: TANASCO, DAWASA)
TRC (Tanzanian Railway Corporation): use of railways
Japan International Cooperation Agency (JICA): grant for rehabilitation
Construction Project Consultants, Inc (designer
TANESCO: electricity company
Dar es Salaam Water and Sewage Authority (DAWASA): sewage
TANROADS: design, construction and maintenance of main roads
TTCL (Tanzanian Telecommunications Company Ltd)
TCCIA (Tanzania Chamber of Commerce, Industries and Agriculture)
Financial Institutions
Dar es Salaam Regional Transport Licensing Authority (DRTLA)
Dar es Salaam City Council: City Engineers Department
Municipal Councils: Municipal Road Engineers Unit
Dar es Salaam City Council: Transport and environmental planning and
development
Dar es Salaam City Council: urban transport services:
Dar es Salaam City Council: development and maintenance of district,
feeder and urban roads
Tanzania Electric Supply Company
TRC (Tanzanian Railway Corporation): development, maintenance an
downer of railways
Police
Fire department
Ministry of Health
Ministry of Lands and Human Settlements
Ministry of Works (now of Infrastructure Development): axle loads
control, safety control
Ministry of Communication and Transport: road transport licensing
NHC (National Housing Corporation)
Ministry of Home Affairs
Ministry of Finance
Ministry of Local Government
Presidents Office, Regional Administration and Local Governments
(PORALG)
Ministry of Water: owns and operates urban water intake, treatment and
distribution (except in Dar es Salaam)
National Road Safety Council:
Regional administration: regional transport licensing
Foreign donors

Table 19: stakeholders grouped according to the classification of stakeholders
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Previous page: photo 23: informal residential area along Kilwa Road, Dar es Salaam
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15 Introduction
This last part of the thesis gives the conclusions and recommendations. First the basis and results of
the research are discussed shortly (chapter 16). Based on the outcome of the research conclusions are
formulated on the model and instrument developed (chapter 17), and recommendations are given for
improvement of the model and instrument and for additional research (chapter 18).
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16 Comparison of cases and instruments
This chapter is about two topics. The first deals with the differences between the outcome of the
research into both cases. These differences are discussed to establish to what extent the instrument can
be used to find comparable public spaces and comparable types of stakeholders (§16.1). The second
topic is to establish what the effect was of the use of the simplified version of the complete instrument
for the cases: the work instrument (§16.2).

16.1 Comparison of cases 1
Both cases are compared to establish if the model and instrument can be used in various contexts, and
if they can be used to find comparable public spaces of which the design knowledge can be used. In
Appendix 8, chapter 2 a detailed overview is given of the differences and similarities of both cases: the
execution of the research, the aspects concerning the national, regional and local level, and the
classification of the public spaces. Many of the aspects discussed are not very new or striking. The
main point is that with the model and instrument these aspects can be measured and structured.
Execution of the research

2

The major differences between the execution of both cases were cultural differences between both
countries, the unfamiliarity of the user of the public space with being interviewed and the number of
data available. These aspects complicate the case in Tanzania in particular: gathering data and
organizing and executing the interviews were more complex and difficult.
National level

3

The national level clearly shows that both cases are in a complete different context. Tanzania has a fast
and unplanned urbanisation; the Netherlands has a completed urbanisation, with urban areas changing
in character. The stakeholders (population and organisations) have a different composition and are in a
different economic and cultural context. The infrastructure in Tanzania is of a smaller scale and of less
quality than in the Netherlands. The use of the public space is more varied in Tanzania. There are
more and a wider range of activities practised in the public space in Tanzania. Both countries have a
set of policies and legislation. The major difference is that the enforcement of the legislation is better
organized in the Netherlands.
Regional level

4

Concerning urbanisation and stakeholders the regional level shows almost the same differences as the
national level. The infrastructure in both cases is important for the opening up of the country and the
hinterland. The difference in quality and use of the public space is about the same as on the national
level. Both regions have plans for development, in Tanzania it is very difficult to execute those plans.
Local level

5

The local level provides insight into many differences and similarities. An important similarity is the
use for transport and travelling activities and the layout of the public space. This shows that the cases
have comparable public spaces of which the main use is the same. They are both in an area with
combined use: residence and industry. There are also differences: the road in Dar es Salaam is a main
access road to the city, in Rotterdam the road is only for local access. Other important differences are
1
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the type of activities practised in the public space; in Dar es Salaam the number of different activities
is much higher than in Rotterdam. The means of transport are also very different, while in Rotterdam
cars and trucks are the main means of transport, in Dar es Salaam it is public transport and people
walking. In Rotterdam the users consider the public space to be of a higher quality than in Dar es
Salaam.

Photo 24: parked cars on Ophemertstraat

Photo 25: parked cars on Kilwa Road

Conclusion

The instrument makes it possible to find the differences and similarities between the layout, use and
context of public spaces. With this insight comparable public spaces can be found and comparable
groups of stakeholders, with the same needs and requirements. If this knowledge of the design of
different public spaces is collected and distributed on the basis of the instrument, it will become
possible to learn from other public spaces and with that knowledge the design of public space will
innovate.

16.2 Comparison of instruments 1
The main difference between the complete and work instrument is the combination of the components
needs and functions in the complete instrument to the component activities in the work instrument. In
the component properties the aspects performance and location are combined to quality, and the
aspects shape and material are combined to one aspect. Due to the restriction of the scope of the
research the aspects production and maintenance, and cost, means and capabilities are left out of the
work instrument.
The combination of the needs and functions into activities made the execution of the research simpler;
it is easier to ask people what they do in the public space than what needs they want to fulfil while
using the public space. Combining these two components resulted in less information about the
reasons why people practise the activities. This means that it will be more difficult to decide which
activities to incorporate in the design. Based on the type of activities, however, some insight can be
gained into the motives behind the activities.
The combination of the aspects performance and location into the aspect quality made the component
properties more in line with the perception of the people interviewed. Some quality variables were
given more common terms to make them easier to understand. The change of these aspects of property
yielded less information, but was more practical and probably resulted in a better quality of the results.
Leaving out the aspects production and maintenance, and cost, means and capabilities resulted in less
insight into the possibilities of society to realise a public space that optimally suits the needs and
requirements of the stakeholders.
Conclusion

Altogether, the simplification into the work instrument resulted in a more practical instrument with
some loss of information. In practice the difference between the two instruments is small. Probably it
is possible to combine both instruments to one new instrument. The aspects production and
maintenance, and cost, means and capabilities will have to be incorporated in that instrument.
1
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17 Conclusions and recommendations
This chapter gives the final conclusions and recommendations on the outcome of the research. First
the main conclusions are given on the different parts of the model and instrument and on other aspects
related to the research (§17.1). The chapter closes with the final conclusions on the suitability of the
model and instrument for the aims of the thesis and on the extent to which the research question is
answered (§17.2).

Photo 26: overview of the use of Kilwa Road: vendor stalls and Dala dala's (case Dar es Salaam)

17.1 Parts of the model and instrument
This paragraph gives an overview of the main conclusions and recommendations on the different
parts, aspects and variables used in the model and instrument. Detailed conclusions and
recommendations can be found in the conclusions in Appendices 5, 6, 7 and 8.
Execution of the research

1

The questionnaire used for the research was quite long and complex. In the case study in Rotterdam
the questionnaire was divided in different types of activities, in the case study in Dar es Salaam it was
focused on all types of activities. This resulted in a simpler questionnaire, but also in less insight into
the use of the public space. In the case study in Rotterdam the questionnaire was sent to the
respondents and returned by mail. This worked quite well, however, the response was limited. In Dar
es Salaam the interviews were conducted orally. The people interviewed were unfamiliar with
interviews; this resulted in mistrust and people being deterred from participating. This complicated the
research and it took more time to execute the interviews. A possible way to improve the outcome of
the research (in the Netherlands and Tanzania) is to organise group interviews. In these group
interviews a discussion on the public space to be designed could be held in such a way that all the
questions in the questionnaire are answered. In such sessions maps and other tools can also be used.
Based on the evaluation of the research several details of the questionnaire can be improved.
Recommendations: Additional research is needed into the way in which the needs and requirements of
the stakeholders can be collected. Tools and methods should be used that fit in better with the ideas
and perception of the persons interviewed. Group interviews and the use of maps are a possibility.
Detailed recommendations are given in Appendix 5 2.

1
2

Appendix 5: Chapter 3: Execution and evaluation; Chapter 4: Conclusions and recommendations
Appendix 5: §3.3: Remarks on the questions
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The model: levels

The model (figure 22, see Chapter 9) consists of three levels: national, regional and local. The levels
can be worked out in such a way that the differences and similarities between the levels become clear.
This provides insight into the aspects that should be taken into account when a public space is
designed within that context. It also shows the circumstances a public space is in and makes it possible
to find public spaces in comparable circumstances. With the experience used in the design of public
spaces in comparable circumstances new designs can be improved. In reality there are more than three
levels. In the case study in Rotterdam, for example, two levels are combined to one: Rijnmond and
Rotterdam. The division into three
levels is therefore not sufficient to
public space
provide insight into all the levels
National
existing in reality. However, more
stakeholder
needs
functions
properties
levels will probably make the model
stakeholder
needs
functions
properties
too complex. A possible solution is to
combine the levels with the
Regional
classification of the stakeholders.
stakeholder
needs
functions
properties
With this classification and a good
stakeholder
needs
functions
properties
characterisation of the stakeholders it
should be possible to combine the
Local
levels and the classification.
Recommendations: Research is
needed into the number of levels in
the model and the possibility to
combine the levels with the
classification of the stakeholders.
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Figure 22: the model

Work instrument: stakeholders

With the work instrument (figure 23, see §10.2) 1 it is possible to describe the stakeholders and divide
them into groups. However, the samples were not big enough to set up homogeneous groups with the
same needs and requirements in the public space. This shows that it is important to combine data of
more designs to develop groups of stakeholders with the same needs and requirements. If those groups
are available, the research for a new design can be limited to finding out how many people of different
groups are using the public space. The needs and requirements of those groups can be used in the
design of new public spaces.

Stakeholder
Name of stakeholder
Description of stakeholder
Type of stakeholder
Influence on public space

Activities
Type of activity
Route and
means of transport
Importance to stakeholder
Nuisance to other
stakeholders
Time of use
Amount of use

Figure 23: the work instrument
1
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The used characteristics of the stakeholders are useful to describe groups of stakeholders. They
provide much insight into the needs and requirements of the stakeholders. More research is needed to
establish if the used characteristics are sufficient for the design of public spaces.
Recommendations: More research should be done to establish the right characteristics to form
homogeneous groups of users (stakeholders) with the same needs and requirements in the public
space.
Work instrument: activities

With the work instrument a good insight is gained into the types of activities practised in the public
space and the time of use. The list of activities used seems to work appropriately. Data on local
activities (not travel and transport) are very scarce; this makes it difficult to determine if the outcome
of the research is correct. Means of transport and times of travel became clear. The nuisance activities
cause to others became clear; it is not clear,
however, if this aspect is a good indicator for the
desirability or acceptance of the activities. The
insight gained into the routes people take is not
sufficient; this is partly due to the type of public
space and the way of conducting the research.
All the stakeholders find the public space
approximately just as important; this provides
limited insight into the differences between the
stakeholders. In respect of the amount of use
there are great differences between the available
data on the public space and the data resulting
from the interviews. This difference could not be
Photo 27: children playing along Kilwa Road
explained.
Recommendations: More research should be done into the local activities (not travel and transport).
With this research more insight should be gained into the consequences of those activities for the
design of public spaces and the interaction with travel and transport activities. More research should
be done into the way to establish the routes people take through the public space. Besides, more
research is needed into the importance of the public space for the stakeholders, the levels of
acceptance of activities by society, and into a suitable way to measure the amount of use of the public
space for several, especially local, activities.
Work instrument: properties

The quality variables provide clear insight into the opinion of the users about the current quality of the
public space. They also provide insight into the achieved improvement of the quality after
reconstruction. The outcome also gives the most important variables to be improved in the public
space. The quality variables used seem sufficient to cover all the needs and requirements with respect
to the public space. However, it is difficult to determine if some aspects of the quality of the public
space are missing. Only little insight is gained into the needs and requirements of the stakeholders
with respect to the aspect shape and material. In the case study in Dar es Salaam the respondents
expressed many ideas about how to improve the function and quality of the public space.
Recommendations: More research is needed into the appropriateness of the quality variables used; are
they sufficient to cover the quality of the public space? Besides, more research is needed to establish
the needs and requirements of stakeholders with respect to the shape and materials of public space.
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1

Classification of public space

Public spaces can be
structured easily according to
the classification used for the
public space (figure 24, see
§6.3). To determine the level
of link and status, however,
is subjective to some extent.
Recommendations: The
classification used seems to
be sufficient; the way to
determine the level of link
and status could be
improved.

Kilwa Road
Waalhavenweg/
Eemhavenweg

Ophemertstraat

Figure 24: the classification of the public spaces of the case studies
(Svenson 2005)

Classification of stakeholders

The stakeholders can be
structured easily with the
classification developed
(figure 25, see §6.4.1). One
difficulty is that some
stakeholders have different
interests and have to be
placed in different types of
stakeholders.

2

local on-site
individuals
local off-site
users
local on-site
organisations
local off-site

stakeholders

short term

Recommendations: More
research should be done on
multiple interests of
stakeholders and how to
incorporate this in the
classification of the
stakeholders.

local interest
long term
non users
non local interest

long term

Figure 25: the structure for the classification of stakeholders

Model and instrument in different contexts

3

The comparison of the two cases makes the differences and similarities of both public spaces and their
context very clear; both public spaces are in a totally different context and are used differently. This
makes it possible to find comparable public spaces of which the design knowledge can be used in new
designs. For the use of the model and instrument the difference in the availability of data between the
two cases is important. In the case study in Rotterdam many data are available that can be used. These
data were collected for several purposes and provide good insight into the use of the area around the
public space and of the public space itself. For the case study in Dar es Salaam few data are available
that is collected on a regular basis, and the data are more fragmented. For the case study in Dar es
Salaam more research into the area and the public space is needed to achieve the same insight into the
public space as in the case study in Rotterdam. Another difference is that in Rotterdam people are
more used to being interviewed and to being involved in the design of public space. In Dar es Salaam
people are not used to being interviewed and are suspicious of the government. Therefore they are
reluctant to cooperate with the research. In both cases the use of the model and instrument will
1

Appendix 2: Chapter 6: Classification of the public space
Appendix 3: §5.2.2: Classification of stakeholders
3
Appendix 8: Chapter 2: Comparison of cases
2
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probably improve the awareness of the importance of the public space for the stakeholders and the
participation of the stakeholders.
Recommendations: More and regular collection of data on the use of the public space and the
surrounding areas in countries with the same conditions as Tanzania would be useful.
Complete and work instrument

1

The work instrument is a simplification of the complete instrument (figure 26, see §10.1). Some
aspects are left out in order to reduce the scope of the research. Other aspects are simplified to be used
more easily. The effect of the simplification is that the outcome of the instrument is more practical, but
the reasons behind the use of the public space become less clear. This will probably make choices
between different activities less founded and transparent. Leaving out the aspects production and
maintenance, and cost, means and capabilities, reduces insight into the possibilities to realise the
desired public space, and consequently reduces the possibilities to make good choices in designing
public space. The data on these two aspects are probably easy to find. The differences between the
complete and work instrument are very small; they could be combined to one instrument.
Recommendations: Research should be done into the effect on the decision making of the lack of
insight into the needs behind the activities of people in the public space. For the possibilities to realise
the desired public space the aspects production and maintenance and the aspects cost, means and
capabilities should be incorporated in the instrument.

Stakeholder
Name of stakeholder
Description of stakeholder
Type of stakeholder
Influence on public space

Needs

Functions

Name of need

Name of function

Description of need

Description of function

Type of need

Type of function

Importance to stakeholder

Performance
Location
Shape
Material

Importance to other
stakeholders

Production and
maintenance

Hierarchy of need

Costs, means and
capabilities

Time of use
Amount of use

Figure 26: the complete instrument
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17.2 Overall conclusions and recommendations

Research
question

The overall conclusions and recommendations on the model and instrument and their use for the
design of public spaces is based on the research question and the contribution to the aims of the
research. The research question is as follows:
Which elements have to be incorporated in a framework in order to establish the requirements
set to an innovative design for – in so far as possible – sustainable public space?

The model and instrument make it possible to collect and structure the elements related to the use and
design of public space. These elements describe the needs and requirements of the stakeholders that
should be incorporated in the design of a public space. The model and instrument make it possible to
compare different public spaces and to find comparable public spaces or public spaces with the same
problems or characteristics. This opens the possibility to use the knowledge used or developed in
designing or using other public spaces. In this way the model and instrument contribute to the
innovation of the design of public spaces. As the future use and plans are an integral part of the model
and instrument they incorporate the future interests and use of the public space as much as possible.
Consequently, they contribute as much as possible to the sustainability of the public space.
Most variables used in the instrument are easy to use and give much insight into the aspects they
should measure. However, the variables can be improved to gain more, founded insight into the
relation between the variables and the consequences for the functions and design of the public space.
Moreover, the variables used to characterise the stakeholders need improvement to find homogenous
groups of stakeholders with their own needs and requirements in the public space.

Photo 28: overview of Ophemertstraat (case Rotterdam)
The contribution of the model and instrument to the three aims of this thesis is as follows:
1. Seeing to it that the needs and requirements of the stakeholders are taken into account
in the design process

The model and instrument make it possible to collect and structure the needs and requirements of
the stakeholders in a public space in such a way that it can be used in the design of a public space.
Collecting the needs and requirements of the national and regional levels is too much work for the
design of one public space and should be worked out collectively for the country or region in
question.
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2. Being able to make choices between various needs and requirements transparent
With the model and instrument the majority of the needs and requirements with respect to a public
pace can be found and structured in an early phase in the design of a public space. This opens the
possibility to assess all these needs and requirements and make transparent choices about if and
how to incorporate these in the design.
3. Supporting the innovation process for the design of public spaces
The model and instrument make it possible to find comparable public spaces or public spaces that
have comparable characteristics. This makes use of the design knowledge of those public spaces
possible and, consequently, contributes to increasing distribution of knowledge and the innovation
of the design of public spaces. Based on transparent choices of the needs and requirements to be
incorporated in the design of public space it will be possible to evaluate a design and learn from
the design. This is the basis of the development of design knowledge and of the innovation of the
design of public spaces.
Although the model and instrument need improvement, the use of it will improve insight into the use
of and interests in the public space and, consequently, it will improve the quality of the public spaces,
increase the involvement of stakeholders and contribute to the innovation of the design of sustainable
public space. In order to make the model and instrument work as intended and start a process of
'learning innovation', a way of management of the model and instrument should be set up. This was
not part of this thesis but is an essential part of the success of the use of the model and instrument.

Photo 29: the port of Dar es Salaam
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Previous page: photo 30: the office of the Dar es Salaam City Council, Dar es Salaam
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Abbreviations
Abbreviations used in the report and appendices
CBD
CBO
DCC
DRTLA
GDP
HDI
NGO
NHSD
NMT
NTP
PORALG
PPP
SDP
SUDP

Central Business District (in Dar es Salaam)
Community Based Organisation
Dar es Salaam City Council
Dar es Salaam Regional Transport Licensing Authority
Gross Domestic Product
Human Development Index
Non Governmental Organisation
National Human Settlement Development Policy
Non Motorized Transport
National Transport Policy
Presidents Office, Regional Administration and Local Governments
Purchasing Power Parity
Sustainable Dar es Salaam Project
Strategic Urban Development Planning Framework or
Strategic Urban Development Programme
TAZARA Tanzania-Zambia Railway Authority
TRC
Tanzania Railway Corporation
UNCHS
United Nations Centre for Human Settlements (UN-Habitat)
EA
Environmental Assessment
DART
Dar es Salaam Rapid Transport System
HDI
Human Development Index
n.a.
(data) not available
POE
Post Occupancy Evaluation
BPE
Building Performance Evaluation
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1 Introduction
Before the model was worked out some interviews were held with experts in the field of designing
public spaces. The interviews were based on a preliminary model which was send to the interviewee in
advance. The interviews were not structured; the intention was to find the strength and weaknesses of
the preliminary model and suggestions for improvement and for the use of the model. Main points of
the interview were:
1. Aim of thesis and model;
2. explanation of and reflection on the model;
3. stakeholders in public space;
4. aspects to be considered in the design of public spaces;
5. literature and other sources for information.
In this appendix the results of the interviews are grouped according to the main points addressed in the
interviews. Many of the remarks and visions of the interviewee are used implicitly in the thesis. Of
each interview a report is made.
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2 Persons interviewed
The following persons were interviewed on the preliminary model:
1. H. Cornelissen
(National organisation of residents: LSA-bewoners)
2. F. Davidson
(Institute for Housing and Urban development Studies)
3. P. van Enk
(Habitat Platform)
4. M. Esselbrugge
(Municipally of Leiden)
5. K. Forouzand
(Municipally of Leiden)
6. H. Hak
(SGBO)
7. J. Huizinga
(Fortis Vastgoed Ontwikkeling)
8. S. Meyer
(Municipally of Leiden)
9. P. Rutten
(Real estate developer Pröper Stok)
10. R. Schütte
(West 8 landscape architecture and urban design)
11. M. Wilmink
(Development aid organisation Cordaid)
The following persons were interviewed about the thesis but not directly about the preliminary model:
12. M. de Knegt
(Stadshavens Rotterdam)
13. M. van Koetsveld (Consultancy company PKM Solutions)
14. B. de Meulder
(Eindhoven Technical University)
15. H. de Ridder
(TU Delft)
16. W. Schik
(Consultancy company Arcadis)
These interviews were conducted for the thesis but not directly to discuss the preliminary model. The
model and the ideas behind the model were however discussed.
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3 Results of the interviews
For each main point the general outcome of the interviews is given and an overview of all the remarks
made by the interviewee. The remarks are marked with a number that correspondents with the number
of the interviewee given in chapter 2.

3.1 Aim of thesis and model
Between the interviewee there was a clear distinction between those who were in favour of the model
to be developed and those who were not.
Those who are (commercially) involved in designing public spaces have no, or little interest; they fear
that their creativity may be limited and they have no commercial interest to evaluate designs and
spread their knowledge. For them it is more important to pay attention on the needs of stakeholder
involvement then in a model that structures their involvement. They however see a use of the model to
check if all aspects are considered in the design.
Those who are responsible for the public space and those who use the public space are with some
restrictions more in favour of the model. They see the advantage to work more structural and make
transparent choices that can be explained to the local government, users and politicians. Also the
possibility to evaluate designs of public spaces is interesting and working with stakeholders more
intensively has a positive effects on the design of public spaces and coherence in the neighbourhood.
Some negative effects or problems with the use of the model can be: loss of creativity, not all
conflicting demands can be solved, and design is not a structured process.
What all interviewee have in common is that a vision on a public space is important before the design
of a public space starts. Therefore integral choices have to be made.
Remarks:
▰ Designs have to be evaluated properly [1]
▰ Don't let the model be prescriptive [2]
▰ Basic idea of model: tool or model to make interaction visible? [2]
▰ Who is target group of model? [4]
▰ What is coherence between the figures in model? [4]
▰ Model makes people speak the same language [5]
▰ Many opposite demands can not be solved: every solution has an negative effect [6]
▰ What is leading in design: buildings or public space? Public space is often seen as debit item. [7]
▰ Idea of model is not new (scope on stakeholders), but is now often implicit [7]
▰ Creativity and regulation [1], regulation determines the design [7]
▰ Important to make integral choices [8]
▰ Design is often not a structured process [8]
▰ Structured design: problem with vision and creativity [8]
▰ Model can be useful to check if the design is complete [8]
▰ Public space is part of the total of space that determines the quality of public space [9]
▰ Model is not useful because it does not lead the attention to a good design; models that focus on
the need for good design are more interesting. [9]
▰ Way of designing is implicit, based on the experiences of groups of designers; therefore the model
will not be used by designers [9]
▰ Evaluation of design through the model is of no commercial interest of designer [9]
▰ Ease of use of the model is important [9]
▰ What is the role of the model? [9]
▰ Important in design of public spaces: control the process [10]
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Important in design of public spaces: need, intention and flexibility of regulation [10]
Two options for model: 1) structural design; 2) review of designs [10]
The hard demands put on public space must be clear in the early stage of design process [10]
A common vision is necessary, a design philosophy: inform every one about that philosophy [10]
[14]
▰ Architect is stakeholder: important for corporate image to make good designs [10]
▰ Combine the model with theories on what public spaces are [14]

▰
▰
▰
▰

3.2 Explanation of and reflection on the model
From the interviews it became very clear that the main outline of the model is not new and in fact used
in the design of public spaces. The idea of the model is however used implicit. Nobody has tried to
make this idea explicit. This also means that the demands on public spaces are not made explicit. This
therefore hinders the adequate use of the demands of the stakeholders in the design.
Remarks on the model:
▰ Money [6] [7] also for maintenance [9]
▰ Correct and consequent use of words important [4]
▰ Idea of model is in principle the way of designing public space, only more explicit [5]
▰ Changes in time: make a good basic structure and change main elements when necessary [6]
▰ Community involvement gives better spaces and more coherence in the neighbourhood [6]
▰ Design: combination of layout and maintenance [8]
▰ The dimension of time is important, does a space function well after some years? [7] [9] [15]
▰ Model looks like: REN: Real Estate Norms [13]
▰ Risk of to much information, information overload [16]
Remarks on the context:
▰ Developing and developed countries: difference between formal and informal sector [2]
▰ Public space must fit in its surrounding area/context [9]
▰ Difference with The Netherlands and other (developed) countries: Foreign countries: principal
often private, city takes design over; quality determined financially; more money available;
distinction public/private less clear [10]
▰ In developing countries: government; lack of capacity, means, no insight in development of city
and very fast growth of cities > informal growth of cities [11]
▰ In poor and informal neighbourhoods no interest in the model, in better neighbourhoods (Latin
America) more useful [11]

3.3 Stakeholders in public space
The interviewees have given some remarks on the involvement of the stakeholders and the problems
with this involvement. They also mentioned several stakeholders of which some are often forgotten.
Remarks:
▰ Too many stakeholders: multifunctional design: make a choice for one stakeholder group for the
design [1]
▰ Influence in differences in lifestyles [1]
▰ Are all the stakeholders involved (do they want to be involved)? [1]
▰ Formal versus informal stakeholders [2]
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▰ Concepts of use: synergy or conflict: Linkage analysis: Group all users by pair: give each pair a
value: from synergy (++) to conflict (--). [2]
▰ Difference between wishes and demands [4]
▰ Government must be public organisations [4]
▰ Community: B's: Belangenorganisaties, Bureaucraten, Bedrijven, Burgers: each phase different.
[4]
▰ Difference between users and specific groups (disabled) [5]
▰ Stakeholders are not homogeneous: young/old, man/woman, etc. [6]
▰ What are the motives of stakeholders [6]
▰ Lifestyles: Motivaction, Smartagent [6]
▰ Stakeholders are 'slaves' of their own rules [7]
▰ Divide stakeholders in those that decide and that influence decision making [7] [16]
▰ Different role of stakeholders in different phases of design process [7] [15]
▰ Try to think what stakeholders think [9]
▰ The role, control and competence of the stakeholders [10]
▰ Groups of stakeholders: demands and motivations are mixed [10]
▰ Questioning of stakeholders does not lead to correct demands: observation of stakeholders is
necessary [14]
▰ Stakeholders need to be clustered to keep the process manageable, but how to cluster? [15]
Stakeholders mentioned:
▰ Criminals [2]
▰ Passer-by, transient [6]
▰ Young/old (age) [6] [15]
▰ Man/woman (gender) [6] [15]
▰ Allochthonous / autochthonous [6]
▰ Users and non-users [7]
▰ Care & cure (healthcare) [9]
▰ Nature groups [9]
▰ Sport associations [9]
▰ Disabled [10]
▰ Background [15]
▰ Employed/unemployed [15]

3.4 Aspects to be considered in the design of public
public spaces
Aspects that are mentioned by the interviewee are divided in three groups; public space,
needs/functions, and design characteristics.
Remarks on public space
▰ Different types of public space: other way to design, which type is considered? [1] [5] [9]
▰ Difference between public, semi public and private spaces [2] [7]
▰ Space/street needs character [6] [10], thematic [9]
▰ What is function of public space? [6]
Remarks on needs/functions
▰ Changing use: adaptation of design: small steps (organically) or restructuring/redesign [1]
▰ Adaptable design, flexibility [1]
▰ Different for types of stakeholders: women, children [5]
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▰ Dynamic effect on needs if choices are made, relation between demands of stakeholders [6]
▰ Commercial interests [7] [9]
Design characteristics
▰ Limitation of traffic [1]
▰ Safety: lighting, safe routes home/ to school [1] [10], social safety, social 'control' [5] [6]
▰ Parking of cars [1] [5] [10]
▰ Recognisable routes [1]
▰ Sports activities [2]
▰ Places to study [2]
▰ Courting (males meeting females) [2]
▰ Changing use over the day [2]
▰ Climate influences the use [2]
▰ Use lighting to make use in evening/night possible [2]
▰ Public space is often extension of the living room (through small housing, climate, etc.) [2]
▰ Conflicts of interest through different use of public spaces [2]
▰ In Africa often big plot sizes (500m2) [2]
▰ Make multiple use over the day possible: divide day in typical blocks of different use: find
synergy [2]
▰ Safety differs over the time of day [2]
▰ In developing countries layout: no furniture, no maintenance [2]
▰ Controllability [5]
▰ Green in public space, location of plants and trees [5]
▰ Enough space for furniture [5]
▰ Use of type of materials [5], durability [9]
▰ Difference between day and night [5]
▰ Reachable [6]
▰ Public space must fit in its context (physical surroundings) [9]
▰ Exploitable space, commercial interest [9]
▰ Accessibility (for disabled) [10]

3.5 Literature and other sources for information
Some literature and sources that could be interesting for the thesis is given by the interviewee:
▰ Landelijk Centrum Opbouwwerk Den Haag [1]
▰ Library IHS [2]
▰ Child friendly cities (VNG) [3]
▰ NIROV, Ikro nieuwsflits [3]
▰ www.toolkitparticipation.nl [3]
▰ www.citiesforpeople.nl [3]
▰ CROW: list of stakeholders [6]
▰ project 'catalogus duurzame kwaliteit' Amsterdam [6]
▰ www.asre.nl [7]
▰ www.waterwire.net [12]
▰ Kop van Zuid: quality team public space (OBR) [12]
▰ Knowledge of models: Stadshavens Rotterdam [12]
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Introduction

The public space is an important part of the city. It is a space that is accessible for everyone (Wijk
2003) and where interactions between social groups can en does take place (Hajer 2001). The use of
the public space in developed countries has drastically changed in the course of the last decades.
Traditionally the public space was a place for meetings, markets and traffic. As a result of social and
technical changes the use and the design of the public space has changed. In the course of time the use
of the public space became less diverse and more divided in different functions. Moreover much
attention was paid to the presentation of the public space. All this threatened the liveability of the
cities and has led to for example the “abandoned cities” where public live has disappeared (Gehl
2001/Hajer 2001). In developing countries the public space changes fast through the rapid
urbanisations in those counties, and the problems with the housing of all the new citizens (Lerise 2004,
UN-Habitat/DFOD 2002). In the current dynamic society it is important that public spaces are well
designed and are focused on the requirements and wishes of the different users and other interested
parties. A public space must have the ability to be easily adapted to the rapidly changing requirements.
This is a big challenge for the society and for the (local) government, which is mostly responsible for
the public space. The public space is one of the largest and most complex products which must be
designed (Kamaike 2003, see figure 1.1). It is a complex innovation, because the public space exists of
many different objects, is used for a large variety of activities and its quality consists of many different
aspects (Carmona 2004).

Figure 1.1: size and complexity of public spaces (public space is in the right upper corner) (Kamaike
2003)
In this chapter the public space and its use are defined. First of all is examined what the public space
is. Then is described how this public space is used. For the model it is necessary to define the life
cycle of the public space. On the basis of a number of existing life cycles a life cycle is developed
specifically for the public space. After that the possibilities and the choice of how to structure public
space is discussed. Finally is indicated who the stakeholders in the public space are and how they can
be structured.
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What is the public space?

Definition

In this thesis we look at the public space with the idea
Public realm, public domain and public space
that it must be designed. We look especially to the
In the literature the terms public realm, public
domain and public spaces are often used in very
physical part of the public space. The public space is a
different definitions. These definitions are
part of the city and contributes largely to the
sometimes that different that public domain and
functioning of it. In this context is frequently spoken
public space can mean the same. In this thesis
about the public domain. It is important to make a
the term public realm is not used and is seen as a
clear distinction between the public domain and the
synonym for public domain. The public space
public space. Hajer describes the public domain as
and public domain are defined in this appendix.
those places where interaction between various social
groups can occur and actually does occur (Hajer 2001, p.11). The basic idea of the public domain is
therefore social interaction. Hajer's definition of the public domain is used in this thesis.
Public domain

"Die plaatsen waar een uitwisseling tussen verschillende maatschappelijke
groepen kan plaatsvinden en ook daadwerkelijk plaatsvindt."
(“Those places where interaction between various social groups can occur and
actually does occur.”) Hajer 2001, p.11

There are many definitions and descriptions of the public space. Van der Wouden thinks that the
public space cannot sharply be defined, because a definition of the public space can be very limited or
very broad. He makes links between the public space and the physical and spatial part of public urban
living. By public space can be meant the government owned and managed official public space (e.g.
roads and parks), or private spaces for collective use (e.g. shopping malls and public transport). Public
space can more widely been seen including even restaurants, shops and theatres (Van der Wouden
1999). This makes it necessary to find a definition of public space which is appropriate for the idea
behind the model and that can be used for it.
In table 2.1 a number of definitions an descriptions are given of public space which were found in
literature.
definition of description
"Public space is in essence a space that is for every one freely accessible; public is what
is not private." [Translation from: "Openbare ruimte is in essentie een ruimte die voor
iedereen vrij toegankelijk is: openbaar is wat niet privé is."]
"The public space is that part of the physical environment where no one needs approval
to be present as long as he/she complies with the, usually general, rules that govern the
space". [Translation from: "De openbare ruimte is het deel van de fysieke omgeving waar
niemand toestemming nodig heeft om er te zijn, voor zover de aanwezige zich houdt aan
de in de betreffende ruimte algemeen geldende (doorgaans vanzelfsprekende)
gebruiksregels."]
"Public space relates to all those parts of the built and natural environment where the
public has free access. It encompasses: all the streets, squares and other rights of way,
whether predominantly in residential, commercial or community/civic uses; the open
spaces and parks; and the 'public/private' spaces where public access is unrestricted (at
least during daylight hours). It includes the interfaces with key internal and external and
private spaces to which the public normally has free access."
Abu-Ghazzeh describes the public space from within private space: 'Distinctions among
'primary' spaces that are fully controlled by residents (private), 'secondary' spaces that are
located between clusters of buildings and mainly used by the residents of the surrounding
buildings (semi-public), and public territories must be considered."

source
Hajer 2001, p.11
Van Wijk 2003,
p.17

Carmona 2004,
p.9

Abu-Ghazzeh
1996, p. 209/210

Table 2.1: definitions of public space
On the basis of these definitions of public space the definition mentioned below is established.
Explicitly is mentioned the physical space to make a distinction with virtual spaces such as Internet.
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Also a distinction is made between spaces that are collectively accessible, but in private possession
and to which the owner can impose restrictions to the access and the behaviour. These are places such
as shopping centres and restaurants. Collective spaces in the definition used are therefore not
conceived as public space (Hajer 2001, Van der Wouden 1999).
Public space

A physical space freely accessible (without restrictions) to everyone.

Remark: In this thesis is only that part of the public space is considered that is in the open air and in
the built environment.
Within the public space it is possible to distinguish between places and non-places. By non-places are
meant places such as roadways and shopping centres, where the social interaction between the users is
minimal (Augé in Hajer 2001). Four different types of spaces or places (in the following only called
places) have been identified which can be used: public places, collective places, places and nonplaces. If we combine these with the definitions of the public domain and public space it becomes
clear that social interaction can take place in places and therefore places are there part of the public
domain. On the basis of the definition of public space the collective places are no public space. The
applied restrictions for access and behaviour means that the collective place cannot be public space.
With that the public space has been restricted to the public places and non-places. In figure 2.1 the
connection between the public domain, the public space and the different places is shown. Three types
or places are distinguished:
▰ Collective places: places with (possible) restrictions in accessibility and behaviour and where
interaction between users takes place (for example: restaurants);
▰ public places: places with no restrictions in accessibility and behaviour and where interaction
between users takes place (for example: parks);
▰ non places: places with no restrictions in accessibility and behaviour and where no interaction
between users takes place (for example: main roads).
There is also a private domain,
which can only be assessed with
approval of the owner. In this
thesis only that part of the public
collective place
public place
non place
space is considered that is in the
open air and in built
Pu
environment. The distinction
blic
ace
domain
between public space and private
Public sp
domain means that the private
Figure 2.1: the connection between places in public space and
domains that border the public
public domain.
space, such as gardens and
buildings, are not considered to
be public space and are thus not incorporated in the model.
To examine if this distinction between places is workable, the distinction in the four types of public
space developed by Van Wijk have been used. These four types are (Van Wijk 2003):
▰ vague space (has no destined use for or where no value of use is been attached to);
▰ public space (the public space which can be used by everyone: park, street, etc.);
▰ “spontaneous parish”: a part of the space which (informally) has been taken in possession by a
special group: hang about-spots, boules ground, and such);
▰ “organized parish”: a part of the public space which has been taken officially in possession by a
special group, and rules apply to access and behaviour: allotment garden-complex, golf course,
etc.).
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According to definitions used in this thesis the organized parish is a collective place and is thus not
part of the public space.
In table 1.2 the types of public spaces of Van Wijk are compared with the types of places and with the
public space and the public domain. As the table shows the types of public space of Van Wijk can
easily be arranged according to the definitions as indicated above. On this basis the classification as
shown in figure 1.2 can be used in practice.
type of public space
according to Van Wijk
vague space
public space
spontaneous parish
organized parish

type of place

public domain or public space

non-place
public place
public place
collective place

public space
public space and public domain
public space and public domain
public domain

Table 2.2: comparison type public space of Van Wijk with the classification in places
The spontaneous parish is not always designed as such. Hang-about spots can come into being during
of the use of a public place.
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Quality of public spaces

For the development and the use of the model and instrument insight is needed in what creates a good
public space: what determines the quality of the public space? This chapter gives a general outline of
the aspects that determine the quality of the public space. In much literature some insight is given in
the aspects that determine the quality of the public space.
Bell states that the physical environment and the use and behaviour determine the quality of the
environment (Bell 2001). This means that in the design of a public space a balance has to be found
between both. Van der Wouden states, more or less the same, that a good public space is a
combination of the build environment, and the presence of lifestyles. The quality of the public space is
determined by the interaction between the public space, the behaviour of civilians, companies and
institutions, and the government policy (Van der Wouden 1999).
Carmona worked out this balance between the physical part and the use of the public space in two
ways (Carmona 2004).
He identified three dimensions that
characterise the public space (see figure
3.1):
▰ Context for action: the environment of
the public space. It is a combination
of the type of public space
(residential, industrial, open space),
the level of urbanity, the sensitivity,
and socio-economic context.
▰ kit of parts: the components of the
public space. These components are
grouped in four parts: buildings,
infrastructure, landscape and uses;
▰ quality: the quality of the public space
determines the human activities in the Figure 3.1: dimensions of public space (Carmona 2004)
public space. A good public space invites for activities a poor one does not. Activities in the public
space are also very important for the perception of the pubic space. The quality can be worked out
in several quality aspects. These aspects are discussed in Appendix 4, §2.4: Properties.
Carmona also distinguishes 4 key delivery
processes that together contribute to the
character, and therewith, of the quality of
the public space.
▰ investment: investment in the physical
public space and services;
▰ regulation: the use of statutory powers
to influence the quality and the use of
the public space;
▰ maintenance: the efforts to keep the
public space in a good quality;
▰ co-ordination: coordinating the
actions of stakeholders
Figure 3.2 gives the 4 processes and some
Figure 3.2: key processes that determine the public space
examples of the issues of each process.
(Carmona 2004)
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CROW gives an overview of 3 aspects that determine the quality of the public space: the use, the
layout and the maintenance (see figure 3.3, CROW 2004-1). These three aspects are interdependent
and influence each other.
The three models look from a different angle to the public space: The delivery process, described by
Carmona, is purely focused realising and maintaining public spaces. The three dimensions of Carmona
and the three aspects of CROW have much in common. The context described by Carmona also
determines or influences the qualities (and activities in the public space) and the kits of parts. The
dimension context is therefore not only directed to the public space but also at the other two
dimensions. The aspects of CROW give a basic insight in the aspects related to the design and use of
the public space. These aspects seem to be the most appropriate for this thesis and will therefore be
used in this thesis.
The three aspects and their mutual relation are briefly discussed here:
Use: the use deals with the types of
activities taking place in public space and
with the behaviour of people in public
layout
maintenance
space. This use is also determined by the
layout: if there are places to sit with a nice
view, there is a good chance that this
place will also be used as such. If users
throw a lot of rubbish in the street or if
there is much vandalism, this has an
use
impact on the state of repair. The use can
be regulated by stimulating a certain
conduct or by drawing up rules of conduct
Figure 3.3: aspects defining the quality of public space
and maintaining them.
Maintenance: This is the (technical) state (after CROW 2004-1)
of a public space, the quality level at which a public space is maintained. How clean is it and what do
the components of a public space look like (are they neatly painted or rusty). The size, way of use and
durability determine the pace of the decline of the (components of a) public space. The faster the
decline the more effort is required in order to keep the state of a public space up to standard. The effort
required for this is determined by the maintenance-friendliness of the layout and is limited by the
means available for maintenance.
Layout: the layout of a public space is the way in which a public space has been designed. Important
in this respect are functionality (is it suitable for the functions/activities taking place there) and
external appearance (what is the design like, is it a beautiful or a basic design). Both aspects are
important for the way in which users of a public space use and experience it. The design of details and
the choice of materials determine the future maintenance required to a considerable extent.
The thesis is about the interaction between the use and the layout of the public space.
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Use and layout of public space

The interest in public space is partly coming from problems in (large) cities. These problems are very
diverse: environmental pollution, crime, nuisance, population growth, economic developments, and
such. Public space is an important component of the city and with that part of the problem and of the
solution. In developing countries there is, supported by the United Nations, much attention for
sustainable urbanisation to solve the urban problems in a structural manner. In developed countries the
emphasis is more on improving the public space. In practice these two approaches are much alike,
because both try to ensure that the quality of life in the city improves. It is however evident that there
is an enormous difference in the range of problems of public space in the developing and developed
countries and in the potential of these countries to solve these problems (UN-Habitat/DFID 2002).
In this chapter the differences in use and layout of the public space between developed and developing
countries are described. Not with the intention to describe in detail the use and layout of the public
space, but to give insight in its differences in several parts of the world. In this way it will become
clear in what contexts the model and instrument can be used.

4.1

Public spaces in developed countries

The description of the public space in developed countries has been mainly based on public space in
the Netherlands. A general description of public space in developed countries asks a thorough study of
its use and is not necessary for this thesis. The choice for The Netherlands relates to one of the case
studies being situated there. Because this thesis aims at the built public space in the urban
environment, the description concentrates on public space in the city.
In comparison with many other developed countries Dutch cities have almost no large-scale and
monumental character. This is a consequence of the more functional approach of urban development
in the Netherlands through the centuries (De Boer 2004). Because of this the general description of the
public space is not entirely representative for other developed countries.
The use of the public space has been modified in the course of time. In former times the use
concentrated on markets, meetings and travelling (Gehl 2001). Increased prosperity and the increase of
leisure time have led to other needs for consumption and living (Van Oort 2003).
If we look at the changes in the use of the public space which have taken place in the course of time,
we see the following: The moving of the markets to shops and shopping centres has led to an almost
complete disappearance of this market function from the public space. Shopping has become both a
necessary and a recreational activity, where shopping centres play a role as tourist attraction. Also the
shops have disappeared from the suburbs of the cities and these districts have focused on living.
Through the large (car) mobility the possibilities of the users of the public space have become larger.
The users can more easily choose where to go and to skip parts of public space. The users choose
consciously which parts of the public space they use and go to their goal immediately (Hajer 2001).
Through the increased possibilities of telecommunication comparable users can meet each other at
locations in the public space which have been or will be intended for these specific users. This means
also that networks become physically larger. Although telecommunication is an important medium for
contact, the personal (physical) contacts remain important. The pubic space has, however, become less
important as a meeting place The expectation is, however, that mobility will not become less because
of the telecommunication (Hajer 2001, Van Oort 2003, Gehl 2001).
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Through these developments the design of the city becomes more monofunctional and a part of the use
moves to private spaces (e.g. shopping centres). The city becomes more and more a network of spots
and places with connections in between (Van der Wouden 1999, Hajer 2001). Those spots and places
are the areas of specific groups of users. There are living areas, company areas, recreation areas,
shopping centres, attraction parks, and such. But there are also the necessary connections (roads, etc.)
between these spots and places. The public
means of transport
billion km
%
space itself has been frequently divided into
Car (driver)
92,9
48,7
intended functions, such as a part for
Car (passenger)
53,2
27,9
pedestrians and for transport (roads). The
Train
14,5
7,6
large mobility is dominated by the use of the
Bus/tram/underground railway
6,6
3,5
car: 77% of all kilometres travelled are made
moped
0,9
0,5
Bicycle
13,9
7,3
by car (see table 4.1, CBS 2006)). This
Walking
3,9
2,0
results besides much traffic on the roads also
5,1
2,7
into a public space dominated by parked cars. Remaining
Total
190,9
100,0
This limits the possibilities for people
Table 4.1: vehicle kilometres by means of transport in
meeting and children playing (Gehl 2001).
the Netherlands (CBS 2006, data 2003)

4.2

Public space in
developing countries

The description of the public space in developing countries has been mainly based on the public
spaces in Tanzania. A general description of public spaces in developing countries asks for a thorough
study of these public spaces and that is not necessary for this thesis. The choice for Tanzania is made
because one of the case studies has been situated there.
The use and the planning of public spaces in developing countries are largely determined by the fast
urbanization in these countries. This fast urbanization results in an enormous growth of the cities. All
the people who move there must be housed and provided with facilities like water electricity and
etcetera. The government has insufficient capacity and resources to ensure these facilities. The
government cannot keep up with the increase of the cities and a lot of informal residential areas arise.
These areas are frequently located along the main roads around the city or on dangerous spots like
riverbeds, where room still is available. These settlements lack the most basic facilities, like roads,
water, and electricity. They often have a bad connection to the city. These informal settlements have
not been arranged, there is no urban development plan and the public space is mostly not designed, it
just comes into being (UN-Habitat/DFID 2002, Lerise 2004, Sheuya 2004).
There is a distinction between public spaces in formal and informal areas. Formal areas are mostly
designed according to western models, with pavements and squares and facilities like sewage, water
and electricity. Informal areas are not designed and the distinction between public and private is less
clear. Public life is on the streets and in the shade under trees (Bersani 2001).
The use of the public space is a combination of local activities and transport and travel. Due to the
high level of unemployment (Howe 2000) people have to make an income and this results in many
informal activities in the streets, selling goods and food, mostly in areas where much people pass by:
main roads, bus stops, and the city centre. But there are also small workshops on the street side
(furniture makers, tailoring, garages, and etcetera). This makes the public space often full of people
and very lively. Travel in the city is for many residents expensive. Therefore people often travel only
short distances and they combine public transport (Dala dala's) and walking, both are the most
important ways of travel. The amount of cars on the roads is limited but with the large amount of Dala
dala's and the small capacity of the roads this leads to traffic congestion in the rush hours (Pendakur
2005, World Bank 2002).
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Lifecycle of public spaces

In this chapter the lifecycle of public space has been worked out. This life cycle is used to indicate in
what phase of the lifecycle the model can be used and to indicate the use and the dynamics of the
development of public space.
The lifecycle of products can be considered in two ways (Egmond 2001, Eekels 1995):
▰ The lifecycle of a type product: Invention, increase, maturity, regression and being superfluous;
▰ the lifecycle of an individual product: From raw materials to production, use and demolishment.
There’s been made use of the life cycle analysis (LCA).
The lifecycle of the type product is not directly suitable for the public space. Public spaces are
designed for that specific location and are adapted on the basis of the use and seldom become
superfluous. The most public spaces exist very long. Werksma distinguishes 3 layers of public space
with their own life span (Werksma 2002, see Appendix 3 §4.2.4). Therefore this thesis uses the
lifecycle of an individual product.
In literature a number of life cycles is mentioned. On the basis of these different lifecycles a lifecycle
is developed that is suitable for the public space.

n

de
co

In the ISO-technical report 14177 (ISO 1994) a description is given of the construction process. The
lifecycle used aims at the role of the construction industry and which activities this industry
undertakes at each stage of the life cycle. The process
ing
ion
s
involves three phases (see figure 5.1):
s
i
inc
m
ep
▰ Creation: this phase has been divided in
m
t io
inception, design and production:
▪ Inception: study of the appropriateness of the
location, study of the financial feasibility and
conducting a programme of requirements;
▪ design: spatial, constructional and
environmental design;
▪ production: planning of the production,
supply of components, construction and
installation and management of time, money
and quality;
▰ use: operate, supply of services and maintenance;
▰ decommissioning: demolition of the building,
Figure 5.1: lifecycle for architectural
including management of environment and
constructions (after ISO 1994)
security aspects.
use

creat
ion
desig
n

prod

uction

Bell describes Zeisel's design diagram for architectonic construction (Bell 2001). This diagram
contains the same basic points as the innovation circle of Lauche (Lauche 2005, see Appendix 3;
chapter 2). The lifecycle has been aimed at the expected use of the construction. The diagram
describes phases for a project as follows (see figure 5.2):
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▰ Programming: the specification of objectives,
needs and requirements;
▰ design: making a design which meets the
demands;
▰ construction: making the construction;
▰ use and adaptation: the use of the
constructions and the adaptation of its
surroundings;
▰ evaluation: reviewing if the construction
satisfies the objectives and use.
After the evaluation there are two options: for the
existing construction the programming starts
again, which leads to the adaptation of or a new
construction. The other is that the knowledge
generated at the evaluation can be used for other
designs.
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construction

Figure 5.2: lifecycle for architectonic
constructions (after Bell 2001)
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On the basis of both lifecycles a lifecycle has been developed specifically for the public space. The
most important difference between this new developed lifecycle and the lifecycles described above are
the long life span of a public space and the fact that they are mostly adapted to changing use and
hardly ever demolished. The life cycle includes the following phases (see figure 5.3):
▰ Programming: the specification of the
decommissioning
objective, basic conditions and criteria for the
public space. This can occur for new, but also
for existing public spaces which must be
adapted as a result of the evaluation;
pro
▰ design: making a design which meets the
on
gr
am
ati
u
l
criteria and results in specifications for the
a
public space to be constructed;
▰ construction: building or constructing the
public space;
▰ use: the use of the public space. At this stage
also the maintenance and management of the
public space takes place;
▰ evaluation: periodic examining if the public
space still fits in with the (changed) use and if
the public space is still fits in with the
surroundings;
▰ decommissioning: demolition and removing of Figure 5.3: lifecycle of public spaces
the public space. This does not happen
frequently. Generally a public space is adapted
to the changing use and circumstances. Only if the area and with that the public space gets a
substantial other function a public space is demolished.
use

desi
gn

construction

In this lifecycle the dynamics of the use of the public space comes forward. On the basis of these
dynamics the public space undergoes ongoing adaptation, as a result of which the circle from design to
evaluation can be continuously followed. Not only the construction of the public space, but also the
maintenance, management and adaptation of the public space are essential components of the quality
of the public space.
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Classification
Classification of public spaces

For the making of a model for the design of public space it is necessary that the public space is
structured one way or the other to use in the model. In this paragraph is examined, on the basis of
literature, how the public space can be structured in a way that is suitable for this thesis.
In literature several ways are found to structure the public space. In the table 6.1 a number of used
typologies for the public space are given. The most of these typologies have been developed for
structuring a city for urban design and social housing. They have not been made specially for
designing public spaces. They are however appropriate to examine what the possibilities are to
structure public space.
Doevendans has extendedly studied the structure of the city Tilburg (the Netherlands). He considered
(Doevendans 1996):
▰ Morphological entities;
▰ patterns: pattern of public space and buildings;
▰ divided in areas on the basis of units of filling-in: these units can be chosen: e.g. toponomics or
architectonical entities;
▰ territories (borders and junctions with unclear transition and structure);
▰ topography;
▰ geometry: areas, lines and points, rizoom, city as network, pattern.
Carmona gives an overview of a number of possible typologies for several aims (Carmona 2004):
▰ Major land use category: residential area, town/city centre, local centre, retail park, office/science
park, industrial area, park/open space;
▰ relative urbanity: high density, medium density, suburban, rural;
▰ relative sensitivity: listed building/monument, conservation area, ecological sensitive area, nondesignated area, regeneration area;
▰ specialist category: waterfront, seafront, derelict site/area, trunk road, railway siding, transport
interchange;
▰ socio-economic context: high/medium/low income, owner occupied, mixed tenure, social housing.
The ministry of VROM in the Netherlands gives in a research on the public housing in the Netherlands the
next classification (VROM 2001):
▰ Town/city centre, periphery centre, green-urban, centre-village, countryside-living.
In the ISO report TR 14177 concerning the classification of information in the construction industry the
typology is based on the manner of use (ISO 1994):
▰ Transport, infrastructure, industry, administration and commerce, medial care, recreation, worship,
education, culture, residential.
Svenson has made a classification of arterial streets based on the places and links with a hierarchy from
local to national (Svenson 2005).
Karssenberg has made the next classification for the city Alkmaar (in the Netherlands) for the development
of the housing-program (Karssenberg 2003):
▰ Urban centre area, 19th century living area, village in the city, upper-class living (1920-1940), early
post World War II housing, low-level districts, flat areas (both built in the 70thies), late 20th century
living areas.
Mekel has made an area analysis of The Hague and the surrounding area (in the Netherlands) with the
following classification (Mekel 2003):
▰ Highly urban area, urban area, industrial area, glasshouse-area, suburban area, villa district, urban
greenness, open meadow area, nature area.

Table 6.1: shows the possible typologies to structure the public space
The examples from the table show that there are many possibilities to make a typology of the public
space. For several cities typologies have been developed. It will be clear that these typologies are not
consistent and that they differ for every situation and aim for which the typology has been made. Hajer
argues that the different types of public space have become diluted and that general typologies do not
work (Hajer 2001). Karssenberg finds that the local situation must be the basis for making a typology
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(Karssenberg 2003). With these predispositions it is not possible make a structure which is suitable for
a model which needs to be generally applicable. The model aims at the stakeholders and especially the
users of the public space. If we look in that way to public space then we see a space where people are
moving trough and are doing their activities. The routes that people jointly take create a large network:
urban sprawl (Hajer 2001) or urban web (Gehl 2001). On the basis of the ideas of Alexander “The city
is not a tree” Salingaros has developed a structure of nodes and connections. To these nodes and
connections a hierarchy has been linked (Salingaros 2005-2, Alexander 1965). A similar structure has
been constructed within the framework of a European project for the design of arterial streets. This is a
practically applicable structure of links and places with a hierarchy (Svenson 2005). In figure 6.1 this
structure is given.

Figure 6.1: structure for the classification of roads (Svenson 2005)
The basis of this structure is that every part of a road gets its own classification on the basis of a
combination of the status of a link and of a place. The status of the place and link is based on the use
and the function of (a part of) the road. The status of the link has been based on the role of (a part of)
the road plays in the network of links for cars, pedestrians, cyclists and such. The status of the place
indicates the importance of this place. Is the place important for the whole city or only for the district?
The status of both link and place cannot be established objectively. In several countries functional
classifications for links already exist. For places mostly no classifications are developed. With the
status of link and place the classification of the road concerned can be found with figure 6.1 (Svenson
2005). This classification can be used for roads, but also for squares and parks and is generally
applicable on every random public space. For this reason this classification will be used for the
structuring of the public space in this thesis.
To show how this classification can work for a public space within the model an example has been
worked out (see figure 6.2). This example shows which steps are taken on a route from home to work.
For every step of the route is indicated which activity is done, which element of the public space is
part of it, if it is a place or a link, and what the hierarchy of this place or link is. In this way it is very
simple to structure activities in a public space. In reality a large number of these activities will take
place at the same time by several people. The amount of the use and the importance of the place or the
link determine their status.
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public space
status of
function

place

link

place

place

link

place

link

place

hierarchy
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living

bicycling
moving
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the bus
socialising
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sitting
socialising
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the bus

walking

working
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Figure 6.2: example of commuter traffic structured to places and links.
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Stakeholders in public spaces

There are many stakeholders in the public space, but it is difficult to know and classify them all. On
the basis of literature there has been made an attempt to collect a great number of possible
stakeholders (see table 7.1). They have been structured according to the classification of stakeholders
as developed in Appendix 3, §5.2.2. This overview of stakeholders is meant to be helpful in finding
stakeholders, but for really finding them one still needs to observe, interview (snowball effect), and
look into literature and databases. Table 7.1 is, among others, based on the following sources:
Carmona 2004, Cabe 2001, Marcus 1998, Beer 2003, Schilderman 2005
users
individuals

local on-site

local off-site

organisations

local on-site

occupiers
amenity groups
local communities
local shop employees
local business employees
local residents
pedestrians
cyclists
public transport users
car drivers
groups of handicapped people
house owners' association
local community-based organisations
local specific interest groups
property occupiers
residents' societies
urban pressure groups
women fuel collectors
retired and elderly park users
disabled park users
preschool users
users age six to twelve
teenaged user
residents of informal settlements
employees in SSEs and HBEs
self-employed in SSEs and HBEs
existing and potential small-scale entrepreneurs (outside construction)
existing and potential small-scale contractors, building materials
producers and service providers
communities and their organizations (CBOs)
pedestrians
cyclists
public transport users
car drivers
groups of handicapped people
public transport user groups
cyclists associations
pedestrian associations
occupiers
business associations
local shop owners (employers)
local business employers
school boards
property occupiers
urban pressure groups
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users

local off-site

non users
local interest

short term

long term

non local interest

long term

local farmers
local industry
women fuel collectors
retired and elderly park users
disabled park users
preschool users
users age six to twelve
large-scale contractors and entrepreneurs
transport operators and providers
local van/truck drivers (goods delivery)
local public transport drivers
local taxi drivers
business associations
visitors to shops
visitors to businesses
visitors to residents
environmental ngo's
funders (short-term)
developers
design professionals
investors
management agents
professional staff (planners, designers, transport consultants)
developers/contractors
large-scale contractors and entrepreneurs
landowners
planning authorities
highways authorities
fire and emergency services
police authority
building control
local chambers of commerce
local transport authority
politicians (local)
local road safety council
property owners
local planning authority
community government
national transport authority
politicians (national)
ministry of transport
regional government
European Union
motorist associations
national highways and transport authority
national parks and recreation authority
national environmental services authority
national housing and estates authority
international agencies
foreign governments
environmental lobbies
national governments
macro planners
regional authorities
research and training institutions

Table 7.1: overview of stakeholders in public space
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Introduction

An important aspect of the model is that it supports the innovation of the design of public space. How
can new knowledge and skills be developed and added to new design? This appendix shows how the
design of the public space can innovate. In chapter 2 is indicated what innovation is and how the
innovation process works. Innovation must lead to the improvement of the design of public space. In
chapter 3 is shown how the innovation process can be used for the design of public spaces. In chapter
4 it is described what a good design is and what are important aspects that should be considered in a
good design. In the design process the participation of stakeholders is very important. In chapter 5 a
short overview is given of the important aspects for participation of stakeholders in the design process.
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Innovation and design

An innovation is the realisation of a new idea, product or process. With an innovation knowledge is
developed that can lead to the satisfaction of needs or a (dormant) need is created within society.
Innovations can be incremental or radical. Incremental innovations are innovations based on existing
knowledge continuously extended by small parts of new knowledge. Radical inventions are based on
the introduction of totally new technologies; a sudden big step forward in knowledge. This new
knowledge can come from basic research or is knowledge developed in working practice (Egmond
2001).
There is knowledge on many sectors. Escape divided knowledge in four areas of technological
development: THIO: Technoware, Humanware, Infoware en Orgaware (see table 2.1) (ESCAP 1989).
In all these areas innovation can take place, they are however not separated from each other.
Development of one of the areas asks for a certain level of knowledge of the other areas.
part, installations and tools
T echnoware
(tacit) knowledge of people
H umanware
documented information
I nfoware
organisation
O rgaware
Tabel 2.1: technoware, humanware, infoware and orgaware
Innovation of technology is a complex process. Figure 2.1 shows how technology develops in relation
with society. In this figure the technological development is divided in four steps. Each step is gone
through in interaction with society. This interaction determines how successful the steps will be (Van
Engelen 2003). The diffusion of technology in society is based on the successful completion of each
step. The four areas of THIO have to develop together, if only one of the areas is developed this will
probably not lead to innovation. The effects of a new technology on society can again lead to the
development of new technologies.
society

invention

adoption

diffusion

effects

Figure 2.1: technological development (Van Engelen 2003)
The development of technology takes place within an innovation system. This innovation system
contains all stakeholders involved in a certain technological development. Metcalfe gives the
following definition of a (national) innovation system:
“A national system of innovation is that set of distinct institutions which jointly and individually
contribute to the development and diffusion of new technologies and which provides the
framework within which governments form and implement policies to influence the innovation
process.” (Metcalfe in Werker 2002)
According to Barrett an innovation system contains at least the following stakeholders:
industry/clients, government, procurers, project teams, education and research, and society (Barrett
2004-2). These stakeholders use and influence technology and each other. Their action is determined
by the context they live in. This context gives the economic, social and environmental circumstances
that determine the needs and requirements of the stakeholders.
In the design of products this innovation does not appear to be straightforward but an iterative process.
It has been based on the experiences of previous designs, which has been institutionalized and is used
in new designs. Douthwaite gives an overview how such innovations work. The innovation starts with
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a new idea. Research workers work on this new idea and the first outcomes of this (best bet) are tested
in practice. Innovative stakeholders improve this technology in a way it will work in practice
(plausible promise). With this plausible promise the early adopters can start using the technology. In
an iterative process of practical experience the technology is improved (Douthwaite 2002). Lauche
describes this iterative process of improving a technology for designing products. Figure 2.2 shows
this innovation cycle. The basic idea of the cycle is that every new design creates new knowledge and
skills, or improves them. The cycle works as follows: on the basis of the aim of a project (task) an
analysis is made of the needs and wishes to reach the aim (requirements). With available knowledge,
skills and tools the best solution is
developed (synthesis) and realized
(solution). In the evaluation the
solution is confronted with the
original aim (task) and this
generates insight in the quality of
technologies used. This insight is
the basis for improving the
technologies (reflection) and
adapting knowledge and skills
(rules). The improved technologies
are used in new projects (transfer)
and the new projects lead, in the
same way to development of new
or improved technologies (Lauche
2005). This continuous process
Figure 2.2: innovation cycle for designing products (Lauche
leads to an ongoing incremental
2005)
improvement of technology.
To make this cycle to function in a good way the innovation system must comply with a number of
conditions:
1. The innovation system must exist and function reasonably;
2. the innovation system must have sufficiently knowledge and skills;
3. sufficient resources must be available;
4. importance must be attached to a good product.
In the points 1, 2 and 3 we see the four areas of technological development of THIO: technoware:
sufficient resources; humanware and infoware: sufficiently knowledge and skills and orgaware: the
innovation system. The fourth point has to do with the usefulness and need of the product to develop,
and less with the product itself. Therefore it is out of the scope of THIO.
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3

Innovation of the design of public spaces

Designing a public space is an element of establishing a product that satisfies an existing need in the
society and is therefore a technical innovation. Every design of a public space can contribute to the
innovation of the design and use of public space. How can the innovation cycle of products be
integrated in the design of public spaces?
First some insight is needed about the difference between (mass)products and public spaces. One of
the basic ideas of the spread of technologies is that products contain new technologies and that selling
these products contributes to spreading new technologies. Public spaces are designed for their own
specific situation and with that are unique designs. Moreover the public space is public immovable
property, is generally not sold and cannot be moved. The technology for designing public spaces can
be only spread by spreading the design knowledge and skills, and not by spreading the product itself.
In table 3.1 a number of differences between public space and mass products is shown.
public spaces

mass products

▰ are generally not sold and are not
marketable
▰ are not movable (are real estate)
▰ are always used, even if it has been badly
designed and constructed
▰ freely accessible and can be used by
everyone
▰ are almost never owned by the users. Is
generally owned by government
▰ have many (also unintended) functions

▰ are always sold and are marketable
▰ are easily movable
▰ if badly designed they are not or hardly sold
and used
▰ generally only used by the owner or one user
▰ is generally owned by the user
▰ have been frequently focused on a limited
number of functions
▰ are generally replaced if they no longer
satisfy to the need

▰ are adapted if they function no longer good
enough (the design is adapted to the use, this
can take place a lot of times during the
lifespan)
▰ are unique designs, only made once for that
▰ a generic design that can be used on several
specific location
locations
▰ has a long lifespan (from 30 up to more than ▰ has a short lifespan (up to approximately 10
100 years)
years)
▰ have a large number of stakeholders at the
▰ have a smaller number of stakeholders at the
design (e.g. every local government in the
design and these stakeholders are generally
world). A large part of these stakeholders
much larger
are individuals or rather small organizations
Table 3.1: differences between public spaces and mass products
The designs take place within the innovation system existing of a many stakeholders. Working out an
innovation system for the design of public spaces is not part of this thesis. It is a complex system that
differs from country to country. The context within a country determines the form and the structure of
the innovation system. In figure 3.1 an overview is given of an innovation system for urban design in
the Netherlands. This is however only one component of the entire innovation system for the design of
public spaces. For example the social, civil engineering and administrative innovation systems must be
added.
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Figure 3.1: innovation system for urban design in the Netherlands (Nio 1997)
Public spaces can be found everywhere in the world. Each design of a public space is focused on the
specific local situation, they have been literally linked with the place they have been made. Every
(local) government develops and manages public spaces. A large part of these governments outsource
the designs to specialized designers who frequently work for small companies. A large architect or
design company in the Netherlands has only 50 employees. Moreover in every public space other
small local stakeholders are involved. Because of this the innovation system for the public spaces is
also small-scale. It exists of a large network of generally small parties.
The innovation cycle of Lauche can be also used for the design of public spaces, but some of the
differences of the public space and (mass) products and the fragmented innovation system have to be
taken in to account. Within the context of the innovation system and with every new design of a public
space knowledge and skills are added to the design. According to the cycle of Lauche this developed
knowledge and skills must be used again in new designs; an incremental growth of knowledge and
skills.

3.1

Problems with the innovation of the design of public spaces

Two aspects hinder the innovation of the design of public spaces: the first is that the basic assumptions
of a design are frequently unknown as a result of which it is difficult to evaluate the design. The
second is that it is difficult to spread developed knowledge and apply it again in other designs, because
of the fragmented innovation system. Both problems are further worked out below.
Basic assumptions and evaluations

The designs of public spaces are frequently based on general assumptions. On the basis of normative
ideas a design is made. This design is discussed with the stakeholders and as a result of their response
the design is adapted. This happens a number of times, whereupon the design becomes definite.
During this process it is often no longer clear which requirements and wishes have and have not been
taken along in the design and why. Because the basic assumptions of and choices made during the
design are no longer clear, it becomes it very difficult to evaluate the design. An additional problem is
that the acquired design knowledge is frequently subjective and personal (Bell 2001, Meyer 2006).
Another important factor is that particularly commercial parties mostly have no interest in evaluating
designs and sharing the originating knowledge with other parties because of financial and commercial
considerations. This means that through the design process it is difficult to evaluate a design and that
there is no 'drive' for some stakeholders to execute evaluations (Rutten 2006, Bell 2001).
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The possible users of the model indicated in the interviews that there has to be a vision on the public
space before starting with the design. This vision is frequently not available and that makes the above
procedure in fact inevitable (Schütte 2006, De Meulder 2006).
There are a number of techniques available for the evaluation of the design (of buildings): a Post
Occupancy Evaluation (POE) and a Building Performance Evaluation (BPE). Bell and Vischer
describe the POE where the design solutions after design and construction are evaluated. On the basis
of knowledge which originates from these evaluations new designs can be improved (= innovation)
(Bell 2001, Vischer 2005). Vischer takes a step forward with the BPE. She wants to evaluate every
step in the design process. In these evaluations the previous steps from the design process are
evaluated with the stakeholders. Possible errors in the design are traced during the design process and
the design is improved. To do this it is necessary to make the needs and requirements of the
stakeholders transparent and measurable (= quality controled design) (Vischer 2005). Spekkink has
incorporated these ideas in a structured design process. He adds to it that every step in the process
must start with a programme of requirements (PoR). This programme is renewed after every step in
the process on the basis of an evaluation and is the programme of requirements for the next step. This
renewed PoR becomes at every next step in the design process more detailed. All choices made
become transparent and for all parties the aim of the next step in the process is clear (=
transparency/quality control design) (Spekking 1992).
Fragmented innovation system

The innovation system for the design of public space is fragmented; there are many parties involved in
the design. This makes it is difficult to promote research and innovation (Clareydale 2003). There are
not only a multiplicity of users, but also a large group of mostly small and local parties, which are
involved in the design, construction, and use of the public space. This can be: designers, builders,
administrators, and such. Knowledge and skills are spread over a large group of people concerned.
Moreover every public space is designed for its own specific situation. Therefore knowledge and skills
cannot be randomly applied, but must be adapted to that local situation. Because of the large number
of parties involved in the design process itself none of these really feels responsible for the total
design. This hardly stimulates the innovation of the design, because innovation means taking
(financial) risks and is paying off to little for most of the stakeholders. This results in a risk avoiding
construction business and there is no use of innovative materials and techniques (Vischer 2005). At
present there is international cooperation to improve the involvement of the different stakeholders in
the stimulation of innovation: Revaluing Construction. On the basis of the interest of users it is studied
how the construction sector can contribute to the improvement of the quality of the built surroundings.
Several stakeholders are involved such as: clients, designers, contractors, manufacturers, suppliers,
and facility managers (Bell 2001, Vischer 2005, Barret 2004-1, Rutten 2006).
All this makes it very complicated to spread in an adequate way the knowledge and skills that have
been acquired through different designs of public spaces. Knowledge and skills must be available in a
way that several local stakeholders within their own context can use these in their own locations.
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Design of public spaces

To establish what a good designed public space is, first is determined at what a good design is. On this
basis it is examined what a good public space is. For a good design a number of aspects should be
considered in the design, these aspects have been worked out in §4.1 and §4.2 respectively..

4.1

Good design of public spaces

Ivashkov briefly describes the design problem. He links it directly with the stakeholders' needs. He
observes that design problems cannot be formulated decisively, because this is determined by the
vision of the different stakeholders and the definition of the design problem. Because all stakeholders
have other visions there are no good or bad solutions, but only better or worse (Ivashkov 2004).
With the definitions of products we also see a unambiguous relation with the stakeholders needs.
Eekels describes a product as follows: "A product is a means to satisfy the needs of the customer,
within the possibilities which remain if the demands and wishes of both primary and secondary users
are fulfilled" (Eekels 1995, p. 222). Person and Beer confirm this basic idea: "The product as such is
not the need. People are not looking for products, but for experiences" (Person 2003, p.1), "Designing
for people in public environments is about compromises and balances - there are no ‘right’ designs,
but some work better than others, some delight is more then others." (Beer 2003, liveability and
design)
A good design is therefore more the outcome of a process where several interests are weighed, then an
objectively measurable quality. The definition that Kaas gives of a design fits in well with the above
ideas and will be used for this thesis.

Definition

Good design

"Het aangeven van een oplossing om aan een bepaalde maatschappelijke
behoefte te voldoen met behulp van beschikbare middelen en met inachtneming
van maatstaven van technische en maatschappelijke aard."
(“Outlining a solution in order to meet a specific social need with the aid of
available means and in compliance with standards of a technical and social
nature.”) Kaas 1995, p. 13

This definition is applied to the public space. The public space is an element of the urban environment.
In much literature the design of public space and the design of urban areas are considered as a
coherent whole. In this literature also is indicated that there are no good designed public spaces. Lynch
concluded already in 1981, concerning designing cities that describing what makes a good city "might
be a meaningless question" it is:
▰ Too complicated;
▰ too far beyond our control;
▰ too many people are affected;
▰ too many cultural variation.
The goodness of the city it is a normative theory (Lynch 1981).
If we look at the literature concerning urban design and liveable places then it becomes clear that the
process of realising a design and the aims which must be reached with that design are very important.
The British “Department of the Environment, Transport and the Regions” defines this as follows:
“Good urban design are rarely brought about by a local authority prescribing physical solutions, or by
setting rigid or empirical design standards but by approaches which emphasize design objectives or
principles.” (DETR 2000, p.14) “Urban design is the art or making places for people. It includes the
way places work and matters such as community safety, ash well as how they look. It concerns the
connections between people and places, movement and urban form, nature and the built fabric, and the
processes for ensuring successful villages, towns and cities.” (DETR 2000, p.8). Minett describes a
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method to design cities. He takes as the basic assumption that a city consist of a number of semiindependent systems where several agencies are responsible for the design and development of their
own system. For example a bus company is responsible for the system of public bus transport and a
government agency for education for system of schools and education. These systems however are not
completely separated from each other and meet in the public space. The design and development of
cities therefore concentrated on public space (Minett 1975). It must be added that the separation
between the public and the private is not that sharp and some systems also meet in the private space.
In the United Kingdom Tibbalds and the Prince of Wales have established a number of criteria to
which good designed urban areas must comply. The criteria of the Prince or Wales have been based on
a normative idea what urban areas should look like. His focus is on traditional architecture. In
response to that Tibbalds has developed 10 commandments for urban quality. These commandments
give the preconditions to be fulfilled in a design. They do not determine what the eventual design has
to satisfy (Parfect 1997). It appears to be almost impossible to describe the quality of a public space
objectively. Lang states that there is general agreement concerning three basis aims of an architectural
design: commodity (which functions it has to facilitate), firmness (how sustainable (strength/life span)
it must be) and delight (how it must look like). He distinguishes between two design theories to reach
this final result: the positive theory and the normative theory. The positive theory is based on the
relations between variables and what the impact is on the commodity, firmness and delight is. On the
basis of this knowledge and skills new designs are made and knowledge and skills are further
extended. The normative theory is based on a design theory or style that gives the preconditions on the
properties of a design to satisfy the desired commodity, firmness and delight (Lang in Bell 2001).
Both theories have the same aim: a good public space. Given the complexity of the design of public
space and the often contradictory interests in a public space it is impossible to make a design on the
basis of the positive theory. Designers base their design at present largely on implicit knowledge and
design visions, and are therefore normative (Ivashkov 2004). Designing on the basis of the normative
theory includes the risk that the design is made on the basis of subjective assumptions that do not have
to corresponde with the perception of the users or with the desired use. Therefore the design of a
public space must be as much as possible be based on the knowledge and skills which are collected on
the basis of the positive theory, whereupon on a good founded and transparent basis normative choices
can be made.
As Karssenberg states choices in the design of public spaces combine two matters: the local interests
of the users and the societal interests on regional and national level in the design and use of public
space. He describes this as the “middle-up-down” approach. This approach distinguishes a top down
vision on the area were the general use and destination of the area is given, and a bottom-up part with
the needs of the users that are combined in the design. The importance and influence of the users is the
bottom-up part of 'middle-up-down'. The activities of a user must be weighed against activities of
other users. Based on a 'top down' vision on the area transparent choices can be made to select
activities that are incorporated in the design and in what manner. In that way the choices made in the
design of a public space can be based on the importance of the activities for the users and the influence
of some stakeholders with little interest in the public space can be limited. It is therefore important to
have a good and by the users supported top down vision on the area (Karssenberg 2005 and 2007).

Definition

On the basis of the above a definition of a good public space has been established:
Good public space

A public space in which the needs of the stakeholders have been assessed
and placed in their context in such a way that the public space optimally
contributes to society, both at present and in the future.

With this definition the process of the design of the public space, and the assessment of the different
interests, determine the quality of that public space. The quality of a design therefore cannot be
determined objectively on the basis of a ready design.
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4.2

Important aspects for a good design

In the process to make a good design a number of aspects must be considered. On the basis of
literature concerning the public space and urban design a number of aspects which are important for
the design of a public space have been worked out. These aspects are:
▰ Context;
▰ stakeholders ;
▰ needs and activities;
▰ time;
▰ sustainability ;
▰ consistency;
▰ design process.
These aspects are necessary elements in the process to make a good design of public space and must
lead to a public space that satisfies the three basic assumptions: commodity, firmness and delight. For
each aspect it is indicated how it is described in literature.

4.2.1

Context

The context is the circumstance which the stakeholders and the innovation system are in. This context
can be considered as the framework in which the stakeholders determine their needs and the
environment in which the public space is situated. The context can be considered at several levels:
from local to international. In the context play economic, social, environmental and cultural aspects a
role. These aspects are very important to determine the possibilities which stakeholders have to fulfil
their needs and requirements. The context is also the framework which determines the possibilities of
the innovation system. The difference in context becomes particularly clear in the comparison between
developed countries and developing countries. In developed countries there are more options possible
for the development of the public space because of the better economic circumstances. In developing
countries the design (or the lack to that) of the public space is determined by the enormous fast
increase of the cities and the restricted possibilities (resources and capacity) of governments and other
agencies to bring about the required extension of the public space as a result of this increase (Van der
Wouden 1999, Werksma 2002, CABE 2001, Egmond, 2001, Leidelmeijer 2003).

4.2.2

Stakeholders

There is in literature broad consensus concerning the need to involve the stakeholders and certainly the
users of the public space in the design of public space. Abu-Ghazzah concludes on the basis of a study
of the public space in districts of the city Abu-Nuseir that for good a design the involvement of the
occupants is necessary (Abu-Ghazzah 1996). Grimble and Wellard give within the scope of National
Resource Management two main reasons for involving stakeholders: “1) improving the selection,
efficiency, effectiveness and evaluation of policies and projects, and 2) improving assessment of the
distributional, social and political impacts of policies and projects.” (Grimble 1997, p.177). The
British Department for International Development also gives a number of reasons for involving
stakeholders in projects (DFID 2002):
▰ Activities have impact on the interests of the stakeholders;
▰ conflicts which are a possible disadvantage of a project can be avoided;
▰ increased chances of success;
▰ it stimulates participating in a project;
▰ it prevents or diminishes the disadvantageous aspects of a project.
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Concerning the participation of stakeholders in projects a vast amount of literature is available.
Involving the stakeholder in the design of public space is essential for making a good design. In
accordance with the definition of a good designed public space a good design connects optimally the
needs of the stakeholders. The participation of stakeholders in the design of public space is the bases
of the model and instrument, therefore the participation of stakeholder has been worked out in chapter
5.

4.2.3

Needs and activities

The stakeholders have needs and requirements that can be translated in the way they use the public
space and the requirements related to that use. The way of use consists of several activities that are
done in the public space. Gehl distinguishes between three types of activities: necessary, optional and
resulting activities. The necessary activities must be done (e.g. commuter traffic). The optional
activities are those activities that we do if the circumstances allow to do so: to sit and look around,
walks for pleasure, and such. The resulting activities originate from the first two types of activities and
depend on the presence of others in the public space. (Gehl in Carmona 2004).
In literature a multiplicity of interests, values and aims of stakeholders is given which determine what
activities the stakeholders do in the public space. The emphasis is particularly on economic, social,
ecological and sometimes also cultural interests or values (Hooimeijer 2001, CABE 2001). To make a
correct assessment of contradictory interests and conflicting activities in the public space t is important
to know these underlying motives of the activities of stakeholders.
Needs can also to be divided in user values, perception values and future values (Hooimeijer 2001).
The user values aim at the function and appropriate use, design and maintenance of the public space.
The perception value has to do with the emotional link with the public space (identity, recognizable).
They correspond to commodity, firmness and delight such as described by Lang (Lang in Bell 2001).
The future value is an aspect of time and will be described at the aspect 'time'.
One stakeholder can have several and mutually contradicting interests. Parents want to go rapidly with
the car to their work, but want also that their children can cross the street safely.

4.2.4

Time

The society changes constantly
and with that the use of and the
demands on the public space. A
designed and built public space
is satisfactory the moment it is
designed, but will no longer
satisfy the needs if the society
changes. Hooimeijer defines
this as the future value. Is the
public space still efficient after
being in use for a period of time
Figure 4.1: life span of urban layers (adapted from Werksma 2002)
and can it be adapted or
extended (Hooimeijer 2001).
Werksma distinguishes three layers in the quality of the urban space with their own life span (see
figure 4.1) (Werksma 2002). These differences in life span determine in large degree the possibilities
of adapting the public space.
Changes and dynamics of the public space are partly predictable: the demographic change of the
population is partly known. On the basis of the current composition of the population (age structure,
house keeping composition, and such) it can be determined what the expected composition of the
population over 10 to 20 years will be. The consequences on the future use of public space in districts
can be determined (De Boer 2004). However not all changes are predictable. The impact of climate
changes and possible political upheavals are difficult to foresee.
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The public space has a long life span and with that is very static and must be brought in balance with
the partly unforeseeable dynamics of the society and the consequences of it for the public space.

4.2.5

Sustainability and durability

Sustainability and durability have been defined in a many ways. Within the framework of this thesis
they are not worked out in detail. For sustainability the concept of systems and subsystems is used. A
system is sustainable if the system and the supporting subsystems are able to resist changes from with
in the system and the environment or anticipates on those changes. This means that a sustainable
system must be able to react flexible on changes to be a viable and lasting system (Bossel 1999).
Durability is focused on the physical aspects of the public space: are the components of the public
space strong enough and do they have sufficient life span to meet the desired use.

4.2.6

Coherence

The description of the aspects in the previous paragraphs indicate that they are not isolated from each
other. The context determines the need of the stakeholder. By changes of the context the needs change.
This leads to an ongoing modification of requirements of the stakeholders on the (static) public space.
This has impact for the sustainability of the public space: does it function adequately after a number of
years, with changing requirements? If a public space must physically modify this has consequences on
the sustainability of the public space.
Given the needed coherence between the aspects a holistic approach of the design of a public space is
necessary. All components which have been considered for the design must be brought into balance.
The question is if the whole is the same as the addition of the loose parts. To what extent can the
aspects be considered separately to get insight in the whole? All aspects jointly determine the quality
of the public space. There are several theories for the perception of the surroundings (and therefore of
the public space). Some assume it is possible to subdivide the surroundings in separate parts, others
assume this is not possible. The Gestalt theory assumes that the whole is not simply the sum of the
parts. Within this theory rules have been developed which are the basis for good design. Although the
original founding of these rules is no longer correct, the rules still work and still are used (Bell 2001).
and an optional idea of those who think that this is not possible
A difference is made between a quantitative, reductionist line of thought and those who reject that
thought. The reductionists line of thought assumes the possibility to value the surroundings by means
of measurable attributes. For example by multicriteria analysis is used to combine these variables.
The optional approach indicates that it is not possible to measure everything, for example the beauty
and sphere of a landscape. They see a number of problems at the quantitative approach: what data to
involve at the analysis; how useful is it to make data measurable and quantifiable; how must all data
be counted together without the risk of too large simplification; and how has the mutual dependence of
the data to be handled (O'Connell 2002)? If one chooses for the optional approach then choices must
be based on personal experiences and appraisals which are not reproducible. On this basis it is
important to involve the stakeholder and it shows that it is important to make transparent choices in
the process of reaching a design of a public space.

4.2.7

Design process

In the design process all aspects must be combined in one design. Ivashkov distinguishes four domains
in the vision forming and the early design phase: organization, product, process and context. The
domains of organization, product and process are within the context. In the process domain the
quantitative and optional thoughts are visible. Ivashkov describes two design methods: a rational one
where objective choices are made. This method is not suitable for designs with several aims (such as a
public space). For this purpose he describes a method where designs are assessed by stakeholders and
whereupon the proposals are adapted. Ivashkov suggests combining both methods (Ivashkov 2004).
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The idea to combine these two methods is also the basis of the model and instrument that in this thesis
has been developed.
The way the design of public space is realised determines in a large degree the quality of the public
space. For the design of products one reckons that a product is designed for the functions which it
must satisfy. These functions must fulfil the needs of the user and are the basis for the realization of
the values of the user (Eekels 1995). In figure 4.2 shows schematically how the form of a product
contributes to the realization of the values of the user. In this figure the geometrical form is the
dimension and design; the physical-chemical form refers to the material properties.
physical-

intensive

chemical form

properties

geometrical

extensive

form

properties

function

satisfaction
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Figure 4.2: the functioning of a product (Eekels 1995)
The design process runs in the other direction. On the basis of values to be realised the design of the
product is determined. The design process consists of the following steps (figure 4.3):
user

values

needs

function

properties

form

Figure 4.3: design steps in the design of products (adapted from Roozenburg 1991)
Values refer to health, beauty, profit etc. Needs refer to matters like entertainment, body movement,
adventure, and pleasure. A function can be travelling or staying somewhere with a certain purpose.
With this it is indicated what the product can realize. Properties are matters such as weight, hardness,
colour and price. The form concerns matters like dimensions, shape of the product, and material type.
In this design process it must be considered that the design of a product is a physical thing and can
therefore never provide entirely for all values. The product contributes to a certain degree to the
realization of values. To what extent is determined by the final design and the way in which the
product is used: the realised function of the product. During the design process functions are translated
into form and therefore a number of choices have to be made. One function can lead to several forms
(Roozenburg 1991). The design process is a dynamic process where the requirements to and
development of the product take place in an iterative process between the designer and the customer or
users. The design can even be adapted during the realization of the product (Kaas 1995).
It must be considered that the design only concerns the physical part of that public space and that
social and economic aspects can only partly be taken along in this process (Te Velde 2003). The
design of a public space can therefore never fulfil entirely the desires and needs of the stakeholder.
The steps in the design process are briefly worked out below and are linked to the aspects for a good
design of a public space (see §4.2).
User

During the design process a clear distinction must be made between the users and other stakeholders
as indicated in the structure developed in chapter 5. The users are confronted every day with the
quality of the public space and have therefore a large interest in this public space. Other stakeholders
also have an interest in the public space, but do not use it. These are for example the designers or
builders of the public space, architects, owners of ground, local governments and the like.
Values

A value indicates how important something is for someone. It refers for example to values such as:
health, beauty, profit, work and such ((Roozenburg 1991). These values are mostly not directly
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quantifiable. If we assess the values of the public space then aspects are considered that add value to
the stakeholders. These are predominantly economic, social and environmental values. Economic
values are for example higher turnovers of investments in for example buildings, more satisfied and
productive employees, limiting maintenance and management costs of the public space, and an
increase possibilities of investments. Social and environmental values are for example care for
sufficient security, realization of a good accessible and by many populations used locations, and
revaluing old bad locations to locations of public usefulness (CABE 2001).
Needs

The values of people create needs like entertainment, body movement, adventure, and pleasure.
The importance of this need is determined by the context in which people are. A way to make these
interests transparent is the hierarchy of needs of Maslov (Hagerty 1999-1, Hooimeijer 2001).
Functions

To provide for their needs people do activities: cycling, talking, walking, sports, etc. These activities
are partly done in the public space. For the activities that are done in the public space this space must
be suitable for those activities. The functions of a public space must facilitate the activities wherefore
the public space is designed (Roozenburg 1991). It must be considered that the public space must be
generally suitable for a large number of different activities.
Properties

Properties are aspects like size, strength, colour and hardness. Properties can be divided in intensive
and extensive properties. Intensive properties are related to the physical chemical form, for example
the specific gravity of a material. The extensive properties are related to intensive properties combined
with the spatial form: for example weight or flexibility of a product. The extensive properties are for a
design the most important, they determine what the product can do or resist (Roozenburg 1991).
Properties can also be related to other aspects of a public space: the price, the properties related to
manufacturing or maintenance (ISO 1994).
Form

Form is related to the geometry or spatial form. It includes the appearance of a public space. It can be
divided in emotional aspects and technical aspects. The emotional aspects are related to the perception
of the users of the public space. The technical aspects of form are related to the function of the public
space, to the activities it has to facilitate (Roozenburg 1991, Eekels 1995).
It is not always possible to divide form and properties. For example colour is an intensive property of
every material (the colour of steel, or wood), but colour also has aesthetic, psychological and symbolic
functions (De Cock 2005) and are in that way part of the emotional aspects of form.
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Stakeholder participation

The bases of the model and instrument are the stakeholders, they determine what the public space has
to comply with. The quality of a public space is mainly determined by the degree in which it meets the
needs of the stakeholders. The involvement of stakeholders in a correct way is therefore an important
component of the design process. A lot of literature is available about involving the stakeholders in a
design process. In this chapter involving stakeholders at the design of the public space is briefly
considered. At first the process of analysing and participation of stakeholders is discussed (§5.1). After
that in §5.2 is discussed how to identify, typify and characterise the stakeholders themselves.

5.1

Participation and analysis

Definition

Definition

The participation of stakeholders can be divided in the participation and analysis of stakeholders. The
stakeholder analysis concerns selecting the stakeholders, understanding their mutual relation, and the
interests which they have in a certain subject. Stakeholder participation concerns the actual handling
of the stakeholders and their interests to reach a common point of view. Both terms are frequently
mixed up. In this thesis the definitions of the stakeholder participation and stakeholder analysis
mentioned below will be used.
Stakeholder
analysis

"An approach for understanding a system, and changes in it, by identifying
the key actors of stakeholders and assessing their respective interests in the
system."
Grimble 1997, p.175

Stakeholder
participation

"The use of information, persuasion, and other means to bring about
mutual understanding, minimize or resolve potential disputes, and to
achieve consensus on a course of action."
Burby 2003, p.34

Stakeholder analysis is the most important for the model and instrument. The handling of interests of
the stakeholders in making choices for a design is not part of the model and instrument. It is however
important to know where the data of the analysis is used for to determine their importance. Therefore
both participation and analysis of stakeholders is discussed.

5.1.1

Participation

According to Burby there is more chance to success with making plans and the implementation of it if
stakeholders take the initiative. If the planners take the initiative they determine which stakeholders
are to be involved. This explains the iron triangle of involved stakeholders: local companies, local
governments and local occupants (Burby 2003). Stakeholder participation can have different forms
and can be used for different types of projects. For different types of projects a different type of
participation can be chosen. Important is to chose the type of participation before the project is started
and stick to that type of participation. Changes in the type of participation during the project will
introduce confusion and annoyance by the participants (Pröpper 1999). In several sources of literature
different types of participation can be found. The difference between the types of participation is
mostly the amount of influence in the decision-making by the participant. Another difference is the
scope of the literature: they are about the role of participant or the organisation that organises the
project, or they are about the result the type of participation should have. Some examples are given.
They show the difference of approach of participation in the literature.
Pröpper and Steenbeek identified seven types of participation in developed countries. From
'facilitating' to 'closed authoritative' (see table 5.1). The table gives for each type the role of the
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government. It gives an idea how the organisation that introduces and coordinates the participation
should act to support the chosen type of participation. (Pröpper 1999).
participation type
facilitative
cooperative
delegative
participative
consultative
open authoritative
closed authoritative

role of the government
support (time, money, expertise, tools)
works with other parties on an equal basis (public-private cooperation)
gives other parties (under conditions) the right to decide about or how to implement a
policy
asks advise on solutions and has open discussion about how to solve problems
asks advise on solutions, but there is no open discussion
acts independently. but is open about the choices made and tries to convince people
that the choice is right
acts independently and does not communicate about it.

Table 5.1: Participation type and role of government (adapted from: Pröpper 1999)
The British Department for International Development describes seven other types of participation.
These types are for the use in developing countries and are focussed on the people that actually
participate and the way they can participate (what they do) (DFID 2002):
▰ Passive participation;
▰ participation in information giving;
▰ participation by consultation;
▰ participation for material incentives;
▰ functional participation;
▰ interactive participation;
▰ self-mobilisation.
In a handbook for community engagement of the State of New South Wales in Australia several types
of participation are given (see table 5.2). Of these types the objective and the promise to the public are
given. This gives insight in the results the participant can expect.

←—— increase of the role of the participant

type
inform

consult
involve

collaborate

empower

objective
to provide the public with balanced
and objective information to assist
them in understanding the
problem, alternatives, or solutions
to obtain public feedback on
analysis, alternatives, or decisions
to work directly with the public
throughout the process to ensure
that public and private concerns are
consistently understood and
considered
to partner with the public in each
aspect of the decision including the
development of alternatives and
the identification of the preferred
solution
to place final decision making in
the hands of the public

promise to the public
we will keep you informed

we will keep you informed, listen to and
acknowledge your concerns, and provide feedback
on how public input influenced the decision
we will work with you to ensure that your concerns
and issues are directly reflected in the alternatives
developed and provide feedback on how public
input influenced the decision
we will look to you for direct advice and innovation
in formulating solutions and incorporate your
advice and recommendations into the decisions to
the maximum extent possible
to place final decision making in the hands of the
public

Table 5.2: type of participation with objectives and promise to the public (IAP2 International
Association for Public Participation in PlanningNSW 2003)
Closely related to the design of public spaces Thomsen identifies 5 strategies for public participation
for the design of arterial streets: 1) information provision, 2) consultation, 3) deciding together, 4)
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acting together, 5) supporting independent community interests. The used method depends on the
objectives, stakeholders and stage of involvement (Thomsen 2004).
The use of stakeholder participation has advantages and disadvantages. Based on several sources of
literature a list of advantages and disadvantages is given (table 5.3). This table does not have the
intention to give a complete overview of all aspects involved in stakeholder participation but gives
some insight in the discussion about stakeholder participation.
Advantages
Support
▰ strong commitment to implement outcome
▰ good understanding of objectives by the public
▰ distribution of justice
▰ increased acceptability
▰ increased credibility of authority
▰ stronger identification with a policy/project
▰ agreement on the way of solving problems
▰ can give a sense of ownership
▰ generate political support for planning ideas
Process
▰ direct influence of stakeholders on decisionmaking
▰ more transparency
▰ generate information and understanding on the
problems
▰ ensure a good understanding of the problems and
to develop better policies or plans
▰ more equity
▰ strengthen the democratic processes
▰ reduction of the gap between stakeholders
▰ integration of end-users in development and
design
▰ avoiding and/or solving conflicts
▰ can ease formation of coalitions
Outcome
▰ reduction of the risk to miss important elements
▰ plans are adapted to local conditions and values
▰ improvement of skills of the participants
▰ social empowerment of the participants
▰ raising awareness and encouraging changes in
behaviour
▰ gaining sense of social relations
▰ remove negative impacts of the project

Disadvantages
Support
▰ can generate many expectations, not all of them
can be fulfilled.
▰ it can lead to exploitation of minorities and
weaker groups (females, non-heterosexual, not in
full-time well-paid employment)
▰ lack of citizen access to decision-making
▰ mistrust
▰ lack of understanding
▰ resistance
Process
▰ need for resources to execute the stakeholder
analysis
▰ can take much time
▰ complex process
▰ low levels of actual participation
▰ loss of ongoing commitment
▰ research orientation

Outcome
▰ leads to ideas of small-scale structures and
village feel
▰ it can lead to exclusion of minority groups
▰ it denies differences and fixing of identities

Table 5.3: advantages and disadvantages of stakeholder participation (based on: Bell 2001, Petersen
1996, Thomson 2004, Burby 2003)
Stakeholder participation can be used in several stages of a project. From identification, design and
appraisal, to inception, implementation, and evaluation. (DFID 2002). The way planners or designers
deal with participation affects the outcome of the participation. Planners and government officials
have often reservations about citizens' involvement. Important aspects of participation are: choice of
objectives, of timing, of whom to target, of techniques, of information. When stakeholders take the
initiative there is more chance for success in plan making and implementation (Burby 2003). There is
no specific process of the management of stakeholder participation (stakeholder management). It
depends on the goals that have to be reached and the kind of organisation that uses the stakeholder
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management (company, government). Lim gives 4 strategies for stakeholder management: reactive,
defensive, accommodative and pro-active. Each stakeholder with its own variables has to be
approached with another strategy (Lim 2005).
DFID gives a process in 4 stages: 1) forming working groups, 2) inform participants about stakeholder
analysis, 3) completing a stakeholder table, 4) influence and importance. Each of these stages are
worked out with examples of tables and matrices (DFID 2002).
For the design of arterial streets Thomsen used a participation process that consisted of four steps
(Thomsen 2004, p. 14):
▰ "Preliminary interviews were used to identify problems and needs;
▰ focus group discussions were used to identify problems and needs and to express visions and set
objectives;
▰ design workshops were used for generating alternative design options;
▰ design decision events like exhibition and/or seminar were used for choosing the preferred
option."
As the stakeholders have conflicting interests stakeholder participation is about finding solutions for
those conflicting interests. Therefore choices have to be made. For these choices mutual interest and
visions have to be found. The middle-up-down approach can be used in finding such mutual interests
and visions. In this approach the objective is to find a combination between the demands and wishes of
the users (bottom up) and development plans for the area by policy makers (top down). This
combination of the two should lead to visions for the future that give areas there own identity and
prospect. The approach of middle-up-down consists of four steps (Karssenberg 2007):
▰ Get to know the area: through interviews with key stakeholders insight must be gained about the
developments, problems, context of the area;
▰ interviews: to create a vision that is supported by the stakeholders interviews should be held with
several stakeholders in the following order: visionairs, users, local institutions, investors and
policy makers. The order of the interview is important to created good insight and use the outcome
of the previous interview in the following;
▰ workshops: for several subjects workshops are held with stakeholders for that subject. For each
subject a vision for the area should be developed;
▰ visions to sectors: the vision developed for the subjects are discussed and commented by
professionals of different sectors (social, economical, etc.) of the local government. Based on
their comment the visions are adapted if needed.
The main idea of the middle-up-down approach is that there is a coordinator that brings together all
stakeholders facilitates the process of finding the visions. Part of the task of the coordinator is to
assure the future of the area (over 30 years) is incorporated in the visions.

5.1.2

Analysis

The basic idea of stakeholder analysis comes from political economy, cost-benefit analysis and
environmental economics. The term stakeholder analysis comes from management science and was
first used in business (Grimble 1997). For stakeholder analysis several methods and techniques are
available. Predominantly on the Internet there are numerous sources about stakeholder analysis. These
sources however concentrate on practical instruments for stakeholder analysis. There is little scientific
literature on stakeholder analysis available, and mostly in the form of case studies. Based on a study
about Natural Resource Management Grimble makes several remarks on the analysis: it is good for
identifying conflicting objectives, start stakeholders analysis before commitments are made, be aware
of the agenda of the catalyst of the stakeholder analysis, and stakeholder analysis is not more then a
tool to support and promote a more transparent negotiation process (Grimble 1997).
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Several tools for execution stakeholder analysis are (DFID 2002, UMP 2005, Ananda 2003):
▰ Stakeholder table with an overview of the stakeholder and their interest in the project;
▰ table and matrix of importance and influence;
▰ participation matrix with an overview of the stakeholders and how they will participate in each
step of the process;
▰ stakeholder mapping to establish a picture of the stakeholders, their relation and importance;
▰ opinion surveys to establish the level of agreement or disagreement with a project or a policy;
▰ multi-attribute value theory to establish the stakeholders objectives in a project or policy.
All these tools, and more, can be used to find the necessary data for the management of stakeholder
participation.

5.2

Stakeholders

First we have to define the stakeholder. The literature gives several definitions of stakeholders. Some
of them are shown in table 5.4.
"Our definition of 'interest group' or 'stakeholder' has two main ingredients: (1) an 'interest group' or
'stakeholder' is an individual or group of individuals who has a self-interest in the outcome of some government
action or policy, and (2) that self-interest is sufficiently intense that the individual or group will try to influence
that outcome." (Mesher 1997, p.185)
"Stakeholders are “anyone” (person, group or institution) that is affected by, or can influence any decision or
action. Public participation concentrates on stakeholders representing the citizens (residents / transport users /
the public)." (Thomson 2004, p.6)
"We use the term ‘stakeholders’ to mean any group of people, organised or unorganised, who share a common
interest or stake in a particular issue or system; they can be at any level or position in society, from global,
national and regional concerns down to the level of household or intra-household, and be groups of any size or
aggregation." (Grimble 1997, p.175)
"A stakeholder is any individual, community, group or organisation with an interest in the outcome of a
programme, either as a result of being affected by it positively or negatively, or by being able to influence the
activity in a positive or negative way." (DFID 2002, p.2.1)

Table 5.4: different definitions of stakeholders

Definition

The definitions all have the same basic idea. The most compact and clear definition is from the
Department for International Development and will be used for this thesis.
Stakeholder

"Any individual, community, group or organisation with an interest in the outcome
of a programme, either as a result of being affected by it positively or negatively,
or by being able to influence the activity in a positive or negative way."
DFID 2002, p.2.1

In the literature several terms are used for groups of stakeholders: "focus groups" (Thomson 2004),
"interest groups" (Mesher 1997), "stakeholder groups" (Lim 2005, CABE 2001, Carmona 2004,
Ananda 2003). In this thesis the term "focus group" is used for groups of stakeholders with
comparable interest.
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5.2.1

Identification of stakeholders

At the start of designing a public space must be determined who the stakeholders are. There is hardly
any literature available about how to identify stakeholders in a project or public space. For a good
participation of the stakeholders it is important to determine who the stakeholders are. (DFID 2002)
Identification of stakeholders can be done in the following manners:
▰ Observe: by observing the public space can be determined who are using it. This way the most
frequent users of the public space can be identified (Madden 2005);
▰ interview: by interviewing well-known stakeholders or groups of stakeholders new stakeholders
can be traced by snowball sampling (Ananda 2003);
▰ literature and databases: on the basis of available information in literature about the area (reports,
policy plans and such), local sources of information such as newspapers and data banks
(demography of the area, data concerning the use and such) stakeholders can be identified
(PlanningNSW 2003).
In practice the three methods for identifications can be used together, so that they reinforce each other
optimally. Beside these three methods it is important to have knowledge of the community which has
been involved in the public space to get insight in the interests and the role of the several stakeholders
(PlanningNSW 2003).

5.2.2

Classification of stakeholders

There are many stakeholders involved in the design of public spaces. To organise the participation
effectively it is necessary to have insight in the motives of the stakeholders. To do this the number of
stakeholders must be limited and therefore grouped. For the analysis of these groups the properties and
variables of all the stakeholders must be known. These variables can change in the course of the time
and differ per subject (Lim 2005). For this reason the stakeholders must be classified in groups with
the same variables. Several authors have developed group classifications for stakeholders. In table 5.5
an overview is given of several classifications of groups of stakeholders and the subjects for which
these classifications have been made. The large similarity in these classifications is the distinction in
companies (private), government and civil society organizations. In some classifications a choice has
local on-site
individuals
local off-site
users
local on-site
organisations
local off-site

stakeholders

short term
local interest
long term
non users
non local interest

Figure 5.1: classification of stakeholders
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been made for the kind of interest of the stakeholder: key, primary or secondary stakeholders (DFID
2002) and also for the context in which the stakeholder is, ranging from internationally to local
(Grimble 1997). On the basis of these classifications a structure has been developed to group the
stakeholders (see figure 5.1). The basic idea is that at present the difference between the private and
the public decreases. New forms of public/private cooperation arise and there are also more and more
semi-governmental organizations that take care of public tasks. These developments make it hard to
distinguish clearly between government and businesses. Moreover there is a large difference between
the interest of the real users (such as occupants and companies who reside close to the public space or
the ones who use it) and of stakeholders who do not use the public space (such as investors in
buildings around the public space and governmental organizations which make policies for the public
space). For this reason the stakeholders have been divided into users and non-users. Users are divided
in individuals and organizations (companies and institutions). The two types of users have been
divided in local established users (local on-site) and non-local established users (local off-site). Local
established users are for example occupants and companies who reside close to the public space. Not
local established users are users who do use the public space, but do not reside there. They are for
example visitors of residents, trespassers or suppliers.
Non-users have not been divided in individuals and organizations because they are almost always
organizations. They have been divided into the interest that they have: locally or not locally. A local
interest is an interest that is directly linked with the public space and has been divided in long-term
and short-term interest. An investor in a building close the public space does not use the public space
but has an interest in the public space because the value of its property is partly determined by the
quality of the public space. A designer of the public space is also a non-user, but has an interest in the
public space because he earns money with designing it. He has only a short-term interest, because after
finishing the design and eventually the realisation of the public space his interest disappears.
It is possible that some stakeholders can be placed in two groups. A municipality for example can be
using a public space for the maintenance of that public space (user, organization, local off-site) and at
the same time a municipality is responsible for the public safety in that public space (non-user, local
interest, long term). To solve this problem it is possible to split up organizations that belong to
different stakeholder groups into departments or tasks.
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subject
source
group
1

public
space
Cabe 2001

companies

companies

companies

companies

companies

companies

Lim 2005

Lim 2005

Lim 2005

Lim 2005

Lim 2005

Lim 2005

private
Interests

investors

arterial
streets
Thomsen
2004

quality of
public space
Carmona
2004

drainage
systems
Ellis 2004

stakeholder
participation
Burby 2003

market

private

engineers,
developers
local authorities,
politicians,
regulatory bodies
public, NGO's
pressure groups

local business
and
development
interests
local elected
government
officials
neighbourhood
groups

2

public
Interests

government

governments

regulatory

authorities

local
government

3

community
interests

community

communities

community

citizens/
NGO

community

customer

customers
suppliers

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

internal
buyers
suppliers
lateral

tools for
development
DFID 2002

natural resource
management
Grimble 1997

internal

stockholder
employees

employees
trade
associations
political
groups
primary
secondary

primary
secondary
external
distal
organisational
media
public private
powerless
key
global and
international
national
regional
local off-site
local on-site

22
23
24
25

Table 5.5: groups of stakeholders as described by several authors
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5.2.3

Characterising of stakeholders

All stakeholders are individuals or organisations (institutions or companies). To characterise groups of
stakeholders several aspects are mentioned in the literature. These aspects determine the behaviour in
and the opinion of the stakeholders on their (living) environment. As individuals and organisations
have very different characteristics they are discussed separately. The characterisation of stakeholders
can be different based on the context the stakeholders are in, the available data, and the possibilities of
research.

5.2.3.1 Individuals

Individuals can be all the people that use or have an interest in the public space. These individuals can
be residents, visitors, trespassers, recreants, employees of companies, and even thieves or criminals. If
an individual acts for an organisation then he or she is not seen as an individual but as part of that
organisation. To characterise individuals lifestyles can be used in combination with life form and ways
of existence. These characteristics are based on demographic, social-cultural and social-economical
developments and determine the way people live, spend there leisure time and there work. Hoojmeijer
worked the relation between all these aspects out in a scheme, (see figure 5.2, Hooimeijer 2004). This
scheme shows that the three types of development influence each other and together influence the life
form, lifestyle and way of existence. These together determine the way of living, spending of leisure
time and type and location of work. For characterising the individuals the lifestyle, life form and way
of existence are used in the instrument and worked out separately.

demographic developments

social cultural developments

social economical developments

life form

lifestyle

way of existence

living

leisure time

work

mobility

Figure 5.2: life form, lifestyle and way of existence and their relations with developments and
behaviour (Hooimeijer 2004)
In most literature life form and way of existence are combined. For example:
▰ Age, sex, culture, profession, temperament, familiarity with the neighbourhood (Lynch 1960);
▰ autochthonous /allochthonous, household type, house owner or tenant, income, age (Rigo 2004);
▰ stage of life, vulnerable groups (elderly people, handicapped, etc.), ethnical background, social
economical background (rich of poor), lifestyle (De Boer 2004).
The division between life form (social cultural) and way of existence (social economical) that
Hooimeijer uses is how they live, and how they make that way of living possible.
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Lifestyles

Lifestyles are related to social cultural developments. There is not one definition of lifestyles; mostly it
is used as a description of behaviours in the form of 'taste, preferences, motivation and value systems'.
Lifestyles do not determine how people live or act, this is also determined by the opportunities people
have (determined by their life form and way of existence). The more opportunities, the more people
are able to live according to their lifestyle. Lifestyles are used to get more grip on the preference and
behaviour of people (Karssenberg 2005).
Lifestyles are not static, they can change with the changes of society (Hooijmeijer 2004) and they are
probably culturally determined. Bourdieu thinks that people can express their lifestyle better if they
have higher cultural and economic capital. The more their capital the more they can live according to
their lifestyle (Bourdieu in Karssenberg 2005). People with low income do not have the opportunities
to live according to their lifestyles. For these groups the use of lifestyles is less useful. For the
instrument the choice of use of lifestyles depends on the circumstances where individuals are in. To
find out if the lifestyles are a suitable tool Maslov's hierarchy of needs of can be used. The higher
people are on the hierarchy, the better chance there is that people can live according to their lifestyle
(Hooijmeijer 2001, Hagerty 1999-1/2). For developing countries the use of lifestyles is probably less
appropriate than for developed countries.

Psychological

axis

For developed countries existing lifestyles can be used. In the Netherlands several companies
developed lifestyles for different purposes. For this thesis the lifestyles of the Smartagent Company
are used. These lifestyles are developed for the segmentation of groups for product development and
marketing strategies. These lifestyles are further developed for research in the field of housing and
living environment (Smartagent 2000). Other companies have comparable sets of lifestyles.
The lifestyles of the Smartagent
Company are placed on two axes: a
Harmony
Vitality
sociological and psychological (see figure
5.3). The sociological dimension gives
insight in individual or group orientation
of an individual; the psychological
dimension gives insight in the extrovert
Sociological axis
or introvert attitude of the individual.
These two axes result in four segments of
lifestyles: vitality (red), harmony
(yellow), control (blue) and protection
(green). The four lifestyles have their
own description. With a set of 5 questions
individuals can be grouped in one of
Control
Protection
these four (grouped) lifestyles.
(Smartagent 2006). Based on the two
Figure 5.3: dimensions of lifestyles (Smartagent 2006)
axes Smartagent developed also six more
detailed lifestyles (Table 5.6). These detailed lifestyles are more difficult to determine, more questions
should be asked to the people. To reduce the amount of questions these detailed lifestyles are not used
in the research for this thesis.
For individuals living in developing countries
the lifestyles are not used. Their way of life is
determined by the life form and way of
existence. Instead of using lifestyles some
extra questions can be asked about the
personal circumstances of the individuals.

▰
▰
▰
▰
▰
▰

terugtreders (retired)
samenlevers (living together)
stille luxe (silent luxury)
verankerden (established)
ongebonden (unattached)
dynamisch individualisten (dynamic individualists)

Table 5.6: detailed lifestyles (Smartagent 2000)
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Life form

The life form is related to the demographic developments. Changes in the social cultural
circumstancesin a region or country can change the life form rapidly; for example changes in the role
of women in the family and society will result in other ways of life. Hooijmeijer gives some important
characteristics for life form in the Netherlands: age, household situation, nationality, and place of
origin (Hooijmijer 2004).
Way of existence

The way of existence is related to the social-economical developments. If the social economical
circumstance is a region or country changes the way of existence will change rapidly also. If women
are more able to work that will influence their way of life and of their family. Education, income,
property, and the legal form of residency are important characteristics for the way of existence in the
Netherlands (Hooijmeijer 2004).

5.2.3.2 Organisations

Organisations can be companies and institutions. The characterisation of organisations is a not well
worked out part of science. Some research is done on the 'demography of the firm'. This is a
multidisciplinary science that gained more interest in recent years (Van Wissen 2002). In essence it
describes what aspects determine the behaviour of companies.
Van Wissen addresses several aspects that describe the behaviour of companies (Van Wissen 2002):
Age: firms pass through a life cycle. The age of the company is related to the way they learn from their
behaviour and their capabilities and skills. There is also a strong relation with the size of the company.
Cohort: The way companies are shaped is determined by the circumstances at the time of their
founding (cohort effect). This explains their possibilities to change due to new technologies or new
circumstances.
Calendar time: There are periodic effects like war and political events the influence companies'
behaviour. The main calendar effect discussed is about the development of the market and product
lifecycles that determine the number of companies in a specific market. There is a relation with the
cohort effects and the age and size of the population.
Size: The size of companies is interrelated to the age: old companies tend to be larger than young, the
older the company the lower the growth rate, and there is a relation between age, size and company
mortality.
Location: geographical dimensions determine also the behaviour of companies. Aspects are for
example: environment of customers, local competition, factor and transportations costs,
Van Wissen also states that the type of industry is important but his research is limited to single
populations of industries.
Kloek describes companies with the following aspects (Kloek 2006):
Economical activity: the type of activity of the company
Size: the size of the companies based on the number of employees
Region: the geographical location of the company
Legal form: the legal base of the company
Identity: identity is a combination of several factors like: economical activity, ground, labour, capital,
entrepreneurship, goodwill, know how and customers.
The aspects described by Van Wissen and Kloek partly overlap. Van Wissen is focussed on the
scientific development of the demography of companies. Kloek is focussed on the quantitative
description of companies. Information of most of the aspects given by Van Wissen and Kloek are very
difficult to describe, to obtain and to measure. In a research into the investment climate in the
Netherlands Holt describes several aspects related to the public space that are important for
companies. These aspects are: accessibility of the commercial property, the safety of the commercial
building, quality of the public space, signposting, accessibility by car and public transport, and the
availability of parking space (Holt 2005).
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The instrument

Stakeholder
Name of stakeholder
Description of stakeholder
Type of stakeholder
Influence on public space

Needs
Description of the need
Type of need
Importance to stakeholder
Importance to other
stakeholders
Hierarchy of need

Functions
Description of function
Type of function

Properties
Performance
Location
Shape
Material

Production and
maintenance

Time of use
Amount of use

Costs, means and
capabilities

Route

Stakeholder
Name of stakeholder
Description of stakeholder
Type of stakeholder

Influence on public space

Activities
Type of activity
Route and
means of transport
Importance to stakeholder
Nuisance to other
stakeholders
Time of use
Amount of use

Properties
Quality aspects
Shape
Material

The instrument

Figure front cover: from complete to work instrument
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1

Introduction
Introduction

In this appendix the model is operationalised for use in practice. The parts of stakeholder, needs,
functions and properties are worked out in a set of aspects. These aspects are worked out in
measurable variables. First the complete instrument is worked out. In this instrument the aspects and
variables are incorporated that are expected to have an influence on the design of public spaces
(chapter 2). During the research it became clear that some of the variables are difficult to measure or to
obtain information about. Also the scope of the case studies is limited to a part of the complete
instrument Therefore a work instrument is developed that is a simplification of the complete
instrument for the use in the case studies. In the work instrument some variables are left out or are
combined to a new variable (chapter 3). The result is a more practical instrument that is easier to use.
The consequence however is some loss of information.
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2

Complete instrument

In the complete instrument the model is operationalised for the stakeholder, needs, functions and
properties. Figure 2.1 shows the instrument with the aspects that are used to describe the four parts.
This chapter gives an overview of the complete instrument. For each part all the aspects are described,
and the measurable variables for each aspect are given.

Stakeholder
Name of stakeholder
Description of stakeholder
Type of stakeholder
Influence on public space

Needs
Name of need

Functions
Name of function

Description of need

Description of function

Type of need

Type of function

Importance to stakeholder
Importance to other
stakeholders
Hierarchy of need

Properties
Performance
Location
Shape
Material
Production and
maintenance
Costs, means and
capabilities

Time of use
Amount of use

Figure 2.1: the complete instrument (parts and their aspects)

2.1

Stakeholder

The first part of the instrument is about the stakeholders; they can be described with several aspects.
These aspects must give an insight in the stakeholders and their motivations. This is essential
knowledge that can be used in the (interactive) decision process. It makes it possible to balance the
needs of all the stakeholders. The stakeholders are described with four aspects:
1. Name of stakeholder;
2. description of stakeholder;
3. type of stakeholder;
4. influence on public space.
The aspects and the variables that make them measurable are described in the following four
paragraphs.

2.1.1

Name of stakeholder

The name of stakeholder is used to identify the stakeholder and make groups of stakeholders with the
same characteristics.

2.1.2

Description of stakeholder

The description of stakeholder gives a short description of the stakeholder to identify in a simple way
who the stakeholder is. If necessary the description can be developed into a definition of a stakeholder.
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2.1.3

Type of stakeholder

The type of stakeholder is described by several variables. These variables give insight in the
personal/organisational motivation of the stakeholder that result in their needs and the functions that
the public space should facilitate. The stakeholders are divided into two groups that have totally
different variables: individuals and organisations. These two groups are discussed separately in the
following two paragraphs. The type of stakeholder is based on Appendix 3; §5.2.3.

2.1.3.1

Individuals

Based on the lifestyle, life form and way of existence a set of variables is developed that can
characterise the individuals. A division is made in individuals that can be characterised with or without
lifestyles. Table 2.1 shows the variables used in the instrument for describing types of individuals. The
number of variables is limited to reduce the length of the questionnaires. In both sets sex, age,
household situation are incorporated. These determine for a large extent the cultural and economical
possibilities to choose their way of life. To compensate the lack of the lifestyle, the set of variables
without lifestyle is extended with the role in the household situation, type of work and status of work
(formal or informal). With these three variables the status of a person can be determined. This gives an
indication of his or her role in the local society and the opportunities he/she has to influence the
society and his/her way of life. The two sets of variables (with and without lifestyles) are as far as
possible the same. This facilitates the comparison of the outcome of the research into different designs
of public spaces.
variables with lifestyles
lifestyle
sex
age
household situation
-income
---

variables without lifestyles
-sex
age
household situation
role in household situation
income
type of work
status of work

Table 2.1: variables of individuals
A more in depth study should be done to make a set of well-founded variables that can be used to
describe the individuals to establish their needs and activities in public space.

2.1.3.2

Organisations

In the instrument the identification of the companies is limited to size, economical activity and legal
form. The size of companies is an important aspect of the identity of companies and is easy to
measure. The economic activity determines the way and amount of use of the public space. The legal
form gives the interest of the companies. This gives the possibility to differ between (private)
companies and (public) institutions like governments and gives inside in the motivation of the
stakeholder (CABE 2001). This aspect is described as the 'type of interest'. These three aspects are
easy to measure and often data of these aspects are available. The Central Bureau of Statistics in The
Netherlands, for example, collects for the description of companies the size and economic activity
(CBS 2006).
Other aspects (see Appendix 3 §5.2.3.2) are left out for the following reasons: Age and calendar time
are strongly connected to size. Cohort, calendar time and location are used to investigate difference
between companies and regions. These aspects are less important for designing public spaces. Aspects
as ground, labour, capital, entrepreneurship, goodwill, know how and customers are very difficult to
measure. They are therefore not used in the model. With growing knowledge of the demography of
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firms the aspects that describe the companies can be improved in the future. The three variables used
to describe the organisations are worked out underneath.
Economic activities

For the economic activities the 'International Standard Industrial Classification' (ISIC Rev. 3.1, Unstat
2006) is used. This is an international standard of the United Nations to describe economic activities.
The highest levels of these standard (with two digits) are used all over the world. Local governments
can change the lower levels. The European Union uses the level of two digits, but has its own
Nomenclature statistique des activités économiques dans la Communauté Européenne (NACE Rev.1)
worked out to the level of 4 digits. In The Netherlands these levels are worked out to a 6-digit
structure of economical activities (CBS 1993).
In the instrument the highest level of ISIC is used. With the use of this high level the amount of
possible economic activities is limited, they are internationally comparable, and can be used for all
countries. The list of economic activities is given in table 2.2.
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.
I.
J.
K.
L.
M.
N.
O.
P.

agriculture, hunting and forestry
fishing
mining and quarrying
manufacturing
electricity, gas and water supply
construction
wholesale and retail trade; repair of motor vehicles, motorcycles and personal and household goods
hotels and restaurants
transport, storage and communications
financial intermediation
real estate, renting and business activities
public administration and defence; compulsory social security
education
health and social work
other community, social and personal service activities
activities of private households as employers and undifferentiated production activities of private
households
Q. extraterritorial organizations and bodies

Table 2.2: list of economical activities (Unstat 2006)
Size of organizations

The number of employees measures the size of organizations. The
number of employees can be described in to ways: The number of
jobs and the number of people working in the company. The idea
behind this is that not all people have a full job and work part time
(De Vries 2003). For the model this difference is rather theoretical,
certainly for developing countries where the difference between
formal and informal labour is very vague, and part time work
hardly exists. Therefore this aspect of the numbers of employees is
neglected in the instrument. For classification of the number of
employees the classification of the Central Bureau of Statistics is
used. This classification makes it possible to make a division in
small, medium and large companies. Each of these groups of
companies can be subdivided in three smaller groups (Kloek 2006).
This division in the size of companies is used for all organisations
(see table 2.3).
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Small
a. 0 active workers
b. 1 to 5 active workers
c. 5 to 10 active workers
Medium
d. 10 to 20 active workers
e. 20 to 50 active workers
f. 50 to 100 active workers
Large
g. 100 to 200 active workers
h. 200 to 500 active workers
i. 500 and more active workers

Table 2.3: list of size of
companies and institutions
(Kloek 2006)

The instrument
Type of interest

The difference in behaviour of companies and institutions can be found in the interest they have:
private, public and community (CABE 2001). There is however a growing difficulty to separate public
from private organisations. There is an increasing number of public/private organisations and private
organisations with a public task. Therefore the public-private interest is added to the list (table 2.4).
Each of these interest have there own needs and behaviour: 'Community interests' are related to
aspects like: environment, emancipation, ethics, culture, and employment (Eekels 1995). Community
interests are closely related to the use of the public space. 'Private interests' (of companies) can be
described with the three C's: corporate identity (the image of the company), cash flow (the costeffectiveness of the company), and continuity (the need for continued existence of the company)
(Eekels 1995). 'Public interests' (government interest) are related to the same aspects as the community
interest. The government also has to take in to account the three C's: they have to have a good image,
they have to work cost effective and are interested in the continuity of their organisation. The public
interests tend to be more focused on the long term than the private interests (CABE 2001). 'Publicprivate' interest has to balance between the public private interests. Their interests are somewhere in
the middle of private and public interests.
no
a
b

types of interest
community
private

c
d

public
public-private

definition
the people who live in an area (Rundell 2002)
an enterprise controlled or owned by individual people or companies, rather than by
the government (Rundell 2002)
a governmental institution
a private institution that produces products or services available for people in
general to use and essential for the proper functioning of the community

Table 2.4: list of types of interest

2.1.4

Influence on public space

The influence on the public space is the possibility a stakeholder has
a. low
to influence the design of a public space and adjust the design to his
b. low to average.
of her own profit or ideas. It determines the power of the stakeholder c. average
d. average to high
to influence the outcome of the design. This influence should be
e. high
seen in combination with the importance to the stakeholder of a
Table
2.5: levels of influence
specific need. The Department of International Development
distinguishes five levels of influence (DFID 2002). These five levels on public space (based on
DFID 2002)
are used in the instrument (see table 2.5). For the interaction
between the influence of and the importance to the stakeholder see §2.2.4.

2.2

Needs

The second part of the instrument describes the needs of the stakeholders. Each stakeholder can have
several needs. All the needs together give an overview of all the needs that theoretically should be
integrated in the design of a public space. In the instrument each stakeholder can have several needs
related to a public space. To fulfil the needs the stakeholders have to do several activities. A part of
these activities will be conducted in the public space. All the needs and the resulting activities can be
very divers and can be conflicting. Even needs of one stakeholder can be in conflict. For example:
some people want to cross streets safely, but they also want to go fast to their work with a car and
reduce the safety in the streets.
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The needs are described with the following aspects:
1. Name of need;
2. description of need;
3. type of need;
4. importance to stakeholder;
5. importance to other stakeholders;
6. hierarchy of need;
7. time of use;
8. amount of use.
These aspects are worked out in the next paragraphs.

2.2.1

Name of need

The name of need is used to identify the need or a group of needs which use the same function of the
public space.

2.2.2

Description of need

The description of the need gives an explanation of the need in the words and perception of the
stakeholder, including how he/she sees the need and feels about it. This description is used to
determine the function of the space for this need and extra demands put on the public space. If much
data on the needs is retrieved with the instrument it should be possible to develop specific needs that
can be defined and used generally.

2.2.3

Type of need

During the design of a public space choices have to be made to incorporate the effects (functions) of
certain needs in the public space. These choices should be made transparent and on a solid basis.
Therefore it is essential to know if a need is coherent with the plans or visions on the public space to
be designed. If there is a social need for a public space that is determined to have a strong economical
character, than the decision can be made not to include the social need as it is not congruent with the
vision on the public space. If for example people want a bench in the public space to socialise with
their neighbours (social need) but the public space is in an area destined for industry (economical
need) than the types of need can be used to limit the amount of activities based in social needs.
Based on literature an overview is made of several needs, values and aims that can be related to the
use of the public space (see table 2.8, page 10). The authors of these needs, values and aims did not
select them to find the motivation for the needs behind the use of an area or public space. The
overview in the table is made to select a set of needs that are not overlapping. Table 2.6 gives a
compilation of the types of needs based on the overview in table 2.8.
aesthetic
cultural
ecological
economic

educational
emotional
environmental
governing

historical
intellectual
nature
physical

recreational
safety
security
social

Table 2.6: compilation of the possible needs of stakeholders to use the public space
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Based on this compilation and the definitions of these terms in the MacMillan English Dictionary
(Rundell 2002) some of these types of need are removed from the list for the following reasons
(between brackets the definitions from Rundell 2002):
▰ physical (relating to the way someone or something looks) is incorporated in aesthetic and spatial
and therefore divided in those terms.
▰ emotional (relating to feelings and the way they affect your life) is no special interest, is
incorporated in other interests
▰ intellectual (relating to the ability to think in an intelligent way and to understand things) is no
interest, is incorporated in other interests
▰ nature (the physical world including all living things as well as the land and the seas) is
incorporated in ecological
▰ safety (relating to how safe something is, or designed to make something safer) is a part of
security.
The following types of needs are added:
▰ spatial (relating to the size, shape, and position of things, and the relation of objects to each other)
is more appropriate then physical, which includes also some aesthetics.
▰ health (the condition of your body, especially whether or not you are ill) is not mentioned in the
literature but in the interview with Rutten mentioned as an ever missing aspect in public space
(Rutten 2006).
Table 2.7 gives a complete overview of the different types of need. This list does not have the
intention to be complete and accurate. It gives insight in the possibilities to structure the different
needs in a way that they can be related to plans or visions for a public spaces or area where the public
space is in. With the possibility to relate the needs to the plans or the visions, the choices in a decision
making process can be better founded and more transparent.
type of need
aesthetic
cultural
ecological
economic
educational
environmental
governing
health
historical
recreational
security
social
spatial

definition (adapted from Rundell 2002)
relating to beauty
relating to activities involving music, literature, and other arts.
relating to environment en the living together of plants, animals, and humans
relating to the economy of a particular country of region
relating to the activity of educating people
relating to the natural world and the effect that human activity has on it
relating to the power to govern a country of region
relating to the condition of your body, especially whether or not you are ill
connected with the history or the past
relating to activities that you do to enjoy yourselves
a feeling of confidence and safety, or a situation in which you are protected from danger or
harm
relating to activities that involve being with other people
relating to the size, shape, and position of things, and the relation of objects to each other

Table 2.7: types of needs as used in the instrument
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urban design
development quality
Parfect 1997
finance and maintenance
amenity
traffic parking and access
security and safety
order and organisation

subject
Name mentioned
Source

disdavantages:
….
fear of loss
dislikes

urban design
community benefits
Beer 2004
emotional
intellectual
social
physical

public spaces
Sustainable values
Cabe 2001
economic viability
social benefit
environmental support

sustainable urbanisation
challenges
UN-Habitat/DFID 2002
economic
environment
social
governance
rural-urban

public spaces
values and costs
Cabe 2001
economic values
social values
environmental values

Table 2.8: overview from literature of needs, values and aim related to public space

forest planning
Values
Ananda 2003
economical
social and cultural
historic
aesthetic
environment
recreation
educational

subject
Name mentioned
Source

leefomgevingsbalans
criteria VROM
RIVM 1998
natuurwaarde
milieuwaarde
economische waarde
vernieuwingskracht
ruimterlijke samenhang
identiteit
geborgenheid

spatial quality
Interests
Hooimeijer 2001
economical
social
ecological
cultural

leefomgevingsbalans
criteria ICES
RIVM 1998
milieubelasting
ruimtelijke kwaliteit
economische groei
bereikbaarheid
stedelijke vitaliteit
kennisinfrastructuur

public spaces
quality audit
Carmona 2004
safety
transport
cleanliness
pedestrian accessibility
attractiveness\greenery
antisocial behaviour
activity/social
street furniture
heritage protection

public spaces
context
Carmona 2004
relative urbanity
relative sensivity
socio-economic
specialist category
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2.2.4

Importance to stakeholder

Importance

The importance to the stakeholder describes how important this need a. low
is for the stakeholder. It gives the perception of the stakeholder how
b. low to average.
important he/she sees the need. The importance to the stakeholder is
c. average
described on a scale from 1 to 5; this scale is used in this thesis (see
d. average to high
e. high
table 2.9). The difference between the level of need in 'hierarchy of
Table
2.9: levels of importance
needs' and 'importance to the stakeholders' is that the importance is
to the stakeholder (Based on
based on the perception of the stakeholder.
DFID 2002)
The importance to the stakeholder of a need and the influence the
stakeholder has on the design of the public space (see §2.1.4) determines the role the stakeholder plays
in the design of the public space. The influence and importance can be combined in a graph that shows
the role of the stakeholder. In figure 2.2 this graph is shown. The figure shows the role and
opportunities different stakeholders can have in the
design process of a public space. This is the basis
for the way the stakeholders can or should
participate in the design process. Stakeholders in
box A have little influence but find their need
important, these stakeholders need special interest
to protect their needs. Stakeholders in box B have
important needs and can influence the design. These
stakeholders are very important for the success of
the design. Stakeholders in box C are those with not
very important needs but who can influence the
design process. These stakeholders can block the
Influence
design process and have to be dealt with carefully.
The stakeholders in box D are not very important in Figure 2.2: importance of need combined with
the design process and need little attention (DFID
the influence of the stakeholder (DFID 2002)
2002, Boutelle 2006).

2.2.5

B

D

C

Importance to other stakeholders
stakeholders

The importance to other stakeholders gives insight in the opinion of
stakeholders in the needs of other stakeholders. It is used to
determine to what extent other stakeholders accept an activity of
another stakeholder. The basic idea is that the importance to the
stakeholder (§2.2.3) combined with the importance to other
stakeholders gives the importance of the need to society. It gives
insight in the acceptance or the possible problems an activity will
give if it is included in the design of a public space. The importance
to other stakeholders is described on a scale from 1 to 5; this scale is
used in this thesis (see table 2.10).

2.2.6

A

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

low
low to average.
average
average to high
high

Table 2.10: levels of
importance to other
stakeholders (Based on DFID 2002)

Hierarchy of need

The hierarchy of need is used to establish the essentiality of the need for the stakeholder. The
hierarchy of needs developed by Maslov is often used in research on the quality of life and on the
quality of the living environment (Hooijmeijer 2001, Hagerty 1999-1). There are also other theories
that discuss needs and motivation of people. Examples are the needs theory of Hull, the ERG theory
of Alderfer or Piaget's development theory (Leidelmeijer 2003). As the hierarchy of Maslov is mostly
used in contexts related to design of public spaces this hierarchy is used in this thesis. Table 2.11
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shows the levels in Maslovs hierarchy of needs. The lowest level is filled first; if this level is not
satisfied then all the action will go filling those basic needs. If the lowest level is satisfied than the
needs will go to a higher level (Hagerty 1999-1).
level
1
2
3
4
5

hierarchy of need
physiological
safety
belongingness and love
esteem, political rights
self-actualization

description
basic needs like food, water, air
safety from assault, murder of chaos
having friends, family, community, "having roots"
to have status and confidence
becoming everything one is able to become

Table 2.11: hierarchy of need (Sirgy in Hagerty 1999-1)
Hagerty's research on quality of life showed that nations would fulfil their needs over time, and grow
to a higher level of need (with some ups and downs). He also found that the attention for a lower level
of need does not decline with the growing attention for a higher level of need. They are positively
correlated (Hagerty 1999-1). This means that even if people fulfil higher levels of needs the lower
level needs continue to be important. This makes it possible to prioritise the needs according to the
hierarchy they are in.
The levels shown in table 2.11 are used for this thesis. The level of need is not asked to the
stakeholders. Answering such a question presupposes knowledge of the theory on the level of needs.
Many stakeholders will not have this knowledge. Therefore the researcher has to make the judgement
in which level a specific need is, this judgement can be based on the context the stakeholder is in..

2.2.7

Time of use

The time of use is the moment the need results in specific actions of the stakeholder. The time of use
gives insight in the spread of the activities of all the stakeholders over a period of time. Based on the
activities that are conducted at the same time and place, the size and lay out of a public space can be
determined to accommodate all these activities. On the other hand it creates the possibility to combine
activities done on different times in one public space, for example a market in the morning and
children playing in the afternoon (Davidson 2006, Forouzand 2006)
The time of use can be based on different periods of time: day, week, month and year.
Day: a day has 24 hours, to make these hours workable they have to be
▰ night
grouped in time periods. The used set of periods is shown in table 2.12. The
▰ morning rush hour
exact begin and end time of these periods can differ for each region or
▰ morning
country.
▰ lunch
Week: can be divided in the days of the week, or in workdays and weekend
▰ afternoon
days.
▰ evening rush hours
Month/year: can be divided in days, week, quarters, and etcetera. Activities
▰ evening
done by stakeholders only a few times a year are less important for the
Table 2.12: time of day
instrument and for the design of public spaces. Exceptions are activities that
are done in special parts of the year (for example holidays). The data for this kind of activities can be
retrieved from other sources then from the stakeholders: holiday periods, festivals, markets, fairs, and
etcetera. Not all needs will result in activities that are done on a specific time and can be done at
irregular times.

2.2.8

Amount of use

The amount of use gives the frequency of an activity to fulfil a need is conducted in the public space.
Needs change over time (Eekels 1995), therefore the expected change in use is also important. The
amount of use is described by the number of times the activities are done in a period of time. The
future use can be described by the amount of growth (example: 5%) or an absolute frequency of the
use in some period in the future (example: 10 times/week in 2010).
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2.3

Functions

The functions of a public space facilitate or support the fulfilment of the needs as far as the design of a
public space can facilitate or support such a need. The function is the basis for the design of the public
space. These functions can be different for each group of stakeholders. Therefore the functions of the
public space can be very diverse. Translation of the needs of the stakeholders to functions makes it
possible to 'rationalise' the needs in a form that makes it possible to combine the needs in one public
space and is therefore essential for designing public spaces.
The following variables describe the function:
1. Name of function;
2. description of the function;
3. type of function.

2.3.1

Name of function

The name of function is used to identify the function or a group of functions with the same variables
and properties.

2.3.2

Description of function

The description of the function describes the function of the need, or several needs the public space
has to facilitate. When there is sufficient data collected with the instrument than functions of the
public space can be defined that are linked with one or more needs.

2.3.3

Type of function

In the literature on the design of products a difference is made in several types of functions. In this
paragraph a set of type of functions is worked out that can be used for the design of a public pace and
in the instrument. For the elaboration of these functions knowledge is used from the designs of
products. Eekels distinguishes four types of functions: company economical functions, societal
functions, user functions, and instrumental technical functions (Eekels 1995, see figure 2.3). These
four functions are used to describe the functions of public spaces.
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company economical function

social function

product functions

user functions

instrumental technical functions

emotional
functions

technical
user
functions

aesthetical
function

semantic
function

Figure 2.3: the functions of products (Eekels 1995)
Company economical functions

Company economical functions are product functions for the company that develops, makes and sells
the product. These functions are connected with the aims of companies in general: "corporate
identity", "cash flow" and "continuity" (the 3 C's) (Eekels 1995). Public spaces are often developed,
build and owned by governments. For those institutions the C's are also important, but in another way.
Governments need support for the activities they do. A good image (corporate identity), an
organisation that can be trusted, is helpful in gaining that support. A government also has to balance
costs and income (cash flow), and have to look at long-term effects of the activities that are done
(continuity). For governments the balance between the three C's and the arguments where the choices
are based on will however be different than those of companies. If the public space is not developed or
built by a government but by private enterprises then the company economical functions will play the
role as the aim of companies in general.
Societal functions

Societal functions have a big influence on the design of products. Eekels distinguishes six societal
functions (Eekels 1995):
▰ Environment (materials and production chain);
▰ emancipation (of labour);
▰ ethics (the desirability, use and misuse of products);
▰ culture (influence of own and other cultures);
▰ employability (effect of product on the amount of employment);
▰ globalisation (product specifications and international distribution).
For the use of public spaces these functions are very important, as the public space is an important
place for societal interaction between people (see Appendix 2: chapter 2). Societal functions will often
be incorporated in the policy of (local) governments or will be supported by non-governmental
organisations (NGO's). The social functions will be different according to the cultural and economical
context where the public space is situated.
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For companies involved in the design, construction or use of public spaces the societal function
becomes increasingly important due to the growing importance of corporate social responsibility. This
will increase the attention of companies for the societal effects of their activities.
User functions

User functions can be divided in emotional and technical user functions.
Technical user functions are the functions of a product that assure that it will work in the way it is
intended for. This are the functions of the product based on the needs of users and can be divided in
main and side functions.
Example: if there is a children's playground in the public space with play equipment, the size of this
equipments should be adapted to the size of the children that are expected to play with it.
Emotional user functions are the functions of a product that will state the identity of the user and his
appearance on his environment. There are three categories: shape, colour and technical features
(Eekels 1995). For public spaces these functions are of limited relevance. Almost no user owns or
buys a public space. For the private areas adjacent to the public space the emotional functions in this
sense will however be relevant, for example the gate and entrance road to an estate. The emotional
user functions of a public space are probably more related to the perception of the public space and to
the societal functions.
Example: the play equipment in the example above should be appealing to the children, so that they
can identify themselves with this equipment, or that it stimulates their imagination and are willing to
pay with it (Marcus 1998).
For the emotional user function
Person developed a model that can
be used by the design of products
(figure 2.4). It incorporates the
social context with the emotional
user function. The user (individual)
interacts with the public space
(object) with all his/her senses (to
see, taste, touch, smell, and hear)
(Person 2003).
This model gives the basis for the
design of public spaces in a way
that it is pleasant placeto stay for
the users.
Also Lynch states that the visual
Figure 2.4: model for the emotional response to products
quality and the recognition of the
(Person 2003)
public space is determined by the
human tools. He gives a list of
aspects that play a role in the observation by humans: colour, shape, motion, light, smell, sound, touch,
kinaesthesia, gravity, electric fields, and magnetic fields (Lynch 1960).
User functions can also be divided in primary and secondary functions:
Primary functions for whom the product is intended for: normally the person who pays the product,
but that is not always the case. The public space is a good example of the last: the person who pays is
not the person who the product is intended for.
Secondary functions: the functions that other persons, not the intended in the design, place on the
product. This can be: the makers, transporters, recyclers of the product at the end of live, etc. For a
public space this can be functions that are needed to build and maintain the public space. A sewage
system is a good example: This is not especially asked by the users, but is needed to make the use
possible.
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Instrumental technical functions

Instrumental technical functions are directed to the reliable functioning, production, and maintenance
of the product. These functions are different in every step in the lifecycle: it can be quite different in
the production phase and in the use phase. In the production phase of a public space it can be possible
that the design is influenced by the need of some of the residents to reach their home during the
production.
The functions of Eekels can be compared with the three basic aims for architectonical design of Lang:
commodity (which functions have to facilitated), firmness (what is the durability, will it last, strength)
and delight (how does it have to look like, aesthetics) (Lang in Bell 2001). When we compare these
with the functions described by Eekels there is a strong connection between both:
commodity - technical user function
firmness - instrumental technical function
delight - emotional users function
In the instrument the functions as described by Eekels will be used. As the instrument is based on the
needs of the stakeholders the type of functions are connected to the different stakeholders (see table
2.13). The table shows the functions and the possible stakeholders who have an interest in that type of
function.
types of functions
societal functions
company-economical functions
technical user functions
emotional user functions
technical instrumental functions

stakeholders
governments, non governmental organisations, society
organisations responsible for the public space and organisations involved in
the design realisation and maintenance public spaces
users of the public spaces
users of the public spaces
organisations involved in the design, realisation and maintenance public
spaces

Table 2.13: relation between functions and stakeholders

2.4

Properties

The functions the public space has to incorporate must have properties to make the functions possible.
The ISO technical report about the classification of information in the construction industry gives a list
of possible attributes that describe the properties and characteristics of built physical objects. These
attributes and their definition are shown in table 2.14. These attributes are used to develop a set of
aspects of properties for the public space.
attribute
performance
function
shape
location
material
price
production time

definition
these describe the behaviour of objects under the influence of agents
these describe the tasks an object has to fulfil or is meant to fulfil
these describe the shape and size of an object
these describe where an object is situated, in relation to other objects. This definition
includes both the position (geography) as well as the joints between objects (topology)
these describe the constituent material and the molecular structure of an object
these describe the costs of producing, storing, transport or mounting objects and the buying,
selling and tax prices
these describe the time needed to produce, store, transport or mount objects.

Table 2.14: attributes for built physical objects and their definition (ISO 1994)
The attributes (form hereon called aspects) used in ISO 1994 are not completely congruent with the
ideas of the model and instrument. Therefore they are adapted for the use in the instrument. The
following aspects are changed or removed:
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Function: the attribute function is in the instrument not a property. The functions are, as the definition
of ISO describes, the tasks the public space has to fulfil. For this task the public space needs to have
several properties. Therefore the function is not a property in this instrument.
Price: The costs of producing an object or a public space are not only financial. The costs include the
means in the form of the availability of labour and materials and also the capabilities of the
stakeholders to create a public space, these are all part of the innovation system. The focus on price
only is too limited, therefore this aspect is widened to: 'costs, means and capabilities'
Production time: Production of a public space includes more then the time of production. As described
with the instrumental technical functions (§2.3.2) there are much more aspects involved. Therefore
this aspect is widened to: 'Production and maintenance'
The other aspects are used as described in table 2.14. This results in 6 aspects of property that are used
to describe the properties of the public space. These aspects and their definitions are shown in table
2.15. The definitions are based on the definitions of table 2.14 and adapted to make them more
distinguishing.
no
1

aspects of property
performance

2

location

3
4

shape
material

5

production and maintenance

6

costs, means and capabilities

definition
the requirements the public space needs to have to support the functions
the public space is used for
the requirements of where the function is situated, how it can be found,
and about the surroundings of the place where the function is located.
the form and size of an element or of the total public space
the constituent material and the structure of the elements of the public
space
requirements placed on the public space to make the production and
maintenance of a public space possible
the input that makes it possible to design, produce, maintain and use
public spaces

Table 2.15: the properties and their definitions as used in this thesis
These aspects of property must be made measurable to be used in instrument. Therefore an overview
is made from literature of the terms that are used to describe (elements of) the public space and urban
design. This overview is given in the "table of possible properties" (table 2.16 and 2.17) at the end of
this Appendix. This table also shows the link between these terms and the defined properties. Based on
this table the aspects of property are worked out into variables. The difficulty of working out the
aspects based on this table is that in the majority of the literature the terms are not defined and no
insight is given in the use and the origin of the terms. The worked out properties in the next paragraphs
are the result of a creative and iterative process of combining, interpretation, and selecting of these
terms. This resulted in a set of variables for each aspects of property. The aspects of property and the
variables are worked out in the next paragraphs.

2.4.1

Performance

Definition: The requirements the public space needs to have to support the functions the public space
is used for.
Background: The performance gives the direct relation with the functions the public space has to
support. What are the properties that are needed to support a specific function? The variable 'suitable'
gives insight in the way the public spaces can be used for a specific function. The variable 'clean' is
related to this, but is can change very quickly. 'Comfortable/convenient' describes how easy and
relaxed the public space can be used for the function. 'Distinctive/charming/special/unique' are related
to the more emotional aspects of the public space: notions as historical, monumental are part of this
variable, but also the difference with other public spaces. A green area with trees and plants are
important for the experience of the public space therefore the variable 'green'-ness is added. A public
space has to function not only to day, users must rely on the functioning of the public space in the
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future: the 'reliability'. Finally the users want a certain level of safety while using the public space. The
amount that the public space can attribute to the safety is described by the variable 'safe and secure'.
Variables: The variables are defined in table 2.18.
no
a
b
c

variables of performance
suitable
clean
comfortable/convenient

d

distinctive/charming/
special/unique

e
f

'green'-ness
reliable

g

safe and secure

definition
right for a particular need of function (adapted from Rundell 2002)
absence of garbage and filth in the amount that fits the need/function.
pleasant to use / easy to do, or not causing problems or difficulties
(adapted from Rundell 2002)
easy to recognize because of being different from other public spaces /
very attractive and pleasant / different from and usually better than what
is normal or ordinary in a public space / very special, unusual, or good
public space (adapted from Rundell 2002)
the amount of green in the public space (trees, plants, lawns).
to what extent the public space always functions well (adapted from
Rundell 2002)
damage, injuries and harm caused by or due to the design, construction,
or maintenance of the public space (adapted from Rundell 2002)

Table 2.18: variables of performance

2.4.2

Location

Definition: The requirements of where the function is situated, how it can be found, and about the
surroundings of the place where the function is located.
Background: Location is about the harmony between al the elements in a public space and the public
space in its surroundings; combining it to one coherent public space. The surroundings can be adjacent
(private) places, buildings, landscape and boundaries. It determines where the function is to be located
and the required and avoidable linkages between functions and its surroundings. There are four
variables defined for the location. 'Accessible' is the ease with which the public space can be reached
by the users. How the intended users can find the public space, with signs or the lay out of the place, is
described by 'legible'. How far the public space is away from the intended users is described by
'proximate'. Finally the 'surrounding' gives the description of the areas and structures adjacent to the
public space: for example private buildings. It gives insight in the neighbourhood the public space is in
and if that neighbourhood and its use is well connected with the uses of the public space to be
designed.
Variables: The variables of location are defined in table 2.19.
no
a
b

variables of location
accessible
legible

c

proximate

d

surroundings

definition
a public space that is easy to get to, easy to reach (adapted from Rundell 2002)
a public space that make it easy to find your way: recognizable, readable, clear
(adapted from Rundell 2002)
the distance the public space is away, the accepted distance or time to travel
(adapted from Rundell 2002)
all objects built and not build in the vicinity of a public place and the
neighbourhood the public space is in

Table 2.19: variables of location

2.4.3

Shape

Definition: The form and size of an element of, or the total public space.
Background: Shape, together with material, is the basis of the aspect 'delight' as described by Lang
(Lang in Bell 2001, see Appendix 3; §4.1). It reflects to the human scale and to the decoration and
visual delight (Tibbalds and Prince Charles in Parfect 1997). Salingaros gives an extensive overview
of the relations between the structure of the surroundings (shape and materials) and the way people
experience the space. For laymen it will be difficult to describe the aspects concerning the shape of
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public spaces. Therefore users and others involved in the design of public spaces will give rough ideas
or feelings about the shape of public spaces. These ideas and feelings will have to be interpreted by the
designer and translated to the variables of shape. Three variables describe the shape of (the elements
of) the public space: 'appearance' gives the character of the public space in the way it is formed: is it
solid or fine. 'Detailing' gives insight in the amount of details added to the shape. 'Dimensions' give
insight in the scale of the public space and the elements in it.
Variables: The variables of shape are defined in table xx.
no
a

variables of shape
appearance

b

detailing

c

dimensions

definition
the way that (elements of) the public space looks like: solid or fine (adapted from
Rundell 2002)
the decorations or details added to (elements of) the public space (adapted from
Rundell 2002)
length, height, or width of (elements of) the public space (adapted from Rundell
2002)

Table 2.20: variables of shape

2.4.4

Material

Definition: The constituent material and the structure of the elements of the public space.
Background: Material is the base of the appearance and technical properties of the materials used in
the public space. The appearance is related to functions with a focus on the aesthetics of the public
space: how does the surface look and feel? The technical properties are related to the actual use of the
public space and the physical aspects related to construction and maintenance: what is the strength of
the material? Also for material it will be difficult for laymen to describe the aspects related to the
materials. Here is a task for the designer to translate needs of stakeholders to the variables of material.
Four variables describe the materials: 'colour'; you can choose what you like. The character of the
material: is it soft, hard, bendable or brittle ('hardness'), what is the surface like: smooth or rough:
('surface'), and what is the type of material: wood, metal, etcetera ('material').
Variables: The variables of material are defined in table 2.21.
no
a
b
c
d

variables of material
colour
hardness
surface
material

definition
red, blue, black, yellow, etc (Rundell 2002)
hard: stiff, firm, and not easy to bend or break (Rundell 2002)
the top layer or outside part of (an element of) the public space (Rundell 2002)
a substance, especially one used for a particular purpose (Rundell 2002)

Table 2.21: variables of material

2.4.5

Production and maintenance

Definition: Requirements placed on the public space to make the production and maintenance of a
public space possible.
Background: Production and maintenance incorporate the requirements placed on the physical
elements of the public space to make the production and maintenance possible, both present and in the
future. They are needed to determining constrains that production and maintenance of public spaces
put on the use and design of public spaces. Five variables describe production and maintenance:
'adaptable' is about the possibilities to adapt the public space as the functions of a public space
changes. 'Buildable' is about the possibilities and constraints during the construction of the public
space, this can be technical, but also limitations due to demands of stakeholders. Aspects related to the
life span of (elements of) the public space are combined in the variable 'durable'. The possibilities to
keep the built public space in the desired condition are described by 'maintainable'. Finally
'sustainable' is related to the influence the production and maintenance of the public space has on the
environment. Some of these variables can be conflicting: for example the possibility to adapt a public
space can conflict with the need to make it durable. In the design these variables need to be balanced.
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Variables: The variables of production and maintenance are defined in table 2.22.
no
a

variables of production
and maintenance
adaptable

b

buildable

c

durable

d

maintainable

e

sustainable

definition
adaptable public spaces can be changed so they can be used for different
purposes (adapted from Rundell 2002)
the ability to make a public space by putting its parts together (adapted from
Rundell 2002)
able to stay in a good condition for a long time and after being used a lot:
robust (adapted from Rundell 2002)
the ability to make the public space stays the same (adapted from Rundell
2002)
using methods that do not harm the environment (adapted from Rundell
2002)

Table 2.22: variables of production and maintenance

2.4.6

Costs, means and capabilities

Definition: The input that makes it possible to design, produce, and maintain public spaces.
Background: Costs, means and capabilities describe all the things (physical and non physical) that are
needed to develop a public space and to keep it functioning. Together they determine the possibilities
to realize a public space. The variable 'cost' describes the financial aspects of the realization of the
public space. The variables 'means' and 'capabilities' are strongly linked to the concept of technoware,
humanware, infoware and orgaware (THIO, see Appendix 2; chapter 2), and are the basis of the
functioning of the innovation system.
Variables: The variables of costs, means and capabilities are defined in table 2.23.
no
a

variables of costs,
means and capabilities
costs

b

means

c

capabilities

definition
the amount of money that is needed in order to buy, pay for, or maintain a
public space (adapted from Rundell 2002)
things needed to built and maintain a public space including availability of
staff, processes, equipment, information, etc.
the ability of staff, stakeholders and organisations to do something (adapted
from Rundell 2002)

Table 2.23: variables of costs, means and capabilities
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3

Work instrument

For the execution of the case studies the complete instrument is adapted, for several reasons:
▰ The case studies are not about the complete instrument. Within the limitations of this thesis it was
not possible to work out the complete instrument. The case studies are focused on the users of the
public space. Parts of the instrument that are not related to the use of the public space are left out;
▰ a number of variables are difficult to measure and cannot be assessed by questions in a
questionnaire. These variables are removed from the instrument;
▰ for users of the public space the division between their need and the related functions of the public
space it will probably be difficult to understand. Therefore the needs and functions are combined
to activities users do in the public space.
In this chapter the work instrument is elaborated from the complete instrument. Explanation is given
about the aspects removed from the complete instrument and of new aspects introduced in the work
instrument. Figure 3.1 shows the work instrument with all its aspects.

Stakeholder
Name of stakeholder
Description of stakeholder
Type of stakeholder
Influence on public space

Activities
Type of activity
Route and
means of transport

Properties
Quality
Shape and material

Importance to stakeholder
Nuisance to other
stakeholders
Time of use
Amount of use

Figure 3.1: the work instrument

3.1

Stakeholder

The part stakeholder is the same as in the complete instrument. The aspects used to describe the
stakeholder are easy to assess and are essential for the identification of the (groups of) stakeholders.
The stakeholders are described with four aspects:
1. Name of stakeholder;
2. description of stakeholder;
3. type of stakeholder;
4. influence on public space.
These aspects are elaborated in §2.1.

3.2

Activities

The activities are the combination of the needs wherefore the users use the public space and the
functions the public space has to facilitate for the fulfilment of those needs. The needs result in
activities that the users do in the public space. The public space has to have several functions to
facilitate those activities. The needs and functions are combined; as it will be difficult to ask users for
what kind of needs they use the public space. The related functions of the public space will also be
difficult to understand for the users. Therefore these two are combined to activities the users do in the
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public space. the designers of or researcher into the public space will have to interpreted the activities
in a way that they leads to functions of the public space.
The activities are described with six aspects:
1. Type of activity
2. route and means of transport;
3. importance to stakeholder;
4. nuisance to other stakeholders;
5. time of use;
6. amount of use.

3.2.1

Type of activity

The activities describe the kind of use that the public space must facilitate to support the fulfilment of
the needs of the stakeholders.
Activities are the things users can do in the public space. Therefore a list is constructed based on
literature. All the activities were gathered from several sources of literature. Most literature only
mentions a few activities related to the objective of the literature.
selling merchandise
Nnkya for example describes informal activities in Tanzania related
selling second-hand clothes
to trade on the streets (see table 3.1, Nnkya 2002). Only a few
selling food items
sources of literature have an extensive list of activities in the public
selling cooked food
space or urban areas. On a website about design of public places
Table 3.1: informal activities
Beer gives a list of examples of activities in residential areas (see
in Dar es Salaam (Nnkya
table 3.2, Beer 2003).
2002)
activities outside the home
▰ drying clothes
▰ getting goods into the home
▰ cooking and eating (e.g. barbecues)
▰ entertaining
▰ looking after pets
▰ children's play
▰ growing plants: flowers, shrubs, vegetables, fruit
▰ keeping animals and birds for food
▰ sitting on the doorstep or in the garden
▰ sleeping in the sun
▰ participating in hobbies involving large-scale
objects
▰ sitting or standing and looking out of the window

activities in the vicinity of the home
▰ children's play
▰ parking the car and leaving or arriving in it
▰ sitting or standing to watch and talk to: the
family, friends, neighbours and passers-by
▰ going to the shops
▰ going to school
▰ going to the bus stop
▰ going to the post box
▰ going for a stroll
▰ walking the dog
▰ walking the pram and/or toddlers
▰ jogging for fitness
▰ joining an informal street ball game
▰ knocking a ball around a pitch/against a wall
▰ playing a formal sport
▰ sitting outside
▰ waiting on the corner for friends
▰ contact with the delivery services: milk,
foodstuffs, home delivery of meals, newspapers,
post
▰ contact with people carrying out repairs and
maintenance

Table 3.2: examples of activities in the vicinity and outside the home (Beer 2003)
Based on these types of lists and loose activities found in many source of literature a list of possible
activities in the public space is developed (see table 3.3). The list is divided in three groups of
activities:
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▰ Activities related to travel of individuals (travel for);
▰ activities related to the transport of goods (transport of);
▰ activities in the area (activities).
The first two activities are activities that are about moving through the area, going in or out, or passing
through. The last activity is about local activities that are done in the public space, without leaving it.
This division is made to distinguish between the characters of the activities. The activities are not
defined. The description of the activity and the group they are in should be sufficient to give an
impression of the activity meant.
travel for:
▰ commuter traffic (from house to work)
▰ business traffic
▰ social contacts (for example: visiting family, friends)
▰ domestic activities (for example: buying groceries)
▰ education or training (for example: school, course)
▰ culture, leisure, recreation (for example; going to a music event or a bar)
▰ servicing residents and enterprises (for example: cleaning)
transport of:
▰ goods
▰ gas, water, electricity (also with underground pipes)
▰ information (mail, internet, also with underground cables)
▰ collecting garbage of inhabitants and enterprises
activities:
▰ children's play
▰ relaxation during work (for example work break)
▰ relaxation private (for example; going for a stroll)
▰ to meet other people
▰ looking what is happening in the street
▰ sporting (for example: jogging, informal street ball game)
▰ parking of cars, motorcycles, bicycle, handcarts, etc.
▰ parking of trucks, busses, vans, (Dala dala's), etc.
▰ parking of trains
▰ loading and unloading of goods
▰ waiting of trucks, busses, vans, (Dala dala's) on the road
▰ storage of goods
▰ placing garbage outside for garbage collection
▰ growing plants or keeping animals for food
▰ cooking and selling of food
▰ selling of goods (not food)
▰ entertaining other people
▰ making or repairing of goods

Table 3.3: list of activities in the public space
Activities conducted in the public space can differ between countries and regions. In the list of table
3.3 some activities are printed indented, these activities are probably only done in certain regions or
countries. Also types of transport (for example Dala dala's) are only used or have that name in certain
regions. Dala dala's are minibuses for public transport in Tanzania. When the list is used it should be
adapted to those local circumstances.
The list of activities seems reasonably complete. This list can however introduce a bias in the research
if on or more activities are forgotten. On the other hand without a list of activities the chance that the
respondents recall all their activities in the public space seems very small. Therefore the choice is
made to develop a list of activities and let the respondents choose from this list to maximise the
number of activities their recall. The small chance of introducing a bias, as one or more activities is
not on the list is accepted. In the research the respondents had the opportunity to add missing
activities; none of the respondents did this.
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3.2.2

Route and means of transport

Route and means of transport is the aspect route from the complete
instrument combined with what mode of transport the public space is
used. The mode of transport is essential for the design of public spaces
as they give insight in the way the public space is used in and is very
dominant is the final design. The list of possible modes of transport is
shown in table 3.4. The descriptions of the routes people take in order
to do their activity depend heavily on the local situation. The routes
can therefore be described in text or drawn on a map. Routes consist of
places and links between them as described by Svenson (see Appendix
2; chapter 6).

3.2.3

▰
▰
▰
▰
▰
▰
▰
▰
▰

car/motorcycle
bicycle/moped
on foot
public transport
truck
van
train
pipeline
cable

Table 3.4: modes of transport

Importance to stakeholder

The importance to the stakeholder is the same as described in the complete instrument: see §2.2.3.

3.2.4

Nuisance to other stakeholders

The aspect nuisance to other stakeholders is a translation of the aspect 1. very disturbing
importance to other stakeholders in order to find the acceptance of
2.
that activity for society. For each possible activity all the stakeholders 3.
can indicate how much nuisance that activity gives to them. This
4.
5. very good
gives an indication of the acceptance of that activity by the
6. not relevant or no opinion
stakeholder. This is probably a more effective method in finding out
the importance to society of an activity by asking how important they Table 3.5: levels of nuisance
to other stakeholders
think an activity of another stakeholder is. Five levels from very
disturbing to very good with an option to say not relevant or no
opinion describes the nuisance (table 3.5). This is comparable to the way the 'importance to other
stakeholders' is described.

3.2.5

Time of use

The aspect time of use is needed to establish the time the public space is used for the activity. The
aspect is the same as described in the complete instrument: see §2.2.6.

3.2.6

Amount of use

The aspect amount of use is needed to establish the amount the public space is used for the activity.
The aspect is the same as described in the complete instrument: see §2.2.7.

3.3

Properties

The properties of the complete instrument are simplified and combined to link them to the perspective
of the users of the public space. The case studies are focused on the users of the public space, therefore
all the properties related to the realisation of the public space are left out of the work instrument: the
aspects production and maintenance, and costs, mean and capabilities are not incorporated in the work
instrument. The aspects location and performance are combined to quality of the public space. The
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term quality is more related to the perception of the users, and is probably more familiar to them then
the terms performance and location. Those two aspects probably need some explanation.
In the work instrument two aspects describe the properties:
1. Quality;
2. shape and material.

3.3.1

Quality

The variables of quality of the public space are a combination of the variables of the properties
performance and location in the complete instrument. In table 3.6 is shown how the variables of these
properties are translated to the quality aspects.

location

performance

aspect

no
a
b
c
d
e
f
g

variables of complete instrument
suitable
clean
comfortable/convenient
distinctive/charming/ special/unique
'green'-ness
reliable
safe and secure

a
b
c
d

accessible
legible
proximate
surroundings

variables of work instrument
suitable
clean
comfortable
appearance roads/green
green (planting)
reliable
traffic safety
social safety
accessible
legible (to find you way)
-appearance buildings

Table 3.6: translation of variables of performance and location to variables of quality
The variables suitable, clean, comfortable/convenient, 'green'-ness, reliable, accessible, legible are not
changed. Some of these variables have gotten a slightly other name to make the names more
recognisable for the users. The definitions of these variables are the same as in the complete
instrument.
The variable distinctive/charming/special/unique is simplified to appearance roads/green. This variable
is without explanation clearer than the variable from the complete instrument.
The variable 'safe and secure' is divided in two variables to make it more reliable and distinctive: the
variables traffic safety and social safety. Both types of safety will be clearly distinguished by the users
and have their own problems and solutions.
The variable proximate is not used as a variable of quality. This variable will also ask for explanation
an will probably not be understood easily by the respondents.
The variable surroundings is changed in to appearance of buildings. This term is easier to understand
and covers roughly the basic idea of the definition of surroundings.
This results in the variables of quality and their definitions as shown in table 3.7.
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no
a
b
c
d
e
f

variables of quality
suitable
clean
comfortable
green (planting)
reliable
traffic safety

g

social safety

h
i

accessible
legible (to find you way)

j
k

appearance roads/green
appearance buildings

definition
right for a particular need of function
absence of garbage and filth in the amount that fits the need/function.
pleasant to use / not causing problems or difficulties
the amount of green in the public space (trees, plants, lawns).
to what extent the public space always functions well
damage, injuries and harm caused by or due to the traffic in the public
space, or the feeling that there is a great risk that the traffic could cause you
damage, injuries or harm. *
damage, injuries and harm caused by or due to other people (not the traffic)
in the public space, or the feeling that there is a great risk that other people
could cause you damage, injuries or harm. *
a public space that is easy to get to, easy to reach
a public space that make it easy to find your way: recognizable, readable,
clear
how attractive and pleasant lay out of the public space is. *
how attractive and pleasant lay out of the buildings adjacent to the public
space is. *

Table 3.7: variables of quality of the public space (definitions marked with an * are new or adapted)
The variables are measured on a ordinal 5 scale form very bad to very
good (table 3.8). The choice for a 5 scale is made to make the possible
choice distinctive enough but to avoid theoretical differences by
introducing a too big range of qualities to choose from.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

very bad
neutral
very good

Table 3.8: levels of quality

3.3.2

Shape and material

The aspects shape and material are combined to one aspect. As described in the complete instrument
laymen will probably have difficulties to tell exactly what kind of material and shape they prefer. The
designer has to translate the subjective feelings and ideas of users into shape and material. Therefore
both aspects are combined and no variables are developed. Insight about the aspects will be gained by
asking open questions to the users about the wishes they have on the layout and appearance of the
public space.
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Table of possible properties

The table of possible properties consists of table xx with the legend of the total table and table yy, in six parts, with the possible properties from literature.
no
1
2
3
4
5
6

property
performance
location
shape
material
production and maintenance
costs, means and capabilities
no. 3 and 4
no. 5 and 6
no property of public spaces

colour

red text

Table 2.16: legend of table 2.17
In table 2.17 the first line gives the references, the second line gives to subject of the literature and the other lines the possible properties.
The colour in the table corresponds with the colour of the 6 properties as shown in table xx.
De Cock 2005
kleurstellingen
colour

DETR 2000
public spaces
Aspects of form

Lynch 1960
Lynch 1960
Lynch 1960
visual quality
visual quality
visual quality
image of environment elements of city image legibility

Madden 2005 Madden 2005
design PS
design PS

Marcus 1998
design recomendations
neighbourhood parks

geen vorm zonder kleur
milieuvariabelen
tijdsgolven
analyse per schaalniveau
individuele vrijheid in kleurkader
stedelijke samenhang
een ruimtelijk concept
warm licht
helderheid
licht, kleur en reflectie
kleur in het bestemmingsplan
de stimulerende achterstand

Layout: urban structure
Lay out: urban grain
Landscape
Density and mix
Scale: height
Scale: massing
Appearance: details
Appearance: materials

legibility
building the image
structure and identity
imageability

continuity
charm
history
spirituality

need for natural setting way finding
need for human contact urban grid
overt socializing
covert socializing

paths
edges
districts
nodes
landmarks

human tools
color
shape
motion
light
smell
sound
touch
kinesthesia
gravity
electric fields
magnetic fields

Table 2.17, part 1: aspects from literature used for defining the properties
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connectedness
history
spirituality
realness
vitality
affordability
indigenousness
neighbourliness
stewardship
welcoming
diversity
interactivity

Saleh 2001
Marcus 1998
urban design design ecomendations
local aspects miniparks
site selection
location
(and) size
design program
entrance
boundaries
functional areas
play areas
plant materials
surfaces
site furniture
maintenance
personnel and funding

Table of possible properties

Beer 2003
urban design
Peoples
choice Lynch

Bell 2001
enviriomental
psychology
for interior

Bell 2001
enviriomental
psychology
Aesthetics

De Boer 2004
Cabe 2001
Social physical district renewal urban design

Cabe 2001/DETR 2000
urban design

Carmona 2004

Carmona 2004

general social design demands

usefull for urban design

Objectives

qualities

quality audit

complexity
diversity
mystery
legibility
coherence

privacy
materials and colour
illumination
windows
furnishings
architectural aesthetics
place

formal
shape
proportion
scale
complexity
novelty
illumination

levensfasen en dagindeling
ontmoeting
ook kwetsbare groepen
differentiatie
leefstijlen
veiligheid
burger als vertrekpunt
functiemenging

critical mass
coordinate adjoining sites
lifetime costs
strategic dimension of urban design
mixing uses
public spaces and amenities
sustain social diversity

character
continuity and enclosure
quality of the public realm
ease of movement
legibility
adaptability
diversity

cleanliness
accessibility
attractiveness
comfort
inclusivity
vitality and viability
functionality
distinctiveness
safety and security
robustness

safety
transport
cleanliness
pedestrian accessibility
atractiveness\greenery
antisocial behaviour
activity/social
street furniture
heritage protection

symbolic
different sorts of meaning

Table 2.17, part 2: aspects from literature used for defining the properties
Marcus 1998
Parfect 1997
design recomendations urban design
campus outdoor
development quality
spaces adjecent
to specific buildings
front porch
front yard
back yard
back door
campus spaces
entrances
plaza spaces
size
location
spatial attributes
outdoor spaces
problems
crime and fear of crime
traffic
wear and tear
finding one's way

finance
and maintenance
amenity
traffic parking
and access
security and safety
order and organisation

Parfect 1997
urban design
might be indicators

Parfect 1997
urban design
Prince Charles

Parfect 1997
urban design
Tiibbalds

negative
impact traffic and parking
disruption of architectural cohesion/homogeneity
bad neighbour"land or building uses evident
erosion of previous and established (and valid) urban layout forms,
lack of greenery and/or appropriate furniture and lighting
under provision for pedestrian movement and needs

1. the place
2. hierarchy
3. scale
4. harmony
5. enclosure
6. materials
7. decoration
8. art
9. signs & lights
10. community

1. places before buildings
2. learn form past
3. mixing uses
4. human scale
5. freedom to walk about
6. consult community
7. built legible environments
8. built to last and adapt
9. avoid change great scale
10. promote intricacy, joy and visual delight

positive
strong local character: shape, materials, 'sympathetic mix', range of users
evidence of controlled change, as against sporadic and uncontrolled growth
sensitive maximalisation of existing natural features or advantages, such as topography or water elements
balance between commercial and community needs/uses
a sense of 'historical continuity' through to the present
a sense of order/organisation, and of wellbeing

Table 2.17, part 3: aspects from literature used for defining the properties
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RIVM 1998
leefomgevingsbalans
buurtelementen

Marcus 1998
Bell 2001
design recommendations enviriomental
plazas
psychology

sociale factoren
sociale structuur
etnische samenstelling
sociaal economische samenstelling
veiliheidsbeleving
criminaliteit
ongewenste activiteiten
fysieke factoren
verkeersoverlast
vuil/stank
burenoverlast
winkels/school
groen/speelvoorzieningen
woonomgeving
woningen

location
size
visual complexity
uses and activities
potential services area
mircoclimate
boudaries and transitions
subplaces
circulation
seating
planting
level changes
public art
paving
food
programs
vending
information and signs
maintenance
(and) amenities

Rigo 2004
leefbaarheid van wijken
Aspecten van de omgeving

de fysieke omgeving
aard van de bebouwing
dichtheid
type woonmilieu/soort bebouwing
winkelvoorzieningen
bedrijvigheid en functiemenging
recreatie en groen
complexity
parken en plantsoenen
diversity
bos, natuur en dagrecreatie
visual richness bereikbaarheid
ornamentation
kwaliteit openbaar vervoer
information rate woningprijzen
formal
enclosure
openness
spaciousness
density
mystery

order
unity
order
clarity
symbolic
naturalness
upkeep
intensity of use
style

de sociale omgeving
samenstelling van de bevolking
aandeel alloctonen
aandeel eenpersoonshiushoudens
concentratie van éé type huishouden
sociale interactie
overlast, criminaliteit en veiligheid
overlast
onveiligheid
cumulatie overlast
verloedering van de woonomgeving
overlast door buurtbewoners
criminaliteit en veiligheid
bedreigende situaties
diefstal en geweld

Table 2.17, part 4: aspects from literature used for defining the properties
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Table of possible properties

Xirogiannis 2004
fuzzy cognitive mapping

Interviews experts
(see appendix 1)

C1 road worth preserving
C2 daily operational utilization of the road
(Access to residents only, flea market,
Pedestrian access only, etc.)
C3 adjacent land utilization (residents, parks, factories, department stores, etc.)
C4 road face (bricks, blacktop, etc.)
C5 adjacent urban design
C6 flora
C7 historical value
C8 adjacent worth preserving buildings
C9 urban furnishing
C10 access (e.g. Integral part of city traffic system, isolated road, etc.)
C11 inconvenience caused by the utilization of the road (noise, air pollution, etc.)
C12 historic reference (e.g. Novels often refer to this site)
C13 road mythology (road named after some mythological entity)
C14 habitation and residence (e.g. Adjacent buildings give shelter to vips)
C15 greek neoclassic architecture for the adjacent buildings
C16 other greek architecture
C17 building utilization (residences, offices, empty, etc.)
C18 building size (surface area, volume, number of floors, etc.)
C19 greek neoclassic architecture, period a
C20 greek neoclassic architecture, period b
C21 greek neoclassic architecture, period c
C22 metallic banisters
C23 helicoids banisters
C24 rooftop with ornamental edge tiles
C25 ceramic ornamental edge tiles
C26 ceramic rooftop
C27 rooftop with lyncean edges

design characteristics
limitation of traffic [1]
safety: lighting, safe routes home/ to school [1] [10], social safety, social 'control' [5] [6]
parking of cars [1] [5] [10]
recognisable routes [1]
sports activities [2]
places to study [2]
courting (males meeting females) [2]
changing use over the day [2]
climate influences the use [2]
use lighting to make use in evening/night possible [2]
public space is often extension of the living room (through small housing, climate, etc.) [2]
conflicts of interest through different use of public spaces [2]
in africa often big plot sizes (500m2) [2]
make multiple use over the day possible: divide day in typical blocks of different use: find synergy [2]
safety differs over the time of day [2]
in developing countries layout: no furniture, no maintenance [2]
controllability [5]
green in public space, location of plants and trees [5]
enough space for furniture [5]
use of type of materials [5] durability [9]
difference between day and night [5]
reachable [6]
public space must fit in its context (physical surroundings) [9]
exploitable space, commercial interest [9]
accessibility (for disabled) [10]
needs/functions
changing use: adaptation of design: small steps (organically) or restructuring/redesign [1]
adaptable design, flexibility [1]
different for types of stakeholders: women, children [5]
dynamic effect on needs if choices are made, relation between demands of stakeholders [6]
commercial interests [7] [9]

Table 2.17, part 5: aspects from literature used for defining the properties
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Hooimeijer 2001
spatial quality
Accenten (waarde-belangen

Hooimeijer 2001
continued

gebruikswaarden
allocatie-effciency
bereikbaarheid
externe effecten
multi purpose
toegang
verdeling
deelname
keuze
veiligheid, hinder
verontreiniging
verdroging
versnippering
keuzevrijheid
verscheidenheid
ontmoeting
belevingswaarden
imago
attractiviteit
ongelijkheid
verbondenheid
veiligheid
ruimte, rust
schoonheid
gezondheid
eigenheid
contrast

PPS 2003
public spaces
Qualities

PPS 2003
continued

access and linkage
reliability
continuity
readability
proximity
connectedness
walkability
convenience
accessibility
comfort and image
safety
cleanliness
'green'-ness
charm
walkability
history
sittability
spirituality
attractiveness

toekomstwaarden
stabiliteit/flexibiliteit
agglomeratie
cumulatieve attractie
insluiting
cultures of poverty
voorraden
ecosystemen
erfgod
integratie
vernieuwing

uses and activities
realness
sustainability
specialness
affordability
uniqueness
usefulness
fun
activity
celebration
vitality
indigenousness
'homegrown' quality

sociability
cooperation
neighborliness
stewardship
pride
gossip
welcoming
story telling
diversity
friendliness
interactivity

Table 2.17, part 6: aspects from literature used for defining the properties
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Marcus 1998
design recomendations
child spaces
before design
program and environment
numbers and ages
child's scale
variety and opportunity
sensory stimulation
manipulation
outdoor activities
site characteristics
amount of space
adjacent uses
entry
topography
natural areas
building and yard
activity areas and paths
microclimate
elements and equipment
storage
planting
choosing plants
water, sand and dirt
animals
climbing, sliding, swinging
safety and equipment
loose parts
wheeled toys
real vehicles
spaces for infants
development
protection and enclosure
toddlers
developmental grading

Marcus 1998
continued

social issues
watching
joining
backing out
retreat
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1

Introduction

This appendix describes the layout, execution and evaluation of the interviews. The interviews are
structured to gather the information needed to fill the instrument. For the interview the work
instrument is used (figure 1.1). All variables of the work instrument are translated to one or more
questions for each focus group. The research is focussed on the following groups:
▰ Users:
individuals,
local on-site: residents and employees
▰ Users:
organisations, local on-site: companies and institutions
▰ Non users: local interest, short term:
designers
▰ Non users: local interest, long term:
developers

Stakeholder
Name of stakeholder
Description of stakeholder
Type of stakeholder
Influence on public space

Activities
Type of activity
Route and
means of transport

Properties
Quality
Shape and material

Importance to stakeholder
Nuisance to other
stakeholders
Time of use
Amount of use

Figure 1: the work instrument
In chapter 2 the layout of the questionnaires is worked out. How the interviews are executed and some
remarks on the questions used are given in chapter 3, continuing with the evaluation of the interviews
and with some recommendations for future interviews in chapter 4.
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2

Layout

In this paragraph describes the questions that are used in the questionnaires. For each variable of the
instrument the questions are given for the focus groups that are interviewed. All the questions are
based on the instrument but for each group the questions can be different.
In the tables 2.1 and 2.2 the corresponding questions for all aspects are given for each focus group.
The questionnaires are used for the cases in Rotterdam and in Dar es Salaam. Both areas are in a
complete different setting. The interviews are developed for the case in Rotterdam. The experience
gathered in this case and the different setting resulted in adapted questions for the case in Dar es
Salaam. The questions for the developers and designers (non users) can be quite different from those
of the users as the non-users have a different role in the public space. The background of the variables
is described in Appendix 4: The instrument.

variables of the instrument
stakeholder
name of stakeholder
description of stakeholder
type of stakeholder
influence on public space
activities
type of activity
route and means of transport
importance to stakeholder
nuisance to other stakeholders
time of use
amount of use
properties
quality
shape
material
final question
about the questionnaire

questions
Dar es Salaam

Rotterdam

no question
residents/employees:
i6, i7, i8, i9, i15, i16, i17
companies: i1, i3, i4
i2 or from description
a1

no question
residents/employees:
i6, i7, i8, i9
companies: i1, i3, i4
i2 or from description
a1

g1
q6
q2
g2
q5
q3, q4

g1
q6
q2
g2
q5
q3, q4

q7, q8, q9
q10
q10

q7, q8, q9
q10
q10

a2

a2

Table 2.1: numbers of the questions for the users
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variables of the instrument
stakeholder
name of stakeholder
description of stakeholder
type of stakeholder
influence on public space
activities
type of activity
route and means of transport
importance to stakeholder
nuisance to other stakeholders
time of use
amount of use
properties
quality
shape
material
involvement in lifecycle
role in lifecycle
influence
desired influence
final question
about the questionnaire

questions
developers

designers

no question
i4, i5
i2
a1

no question
i4, i5
i2
a1

p2, p3, g1
no question
p4, q2
g2
no question
q3, combined with g1

p2, p3, g1
no question
p4, q2
g2
no question
no question

q7, q8, q9
q10
q10

q7, q8, q9
q10
q10

v
v
v

v
v
v

a2

a2

Table 2.2: numbers of the questions for the non-users (developers and designers)
For many questions about the activities in the public space there is a difference in the questionnaires
for the cases in Dar es Salaam and Rotterdam. In the case in Rotterdam the respondents had to select
all the activities they do in the public spaces. For the activities related travel of people they had to
answer several questions about the way they use and what they think of the quality the public space for
that specific activity. After analysing the results of the interview in Rotterdam this division in different
activities made the questionnaire probably to complex and furthermore the quality of the public space
was not valued differently for different activities. In the questionnaires in Dar es Salaam the
description of the activities was made more general and the quality of the public space was assessed
for all activities together.
The questions for the developers and designer were sometimes adjusted for on specific stakeholder
according to the role of the stakeholder in the public space.
In this chapter the questions are structured according to the work instrument. First all the questions
related to all the variables of the stakeholders are described for all the focus groups. Continuing with
the activities and the properties.

2.1

Stakeholder

All the variables in the work instrument for the stakeholders are discussed: name, description, and type
of stakeholder, and the influence on the public space.

2.1.1

Name

Users and non-users: all
The name of the stakeholders is related to the focus groups the respondents are part of. As the
interviews are done anonymously, the name of the stakeholders is the same as the focus group they are
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part of. Through the distributions and the layout of the questionnaire it was known to which focus
groups the respondents belonged. No questions are asked about this variable.

2.1.2

Description of the stakeholder
stakeholder

Users: residents and employees
For the description of residents and employees another approach is chosen for the case in Rotterdam
and in Dar es Salaam. This is due to the different setting. For the case in Rotterdam it is possible to
make use of existing questionnaires to determine the 'lifestyles' of people. These questions are not
suited for people in Dar es Salaam.
The first questions are very general and the same for both cases: One question about the sex of the
respondents and one about his or her age. The classification of the age is based on those used by the
Netherlands' Central Bureau of Statistics (CBS 2006).
i6

What is your sex?
1
man
2
woman

i7

What is your age?
1
0 until 15 year
2
15 until 25 year
3
25 until 40 year
4
40 until 55 year
5
55 until 65 year
6
65 until 75 year
7
75 until 85 year
8
85 year or older

To find out the economical and social situation of the respondents questions are asked about the family
situation and income. These questions are different for both cases. For the family situation questions
of the Central Bureau of Statistics are used for the case in Rotterdam (CBS 2006). For the case in Dar
es Salaam these questions are not suitable. In Dar es Salaam the family composition is different as
more elderly people live with their children, and the size of families in Dar es Salaam can be quite
bigger and will differ more than in Rotterdam.
Rotterdam
i8
Wat is uw gezinssituatie?
1
Alleenstaand
2
Alleenstaand, met een of meer kinderen
3
Samenwonend of getrouwd, zonder kinderen
4
Samenwonend of getrouwd, met een of meer kinderen

(What is your family situation?)
(living alone)
(living alone with one or more children)
(living together/married, without children)
(living together/married, with on or more
children)

Dar es Salaam
i8
What is the composition of your household?
1
Number of men
(men and woman = 100%)
2
Number of women
3
Number of children (below 15)
4
Number of elderly people (above 65)

For the question about income for the case in Rotterdam a minimal and modal income is used. These
are common used terms in The Netherlands. This is not suited for the case in Dar es Salaam, a
minimal wages does not exist in Tanzania and there is a much larger difference in income. For the
case in Dar es Salaam an open question is used.
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Rotterdam
i9
Wat is ongeveer uw inkomen?
1
minimum
2
modaal
3
boven modaal

(What is approximately your income?)
(minimal)
(modal)
(above modal)

Dar es Salaam
i9
What is roughly the average income each month of your household?
Open question

For the case is Rotterdam the questions about the background are continued with questions to
determine the lifestyle of the respondents. 5 questions are used of the Smart Agent Company (Smart
Agent 2006). With these 5 questions a rough lifestyle of four different types of lifestyle can be
established: vitality, harmony, control, and protection.
Rotterdam
i 10
Welke van deze kenmerken passen het beste bij u?
1
Eerlijk
2
Kalm
3
Intelligent
4
Zelfbewust
5
Spontaan
6
Vrolijk
7
Evenwichtig
8
Kritisch
i 11
Welke van deze typeringen zijn het meest op uw huishouden van toepassing?
1
Warm
2
Druk, dynamisch
3
Ouderwets gezellig
4
Vrij, eigen gang gaan
5
Sportief
6
Ruimdenkend
7
Harmonisch
8
Rustig
i 12
Welke van deze beroepen passen het beste bij u? U hoeft het beroep niet zelf uit te oefenen, het gaat om de
beroepen die u het meest aanspreken.
1
Accountmanager
2
Maatschappelijk werker
3
Wetenschapper
4
Vrachtwagenchauffeur
5
(Winkel)verkoper/verkoopster
6
Freelancer
7
Zakenman/-vrouw
8
Huisvrouw/-man
i 13
Welke van deze hobby's en vrijetijdsbestedingen passen het beste bij u?
1
Kamperen
2
Actieve sportbeoefening
3
TV kijken
4
Tuinieren
5
Een dagje uit
6
Gezellig avondje met vrienden
7
Succesvolle carrière opbouwen
8
Avontuurlijke vakanties
i 14
Welke van deze waarden passen het beste bij u?
1
Hartstocht, passie
2
Solidariteit
3
Privacy, rust
4
Succes in het leven
5
Genieten van het leven
6
Uitdaging, prikkeling
7
Erkenning van prestaties
8
Vriendschap
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For the case in Dar es Salaam some questions are asked about the personal situation of the respondent
to get more inside in the background of the person interviewed.
Dar es Salaam
i 15
What is your role in the household?
Open question
Dar es Salaam
i 16
What kind of work do you do?
Open question
Dar es Salaam
i 17
Is this paid work?
1
yes
2
no

Users: Companies and institutions
For the description of companies and institutions the demography of companies is used. The
description is limited to three factors: economic activity, company size (number of employees) and the
type of interest. There is no difference between the questions in Rotterdam and Dar es Salaam.
Economic activity
i1

In which sector is your enterprise active? S
Select no more than 3 possibilities
1
A
Agriculture, hunting and forestry
2
B
Fishing
3
C
Mining and quarrying
4
D
Manufacturing
6
E
Electricity, gas and water supply
7
F
Construction
8
G
Wholesale and retail trade; repair of motor vehicles, motorcycles and personal and
household goods
9
H
Hotels and restaurants
10
I
Transport, storage and communications
11
J
Financial intermediation
12
K
Real estate, renting and business activities
13
L
Public administration and defence; compulsory social security
14
M
Education
15
N
Health and social work
16
O
Other community, social and personal service activities
17
P
Private households with employed persons
18
Q
Extra-territorial organizations and bodies

Size of the company or institution
i3

How many employees does your enterprise have on the location at Kilwa Road/in the area?
2
1 to 5 employees
3
5 to 10 employees
4
10 to 20 employees
5
20 to 50 employees
6
50 to 100 employees
7
100 to 200 employees
8
200 to 500 employees
9
500 and more employees

To have some inside in the person who filled in the questionnaire one question was added about the
background of the respondents.
i4

What is your task within the enterprise?
open question
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Non-users: all
The description of the developers and designers is determined with two open questions about the
purpose of the organisation and the role of the respondent of the interview in the organisation.
i5

What is the purpose of your organisation?
open question

i3

What is your task within the organisation?
open question

2.1.3

Type of stakeholder

Users: Companies and organisations; Non-users: all
The type of stakeholder is asked to companies and institutions, developers and designers. The
classification used is the same as described in the instrument.
i2

2.1.4

In what type of enterprise do you work?
1
Private
2
Private/public (parastatal)
3
Public (government, government agency)
4
NGO, CBO (communities of interests)
5
Other, that is:

Influence on public space

Users and non-users: all
The influence of the respondents on the design of the public space is asked with 5-scale classification
from very little to very much. The questions are asked to all focus groups.
a1

2.2

How much influence do you think you have on the design of Kilwa Road/the area?
1
very little
2
3
neutral
4
5
very much

Activities

In the both cases the respondents were asked to answer the questions about their activities in the case
area. In the case in Rotterdam the respondents were given a list of activities (question g1) of which
they could select the activities they do in the case area. Only of the travel activities they selected
(numbers 1 to 8, question g1) they had to answer the questions about the description (question q6) and
the properties (questions q7, q8, q9, q10). Reason for this was to reduce the size of the interview and
the scope of the research.
In the case of Dar es Salaam the limitation was bigger. Because people in Dar es Salaam live is more
in the public space; more different activities are conducted in the public space. In the first interviews it
became clear the respondents had difficulties with understanding and answering the questions.
Therefore the questions about the description and the properties were not asked for separated
activities, but for al their activities together. This also limited the possibilities to fill in the instrument.
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2.2.1

Type of activity

Users: all
In the case of Rotterdam the respondents could chose from a list of possible activities or add extra
activities. For the interviews in Dar es Salaam (which were done orally) the basic idea was that the
respondents describe their activities on Kilwa Road (question q6) and the interviewers translated that
in the activities of question g1. The activities 28 to 31 (in italic) are only used in Dar es Salaam, these
activities are not conducted in the public space in the Netherlands.
g1

For what kind of activities do you use Kilwa Road/the area?
Travel on Kilwa Road/in the area for:
1
commuter traffic (from house to work)
2
business traffic
3
social contacts (for example: visiting family, friends)
4
domestic activities (for example: buying groceries)
5
education or training (for example: school, course)
6
culture, leisure, recreation (for example; going to a music event or a bar)
7
servicing residents and enterprises (for example: cleaning)
8
other, that is:
Transport on Kilwa Road/in the area of:
9
goods
26
gas, water, electricity (also with underground pipes)
27
information (mail, internet, also with underground cables)
10
collecting garbage of inhabitants and enterprises
11
other, that is:
Activities on Kilwa Road/in the area:
12
children's play
13
relaxation during work (for example work break)
14
relaxation private (for example; going for a stroll)
15
to meet other people
16
looking what is happening in the street
17
sporting (for example: jogging, informal street ball game)
18
parking of cars, motorcycles, bicycle, handcarts, etc.
19
parking of trucks, busses, vans, dala dala's, etc.
20
parking of trains
21
loading and unloading of goods
22
waiting of trucks, busses, vans, dala dala's on the road
23
storage of goods
24
placing garbage outside for garbage collection
28
growing plants or keeping animals for food
29
cooking and selling of food
30
selling of goods (not food)
31
entertaining other people
32
making or repairing of goods
25
other, that is:

Non-users: developers and designers
For the developers and designers four questions are asked to determine what the effect is of the
development or reconstruction they are planning on the public space. Two are about the aim and the
description of the project. One is to get more documentation on the project.
p1

What is the effect of your project on Kilwa Road/the area?
Open question

p2

Describe your project
Open question

p3

What documentation is available about the project?
Open question
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The last question is about the expected activities in the public space that evolves from the project
Based on the list of possible activities the respondents could indicate with activities evolve form their
projects and what the expected amount of use is.
g1

q3

2.2.2

Which use is created by the project?
Travel on Kilwa Road/in the area for:
1
commuter traffic (from house to work)
2
business traffic
3
social contacts (for example: visiting family, friends)
4
domestic activities (for example: buying groceries)
5
education or training (for example: school, course)
6
culture, leisure, recreation (for example; going to a music event or a bar)
7
servicing residents and enterprises (for example: cleaning)
8
other, that is:
Transport on Kilwa Road/in the area of:
9
goods
26
gas, water, electricity (also with underground pipes)
27
information (mail, internet, also with underground cables)
10
collecting garbage of inhabitants and enterprises
11
other, that is:
Activities on Kilwa Road/in the area:
12
children's play
13
relaxation during work (for example work break)
14
relaxation private (for example; going for a stroll)
15
to meet other people
16
looking what is happening in the street
17
sporting (for example: jogging, informal street ball game)
18
parking of cars, motorcycles, bicycle, handcarts, etc.
19
parking of trucks, busses, vans, dala dala's, etc.
20
parking of trains
21
loading and unloading of goods
22
waiting of trucks, busses, vans, dala dala's on the road
23
storage of goods
24
placing garbage outside for garbage collection
28
growing plants or keeping animals for food
29
cooking and selling of food
30
selling of goods (not food)
31
entertaining other people
32
making or repairing of goods
25
other, that is:
What is the expected amount of this use? (asked for each activity)
Open question

Route and means of transport

Users: all
The question about the description of the use of the public space was different in the case in Rotterdam
and Dar es Salaam. In Rotterdam the question was semi open. A structure was given to lead the
respondents through the route he/she takes through the area. This was done to make sure that the
respondents also gave the means to transport for each step on the route. In Dar es Salaam the interview
was done orally and the question was changed in to an open question, with some instructions to the
interviewer. For the interview in Dar es Salaam the type of transport is to be derived from the answer
on the open question.
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Rotterdam
q6
Beschrijf kort hoe u/uw bedrijf het gebied
gebruikt voor deze activiteit?

(describe shortly how you/your company uses the area for
this activity?)

Wat is uw route?
Voor iedere stap op de route: van: .... naar: ....

(What is your route?)
(For each step on the route: from: .... to ....)

Wat is uw vervoermiddel?
1
auto/motor
2
fiets/brommer
3
te voet
4
openbaar vervoer
6
bestelbus
7
vrachtauto

(What is you means of transport?)
(1
car/motorcycle)
(2
bicycling/moped)
(3
walking)
(4
public transport)
(6
van)
(7
truck)

Dar es Salaam
q6
How do you use Kilwa Road?
Open question

Non-users: developers and designers
As there are a large number of different activities no questions are asked about the route and means of
transport to the developers and designers. This data is retrieved from the available documentation
asked in question 'p 3'.

2.2.3

Importance to stakeholder

Users and non-users: all
The importance of the use of the public space is asked to all focus groups with a 5 scale from not
important to very important, as described in the instrument.
q2

How important is your activity on Kilwa Road/in the area for your organisation?
1
not important
2
3
neutral
4
5
very important

Non-users: all
From the developers and designers more insight is gained on the importance with an open question
about the interest in the functioning of the specific area
p4

2.2.4

What is your interest in the good functioning of Kilwa Road/in the area?
Open question

Nuisance to other stakeholders

Users and non-user: all
The nuisance of the activities to other stakeholders is asked to all focus groups. The question is based
on the list of possible activities. For every activity the respondents can give on a 5-scale how much
he/she is disturbed by that activity.
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g2

2.2.5

Also other people use Kilwa Road/the area. Do you think that it is good or disturbing that other people use
Kilwa Road/the area for the following activities?
1
commuter traffic (from house to work)
2
business traffic
3
social contacts (for example: visiting family, friends)
4
domestic activities (for example: buying groceries)
5
education or training (for example: school, course)
6
culture, leisure, recreation (for example; going to a music event or a bar)
7
servicing residents and enterprises (for example: cleaning)
8
other, that is:
9
goods and haulage
26
gas, water, electricity (also with underground pipes)
27
information (mail, internet, also with underground cables)
10
collecting garbage of inhabitants and enterprises
11
other, that is:
12
children's play
13
relaxation during work (for example work break)
14
relaxation private (for example; going for a stroll)
15
to meet other people
16
looking what is happening in the street
17
sporting (for example: jogging, informal street ball game)
18
parking of cars, motorcycles, bicycle, handcarts, etc.
19
parking of trucks, busses, vans, daladala's, etc.
20
parking of trains
21
loading and unloading of goods
22
waiting of trucks, busses, vans, daladala's on the road
23
storage of goods
24
placing garbage outside for garbage collection
28
growing plants or keeping animals for food
29
cooking and selling of food
30
selling of goods (not food)
31
entertaining other people
32
making or repairing of goods
25
other, that is:
classes:
1
very disturbing
2
3
4
5
very good
6
not relevant or no opinion

Time of use

Users: all
The time of use is asked with a matrix: in the rows the days of the week and in the columns the
moment on the day in a 7-scale. In the 7-scale the day is divided into sections that have different
intensities of use and are recognisable for the respondents. The sections are standard for all locations,
but the time of the section can differ for each location. This resulted in different times of the section in
Rotterdam and Dar es Salaam. According to Mr. Phillip of Tanroads the rush hour in Dar es Salaam is
between 5.30 and 7.00 hours in the morning and between 17.00 and 19.00 hours in the evening
(Phillip 2006).
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q5

When do you do this activity?
a
Monday
b
Tuesday
c
Wednesday
d
Thursday
e
Friday
f
Saturday
g
Sunday
h
Irregular
Moment
1
night
2
morning rush-hour
3
morning
4
lunch
5
afternoon
6
evening rush-hour
7
evening

Dar es Salaam
(0 until 5.30 hours)
(5.30 until 7 hours)
(7 until 13 hours)
(13 until 14 hours)
(14 until 17 hours)
(17 until 19 hours)
(19 until 24 hours)

Rotterdam
(0 until 6 hours)
(6 until 9 hours)
(9 until 12 hours)
(12 until 13 hours)
(13 until 16 hours)
(16 until 18 hours)
(18 until 24 hours)

Non-users: all
As there are a large number of different activities and the time at which they are conducted differs
very much. Therefore no questions are asked about the time of use to the developers and designers.
This data is retrieved from the available documentation asked in question 'p 3'.

2.2.6

Amount of use

Users: all
The amount of use is asked with two questions. The first is a question about the frequency of use in a
5-scale classification. The second question is about the growth or decline of this use, also in a 5-scale
classification.
q3

How often do you do this activity each week (count one way travels)?
1
1 to 4 times each week
2
4 to 8 times each week
3
8 to 12 times each week
4
12 to 16 times each week
5
more then 16 times each week, estimate the number of times each week:

q4

Are you going to do this activity more or less the coming 5 years?
1
much less
2
less
3
about the same
4
more
5
much more

Non-users: developers
The effect of the projects on the amount of use of each project is asked. This question ('q3') is
combined with the question about the activities that the project creates ('g1', see page 11).
Non-users: designers
The question about the amount of use ('q3') is combined with the question about the type of activiteis
('g1', see page 11). Data about the amount of use is found in the documents asked in the question 'p3',
see page 10).
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2.3

Properties

The aspects of the properties are: quality, shape and material.

2.3.1

Quality

The variables of performance and location are bundled to a list of quality variables as developed for
the instrument. This set of quality variables is used in several questions. There is also a difference
between the two cases. In Rotterdam the public space was already reconstructed. In Dar es Salaam the
public space still has to be reconstructed. Furthermore the questionnaire used in Dar es Salaam is
improved based on the experience in Rotterdam.
Rotterdam
A question is asked about the quality of the public space at this moment, with a 5-scale classification
from very bad to very good. A question about the improvement of the quality due to the
reconstruction, also with a 5-scale classification from much worse to much better. Finally a question is
asked about the wanted quality, with a 5 scale from very bad to very good. All the questions have the
possibility to make remarks.
q7

q8

Hoe vindt u/uw bedrijf op dit moment
het gebied voor deze activiteit?
1
Bruikbaar
2
Schoon
3
Comfortabel
5
Groen (beplanting)
6
Betrouwbaar
7
Verkeersveilig
8
Sociaal veilig
9
Bereikbaar
10
Herkenbaar (de weg vinden)
4
Uitstraling wegen/groen
12
Uitstraling gebouwen
Classes:
1
erg slecht
2
3
neutraal
4
5
erg goed
13
Aanvulling/opmerking
Vindt u/uw bedrijf het gebied verandert
na de reconstructie?
1
Bruikbaar
2
Schoon
3
Comfortabel
5
Groen (beplanting)
6
Betrouwbaar
7
Verkeersveilig
8
Sociaal veilig
9
Bereikbaar
10
Herkenbaar (de weg vinden)
4
Uitstraling wegen/groen
12
Uitstraling gebouwen
Classes:
1
veel slechter
2
3
het zelfde
4
5
veel beter
13
Aanvulling/opmerking

(What is the quality of the area for this activity?)
(Suitable)
(Clean)
(Comfortable)
(Green (planting))
(Reliable)
(Traffic safety)
(Social safety)
(Accessible)
(Legible (to find you way))
(Appearance roads/green)
(Appearance buildings)
(very bad)
(neutral)
(very good)
(addition/remark)
(How is the area changed after the reconstruction?)
(Suitable)
(Clean)
(Comfortable)
(Green (planting))
(Reliable)
(Traffic safety)
(Social safety)
(Accessible)
(Legible (to find you way))
(Appearance roads/green)
(Appearance buildings)
(much worse)
(the same)
(much better)
(addition/remark)
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Hoe zou u/uw bedrijf het gebied graag
willen hebben voor deze activiteit?
1
Bruikbaar
2
Schoon
3
Comfortabel
5
Groen (beplanting)
6
Betrouwbaar
7
Verkeersveilig
8
Sociaal veilig
9
Bereikbaar
10
Herkenbaar (de weg vinden)
4
Uitstraling wegen/groen
12
Uitstraling gebouwen
Classes:
1
erg slecht
2
3
neutraal
4
5
erg goed

(How would you like to have the area for this activity?)
(Suitable)
(Clean)
(Comfortable)
(Green (planting))
(Reliable)
(Traffic safety)
(Social safety)
(Accessible)
(Legible (to find you way))
(Appearance roads/green)
(Appearance buildings)
(very bad)
(neutral)
(very good)

Dar es Salaam
One question is asked about the current quality of the public space, with a 5-scale classification. Then
a question is asked about the most important aspects that have to be improved. A selection of three
variables could be chosen. Finally a question is asked about the wanted quality. All the questions have
the possibility to add remarks.
q7

What is the quality of Kilwa Road for this activity?
1
Suitable
2
Clean
3
Comfortable
5
Green (planting)
6
Reliable
7
Traffic safety
8
Social safety
9
Accessible
10
Legible (to find you way)
4
Appearance roads/green
12
Appearance buildings
Classes:
1
very bad
2
3
neutral
4
5
very good
13
Addition/remark:

q8

What are the most important aspects that should be improved for Kilwa Road for this activity?
Select 3 options
1
Suitable
2
Clean
3
Comfortable
5
Green (planting)
6
Reliable
7
Traffic safety
8
Social safety
9
Accessible
10
Legible (to find you way)
4
Appearance roads/green
12
Appearance buildings
13
Addition/remark:
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2.3.2

How would you like to have Kilwa Road for this activity?
1
Suitable
2
Clean
3
Comfortable
5
Green (planting)
6
Reliable
7
Traffic safety
8
Social safety
9
Accessible
10
Legible (to find you way)
4
Appearance roads/green
12
Appearance buildings
Classes:
1
very bad
2
3
neutral
4
5
very good
13
Addition/remark:

Shape and Material

The shape and material is only used in the model when some one has special wishes. Therefore the
question is an open question where the respondents can fill in their needs and requirements.

2.4

Do you have special wishes for Kilwa Road/the area for this activity?
open question

Role in lifecycle

Non-users: developers and designers
The developers and designers are asked what their
role is in the lifecycle of public spaces. For this
question a preliminary lifecycle of the public space
is used. This lifecycle is changed slightly after the
interviews were executed. This had no effect on the
outcome of the interviews. In the definite lifecycle
the aspects inception and adaptation are combined,
as they are in principle the same.
For each part of the lifecycles the interviewees are
asked what role they have, how much influence
they think they have and what influence would
they like to have.
Parts of the lifecycle:
▰ Inception;
▰ design;
▰ production;
▰ use;
▰ adaptation;
▰ decommissioning.

inception

design

creation

q 10

production

use

decommissioning

adaptation

Figure 2: preliminary lifecycle of public places
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What role do you play in the lifecycle of Kilwa Road?
1
responsible
2
manager, organiser
3
executer
4
supervisor
5
evaluate
6
adviser, think along with
7
financial
8
non
9
other, explain
Amount of influence?
1
very little
2
3
neutral
4
5
very much
Amount if desired influence?
1
very little
2
3
neutral
4
5
very much

2.5

Final questions

Users and non-users: all
The questionnaire is completed with a question about the opinion about the interview, and if the
respondents are interested in the outcome of the research.
a2

Do you have any remarks on or additions to this interview?
open question

a2

Are you interested in the outcome of the study?
Yes, I do; give address
No, I don't
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Execution and evaluation

This chapter describes the execution of the interviews. Described is how the respondents were
selected, approached, and how the interviews were conducted. The execution of the interview is
discussed for the case in Rotterdam and Dar es Salaam separately.

3.1

Rotterdam

The interviews in Rotterdam are discussed for users: residents, employees and companies, and for
non-users: developers and designers.
Users: Residents
The interviews were executed in writing and they were distributed randomly over the houses in
Heijplaat, with a higher density around Eemhavenweg. This part of Heijplaat is closer to the case area.
Karin Vermaat and Deborah Holleman distributed totally 170 questionnaires. The questionnaires were
accompanied with an introduction letter, a return envelope and had to be returned within 14 days.
After two or three weeks only 18 of the 170 distributed questionnaires returned (10,6%). This is a very
low response as normally 20 to 30% of the questionnaires are returned. Two possible reasons were
found for this low response:
▰ In recent time several interviews were conducted on Heijplaat for the rehabilitation and renewal of
parts of Heijplaat. Possible the residents were not interested any more to respond to the
questionnaire as they had answered several recently and had nothing to gain with this
questionnaire;
▰ the questionnaire had many questions and for some activities repeating questions. Also some
questions are probably difficult to answer. Maybe the questionnaire is too complex and therefore
the residents did not want to fill in the questionnaire.
Users: Employees
The questionnaires for the employees were distributed via the companies. The companies were asked
to distribute them under their employees. The amount of questionnaires given to each company
depended on the number of employees in the company. Totally 88 questionnaires for employees were
distributed. All questionnaires had an introduction letter, return envelope and had to be returned within
14 days, of the questionnaires 11 returned (11,2%). This is also a low response. There also two reasons
were found for this low response:
▰ The complexity of the questionnaire, as described by the residents;
▰ possibly some of the companies did not distribute (all of) the questionnaires under their
employees.
Users: Companies
The selection of companies to be interviewed was based on their economical activity and their number
of employees. Available data was used for the selection. The selection was hindered by the fact that
the data from several databases were not congruent. Employees from the Port of Rotterdam checked
the first selection of companies and that resulted in a lot of comment about companies that did not
exist (anymore) or were on known. Finally a selection of companies was made. This selection
consisted of companies with the more common economical activities present on the peninsula and of
small, medium and large size companies (based on the number of employees). These companies were
approached by telephone and asked if they would participate in the interview. The companies did not
seem very eager to participate, filling in questionnaires costs money and time, and what is there to
gain? One manager of a company said: "we have hardly time to pee and eat our sandwiches, so we
certainly have no time to fill in a questionnaire". Totally 27 questionnaires were distributed personally
to the respondent of each company. The questionnaires were accompanied by the interviews for the
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employees, had an introduction letter, return envelope and to be returned within 14 days. 12 of the
questionnaires were returned. This is a reasonably high response. This was probably due to the (timeintensive) personal approach for distributing the questionnaires. Based on the way they filled in the
questionnaires (for example: giving the same answers for the quality aspects for different activities)
the impression is that they filled in the questionnaires very quickly.
To find some more information on other users also an employee of a non-governmental organisation
representing transport companies was interviewed as a representative for the transport companies
using the area. As not being a company using the area themselves it was difficult for the employee to
answer the questions specific on the area. Other more general questions could be answered.
Non-users: developers and designers
These interviews were conducted orally. Based on the gathered information and contacts the most
involved developers and designers were identified. An appointment was made and the interview was
conducted, mostly at the office of the respondents. Four interviews were conducted with developers
and three interviews with designers. The interviews were conducted as given in the questionnaire.
Often the interviewee started telling about their project and many questions were answered without
asking the question. Most interviewees became interested in the results of the research through the
questionnaire.

3.2

Dar es Salaam

The research in Dar es Salaam was executed in two times two weeks, with 2 month in between.
Therefore all the interviews and research had to be done very quickly. As far as possible, contacts
were made from the Netherlands by telephone and e-mail to prepare the interviews and establish
contacts to find data on the case area.
Users: residents and employees
30 interviews of residents and employees had to be conducted. That is about same amount of
interviews that were returned in Rotterdam. People in Tanzania speak Swahili and only a few of them
speak a little English. Also their literacy rate is rather low. Therefore it was decided to do the
interviews orally and in Swahili. Via the University of UCLAS two students were found to execute the
interviews in Swahili. To save time the interviews were not translated in Swahili on paper but were
translated by the interviewers while doing the interviews. Students were briefly introduced about the
thesis and the background of the questionnaire and were instructed about the interview. The students
were paid some money to do the interviews. The respondents were randomly selected on Kilwa Road
by the two interviewers. The interviewers had to select about 12 workers/employees, 12 residents, 3
dala dala drivers and 3 truck drivers for the interviews. This selection was made to get interviews with
different types of users.
Planned was that the interviews were conducted in one week. For the execution of the interviews (and
the observation of Kilwa Road) an introduction letter from the Temeke Municipal Council was
advised or necessary. This letter was difficult to get, because municipal engineer, who had to sign the
letter, was absent. When he arrived (after about a week) and we explained our objectives the letter was
made directly and signed. Copies of the letter where sent to Heads of several Wards (small districts,
part of the municipal), so they were also informed. During the observations and the execution of the
interviews nobody asked for the letter.
The time lost by getting the introduction letter was one of the reasons that after the first period of two
weeks only 11 of the 30 interviews were conducted. The students continued the execution of the
interviews in the time between the two visits. In the second two weeks the academical year had
started, therefore the students had less time. The interviews with the residents and workers were,
however, finished on time.
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Many respondents were reluctant to answer the questions. Based on the experience of the interviewers
the following possible reasons for this were found:
▰ Many respondents did not know what an interview was. They had to be explained what the reason
and the purpose of the interview was. Even one of the interviewers did not know what an
interview was until he went to university;
▰ the respondents were afraid what was going to happen with the answers. Somebody said: "If I
give the wrong answers now, to morrow they will tear down my house";
▰ the respondents had little time, they were very busy or gave the impression that they were busy.
The interviewers said that it is common to say that you have a job even if you haven't.
Other things noticed during the interviews were:
▰ The respondents answered quickly to the questions, they did not seem to take time to think about
the answer;
▰ only very few respondents seemed to be interested, they were not committed. If they were
committed it would probably result in better questions.
Users: companies and institutions
Only a few companies and institutions were interviewed. With one exception (a multinational) it was
difficult to convince them to cooperate with the interviews. They wanted to know what the use of the
interview was and who would use the results. It took at least 2 visits and at the most 5 visits to execute
the interview. The interviews always had to be approved by the superior officer, or manager (except
one).
A manager from a transport company using Kilwa Road was called to ask if he was willing to be
interviewed. The reaction was a tirade on 'those western people' (including myself) who came to their
country only for their own interest. He and Tanzania would not gain anything from it. Therefore he
was not willing to do an interview.
The companies and institutions that cooperated found it however interesting to cooperate. They started
to look differently at the road they used. One respondent said something like: "I now realise how
important Kilwa Road is for our organisation".
Non-users: developers and designers
The developers interviewed were not always directly involved in Kilwa Road. Also the setting of the
interview did not always seem appropriate to execute a structured interview. Often the interview was
therefore executed in an unstructured manner. The interview with the designer was only done
structured after some visits and the contact with the designer became better.

3.3

Remarks on the questions

Based on the experience with the questionnaires and the questions the following remarks can be made
about the questions:
Rotterdam

▰ It was noticed that for the questions on the quality variables (questions q7, q8, and q9) were
answered practically the same for the different activities. The residents did not or could not
distinguish in the quality of the public space for different types of activities. The companies only
filled in once the questions for the separated activities, even if they selected several activities;
▰ the activities done in the public space were asked based on a pre-structured list (question: g1).
This gives a change of a build in bias, as maybe some activities are not in the list. The list had an
option to add activities. This option was not used. The idea is that the list is reasonably complete
and without the list the respondents probably would have mentioned less activities they do in the
public space. Therefore it seems good to use a pre-structured list of activities to collect as much
possible activities.
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▰ the question about the quality wanted for the public space (question q9) was not good. Almost
everyone wants to have everything very good. One of the respondents said that it depended on the
amount of money available. A better question would be: what are the 3 most important aspects for
you that should be improved. This last question was used in Dar es Salaam.
▰ The companies could select three economical activities they do (question i1). It is however not
clear if all the three activities are equally important. If there is a dominant activity, is not clear
which activity this is.
Dar es Salaam

▰ Questions about income are difficult (question i9). The respondents did not know want to answer.
Income is a private matter, and if they gave an answer their income is so variable that it is difficult
to say how much they earn;
▰ questions about the type of work (question i16) are also difficult. Some people say just something
("I do certain issues"), probably because they do not want to say they are unemployed. There is
also a smaller difference between work and private than in developed countries (informal sector).
This makes it difficult to answer the question properly;
▰ questions about paid work (question i17) often give a wrong answer. People seem to say that they
are not paid for the job, as they think they are paid to little;
▰ the question about special wishes (question q10), had to be an open question where people could
freely tell their wishes had a build in bias. With the question some examples were given about
what people could think of by special wishes (use of material, lighting, etc). They reacted only at
those examples and most of them did not think of any other wishes;
▰ for the questions of how often people do an activity (questions q3 and q4) people have to think
about their amount of use and may be calculate a little. Some people did not want, or were not
able, to do that;
▰ for the questions on the activities (question g1) the basic idea was that the respondents describe
their activities on Kilwa Road (question q6) and the interviewer translated that in the activities of
the list of question g1. In reality the interviewers asked the respondents of all of the activities of
question g1 if they conduct on Kilwa Road.
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Conclusions and recommendations
recommendations

Based on the experience with the questionnaires some conclusions and recommendations are made.
The questionnaire is quite long and the version used in Rotterdam with the extra questions for selected
activities was too complex. The difference in the perceived quality for the different activities was not
sufficient distinguishing. For the case in Dar es Salaam the questionnaire was simplified by leaving
out the difference in quality of the public space for different activities.
The interviews with the users in Dar es Salaam showed clearly that the people are not used to be
interviewed, and were very deterrent. This was one of the reasons the interviews took more time than
expected. An attempt was made to do a group interview to overcome the hesitation of the interviewee
to participate. The idea was to make an appointment with a group of people with the same interest, for
example a group of employees of garages along the road. Give them a chair and a bottle of cola. Then
start a discussion about the use and quality of the road. In this discussion the questions of the
questionnaire should be answered. This way of executing the research is probably more adapted to
way of communication in Tanzania then with a questionnaire. This will probably result in answers that
give a better average idea of the use and the perceived quality of the road. A disadvantage could be
that the opinion of a minority in the group will be missed or that one (informal) leader will dominate
the discussion. There was however not enough time to execute the group interview.
With the remarks given above and the detailed remarks made in chapter 3 the questionnaire is a good
instrument to find the results needed for the research.
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Introduction

To refine and test the instrument a study has been carried out in Rotterdam. The case area is the
Waalhavenweg, Ophemertstraat and a part of the Eemhavenweg. The case area is situated in the Port
of Rotterdam between the Waalhaven and the Eemhaven on the peninsula Heijplaat (see figure 4.1).
The main road of the case area is leading to companies and the village Heijplaat situated on a
peninsula.
This area is chosen for several reasons:
▰ It has been reconstructed in 2004 and 2005, therefore the ideas about the design are still fresh and
reasonably good to get hold of;
▰ the area is comparable to the case area in Tanzania. The Waalhavenweg is recently changed into a
dual carriageway, in Tanzania the road of case area is due to be changed into a dual carriageway.
Both areas have a combination of industrial and residential use;
▰ furthermore the case area is situated in a neighbourhood in which much development takes place.
This gives the opportunity to see the effects of a changing context on the design and the model.
This appendix is structured according to the model in three levels: national, regional and local. In the
thesis the part of the model that is focussed on the actual users is worked out completely. Therefore
the parts on national and regional level (chapters 2 and 3) are based on literature. These chapters are
concentrated on the effects the national and regional context has on the local public space, and gives
insight in the context it selves so that there is a clear view on the circumstances of the public space to
be designed. The focus on the national and regional level is also used to compare this case area with
the case area in Dar es Salaam. The local level (chapter 4) with a description of the case area: the
peninsula Heijplaat and the public space are worked out according to the model. In chapter 5 an
overview of all the stakeholders on national, regional and local level is given. Then the out come of
this case is confronted with the model, does it work, what are the difficulties (chapter 6)? Finally, in
chapter 7, the conclusions and some recommendations for adaptation of the model are given.
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2

National level: The Netherlands

This chapter describes the national level of the model for the case area. This national level is
based on literature only and not worked out according to the model. An overview is given of
the national context that is determined by the national stakeholders. When this part of the model is
worked out completely for each stakeholders their activities and the consequences (properties) for the
individual public spaces should be made clear. This should be worked out once for the Netherlands
and is than suitable to use for all the public spaces to be designed in the Netherlands. The worked out
national level of the model should also be maintained regularly as the national context changes
continuously.
As this chapter is based on literature it is difficult to structure all the aspects and the effects on the
public space for each stakeholder. Therefore is the chapter on the national level structured as follows:
After an introduction on the Netherlands (§2.1) insight is given in the recent urban development and
the role of the public space (§2.2). Then the context and users of the public space are described by the
description the population (§2.3) and the economical activities (§2.4). In §2.5 the public space and the
use of it is described. After which a short overview is given of some policies (§2.6) en regulations
(§2.7) in relation to the public space. Finally an overview is given of some important indicators of the
Netherlands and these indictors are compared with Tanzania (the other case).

2.1

Introduction

The Netherlands is situated the north west
coast of Europe. It is situated at the North
Sea and has two neighbouring countries:
Germany to the east and Belgium to the
south. It has two dependent areas: The
Netherlands Antilles and Aruba situated in
the Caribbean. The land area of The
Netherlands is 41.543 km2 and it has a
population of 16,3 million people (CBS
2006). The county is a constitutional
democracy and is an independent country
since the Union of Utrecht was signed in
1579. The land is divided in 12 provinces
and in 458 municipalities (CIA 2006-2, CBS
2006).
Figure 2.1: map of The Netherlands (Lonely Planet 2007)
The county is in the delta of the rivers
Rhine, Meuse and Schelde. The country largely consists of coastal lowland and reclaimed land
(polders). About 26% of the country is situated below sea level (BUZA 2007). In the southeast there
are some hills, foothills of the Ardennes in Belgium. The highest point is the Vaalserberg in the
southeast with an altitude of 322 m.
The climate is highly dominates by the influence of the sea and is therefore temperate, with cool
summers and mild winters (CIA 2006-2).

2.2

Urban development

Until the 18th century the urban design of in the Netherlands was characterised by a sober and
functional design. The business sense, the Protestantism and a lack of central control explains why the
Dutch cities do not have a large-scale and monumental character, with the accompanying streets with
sight axes, squares and monumental buildings. In the Netherlands the public space was designed to
transport goods. Because the transport over water was the cheapest there were many canals en
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waterways. The road infrastructure remained limited in size. Squares were intended for markets and
fairs. If there where parks they were made incidentally, by example through the lack of interest for the
construction of residential buildings on a location. The use of the public space was predestined to the
people that escaped the small houses. The elite usually stayed indoors.
In response to the urban development in other cities (Paris, Rome) the interest in urban development in
the Netherlands grew. The large influence of market parties reduced, however the development of
large scale urban development. The industrial revolution resulted in a migration to the cities and
changed the social structure in the city. The growing amounts of labourers need education, healthcare
and welfare work. At the end of the 19th and the beginning of the 20th century the inner cities become
more dynamic with the introduction of beer houses, restaurants etc. In that era the movement of the
elite to the suburbs outside the city starts on a small scale. With the "Woningwet" (housing law) of
1901 the government increased her influences on the urban development. Until World War II the
construction of houses remained however dominated by private initiative with little planning and
many owners. The shortage of housing after World War II made the public housing a government task.
There is a focus on the social coherence of the neighbourhoods; they are divided in recognisable units
that are mirror the composition urban population. This though does not work and the design is more
functional with a strict division between functions (living, working, culture, etc.). The idea was the
residents are mobile, culturally open, orientated on the world and the neighbourhoods are a save place
for unthreatened encounters. This functionalism makes mass production of house possible, that was a
solution for the housing shortage. The functional neighbourhoods however do not work due to social
unsafety and deterioration. Also the changed circumstances due to the immigration of Surinamese and
people form Southern Europe. The focus became on small scale and diversity, there was less focus on
the division of functions. In order to reduce the housing shortage the government selected, in the 80th
of the last century, areas around the big cities for large-scale housing development. In these
developments the corporation of the local government, market parties (project developers, housing
corporations) and citizens is promoted. The influence of the last is however limited. The new
neighbourhoods have probably little room for social development.
Around the 70th and 80th of the last century the trek to the suburbs of the city increases, mainly the
higher and middle income group leave the city centre. The image of the city centre declines. In this
centre the young single and ethnic minorities remain (Wagenaar in Van der Wouden 1999, De Boer
2004, Hajer 2001).

2.3

Population

The Netherlands has a population of 16,3 million people (CBS 2006, data 2006). The population grew
steadily since 1900 (see figure 2.2). It is a very urbanised county with a large majority of it population
living in urban areas (no data available). The median age is 39,4 years and the life expectancy is 79,0
years. In the coming years the amount of older people will increase due to a declining number of birth.
The literacy rate is with 99% of the population above 15 years that can read and write very good (CIA
2006-2).
%
18
12
29
26
14

Table 2.1: age groups in the
Netherlands (CBS 2006, data
2005)
Figure 2.2: population growth in the
Netherlands (based on CBS 2006) →
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The main part of the population is Dutch, besides that there are large ethnic groups: Turks (364.000),
Moroccans (323.000), Antilleans (130.000), Surinamese (332.000) and several others (571.000).
People with 188 different nationalities live in The Netherlands, all together about 690.000 persons.
Due to the large ethnic groups there is a variety of religions: Catholic: 30 %, Protestant: 21 %,
Muslim: 6 %, Hindu: 1 %, other religions: 2 %. 41% of the population is secular (CBS 2006, BUZA
2006).
When we look at the composition of the households we see that one third of the population is living
alone and about 40% is living with children. The average household size is 2,3 persons (see table 2.2).

household type
single
living together of married, with no children
living together of married, with one or more children
single, with one or more children
total
average household size
number of persons

the Netherlands
no.
%
2.502.084
35,0
2.114.857
29,6
2.529.147
35,4
452.370
6,3
7.146.088
100,0
2,3

Table 2.2: household types (CBS 2006, data 2005)
The average income per inhabitant is 12.000 Euro. With a GINI-index of 32,6 (WDI 2004, data 1994)
the income is compared to other countries reasonably spread over the population. The division in low,
middle and high income (table 2.3) indicates the same.
Average income per inhabitant
Low incomes
Middle incomes
High incomes

unit
1.000 euro
%
%
%

the Netherlands
12,2
40
40
20

Table 2.3: income of inhabitants (calculated from CBS 2006, data 2004)
The lifestyle of the Dutch people is shown in table 2.4. For the case area only the grouped lifestyle is
available, therefore the lifestyles are combined to the grouped lifestyles.
lifestyle
retired
living together
silent luxury
established
unattached
dynamic individualists
total

grouped
lifestyle
protection
harmony
control
vitality

the Netherlands
lifestyle
grouped
17
34
17
18
39
21
12
12
15
15
100
100

Table 2.4: lifestyles in the Netherlands (percentage) (SmartAgent 2000)

2.4

Economy

The Netherlands is an advanced economy. The GDP (PPP) is $31.789 per capita, the 9th largest
GDP/capita in the world. The last decade the economy grew steadily (table 2.5). The Human
development Index (HDI) is very high, with a HDI of 0,947 the Netherlands is on number 10 of the
ranking of countries (Watkins 2006).
The economy is largely based on services (73,6% of the GDP). The industry accounts for 24,4% of the
GDP with a focus on: agro industries, metal products, chemicals microelectronics, fishing, etc. A
small part of the GDP is from agriculture: 2,1% (Watkins 2006, CIA 2006-1).
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Table 2.5: growth of the Dutch economy (CBS 2006, in 2001 the method of calculation was changed)
Table 2.6 shows the economic activities based on the number of establishments of companies and the
number of employees.
economic activity
A
agriculture, hunting and forestry
B
fishing
C
mining and quarrying
D
manufacturing
E
electricity, gas and water supply
F
construction
G
wholesale and retail trade; etc
H
hotels and restaurants
I
transport, storage and communications
J
financial intermediation
K
real estate, renting and business activities
L
public administration and defence; etc.
M
education
N
health and social work
O
other community, etc
total

establishments
no.
%
93.625
11
730
0
325
0
50.885
6
895
0
81.890
10
201.195
24
40.685
5
33.090
4
19.270
2
164.895
20
3.760
0
24.950
3
45.720
6
60.180
7
822.090
100

employees
no.
97.300
*
8.600
835.300
25.200
371.900
1.152.400
255.500
424.300
257.800
1.185.400
500.000
468.900
1.116.100
276.600
6.975.300

%
1
*
0
12
0
5
17
4
6
4
17
7
7
16
4
100

Table 2.6: establishments per economical activity (CBS 2006, data 2005)
*) number of employees of "fishing" (B) is incorporated in "agriculture, hunting and forestry" (A)

2.5

Transport, infrastructure and public space

On national level the most important use of public space is the transport of people and goods. Other
national uses of public spaces are national events that are located on a specific place, for example the
yearly national memorial of war victims at the Dam Square in Amsterdam on the 5th of May. This kind
of use is only at a limited number of places and further not discussed. The focus of this paragraph is on
transport only. After a short description of the transport modalities that are used in The Netherlands,
the main focus of this paragraph is on the road infrastructure because this is a very important part of
the public space and dominant in the area of the case study. The infrastructure of The Netherlands
consists of roads, railways, pipelines, waterways, ports, and airports.
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Railway infrastructure

The Netherlands is a country with a network of railways that
consists of 2797 km railway lines of which 72% is electrified
(CBS 2006). The railway network is used for the transport of
people and goods. In 2006 train passengers travelled together
about 14,5 billion kilometres. The transport of goods is shown in
table xx.

2.5.2

unit
million tons
million ton km
million km

amount
30,4
4.260,0
10,3

Table xx: transport by rail
(NEA 2006, data 2004)

Pipeline infrastructure

There is a network of pipelines. Table 2.7 shows the length of the
pipeline network. Gas is the most important product to be
transported through pipelines. Most houses in the Netherlands are
heated with gas and many people cook on gas.
Besides the transport of gas the transport can be divided in
transport of products for export and for national use. Table 2.8
shows the amount of transported goods.
Transport to foreign countries
total weight
crude oil to Belgium
crude oil to Germany
oil products to Germany
National transport
total transport
crude oil
oil products

type of pipeline
condensate
gas
oil
refined products
total

length (km)
325
6.998
590
716
8.098

Table 2.7: length of pipelines
(CIA 2006-2, data 2004)

x 1000 tons
52.772
28.266
15.748
8.758
million ton
kilometres
5.939
4.599
1.340

photo: Port of Rotterdam

2.5.1

Table 2.8: quantities of transport of goods by pipelines (CBS 2006, data 2005)
The national monitor of the transport of goods gives totally different numbers for the amount of
international transport by pipelines: 133,3 million tons and 6.090 million ton kilometres (NEA 2006,
data 2004). It is not clear where this difference comes from.

2.5.3

Maritime infrastructure

As the Netherlands is in the delta of three rivers, it has a large
network of waterways and ports. The waterways consist of rivers,
canals, channels and lakes, with a total length of 6211 kilometres
(CBS 2006). They are divided in national, regional and local
waterways (see table 2.9). Besides their use for the transportation
of goods and people they are of big importance for the drainage of
the country.

type of waterway
national
regional
local
unknown
total

length (km)
555
896
4.432
327
6.211

Table 2.9: length of waterways
(CBS 2006, data 2006)

The country has many seaports (see table 2.10). The main ports are Zeeland Seaports (Vlissingen and
Terneuze), Rotterdam (Rotterdam, Vlaardingen and Schiedam; one of the largest in the world and
main sea entrance for a large part of Europe), Amsterdam, Den Helder (navy port) and Seaports
Groningen (Delfzijl, Eemshaven) in the north of the country. There are also numerous inland ports
along the waterways in the country.
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Northern Seaports
1. Delfzijl
2. Eemshaven
3. Harlingen
4. Den Helder

North Sea canal
5. Amsterdam
6. Zaanstad
7. Beverwijk
8. Velsen
9. IJmuiden

Scheveningen
10. Scheveningen

Rhine/Meuse estuary
11. Rotterdam
12. Schiedam
13. Vlaardingen
14. Maassluis
15. Dordrecht
16. Moerdijk

Schelde estuary
17. Vlissingen
18. Terneuzen

Table 2.10: seaports of the Netherlands (NHR 2006)
Table 2.11 shows the amount of inland maritime transport a
established by the national monitor of the transport of goods.

unit
million tons
million ton km
million km

amount
285,8
37.387,0
70,7

Table 2.11: maritime inland
transport (NEA 2006, data 2004)

2.5.4

Air transport infrastructure

There are 27 airports in the country of which 20 have paved runways (CIA 2006-2). The main
international airport is Amsterdam Airport Schiphol.

2.5.5

Road infrastructure

The road infrastructure consists of a dense network of
134.981 km roads. The network consists of a national
network of 5.205 km motorways (figure 2.3). Above this
there are 7.745 km regional and 122.032 local and urban
roads (CBS 2006, data 2006). The basic idea of the road
network is that the regional roads link the national
network to the local network. Nearly all roads are paved.
The quality of the roads is generally very good (no data
available).
The main concentration of roads is in the west of the
country near the so-called Randstad. The roads in The
Netherlands have an old history going back to the time of
the Roman Empire. The first paved roads were introduced
in the 18th century. With the introduction of the car the
road network started to grow and after World War II with
the growth of trade and industry the road network grew to
its current size (Beijers 1982).
Figure 2.3: main road network (motorways) in the Netherlands (RWS 2006)
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The total road network is based on a classification. This classification is shown in table 2.12.
road type
urban roads
local distributors 70

maximum speed (km/h)

local distributors 50

50

70

access road/home zone

30/at a footpace (15)

non-urban roads
national distributors
regional distributors
local distributors

120
100
80

access road

60

description
lay out according to situation: 2 x2, 2x1 lanes or 1 lane
(two directions)
lay out according to situation: mostly 1 lane (two
directions)
1 lane (two directions) / pedestrian road with access for
cars
motorway: dual carriageway
dual carriageway
lay out according to situation: 2 x2, 2x1 lanes or 1 lane
(two directions)
1 lane (two directions)

Table 2.12: Non-urban road classification in The Netherlands (CROW 2004-1, CROW 2004-2)
Funding of road maintenance and development is based on an infrastructure fund, a national
government fund for construction, maintenance and servicing of infrastructure. Total national budget
for the year 2006 for the development and maintenance of roads and waterways is 6.352 million Euros
(Rijk 2005). The main part of this budget is for national roads (table 2.13). Above this regional
(provinces) and local (municipalities, district water boards) governments have budgets for the
development and maintenance of the road infrastructure.
level
national
regional, local
projects
other
total

%
83
5
12
1
100

Table 2.13: division of national funds for infrastructure for 2006 (calculated from Rijk 2005)

2.5.5.1

The use of road infrastructure

The use of the infrastructure in the Netherlands is very intense. In the country there are about 7,0
million passenger vehicles and about 1,1 million commercial vehicles, together 496 vehicles/1000
inhabitants. The quantity of bicycles is even higher (see table 2.14). But the car is the predominant
mode of transport. The use of the infrastructure can be divided in transport of persons, transport of
goods and other activities. On national level the transport of goods and persons are the most important.
transport equipment
passenger vehicles
motorcycles
commercial vehicles
mopeds
bicycles
total

quantity
no.
6.991.991
536.934
1.098.282
499.000
13.385.000
22.511.207

%
31,1
2,4
4,9
2,2
59,5
100,0

per 1000
inhabitants
429
33
67
31
827
1.387

Table 2.14: number of transport equipment (calculated from CBS 2006, data 2003 and 2005)
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Transport of persons

Almost 80% of all the transport of persons is done by
car. Of the other modes of transport the train and
bicycles are the most important (see table 2.15).
The high number of transport equipment and the
amount of travelled kilometres lead to a highly
congested road network, certainly in the more densely
populated areas in the western part of the country.

mode of transport
car (driver)
car (passenger)
train
bus/tram/metro
moped
bicycle
walking
other
total

travel performance
km (billions)
%
92,9
49
53,2
28
14,5
8
6,6
3
0,9
0
13,9
7
3,9
2
5,1
3
190,9 100

Table 2.16 shows the main motives why people use the
public space for transport. It is clear that the people use
Table 2.15: travel kilometres per transport
the public space for many different purposes. The use
modality in 2003 (CBS 2006, data 2003)
for commuter traffic, domestic activities, visits and
recreation however dominate.

motives
commuter traffic
business traffic
services/personal care
domestic activities
education
visits/staying for the night
go for a ride/to go for a walk
social recreation
recreation
other
total

movements
number
0,5
0,1
0,2
0,7
0,3
0,5
0,2
0,4
0,6
0,3
3,1

%
16
3
5
21
9
16
7
12
19
11
*

distance
km
7,7
3,0
1,1
3,1
1,8
7,3
2,0
3,4
5,4
2,6
31,9

travel time
minutes
12,3
3,7
2,2
8,1
4,8
10,5
6,9
6,5
13,4
4,9
59,9

Table 2.16: travel motives in the Netherlands (average per person per day, calculated from CBS 2006,
data 2003) *) This sum is more then 100%, the calculation of the total number by CBS is not an exact sum of the separate
motives. This is probably due to the way of calculation of the number of motives.

Transport of goods

With a large port as main entrance to the north west of Europe the amount of transport of goods is
high. A division can be made for national and international transport. In table 2.17 some insight is
given in the amount of rides for the transportation of goods in the Netherlands.

national transport
international transport
total

number of rides
(x1000 rides)
483.638
22.216
505.854

distance
(million km)
17.735
5.107
22.842

Table 2.17: transport of goods (CBS 2006, data 2005)
The national monitor of the transport of goods gives a total amount of transport by road of 704,5
million tons, 48.880 million ton kilometres and 17.222 kilometres (NEA 2006, data 2004).
Traffic safety

The traffic in the Netherlands is reasonably safe. The number of fatalities in traffic per 100.000
inhabitants is 5,0 and per 10.000 vehicles is 1,0 (calculated from CBS 2006, data 2005). The traffic
safety has improved during the last decade (see figure 2.4). This was due to government action on the
behaviour of traffic users, for example actions against drunk driving. And of the projects like
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"duurzaam veilig" (durable (traffic) safety), this project focussed on the safe design of roads. The
implementation of the results of that project resulted in better-designed and safer roads.

fatalities/100.000 inhabitants

9,0
8,0
7,0
6,0
5,0
4,0
3,0
2,0
1,0
0,0
1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005
years

Figure 2.4: decline of fatalities in traffic (CBS 2006, data 2005)

2.6

Policies

In the Netherlands there are several government policies that influence the development and use of
public space. For this thesis it is not possible to make a complete inventory of those policies. In this
thesis two policies are described, to give some insight in the policies. The "Nota Mobiliteit" (Report
Mobility) is focussed on the transport of goods and persons. The "grote steden beleid" (big city policy)
is focussed on the problems of bigger cities in the Netherlands and how to solve them.
"Nota Mobiliteit" (Policy on mobility)

The "Nota Mobiliteit" is focussed on a "faster, cleaner and safer transport from door to door" in 2020.
The basic idea is that the duration of the planned trip will be more reliable. With an expected growth
of the road traffic of 40% until 2002 and 20% of traffic of persons by rail, an adequate policy is
needed. The policy is divided in policies for passenger vehicles, public transport, bicycling and
transport of goods. For vehicles the quality of the roads will be improved to reduce traffic congestion
and unsafe situations. New roads will be built and the flow of traffic will be improved by guidance of
the traffic. The introduction of direct payment for roads use will be used to reduce the traffic in the
rush hours. The public transport will be organised better so that transfer to other busses or trains will
be easier and the journey will be more reliable. For bicyclists the use of the bicycle for pre transport
for public transport will be improved. There will be more investments in the bicycle path network to
improve the use of bicycles, also for recreational use. The transport of goods is supported by the
actions that will reduce the traffic congestion. The government will support the more effective
logistics in transport of goods by the improvement of the loading rate of trucks and the reduction of
unnecessary transport of goods (V&W 2006).
"Grote Steden Beleid" (Large city policy)

Due to several problems related to (large) cities the Dutch government started with a "Grote Steden
Beleid" (Large City Policy). This policy is focussed on solving major problems related to bigger cities
in the Netherlands. The main targets are the improvement of the safety, quality of living environment,
to keep the middle and higher income groups in the city, and the improvement of the economical
strength of the cities. The policy if focussed on the 31 biggest cities in the Netherlands. The policy has
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three pillars: social, physical and economical. For each pillar objectives are developed. These
objectives are described briefly.
Social pillar: The social pillar is focussed on the capacities and behaviour of the people living in the
cities. Activities are improved education, improvement of integration between ethnic groups, safer
streets by reducing the number of 'unwanted' people on the streets and reducing criminality,
improvement of health of children, etc.
Physical pillar: This pillar is focussed on the physical part of the city: improvement of environmental
quality (greenery, noise, air quality, etc.), improvement of spatial use by intensification of the number
of houses in the city, a better balance between demand and supply on the housing market, etc.
Economical pillar: The improvement of the economical situation in the cities by: reduction of old and
improvement of new industrial estates, reduction of criminality against companies, improvement of
the service to companies, improvement of the accessibility, etc. (GSB 2004, BZK 2006)

2.7

Legislations

For the design and uses are a large amount of law, regulation and guidelines. They are mostly national.
Examples are:
Laws:
Wegenwet (Roads law): describes the responsibility of governments in the up keep of roads open to the
public
AWBZ (law for health care): describes some aspects that should be incorporated in the public space:
there has to be an accessible living environment: the public space should be "designed for all". This
means that the public space should have no physical obstacles, social safe and there should be enough
facilities like: health car, shops, post offices (SDU 2003).
Regulations: The National Normalisation Institute of the Netherlands developed several regulations
related to the design of public spaces. For example the norm "NEN 2443:2000 nl" about parking of
passenger vehicles on terrains and in parking lots. There are also norms related to materials for road
construction, traffic signs, maintenance, etc (NEN 2006).
Guidelines: For the design of public spaces in urban
areas national guidelines (ASVV) are developed with
detailed examples how to design a public space. The
focus of the guidelines is on the lay out of road
infrastructure. It includes design sheets for the design
of for example: roundabouts, parking spaces, speed
ramps and general lay out of all types of roads (figure
2.5) (CROW 2004-1).

Figure 2.5: an example of a design guideline
(CROW 2004-1)
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2.8

Data on The Netherlands

In table 2.18 some general data is given about the Netherlands and Tanzania. This data gives a rough
overview of numerical aspects of the Netherlands They can also be compared with the situation in
Tanzania, the country of the other field study.
Aspect
Netherlands Tanzania value
year
source
people
Population, total
16,3
37,6 millions
2004 CIA 2006
Population density
477
40 people per sq km
2002 WDI 2004
Population growth (1980-2002)
0,6
2,9 annual %
2002 WDI 2004
Population growth (2002-2015)
0,3
1,7 annual %
2002 WDI 2004
Population ages 0-14
18,0
44,0 %
2006/2005 CIA 2006
Population ages 15-64
67,8
53,4 %
2006/2005 CIA 2006
Population ages 65 and above
14,2
2,6 %
2006/2005 CIA 2006
Life expectancy at birth, total
79,0
45,2 years
2006/2005 CIA 2006
Adult literacy rate
99,0
78,2 % age 15 and older
2003 CIA 2006
economy
GDP growth
1,4
9,0 annual %
1990-2002 WDI 2006
GNI, Atlas method (current US$)
523.108 2.647.220 millions
2004 WDI 2006
GNI per capita, Atlas method (current US$)
32.130
1.416 $
2004 WDI 2006
GDP PPP
499,8
26,6 $ billion
2005 CIA 2006
GDP PPP per capita
30500
700 $
2005 CIA 2006
GDP agriculture
2,1
43,2 % of total GDP
2004 CIA 2006
GDP industry
24,4
17,2 % of total GDP
2004 CIA 2006
GDP services
73,6
39,6 % of total GDP
2004 CIA 2006
GINI index
32,6
38,2
1994/1993 WDI 2004
urbanization
Urban population
10.798.045 13.715.011
2004 WDI 2006
Urban population
66
36 % of total
2004 WDI 2006
Urban population growth
1,1
4,8 annual %
2004 WDI 2006
infrastructure
Roads, total network
116.500
88.200 km
1999 CIA 2006
Roads, paved
104.805
3.704 km
1999 CIA 2006
Roads, unpaved
11.605
84.496 km
1999 CIA 2006
2004 CIA 2006-1/2
Railways
2.797
3.690 km
2004 CIA 2006-1/2
Pipelines
8.098
895 km
2004 TEF 2006 /
Airports
27
63 km
CIA 2006-2

Table 2.18: general data on The Netherlands compared with the same data of Tanzania
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3

Regional level: Rotterdam and Rijnmond

In this chapter an overview is given of the region where the case area is situated. A short
description is given of the urban development of the area. The chapter continues with a
description of the population and the economy. To focus after that on transport, infrastructure and
public space in the region. The chapter ends with a discussion of policies related to the use and
development of infrastructure and public space in the region.

3.1

Introduction

Rotterdam is the city where the case area is located. Rotterdam as a city is a part of a larger region
called Rijnmond. The case area is in the Port of Rotterdam and as the port has big influence on the
region Rijnmond this chapter discusses Rotterdam and Rijnmond. The city of Rotterdam and its port
are situated in the delta of the rivers Rhine and Meuse. The city arises in the middle of the 13th
century when a dam was build in the river Rotte to protect Schieland and Delfland from the water.
Adjacent to this dam a small village arises: the beginning of Rotte-r-dam.
Rijnmond is a larger area that constitutes of Rotterdam and several other cities and municipalities (see
figure 3.1).

Figure 3.1: Rotterdam (dark grey) and Rijnmond (light grey) (Britstra 2007)
Region Rijnmond
The definition of the region Rijnmond is not defined unanimously, therefore the data used is possibly not about
exactly the same area. For data from the Central Bureau of Statistics (CBS 2006) for Rijnmond the data of
Rotterdam GA ("Grootstedelijke Agglomeratie", big city agglomeration) is used. From other sources it is often
not clear what the exact borders of Rijnmond are.

3.2

Urban development

The small village Rotterdam grew from a fishing village to a trade centre and the first harbours were
developed.
After the village near the Rotte became a trading centre the city was expanded with canals and town
ramparts. The population grew slowly until the end of the 17th century but the size of the city stayed
the same, it was a very crowded city. It was not until 1825 that the city started to grow more rapidly.
From 1866 to 1872 the 'Nieuwe Waterweg" was dug, it gave Rotterdam a good connection to the
North Sea. It was the start of a fast development of Rotterdam. After the war the development of the
city is focussed on the recovery of the demolished centre. This gave the opportunity to develop a
modern city centre. The first car free shopping street (Lijnbaan) is opened in 1953. New buildings with
modern architecture are built. For the growing population many new neighbourhoods are built, the city
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growth fast. Meanwhile the port is developed in the direction of the sea (Wikipedia 2006). An
overview of the development of the city of Rotterdam is given in figure yy at the end of this appendix.
The Port of Rotterdam
The first harbour of Rotterdam, the
Oude Haven, is built in 1328. Until the
end of the 19th century the port was
concentrated at the north side of the
river Meuse (figure 3.2). In the end of
the 19th century the first harbours were
dug on the south side of the river. In the
beginning of the 20th century the
harbour expanded to the sea with the
Merwehaven at the north side of the
river and the Waalhaven at the south
side of the river. The development of
the Waalhaven started with the first
docks at the area "Boven-Heijplaat".
Just before World War II the port
extended beyond the village of Pernis,
Figure 3.2: development of the Port of Rotterdam (PoR
with space for refineries and oil
2006-1) with peninsula Heijplaat encircled in red
storage. After the World War the
priority was to reconstruct the damaged port. In 1950 the port grew further to the sea to make the port
assessable for the ever-growing size of the ships. In 1970 the port extended into the sea with the
development of the Maasvlakte in 1970. In 1985 the Maasvlakte is finished. With the growing need
for room and the still growing size of the ships plans are made for a further extension into the sea with
Maasvlakte 2. The construction of Maasvlakte 2 is due to start in 2008. (PoR 2006-1).

3.3

Population

The population of Rotterdam and Rijnmond was the last decade, with some fluctuations, reasonably
stable with respectively about 600.000 and 1 million inhabitants. Compared the steady growth of the
population in the Netherlands the area stays behind in population growth. The population density is
very high with about 3.000 inhabitants per square kilometre (table 3.1)
inhabitants
men
women
population density*

The Netherlands
16.305.530
8.065.980
8.239.545
483

Rijnmond
999.347
490.163
509.184
3.028

Rotterdam
596.407
292.790
303.617
2.889

*) number of inhabitants per square kilometre

Table 3.1: population and population density (CBS 2006, data 2005)
The structure of the population divided in age groups does not differ much from the age structure of
the Netherlands (table 3.2).

age groups
0 to 15 years
15 to 25 years
25 to 45 years
45 to 65 years
65 year and older

The Netherlands
%
18
12
29
26
14

Rijnmond
%
17
13
31
25
15

Rotterdam
%
17
14
32
23
14

Table 3.2: age structure of the population (CBS 2006, data 2005)
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The structure of the population divided in ethnical groups mirrors the history of the area. Rijnmond
and certainly Rotterdam have a high level of non western immigrants and their descendants (table 3.3).
region
ethnic group
autochthonous
allochthonous, immigrants
western
non western
Moroccans
Surinamese, Antilleans and Arubans
Turks
other non western

the Netherlands
%
%
81,0
19,0
9,0
10,0
2,0
3,0
2,0
3,0

Rijnmond
%
%
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
26,8
4,2
9,3
6,1
7,3

Rotterdam
%
%
54,9
45,1
10,0
35,1
6,1
12,2
7,5
9,3

Table 3.3: ethic groups, % of total population (calculated from CBS 2006, data 2005)
When we look at the household types we can see that Rijnmond and to more extend Rotterdam have a
larger group of singles, with and without children than average in the Netherlands. Directly related to
this is that the average household size in Rijnmond and Rotterdam lower than in the Netherlands (table
3.4).

household type
single
living together of married, with no children
living together of married, with one or more
children
single, with one or more children
total
average household size
number of persons

The Netherlands
no.
%
2.502.084
35,0
2.114.857
29,6
2.529.147
35,4
452.370
7.146.088

6,3
100,0

Rijnmond
no.
%
196.657
41,7
123.594
26,2
150.882
32,0
43.415
471.133

2,3

2,1

9,2
100,0

Rotterdam
no.
%
139.173
47,2
70.111
23,8
85.873
29,1
30.078
295.157

10,2
100,0

2,0

Table 3.4: household types (CBS 2006, data 2005)
The income is Rotterdam is slightly lower than average in the Netherlands and the high income group
is less present in Rotterdam (table 3.5). Data on Rijnmond is not available.
Average income per inhabitant
Low incomes
Middle incomes
High incomes

unit
1.000 euro
%
%
%

The Netherlands
12,2
40
40
20

Rotterdam
11,7
42
44
16

Table 3.5: income of inhabitants (calculated from CBS 2006, data 2004)
Table 3.6 shows the regional data available on lifestyles is on the 3 biggest cities in The Netherlands
(Den Haag, Amsterdam and Rotterdam). There is no separate data available for Rotterdam or
Rijnmond. The table shows that there is no big difference between the lifestyles in the big cities and in
the Netherlands. Only the group 'control' is slightly higher in the 3 big cities.
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lifestyle
retired
living together
silent luxury
established
unattached
dynamic individualists
total

grouped
lifestyle
protection
harmony
control
vitality

the Netherlands
lifestyle
grouped
17
34
17
18
39
21
12
12
15
15
100
100

lifestyle
19
16
15
19
17
14
100

G3
grouped
35
34
17
14
100

Table 3.6: lifestyles in the Netherlands and three big cities of the Netherlands (percentage)
(SmartAgent 2000)
The differences between the described data between the Netherlands and Rotterdam/Rijnmond can
result in differences in use and perception of the public space.
High population density gives a higher intensity of use of public space. The larger amount of in ethic
groups gives different types of use. For example allochtonous groups more often use public transport
as autochthonous groups. They prefer to use the bicycle and the car (Jansen 2006). The larger group
of single people and the lower average income will also result in another type and frequency of use.
The wishes of peoples are determined by the lifestyles. The slightly bigger group 'control' will lead to
other preferences in the needs of the people for the public space.

3.4

Economy

2004

2003

2002

2001

2000

1999

1998

1997

180
160
140
120
100
80
60
40
20
0
1996

1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2001
2002
2003
2004

Rijnmond
GDP
GDP/capita
mln.
1.000 euro
Euro
25.486
22
25.998
23
27.427
24
29.114
25
30.055
26
32.260
28
34.565
29
35.704
30
37.105
31
38.412
32
39.445
33

1995

year

The Netherlands
GDP
GDP/capita
mln.
1.000 euro
Euro
302.232
20
315.060
20
333.726
21
354.194
23
374.070
23
402.291
25
429.345
27
447.731
28
465.214
29
476.945
29
489.854
30

index (1995 = 100)

The last decade the GDP of Rijnmond grew a little slower than that of the Netherlands (table 3.7).
Rijnmond has about 8% of the GDP of the Netherlands. Data on Rotterdam is not available.

years
The Netherlands

Rijnmond

Table 3.7: growth of the Dutch economy (CBS 2006, data 2005, in 2001 the method of calculation was changed)
The economical activities in Rijnmond and Rotterdam are compared with the Netherlands. When we
look at the number of establishments (table 3.8) the focussed in Rijnmond/Rotterdam is more on
transport (I) and hotels and restaurants (J) and less on agriculture (A) and construction (F). The
difference are however not very big.
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Activity
A
agriculture, hunting and forestry
B
fishing
C
mining and quarrying
D
manufacturing
E
electricity, gas and water supply
F
construction
G
wholesale and retail trade; etc.
H
hotels and restaurants
I
transport, storage and communications
J
financial intermediation
K
real estate, renting and business activities
L
public administration and defence; etc.
M
education
N
health and social work
O
other community, etc.
total

The Netherlands
no.
%
93.625
11,4
730
0,1
325
0,0
50.885
6,2
895
0,1
81.890
10,0
201.195
24,5
40.685
4,9
33.090
4,0
19.270
2,3
164.895
20,1
3.760
0,5
24.950
3,0
45.720
5,6
60.180
7,3
822.090 100,0

Rijnmond
no.
%
1.685
3,2
5
0,0
20
0,0
2.935
5,6
55
0,1
4.860
9,2
13.970
26,5
2.595
4,9
3.800
7,2
1.355
2,6
12.170
23,1
305
0,6
2.110
4,0
2.850
5,4
3.935
7,5
52.650 100,0

Rotterdam
no.
%
153
0,7
0
0,0
5
0,0
1.109
4,9
19
0,1
1.391
6,1
6.176
27,0
1.613
7,1
1.701
7,4
466
2,0
5.386
23,6
146
0,6
818
3,6
1.837
8,0
2.017
8,8
22.837
100,0

Table 3.8: establishments based on economical activity (CBS 2006 and COS 2006, data 2005)
When we look at the number of employees (table 3.9) the focus in Rijnmond/Rotterdam is more on
transport (I), financial intermediation (J) and real estate, renting and business activities (K) and less on
agriculture (A) and manufacturing (D).
Activity
A
agriculture, hunting and forestry
B
fishing
C
mining and quarrying
D
manufacturing
E
electricity, gas and water supply
F
construction
G
wholesale and retail trade; etc.
H
hotels and restaurants
I
transport, storage and communications
J
financial intermediation
K
real estate, renting and business activities
L
public administration and defence; etc.
M
education
N
health and social work
O
other community, etc.
total

The Netherlands
no.
%
97.300
1,4
*
*
8.600
0,1
835.300
12,0
25.200
0,4
371.900
5,3
1.152.400
16,5
255.500
3,7
424.300
6,1
257.800
3,7
1.185.400
17,0
500.000
7,2
468.900
6,7
1.116.100
16,0
276.600
4,0
6.975.300 100,0

Rijnmond
no.
%
7.100
1,3
*
*
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
122.500
22,9
22.200
4,1
62.800
11,7
25.900
4,8
134.400
25,1
n.a.
n.a.
45.800
8,6
114.700
21,4
n.a.
n.a.
535.400
100,0

Rotterdam
no.
%
460
0,1
*
*
n.a.
n.a.
27.460
8,2
n.a.
n.a.
14.750
4,4
39.080
11,7
10.900
3,3
36.430
10,9
16.870
5,1
68.390
20,5
25.560
7,7
25.100
7,5
55.450
16,7
12.400
3,7
332.850
100,0

Table 3.9: employees based on economic activity (CBS 2006, data 2005)
*) fishing is incorporated in agriculture

3.5

Transport, infrastructure and public space

The use of the public space is completely focussed on the use of the roads and transport on the roads.
The main road network in Rijnmond is based on the "Ring of Rotterdam", a part of the national road
network, The "Ring" is a dual carriageway that encircles Rotterdam and is the main opening up for
Rijnmond and Rotterdam. Table 3.10 gives an overview of the length of the road network in
Rijnmond. The regional network is very short. Most of the local roads are directly linked to the
national network. No separate data is given of the road network of Rotterdam because this is
completely interlinked with the road network of Rijnmond.
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regions
network
national network
regional network
local network
total

The Netherlands
km
5.204
7.745
122.032
134.981

Rijnmond
km
207
21
3.165
3.393

Table 3.10: road length in the region Rijnmond (CBS 2006, data 2006)
In the port of Rotterdam there are two types of roads: local distributors type I (dual carriageways 2x2
lanes) en type II (2x1 lanes and 1 lane, traffic in two directions), and industry roads: roads leading
directly to industrial estates (a modification of the 'erftoegangsweg I' for industrial purposes).

3.5.1

The use of
of road infrastructure

The main use of the road network on regional level is for the transport of goods and people. When we
look at the amount of transport equipment we see that Rijnmond and Rotterdam have a very low
amount of transport equipment based on the number of inhabitants (table 3.11). For passenger vehicles
this could be explained by the slightly lower income in the region and by the higher use of public
transport in the region. For the commercial vehicles it seems strange due to the expected high number
of commercial vehicles in the port of Rotterdam. Maybe a part of the commercial vehicles are
registered outside the Rijnmond area.
unit
quantity

region
The Netherlands
Rijnmond
Rotterdam
The Netherlands
Rijnmond
Rotterdam

per 1000
inhabitants

passenger
vehicles
6.991.991
354.877
195.577
429
355
328

commercial
vehicles
1.098.282
45.578
27.435
67
46
46

motorcycles
536.934
18.521
8.530
33
19
14

mopeds
499.000
n.a.
n.a.
31
n.a.
n.a.

bicycles
13.385.000
n.a.
n.a.
821
n.a.
n.a.

Table 3.11: amount of transport equipment (CBS 2006, COS 2006, data 2005)

3.5.2

Transport of persons

The transport of people can be divided on the mode of transport. This is only available for the
province of Zuid-Holland (table 3.12). When we compare the use of transport modalities in ZuidHolland with the Netherlands we can see that the use of local public transport (bus/tram/metro) is
slightly higher than average in the Netherlands. The other modes of transport do not differ very much.
About 20% of travel of people in the Netherlands is done in Zuid-Holland.

mode of transport
vehicle (driver)
vehicle (passenger)
train
bus/tram/metro
moped
bicycle
walking
other
total

The Netherlands
billion km %
92,9
49
53,2
28
14,5
8
6,6
3
0,9
0
13,9
7
3,9
2
5,1
3
190,9
100

Zuid-Holland
billion km
%
18,3
48
10,3
27
2,9
8
2,1
5
0,2
1
2,7
7
0,9
2
0,9
2
38,3
100

Table 3.12: travel distances per mode of transport (CBS 2006, data 2003)
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In table 3.13 the motives for travelling are given. These are also for the Province of Zuid-Holland and
compared with the data of the Netherlands. Data for Rijnmond or Rotterdam were not available. There
is no difference in motives for travelling between the Netherlands and Zuid-Holland.

motives
commuter traffic
business traffic
services/personal care
domestic activities
education
visits/staying for the night
go for a ride/to go for a walk
social recreation
recreation
other
total

the Netherlands
movements
number
%
0,5
16
0,1
3
0,2
5
0,7
21
0,3
9
0,5
16
0,2
7
0,4
12
0,6
19
0,3
11
3,1
*

Province of Zuid-Holland
movements
distance
number
%
km
0,5
17
7,7
0,1
3
2,7
0,1
5
0,9
0,7
21
2,7
0,3
9
1,7
0,5
15
7,0
0,2
7
1,9
0,4
12
3,0
0,6
19
4,9
0,3
11
2,6
3,1
*
30,0

travel time
minutes
13,7
3,5
2,0
8,3
4,9
10,8
6,7
6,3
13,0
5,2
61,2

Table 3.13: Travel motives for the Province of Zuid-Holland (average per person per day, CBS 2006,
data 2003) *) This sum is more then 100%, the calculation of the total number by CBS is not an exact sum of the separate
motives. This is probably due to the way of calculation of the number of motives.

3.5.3

Transport of goods

There is data available on the transport of good form the Port of Rotterdam to the hinterland. This data
shows the transport of good by road, rail and inland shipping (table 3.14).
modalities
road*
inland shipping
rail

from the
hinterland
4.933
25.897
2.889

to the
hinterland
7.403
81.628
12.280

Table 3.14: amount of transport of good from and to the hinterland (x 1000 tons) (PoR 2007-1)
*) by Dutch trucks

3.5.4

Traffic safety

Based on data on traffic safety the safety in Rijnmond is much better than the average safety in the
Netherlands and in Rotterdam (table 3.15). If we look at the safety in the city of Rotterdam we can see
that the safety based on the number of vehicles is a little worse than the average in the Netherlands and
based on the number of inhabitants the safety is much better than the Netherlands, but worse than in
Rijnmond. No explanation was found for this remarkable difference.
unit

region

total

The Netherlands
Rijnmond
Rotterdam
The Netherlands
Rijnmond
Rotterdam
The Netherlands
Rijnmond
Rotterdam

per 10.000 vehicles
per 100.000 inhabitants

number of
accidents
8.929
347
258
11,0
8,7
11,6
54,8
34,7
43,3

number of
death
817
24
17
1,0
0,6
0,8
5,0
2,4
2,9

number of
injured
9.401
361
269
11,6
9,0
12,1
57,7
36,1
45,1

Table 3.15: traffic accidents and causalities (calculated from CBS 2006, data 2005)
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3.6

Policies

The municipality of Rotterdam has several policies that have a relation with the public space and with
the port. In this paragraph two policies are described: "Verkeers- en vervoersplan Rotterdam 20022020" (Traffic and transport policy Rotterdam 2002-2020) and "Ruimtelijk plan Rotterdam 2010"
(Spatial plan Rotterdam 2010). Both policies are described shortly with a focus on the effects on the
infrastructure of the port. Both policies focus on the city it selves. Therefore a the policy on the
development of the port of Rotterdam is added. This "Havenplan 2020" (Port development plan 2020)
gives the vision of the Port of Rotterdam and the municipality of Rotterdam on the development of the
port until 2020. Furthermore there are regional and zoning plans that describe the town and county
planning and have a legal status.
"Verkeers- en vervoersplan Rotterdam 2002-2020" (Traffic and transport policy Rotterdam 20022020)
In the Traffic and transport policy traffic and transport are essential for the realisation of the ambitions
of the city of Rotterdam: an accessible port; a congruent south wing of the Randstad, where Rotterdam
is a part of; and a strong position of the Randstad in the European context. The policy is based on two
pillars: accessibility and liveability. Travel time is the basis for accessibility. Maximum travel times to
several areas around Rotterdam are defined. Travel is divided in travel by public transport and by car.
A difference is made for the accessibility in the city (a responsibility of the city) and outside the city (a
responsibility of others). The policy includes the vision of the city on the accessibility outside the city.
The port area is partly situated in the city and partly outside the city. The amount of traffic may not
harm the living conditions in the city. Therefore traffic and liveability should be balanced. Space and
budgets are the restrains in the choices that must be made. For the liveability noise, air quality and
safety are the most important aspects. For the traffic safety the focus is on the most dangers routes and
spots. For the vision of the city on the traffic and transport in the port area the focus is on the inhabited
areas. The vision is divided in public transport and by car. For the public transport the focus is on
transport over water into the port (in the direction of Rozenburg). The traffic by car is focussed on the
division of local and through traffic. For the widening of the motorway A15 (which leads into the port)
such a division is already planned. For the transport of goods the focus is on spreading of the transport
over road, water, rail and pipeline (Rotterdam 2003).
"Ruimtelijk plan Rotterdam 2010" (Spatial plan Rotterdam 2010)
The spatial plan of Rotterdam has 3 ambitions: 1) Rotterdam as a varied and attractive city; 2)
Rotterdam as a centre of the south wing of the Randstad; and 3) Rotterdam as an European city with a
world port. The plan describes 5 ideals for the city. They describe the 5 sectors: living, recreation,
working, transports, and water. Besides those five ideals extra studies are worked out, one of those is
about the relation between the city and the port. In "De ondernemende stad" (The working city): the
city expects after the completion of Maasvlakte 2 (in 2010) a movement of companies to Maasvlakte 2
making room for new economical functions in the eastern part of the port. This room is important for
the city due to the lack of good quality industrial estates. In the spatial plan the port area is excluded.
Therefore the discussion of the plan is limited to the extra study about the relation between the city
and the port. The main vision of the relation between the city and the port is that the main part of the
port will keep its port functions. The part of the port in the city will transform to areas with mixed
functions (living, working and facilities), including some port functions. The eastern parts of the port
(Fruitport and Waalhaven) can possibly change from function, but not before 2010. In the mean while
the focus will be on strengthening the link between the port and the city by improving the areas where
the port and the city meet. (Rotterdam 2001)
"Havenplan 2020" (Port development plan 2020)
The Port development plan 2020 is a plan that gives the outlines for the spatial and economical
development of the port until the year 2020. It is the outline for other more detailed plans by several
institutions involved in the development of the port. The plan is also used to contribute to development
plans made by other governments that influence the development of the port. The 2020 plan is the
follow up of the Havenplan 2010. The Havenplan 2010 was focused on spatial problems, the growth
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of the amount of transport and environmental problems. In the Havenplan 2020 threads and
opportunities of the port are described. Threads are the growing competition of other ports in Europe,
the accessibility of the port, no level playing field between ports, the in discrepancy between the
growing educational level of employees in the port and the lower level of education in the region, the
(lack of) availability of physical space for further development and environmental aspects (sound, air
quality, water quality). These treads are encountered by opportunities described by possibilities to
improve the quality of the port: Rotterdam Quality Port. This quality is based on good facilities,
enough space and a versatile economic structure. Rotterdam Quality Port focuses on 6 images: the
versatile port, the durable and sustainable port, the knowledge port, the fast and safe port, the attractive
port and the clean port. All these images are described shortly, with a focus on the design of public
spaces.
The versatile port: Is mainly focused on the economical activities, but there is one link with the public
space: attractive place of business.
The durable and sustainable port: Sustainable/durable production techniques, effective use of existing
space.
The knowledge port: interesting work environment for employees, attractive area for knowledge
intensive companies and institutions.
The fast and safe port: improved connections by road, rail, water and pipelines, more intensive use of
existing infrastructure, improvement of safety and reduction of risks.
The attractive port: ecological maintenance, improvement of the visual quality of the port, more
possibilities for recreation and leisure.
The clean port: Reduction of the environmental problems (sound and air quality and water quality) by,
for example, reduction of unnecessary transport and promotion of cleaner transport (Rotterdam 2004).

3.7

Legislations

The Municipality of Rotterdam has a set of local regulations. Some of these regulations affect the
design and use of public spaces. Within the context of this thesis it was not possible to workout those
regulations.
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4

Local level: Heijplaat

This chapter focuses on the peninsula where the case area and the village of Heijplaat is located. The
peninsula is situated in the Rotterdam port area at the west of the city of Rotterdam (see figure 4.1).
The chapter starts with a description of the case area and the urban development of the area (§4.1 and
§4.2). Then the focus is on the population and economic development of the peninsula §4.3 and §4.4).
It continues with the infrastructure and public space of the case area., this includes the reconstruction
of the case area and the research to the use and perceived quality of the public space of the case area
(§4.5). After that the policies and development plans concerning the area are described. Finally the
design, plans and rhe outcome of the research are confronted (§4.7).

Figure 4.1: location of the peninsula in the Port of Rotterdam and the city of Rotterdam (Brittstra
2007)

4.1

Introduction

A part of the case area is the main opening up
of the peninsula, the road that leads into the
peninsula. In the middle of the peninsula there
is a little village Heijplaat, surrounded by
industrial estates and harbours. In figure 4.2
the peninsula and the case area is shown. In
this chapter a division is made between the
village of Heijplaat (grey) and the area outside
the village (pink).
Unlike the chapters on the national and
regional level this chapter is based on
literature and own research. This research was
mainly focused on the users of the public
space. They are divided in three focus groups:
inhabitants of Heijplaat, companies on the
peninsula and the employees of the
companies.

Figure 4.2: peninsula (encircled blue), case area
(red), and the village Heijplaat (grey) (Britstra 2007)
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Remark
Data about the peninsula is based on data of statistical neighbourhoods. These neighbourhoods do not coincide
with the peninsula. It is possible to gather and calculated all the needed data exactly for the peninsula. This is
however much work and is therefore not executed for this thesis. Instead the data of four neighbourhoods are
used: Heijplaat, Eemhaven, Waalhaven and Waalhaven Zuid. Were possible the data about exactly the
peninsula is given.

4.2

Development of the peninsula Heijplaat

The developments of Heijplaat started in 1899 when the Rotterdamsche Droogdok Maatschappij
(RDM) bought 4,4 hectare of land on Boven-Heijplaat. RDM, a shipbuilding company, had her docks
at the river Meuse near Schoonderloo, but had to leave that location due to the development of a new
harbour. RDM built a new dry dock and started building ships on Heijplaat in 1902. The wharf was
situated very well along the river Meuse, but was very far from civilisation. It was difficult for the
workers to reach the wharf and it was also difficult to attract enough workers for the wharf. To attract
more employees the director of RDM developed a garden village for his employees near the wharf. In
1914 they started building the village Heijplaat based on ideas from England and several examples in
the Netherlands (like the garden village 't Lansink in Hengelo build by the company Stork). The
building continued until 1927. From 1952 until 1966 the village Heijplaat was extended to 900 houses.
And in 1980 the houses of the village were sold to the housing corporation "Onze woning". In 1990
the Municipality of Rotterdam decided that the village should be demolished in 2005 to make room for
dock industries and container handling. After heavy protests of the villagers the plan was abolished.
From 2007 until 2012 a part the village will be rehabilitated and a large number of houses will be
renewed. The area around Heijplaat started to develop to a port area shortly after the new dry dock
was built for RDM. From 1907 until 1920 ports were dug at he southeast side of Heijplaat: the
development of the Waalhaven, at the eastside of the peninsula. In 1933 this area was formally
designated for industry and trade. After World War II growth of handling of mixed cargo resulted in
the development of the Eemhaven at the southwest of Heijplaat and the Waalhaven was extended to
the south. Around 1996 the containerisation of the cargo handling was introduced. The first container
terminals arose in the Eemhaven. Due to the continuing rise of scale of the container ships in 1985 the
handling of containers started to move to the west of the port. In the mean while the building of ships
at RDM was abandoned, and plans are developed to rehabilitate the area around RDM dock into a new
industrial area in the years to come (Oudenaarden 1990, PoR 2006-2, Woonbron 2006).

4.3

Population

The population of the peninsula is concentrated in the village Heijplaat. The population of Heijplaat is
one of the focus groups of the research. In this paragraph the population is described based on
literature. The village has a population of 1890 inhabitants with a high population density of about
4.600 inhabitants per square kilometre (table 4.1).
2005
inhabitants
men
women
population density*

The Netherlands
16.305.530
8.065.980
8.239.545
483

Rijnmond
999.347
490.163
509.184
3.028

Rotterdam
596.407
292.790
303.617
2.889

Heijplaat
1.890
940
950
4.612

*) number of inhabitants per square kilometre

Table 4.1: population and population density (CBS 2006, data 2005)
The population is described by the demography (age, ethnic groups, household and income) and their
lifestyles. The combination of these two determines for a large extend the wishes of the people and the
possibility to fulfil these possibilities.
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The age structure in the village is roughly comparable with the age structure in the region and in the
Netherlands (table 4.2). In the village the age group "25 to 45 years" is a little smaller and the age
group above 65 year is slightly bigger than in the region and in the country.

age groups
0 to 15 years
15 to 25 years
25 to 45 years
45 to 65 years
65 year and older

The Netherlands
%
18
12
29
26
14

Rijnmond
%
17
13
31
25
15

Rotterdam
%
17
14
32
23
14

Heijplaat
%
18
14
26
25
17

table 4.2: age groups (CBS 2006 and COS 2006, data 2005)
Compared to the Netherlands the village of Heijplaat has a high number of non-western allochthonous
(table 4.3). This number is however lower than that in Rijnmond and Rotterdam.
region
ethnic group
autochthonous
allochthonous, immigrants
western
non western
Moroccans
Surinamese, Antilleans and Arubans
Turks
other non western

The Netherlands
%
%
81,0
19,0
9,0
10,0
2,0
3,0
2,0
3,0

Rijnmond
%
%
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
26,8
4,2
9,3
6,1
7,3

Rotterdam
%
%
54,9
45,1
10,0
35,1
6,1
12,2
7,5
9,3

Heijplaat
%
%
68,0
32,0
9,0
23,0
2,0
11,0
4,0
5,0

Table 4.3: ethic groups, % of total population (calculated from CBS 2006 and COS 2006, data 2005)
The distribution of household types in Heijplaat shows a high number of single people, with or
without children when compared with the Netherlands and Rijnmond. Compared with Rotterdam the
total number of single people is about the same, but in Heijplaat the number of single people with
children is much higher (table 4.4).

household type
single
living together of married, with
no children
living together of married, with
one or more children
single, with one or more
children
total
average household size
number of persons

The Netherlands
no.
%
2.502.084
35,0
2.114.857
29,6

Rijnmond
no.
%
196.657
41,7
123.594
26,2

Rotterdam
no.
%
139.173
47,2
70.111
23,8

Heijplaat
no.
%
334
40,0
171
20,5

2.529.147

35,4

150.882

32,0

85.873

29,1

187

22,4

452.370

6,3

43.415

9,2

30.078

10,2

144

17,2

7.146.088

100,0

471.133

100,0

295.157

100,0

836

100,0

2,3

2,1

2,0

2,1

Table 4.4: household types (CBS 2006 and COS 2006, data 2005 and 2006)
When we look at the average income it is clear that Heijplaat is inhabited with the less fortunate. The
average yearly income is lower than in Rotterdam and much lower than in the Netherlands. Related to
this the number of people with a high income is relatively low (table 4.5).
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Average income per inhabitant
Low incomes
Middle incomes
High incomes

unit
1.000 euro
%
%
%

The Netherlands
12,2
40
40
20

Rotterdam
11,7
42
44
16

Heijplaat
10,5
44
44
12

Table 4.5: income of inhabitants (CBS 2006, data 2004)
The habitants of Heijplaat have quite different lifestyles than average in the Netherlands and the big
cities (table 4.6). The group with the lifestyle 'harmony' is much larger that average, and the lifestyles
'control' and 'vitality are less present in Heijplaat. It probably the habitants of Heijplaat other needs for
the public space than the average citizens in the Netherlands.
lifestyle
retired
living together
silent luxury
established
unattached
dynamic individualists
total

grouped
lifestyle
protection
harmony
control
vitality

the Netherlands
lifestyle grouped
17
34
17
18
39
21
12
12
15
15
100
100

lifestyle
19
16
15
19
17
14
100

G3
grouped
35
34
17
14
100

Heijplaat
lifestyle grouped
15
37
22
21
50
29
4
4
9
9
100
100

Table 4.6: lifestyles in the Netherlands, three biggest cities (G3) and Heijplaat (percentage)
(SmartAgent 2000, SmartAgent 2007)

4.3.1

Stakeholder: residents

60

50

50

40
percentage

percentage

For the research a group of residents is interviewed. Of the distributed 170 questionnaires, only 18
returned (10,6%). The data of the sample is compared to the data of Heijplaat to see if the sample is
representative for the population of Heijplaat. In the figures below show the differences. Because of
the very small sample no statistical calculations are made to find out if the sample is significantly the
same as the population. Based on the figures and data the following remarks can be made:
▰ Distribution man/woman in the sample is almost equal to that of the population (figure 4.3);
▰ the distribution of age in the sample has much more people in the age around 50 years than in the
population (figure 4.4);

40
sample
Heijplaat

30

30

sample
Heijplaat

20

20

10

10

0
0

0
men

50

100

age

women

Figure 4.3: number of men and women

Figure 4.4: distribution of age

▰ the type of households in the sample has a very large proportion of living together and married
people and a small proportion of people living alone without children (figure 4.5);
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50

percentage

40
30

sample

20

Heijplaat

10
0
single

single, with living together living together
one or more
or maried,
or maried,
children
with no
with one or
childern
more childern

Figure 4.5: distribution of type of households
▰ the distribution of the income seems about the same in the sample and the population (figure 4.6);
▰ the rough lifestyles as used in the interviews show a big difference in the lifestyles between the
population and the sample (figure 4.7). In the sample the number of residents with the lifestyle
harmony is much less than the population. For the lifestyle control and to a lesser extend for the
lifestyle protection the number of residents in the sample is much higher than of the population.
80

60

70

50

50

sample
Heijplaat

40
30

percentage

percentage

60
40
sample
Heijplaat

30
20

20
10

10
0

0
minima

modal

above modal

Figure 4.6: distribution of income

protection harmony

control

vitality

Figure 4.7: rough lifestyles

Based on the age, the type of household and the lifestyles is concluded that the sample is not
representative for the residents of Heijplaat.
The idea of the model is to differentiate in different types of residents who have their own needs and
activities. Those groups should be based on their lifestyle and personal circumstances. Due to the
small size of the sample and the sample not being representative no distinction is made between
different groups of residents for this research. For the rest of this research all the residents are seen as
one group.
According to the work instrument the stakeholder 'residents' can be described as follows:
Name of stakeholder: residents
Description of stakeholder: all the people living in the village Heijplaat. For this research all the
residents are seen as one homogenous group. In reality the residents should be divided in several
groups.
Type of stakeholder: the residents are: users, individuals, local on-site.
The residents can be characterised, according to the sample, as follows:
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Sex

men
women

59%
41%

Age

0 until 15 year
15 until 25 year
25 until 40 year
40 until 55 year
55 until 65 year
65 until 75 year
75 until 85 year
85 year or older

0%
11%
11%
39%
11%
17%
11%
0%

Household

single
single, with one or more children
living together or married, with no children
living together or married, with one or more children

0%
22%
44%
33%

Income

minima
modal
above modal

22%
67%
11%

Lifestyle

protection
harmony
control
vitality

50%
11%
17%
11%

Influence on public space: the influence this stakeholder thinks that he/she has on the public space is
2,0 on a scale from 1 (very little influence) to 5 (very much influence).

4.4

Economy

The description of economy and the activities of the companies in the area is divided in two areas: The
statistical neighbourhoods around Heijplaat (see remark in the introduction of this chapter) and on the
peninsula.
The data describes the activities done by the second focus group: the companies. These companies
employ the third focus groups: the employees. In this paragraph the economical activities are
described based on literature. The companies are described by their demography: economical activity,
size and type of interest.

4.4.1

Companies in greater area

The data of the economy is based on the statistical neighbourhoods (Waalhaven, Eemhaven,
Waalhaven Zuid and Heiplaat). The activities in the area, based on the number of establishments, are
mainly focussed on manufacturing (D), transport (I), on wholesale and retail trade (G), and real estate
(K). Heijplaat is, compared to the other areas, more focussed on construction (F), hotels and
restaurants (H), and other activities (O). Heijplaat is less focussed on manufacturing (D), transport (I)
and wholesale and retail trade (G) (table 4.7).
Compared to the economic activities in Rotterdam the area has a large concentration of companies
with manufacturing (D) and transport (I) activities, and less in hotels and restaurants (H), real estate
(K), education (M), and health and social work (N).
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Rotterdam
Activities
A
agriculture, hunting and forestry
B
fishing
C
mining and quarrying
D
manufacturing
E
electricity, gas and water supply
F
construction
G
wholesale and retail trade; etc.
H
hotels and restaurants
I
transport, storage and communications
J
financial intermediation
K
real estate, renting and business activities
L
public administration and defence; etc.
M
education
N
health and social work
O
other community, etc.
Total

no.
153
0
5
1.109
19
1.391
6.176
1.613
1.701
466
5.386
146
818
1.837
2.017
22.837

%
0,7
0,0
0,0
4,9
0,1
6,1
27,0
7,1
7,4
2,0
23,6
0,6
3,6
8,0
8,8
100,0

Heijplaat

Waalhaven

Eemhaven

no.
0
0
0
2
0
6
8
3
8
0
7
1
1
3
5
44

no.

no.

%
0,0
0,0
0,0
4,6
0,0
13,6
18,2
6,8
18,2
0,0
15,9
2,3
2,3
6,8
11,4
100,0

0
0
0
38
0
11
53
1
69
0
20
0
2
0
4
198

%
0,0
0,0
0,0
19,2
0,0
5,6
26,8
0,5
34,8
0,0
10,1
0,0
1,0
0,0
2,0
100,0

0
0
0
15
0
1
22
1
52
2
16
0
1
0
7
117

%
0,0
0,0
0,0
12,8
0,0
0,9
18,8
0,9
44,4
1,7
13,7
0,0
0,9
0,0
6,0
100,0

WaalhavenZuid
no.
%
0
0,0
0
0,0
0
0,0
25
7,3
0
0,0
22
6,4
68
19,8
5
1,5
163
47,4
10
2,9
35
10,2
3
0,9
7
2,0
1
0,3
5
1,5
344
100,0

Table 4.7: economic activities and establishments of companies (CBS 2006, COS 2006, data 2005)
Of the most common activities, and the activities with the biggest change in the number of
establishments the change in the last decade is given in figure 4.8. The biggest growth is in
construction (F), real estate (K), education (M) and other (O). The other activities hardly show any
growth or decline.

Establishments of companies
manufacturing

250

construction

200
index (1995 = 100)

wholesale and retail trade

150

hotels and restaurants

100

transport, storage and
communications
real estate, renting and
business activities

50

education
other community, social and
personal service activities

0
1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005

years

Figure 4.8: development of the number of establishments per economic activity (total of Heijplaat,
Eemhaven, Waalhaven and Waalhaven Zuid) (COS 2006, data 2005)
When we look at the number of employees we see that the activities are more focussed on transport (I)
and construction (F). In Heijplaat the activities in hotels and restaurants (H) and education (M) are
high. All the other activities are low compared to Rotterdam (table 4.8)
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Rotterdam
Activities
A
agriculture, hunting and forestry
B
fishing
C
mining and quarrying
D
manufacturing
E
electricity, gas and water supply
F
construction
G
wholesale and retail trade; etc.
H
hotels and restaurants
I
transport, storage and communications
J
financial intermediation
K
real estate, renting and business activities
L
public administration and defence; etc.
M
education
N
health and social work
O
other community, etc.
total

no.
414
0
34
24.688
2.234
17.011
36.399
8.219
33.883
17.140
55.394
18.107
23.416
47.105
13.335
297.379

%
0,1
0,0
0,0
8,3
0,8
5,7
12,2
2,8
11,4
5,8
18,6
6,1
7,9
15,8
4,5
100,0

Heijplaat

Waalhaven

Eemhaven

no.

no.

%

no.

0
0
0
930
0
292
569
5
2.135
0
710
0
20
0
182
4.843

0,0
0,0
0,0
19,0
0,0
6,0
12,0
0,0
44,0
0,0
15,0
0,0
0,0
0,0
4,0
100,0

0
0
0
7
0
11
14
23
100
0
18
1
23
3
4
204

%
0,0
0,0
0,0
3,0
0,0
5,0
7,0
11,0
49,0
0,0
9,0
0,0
11,0
1,0
2,0
100,0

0
0
0
623
0
76
302
5
1.863
40
325
0
7
0
35
3.276

%
0,0
0,0
0,0
19,0
0,0
2,0
9,0
0,0
57,0
1,0
10,0
0,0
0,0
0,0
1,0
100,0

WaalhavenZuid
no.
%
0
0,0
0
0,0
0
0,0
249
4,0
0
0,0
805
13,0
595
10,0
22
0,0
2.848
47,0
120
2,0
569
9,0
449
7,0
308
5,0
1
0,0
41
1,0
6.007
100,0

Table 4.8: number of employees per area (CBS 2006, COS 2006, data 2005)
Of the most common activities, and the activities with the biggest change in the number of employees
the change in the last decade is given in figure 4.9. The biggest growth is in construction (F), hotels
and restaurants (H), financial intermediation (G), education (M) and other activities (O). The other
activities are stable or show a decline in the number of employees.
Number of employees
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Figure 4.9: the development of employment per economic activity (total of Heijplaat, Eemhaven,
Waalhaven and Waalhaven Zuid) (COS 2006, data 2005)
When we look at the total number of establishments since 1995 the number grew slowly since 1995,
but the growth becomes increasingly slower (see figure 4.10).
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Figure 4.10: development of the number of establishments in Heijplaat, Waalhaven, Eemhaven and
Waalhaven-Zuid (COS 2006, data 2005)

4.4.2

Companies on the peninsula

Some data on the economical activities on the peninsula it selves are gathered. This data is divided in
data for the village of Heijplaat and for outside the village.
Remark
For the calculation of the economic activities on the peninsula outside the village data is used from the Port of
Rotterdam (PoR 2004-3). From this data the economical activities were selected by street. The selected the
streets for the data are: A. den Toomweg, Bunschotenweg, Den Hamweg, Droogdokweg, Eemhavenstraat,
Eemhavenweg, Heijplaatstraat, Heijplaatweg, Ophemertstraat, Quarantaineweg, Waalhaven Westzijde,
Waalhavenweg, Zaltbommelweg

The main focus of activities in the area outside the village is on manufacturing (D), wholesale and
retail trade (G), and transport (I). In the village of Heijplaat the focus is on construction (F), wholesale
and retail trade (G) and a high amount of people working in the transport (I) (table 4.9).

Economical activity
A
agriculture, hunting and forestry
B
fishing
C
mining and quarrying
D
manufacturing
E
electricity, gas and water supply
F
construction
G
wholesale and retail trade; etc.
H
hotels and restaurants
I
transport, storage and communications
J
financial intermediation
K
real estate, renting and business
activities
L
public administration and defence; etc.
M
education
N
health and social work
O
other community, etc.
total

outside the village
establish.
employees
no.
%
no.
%
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
21
21
734
0
0
0
2
2
108
15
15
286
2
2
11
43
43
1078
1
1
1
10
10
184
0
1
0
4
99

0
1
0
4
100

0
13
5
2433

0
0
0
30
0
4
12
0
44
0
8

0
1
0
0
100

village Heijplaat
establish.
employees
no.
%
no.
%
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
2
5
7
3
0
0
0
0
6
14
11
5
8
18
14
7
3
7
23
11
8
18
100
49
0
0
0
0
7
16
18
9
1
1
3
5
44

2
2
7
11
100

1
23
3
4
204

0
11
1
2
100

total
establish.
no.
%
0
0
0
0
0
0
23
16
0
0
8
6
23
16
5
3
51
36
1
1
17
12
1
2
3
9
143

1
1
2
6
100

employees
no.
%
0
0
0
741
0
119
300
34
1178
1
202
1
36
3
9
2637

Table 4.9: establishments and employees on the peninsula, outside the village (PoR 2004-3, data 2004)
and Heijplaat (COS 2006, data 2005)
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The data of the size of establishments and the number of employees out side the village (table 4.10)
show that halve of the companies are small (51%) and there are only a few large companies (7%).
Most of the employees work however in medium size companies (53%) The small companies employ
only a small number of people (7%).
size of the company
description
number of employees
small
less than 10
medium
10 to 100
large
100 or more
total

establishments
number %
50
51
42
42
7
7
99
100

employees
number %
176
7
1292
53
965
40
2433
100

Table 4.10: establishments and employees according to their size, outside the village (PoR 2004, data
2004)

4.4.3

Stakeholder: companies

One focus group of the research is the companies located on the peninsula. A selection of companies is
interviewed. These companies are selected based on their size (number of employees) and economical
activity. This selection is made to assure a representative group of companies to be interviewed. 26
questionnaires were distributed. 12 returned (46,2%). This is a very high response, probably due to the
personal introduction of the interviews.
The data of the sample is compared to the data of the companies on the peninsula outside the village to
see if the sample is representative for the population. This is also not calculated statistically due to the
quality of the data of companies in the area and the limited size of the sample. The following remarks
can be made:
▰ The economical activities in the sample have a higher number of activities D, F and I then of the
population. The activities G and K are in a lesser extent in the sample (see figure 4.11).
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Figure 4.11: distribution of the companies based on economical activity
▰ When we look at the number of companies according to their size the sample has a lack of small
companies and very large number of medium and large companies (see figure 4.12).
▰ Based on the number of employees working in small, medium or large companies the difference
between the sample and the population are more comparable (see figure 4.13).
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Figure 4.13: number of employees

Based on the economical activity and the number of companies the sample is not representative for the
companies situated on the peninsula.
The idea of the model is to differentiate in different groups of companies who have their own needs
and activities. Those groups should be based on their demography and their circumstances. Due to the
small size of the sample and the sample not being representative, no distinction is made in this
research between different groups of companies. For the rest of this research all the employees are
seen as one group.
According to the work instrument the stakeholder 'company' can be described as follows:
Name of stakeholder: company
Description of stakeholder: companies located on the peninsula Heijplaat outside the village. There are
also companies located in the village; they are not included in the research.
Type of stakeholder: the companies are: users, organisations, local on-site.
The companies can be characterised, according to the sample, by:
Size of company

small
medium
large

1%
34%
65%

Economical activity

D manufacturing
F construction
G wholesale and retail trade; etc.
I
transport, storage and communications
J
financial intermediation
K real estate, renting and business activities
M education
(All percentages based on the number employees)

30%
4%
12%
44%
0%
8%
1%

Type of organisation

92%
0%
0%
8%

Private
Private/public
Public
NGO, CBO

Influence on public space: the influence the companies and institutions think that they have on the
public space is 2,3 on a scale from 1 (very little influence) to 5 (very much influence).
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4.4.4

Stakeholder: employees

For the research employees of the companies on the peninsula locate near the case area were
interviewed. 88 questionnaires were distributed, 11 of them were returned (12,5%). This is a very low
result. The reasons for the low response is possibly due to the complex questionnaire and a limited
interest of the employees in the design of the public space, they only work and not live there.
There is no data available of the population of the employees. Therefore it is not possible to establish
if the sample is representative for the population.
The idea of the model is to differentiate in different groups of employees who have their own needs
and activities. Those groups should be based on their lifestyle and personal circumstances. Due to the
small size of the sample no distinction is made in this research between different groups of employees.
For the rest of this research all the employees are seen as one group.
According to the work instrument the stakeholder 'employees' can be described as follows:
Name of stakeholder: employees
Description of stakeholder: employees working for companies located on the peninsula Heijplaat
outside the village.
Type of stakeholder: The employees are: users, individuals, local on-site.
The employees can be characterised, according to the sample, as follows:
Sex

men
women

42%
58%

Age

0 until 15 year
15 until 25 year
25 until 40 year
40 until 55 year
55 until 65 year
65 until 75 year
75 until 85 year
85 year or older

0%
8%
17%
58%
17%
0%
0%
0%

Household

single
single, with one or more children
living together or married, with no children
living together or married, with one or more children

33%
8%
25%
33%

Income

minima
modal
above modal

0%
92%
8%

Lifestyle

protection
harmony
control
vitality

42%
17%
33%
8%

Influence on public space: the influence this stakeholder thinks that he/she has on the public space is
2,3 on a scale from 1 (very little influence) to 5 (very much influence).
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4.5

Transport, infrastructure and public space

In this paragraph a description is given of the use of the public space of the case area. This description
is based on literature and own research. First a description is given of the infrastructure of the case
area and the executed reconstruction. Then the use of the case area is described.

4.5.1

Infrastructure and the reconstruction

The case area exists of three roads: The Waalhavenweg (the main and only access road to the
peninsula), a part of the Eemhavenweg (a continuation of the Waalhavenweg to the western part of the
peninsula), and the Ophemertstraat (a dead end street leading to several industrial estates). All three
roads have been reconstructed recently. All the roads are in within the urban area and the maximum
allowed speed is 50 km/h. The Waalhavenweg and Eeemhavenweg are reconstructed in 2004/2005
and the Ophemertstraat is reconstructed in 2000/2001. Both reconstructions are described seperately.

4.5.1.1

Waalhavenweg and Eemhavenweg

The Waalhavenweg and Eemhavenweg are discussed together. They are reconstructed together, the
Eemhavenweg is the continuation of the Waalhavenweg, and they are a part of the same route into the
peninsula.
Description of Waalhavenweg and Eemhavenweg

The Waalhavenweg is an area access road and the main
entrance to the peninsula and is used by residents of
Heijplaat, by companies situated on the peninsula and
their employees. On the peninsula the road is divided in
the Eemhavenweg to the west and the Droogdokweg to
the north. On both sides of the road there are several dead
end streets leading to industrial estates. Just before the
division of the Waalhavenweg (into Eemhavenweg and
Droogdokweg) are a swimming pool and a park of the
village Heijplaat on the west side of the road.
Before the reconstruction the road consisted of a street of
two lanes, on both sides railway lines and on the east side
a two way bicycle path. On both sides of the road were
large trees. Under the ground are many cables and
pipelines to the neighbourhood Heijplaat and the
companies. An overview of all the elements of the
infrastructure is given in table 4.11.

▰
▰
▰
▰
▰
▰
▰
▰
▰
▰
▰
▰
▰
▰
▰
▰

roads
railways
bicycle paths
footpaths
gas pipes
electra cables
telecommunication (cables)
drink water pipes
sewage
public green (trees, plants, grass)
lighting
traffic lights
bus stops
banks
traffic signs
sign posts

Table 4.11: elements of the infrastructure
(several sources)

The Eemhavenweg is also an area access road and the continuation of the Waalhavenweg to the west.
It divides the village Heijplaat in a small part to the south and the main village to the north. The road
passes Heijplaat and continues to the end of the peninsula and is open up the companies situated there.
The part of the Eemhavenweg that is included in the case has several side roads that lead into
Heijplaat.
Cables and pipelines are mainly for the distribution of gas, electricity, telecommunications, television
cable, drinking water to houses and industrial estates and for sewage. Along the Waalhavenweg and
Eemhavenweg there are also distributors with high voltage electricity (OMSR 2005, PoR 2006-2, PoR
2007-2).
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Photos 4.1 and 4.2: overview of the Waalhavenweg and Eemhavenweg
Reconstruction of Waalhavenweg and Eemhavenweg

In 2004 and 2005 the Waalhavenweg and Eemhavenweg are reconstructed. For this reconstruction
data is gathered on the functions and problems of the roads. Related to the reconstruction data is
gathered about the objectives of and aspects considered in the design.
Functions

Before the reconstruction the following functions of the Waalhavenweg and Eemhavenweg are
distinguished (Hoefnagels 2005):
Road:
▰ Opening up of companies to motorway A15;
▰ traffic connection between Waalhaven and Eemhaven;
▰ connection for container traffic from costums office to ECT Home terminal;
▰ opening up for local traffic to Heijplaat;
▰ opening up for emergency services to residents and companies;
▰ public transport for residents and employees;
▰ opening up for mopeds and bicycles;
▰ pedestrian crossing at Koedoodstraat and Dor van Gelderweg (both at the village Heijplaat)
▰ regular use of Eemhavenweg and Waalhavenweg for exceptional transport: trucks of 30 up to 36
meter length (PoR 2002-2, Van den Enden 2006).
Rail:
▰ Opening up for companies.
Cables and pipelines, to deliverer:
▰ Gas;
▰ water;
▰ communications (telephone lines, glass fibre);
▰ high and low voltage electricity.
Sewage:
▰ Collection of rainwater and faeces and transport to a wastewater purification plant.
Parking:
▰ Parking of chassis.
Problems

Before the reconstruction the following problems were identified with the layout and use of the
Waalhavenweg and Eemhavenweg (Van den Enden 2006, Klayoncu 2003, Klayoncu 2004):
Problems due to the amount of traffic:
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▰ The amount of traffic on the Waalhavenweg and Eemhavenweg, and due to that the reduction of
the possibility to cross the road;
▰ problems with the traffic flow into the Bunschotenweg due to lack of available space for traffic
turning left in the Bunschotenweg;
▰ bad accessibility of the neighbourhood of Heijplaat: by car, and by public transport;
▰ the use of the entrance to the estate of Hanno-Uniport hinders the traffic flow on the
Waalhavenweg.
Problems with traffic safety:
▰ Traffic safety problems at the crossing with the Den Hamweg where trucks turn from and to the
Den Hamweg and bicyclists cross the Waalhavenweg;
▰ traffic safety problems at the crossing with the Ophemertstraat, many accidents have happened
there (black spot);
▰ the entrance to the estate of Hanno-Uniport is unsafe and the are problems with traffic flow;
▰ traffic safety problems due to the high speed of (commercial) vehicles in combination with
crossing of pedestrians at the crossing between Eemhavenweg and
Courzandseweg/Koedoodstraat.
Other problems:
▰ Noise nuisance through trucks;
▰ bad road surface;
▰ air quality (fine dust).
Objectives of the reconstruction

Officially the reconstruction had three main problems that should be solved (Municipality Rotterdam
2003). The objective of the reconstruction is to solve these problems:
1) The growing of the amount of traffic causing traffic jams;
2) the safety on the roads and the low accessibility of Heijplaat in case of emergencies;
3) the technical need for maintenance of the roads.
The basic idea of the design will be to change the main route from the Waalhavenweg and
Eemhavenweg to the Waalhavenweg and Droogdokweg. This reduces the speed on Eemhavenweg and
anticipates on the developments at Heijplaat (Klayoncu 2004, Van den Enden 2006).
It is acknowledged that not all the problems can be solved with a new design of the roads. For the
reduction of the speed of the traffic enforcement of speed limits is necessary, this enforcement is
however no priority of the local government. Furthermore it is acknowledged that not all traffic and
environment problems can be solved. The behaviour of people in general and residents of Heijplaat are
important to solve the problems. Also more awareness of companies about the interests of the village
Heijplaat is important (Klayoncu 2004).
Design of new layout

The basic aspects that were considered in the new design were:
▰ Better traffic flow and accessibility of the peninsula;
▰ creation of a balance between habitation and working;
▰ good escape route for residents and employees in case of emergencies, good accessibility by
emergency services. (Van den Enden 2006)
For this the following main aspects were incorporated in the design:
▰ Enlarging the capacity of the road infrastructure, enough capacity until 2020
▰ improvement of the (traffic) safety of residents and companies, especially at the crossing of
Eemhavenweg with Koedoodstraat and Courzandseweg;
▰ incorporate the planned maintenance of the roads;
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▰ aspects considering: sewage, planting, environment, and soil.
(Hoefnagels 2005, Van den Enden 2006, Hoefnagels 2006)
The goals of the design are not given explicitly. Based on the above the following goals are identified:
a. Improve the capacity of the road to be adequate until 2020;
b. improve the traffic safety;
c. improve the accessibility of Heijplaat (especially in case of emergency);
d. improve the technical quality and lifespan of the road.
The goals of the design were not quantified. There was no measurable improvement of the design
described.
Also a number of other aspects were
considered in the design, these are given in
table 4.12.

▰
▰
▰
▰
▰
▰
▰
▰
▰
▰
▰
▰
▰
▰
▰
▰
▰

sound
air quality/fine dust
traffic density/capacity
traffic accidents/safety
soil
external safety
social safety
available commercial space and quality of that space
open up of commercial premises
quality of public space
safety of commercial premises
quality of signposting
accessibility by car
accessibility by public transport,
parking
residential and social climate
maintenance

Table 4.12: aspects involved in public space (PoR
2002-2, Hoefnagels 2005)
The main change in the reconstruction of the Waalhavenweg was the widening of the road to a dual
carriageway consisting of four lanes, a railway line to the eastside of the road, between Den Hamweg
and Reeweg railways on both sides of the road, speed reducing measures at Koedoodstraat/
Courzandseweg, and renewal of the trees (PoR 2002-2).

4.5.1.2

Ophemertstraat

As the Ophemertstraat is reconstructed separately from the Waalhavenweg and Eeemhavenweg this
road is discussed separately.
Description of Ophemertstraat

The Ophemertstraat is a side road of the Waalhavenweg and leads to the east. Along the road several
companies are situated. The road consists of two lanes and parking places to both sides of the road. It
is a dead end street with a terminus loop at the end (photo's 4.3 and 4.4).
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Photos 4.3 and 4.4: overview of the Ophemertstraat after reconstruction
Reconstruction of Ophemertstraat

The Ophemertstraat is reconstructed in 2000 and 2001. Data is gathered about the functions and
problems of the road related to the reconstruction. As several years past it was difficult for the people
involved in the design to recollect the reasons for the reconstruction and the design ideas. Another
problem was that some people involved in the reconstruction changed job and were not available for
an interview. Most of the data of the reconstruction is form the archives of the Port of Rotterdam.
Functions

The function of the dead end street is the opening up of the companies located along the road.
Problems

There is no data found about the problems with the functioning of the road. Based on the objectives of
the design there probably was a parking problem and a problem with trucks that could not turn on the
(dead end) street.
Objectives of the reconstruction

Based on the available data the following objectives of the design can be reconstructed:
▰ Need for maintenance (renewal of road surface, renewal of sewage and renovation of the
underground cables and pipes);
▰ to create extra parking places;
▰ to solve the problem of trucks that can not turn in the narrow and dead end street
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Design of new layout

In the new lay out of the road is
moved a little to the north. This
creates some room for the extra
transverse parking places (see
figure 4.14). At the end of the street
a terminus loop is made (photo 4.5).
This makes it possible for the trucks
to turn easily at the end of the
street. The original road surface
from bricks is changed into an
asphalt layer.

Photo 4.5: terminus loop at the end of Ophemertstraat

Figure 4.14: existing ('bestaand') and proposed ('voorstel') cross section of the Ophemertstraat

4.5.2

Use of the public space

In the research of the use of the case area all activities are identified. Of these activities only the travel
and transport activities are researched in more detail. This was a limitation of the research in order to
reduce the scope.
First in this paragraph the results of the observation are given. This paragraph is structured according
to the work instrument that is used for the cases. The stakeholders are described in §4.3 (population),
§4.4 (economy). The activities of the stakeholders are divided in: type of activity, route and means of
transport, importance to stakeholder, nuisance to other stakeholders, time of use and amount of use.
The properties are divided in: quality aspects, and shape and material (figure 4.15). The description of
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the use is based on the results of the interviews, the observations and additional literature. The
different sources used are not always compatible.

Stakeholder
Name of stakeholder
Description of stakeholder
Type of stakeholder

Influence on public space

Activities
Type of activity
Route and
means of transport

Properties
Quality
Shape and material

Importance to stakeholder
Nuisance to other
stakeholders
Time of use
Amount of use

Figure 4.15: the work instrument

4.5.2.1

Observation

As the case area has a transport function and
the time available to do extensive observations
on several moments was limited the results of
the observations are limited. The observation
shows that the main use of the public space is
by cars and trucks, there are also people on
bicycle and moped. Near the village of
Heijplaat there are indications of use by the
residents of the village. There are some
covered benches to look out over the road and
the traffic (photo 4.6). At some bus stops there
are people waiting for the bus. No persons
were seen walking around or doing other
activities. This is probably due to the time of
day of the observation around 15.00 hours).
Photo 4.6: benches to look out over the road
4.5.2.2

Type of activity

In this paragraph an overview is given about all the activities done in the public space. The activities
are structured by a list of activities and are divided in travel, transport, and local activities.
Table 4.13 gives an overview of the activities performed in the public space by the three focus groups.
The table gives the percentage of each focus group that selected the activity. For example 83% of the
residents said that they use the public space for commuter traffic.
From this table it becomes clear that employees and companies use the public space for a very few
types of activities. The residents use the public space for wide variety of activities. The use by the
employees is limited to commuter traffic, transport of goods and parking of cars and trucks.
Companies do the same activities in the public space as the employees and also use the public space
for transport related activities like loading an unloading and for trucks waiting on the road to be
unloaded.
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activities
travel activities
1 commuter traffic
2 business traffic
3 travel for social contacts
4 travel for domestic activities
5 travel for education or training
6 travel for culture, leisure, recreation
7 travel for servicing residents and enterprises
8 other
transport activities
9 transport of goods
10 collecting garbage of inhabitants and enterprises
local activities
12 children's play
13 relaxation during work
14 relaxation private
15 to meet other people
16 looking what is happening in the street
17 sporting
18 parking of cars, motorcycles, bicycles
19 parking of trucks, busses, vans
20 parking of trains
21 loading and unloading of goods
22 waiting of trucks, busses, vans on the road
23 storage of goods
24 placing garbage outside for garbage collection

residents employees companies
%
%
%
83
0
78
78
17
17
0
6

100
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
100
0
0
0
0
9
0

0
0

8
0

82
0

22
0
56
22
17
11
44
0
0
0
0
0
44

0
0
0
0
0
0
33
8
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
27
27
9
36
18
36
0

Table 4.13: activities in the public space (percentage of respondents that selected the activity)
The research was focussed on the travel and transport activities. Of these activities more detailed
information was gathered. The travel activities can be linked to the motives as described for travelling
in the chapters about the Netherlands and Rijnmond/Rotterdam. In the interviews a more detailed list
of activities, including activities not related to travel, is used. In table 4.14 shows the relation between
the motives for travel (CBS 2006) given in the previous chapters, and the travel activities in the
interviews.
motives (CBS 2006)
commuter traffic
business traffic
services/personal care
domestic activities
education
visits/staying for the night
go for a ride/to go for a walk
social recreation
recreation
other

activities (interviews)
commuter traffic
business traffic
travel for servicing residents and companies
travel for domestic activities
travel for education and training
travel for social contracts
travel for culture, leisure and recreation
travel for culture, leisure and recreation
travel for culture, leisure and recreation
non

Table 4.14: relation between motives CBS-data and activities used in the interviews
The activities related to travel are compared with the motivation of travel in the Netherlands and ZuidHolland (see table 4.15). The data of The Netherlands and Zuid-Holland is about all movements of
people, the data form the interviews is about the movements in the case area. Therefore these are not
completely comparable. The case area is however a peninsula. The case area is the only opening up of
the peninsula and the only entrance to the village of Heijplaat. For the residents the data should be
reasonably comparable. The residents do much more commuter traffic and less travel for culture
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leisure and recreation than average in the Netherlands and Zuid-Holland. The unique location of the
village in an industrial area could be the explanation of this difference.
The
Zuidresidents employees companies
activities
Netherlands Holland
commuter traffic
0,50
0,53
1,16
1,26
0,00
business traffic
0,10
0,09
0,29
1,36
17,36
travel for social contacts
0,48
0,45
0,48
0,00
0,00
travel for domestic activities
0,65
0,65
0,64
0,00
0,00
travel for education or training
0,28
0,28
0,29
0,00
0,00
travel for culture, leisure, recreation
1,20
1,18
0,29
0,00
0,00
travel for servicing residents and enterprises
0,15
0,14
0,00
0,00
0,00
transport of goods
n.a.
n.a.
* 0,29
1,36
175,99
collecting garbage
n.a.
n.a.
0,00
0,00
10,71
other
0,34
0,34
---total
3,70
3,66
3,43
3,98
204,06

Table 4.15: average travel activities per day *) transport of information

4.5.2.3

Route and means of transport

The route through the area taken by the three focus groups is very easy. Depending the location of
their home or company they travel along the Eemhavenweg or Ophemertstraat to the Waalhavenweg
and then leave the peninsula. In this case the possible routes to take are very limited, as the case area is
located on the peninsula and the Waalhavenweg is the only opening up. In other cases the routes users
can take will be more numerous, as a complex network of roads and paths opens up most areas.
Based on the available data on traffic on the Waalhavenweg (dS+V 2006/2007) the modes of transport
(only data for cars, vans and trucks are available of the population) can be compared with the outcome
of the interviews (sample) (figure 4.16). This figure shows that the distribution of modes of transport
is comparable.
Mode of transport (population)

Mode of transport (sample)
28%

29%

56%

58%
16%

13%
car/motorcycle

van

truck

car/motorcycle

van

truck

Figure 4.16: mode of transport, the sample compared with the population (data population: dS+V
2006/2007, data 2006, data sample: own research 2006)
Since 2003 the distribution of the modes of transport has changed. Figure 4.17 shows this change: a
decline of the number of cars and growth of the number of trucks.
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Figure 4.17: change in modes of transport between 2003 and 2006 (dS+V 2006/2007, data 2003/2006)
Figure 4.18 shows the relation between the reasons for travel and the mode of transport. It shows that
the car is a very dominant mode of transport in almost all travel activities. Only from travel for culture
and leisure a large proportion of the travel is done by bicycle. There is also a clear division between
activities for which many modes of transport are used (commuter traffic, business traffic, social
contacts and domestic activities) and the more commercial activities (transport of good and collecting
garbage) where the mode of transport is limited to cars, vans and trucks.
100%
90%
80%
70%
truck
van

60%

public transport
50%

walking
bicycle

40%

car/motorcycle

30%
20%
10%

collecting garbage of
residents and
companies

transport of
information

transport of goods

culture, leisure,
recreation

education or training

domestic activities

social contacts

business traffic

commuter traffic

0%

Figure 4.18: travel activities and mode of transport (transport of information only one person) (own
research, data 2006)
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4.5.2.4

Importance to stakeholder

The importance the focus groups give to the travel and transport activities in public space are given in
table 4.16. It shows the importance of the activities as indicated by the focus groups. Problem with the
outcome is that most users find all their activities important and score 4 to 5. The residents find travel
for education and culture/leisure the most important (business traffic is done by only one resident).
Remarkable is that employees find the transport of goods less important then the companies they work
for.

employees

companies

activities
1 commuter traffic
2 business traffic
3 travel for social contacts
4 travel for domestic activities
5 travel for education or training
6 travel for culture, leisure, recreation
9 transport of goods
10 collecting garbage of residents and companies
27 transport of information

residents

importance to

4,2
5,0
4,3
4,0
5,0
5,0
--4,0

4,7
5,0
----3,0
---

-4,8
----4,9
5,0
--

Table 4.16: importance of activities for users (score: 1 = not important, 5 = very important)
If the importance of the public space for the stakeholders is combined with the influence the
stakeholders think they have, then insight is gained of the relation between the importance and
influence of the different stakeholders (figure 4.19). The figure shows the importance and influence of
the focus groups and several other parties involved in the development of the area. With this figure it
is possible to weigh the arguments of several stakeholders: what is the importance for the stakeholder
of the public space and how can they influence the decision-making. It is a tool for managing the
design process. With the use of the influence one should consider that a stakeholder can judge his or
her influence intentionally (they manipulate the process) or unintentionally (they make a wrong
judgement) higher or lower.
5

Residents
Workers
Companies

Importance -->

4

Stadshavens
HbR CZ
HbR I&G
Woonbron/Kristal

3
1

2

3

4

5

TLN
dS+V

2

1
Influence -->

Figure 4.19: importance/influence matrix
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4.5.2.5

Nuisance to other stakeholders

The users of the public space are asked which activities give them nuisance. The nuisance of activities
done by others gives insight in the way users of the public space are disturbed by activities done by
others. The nuisance is given on a scale from 1 (much nuisance) to 5 (no nuisance). For each focus
group the activities are sorted by the amount of nuisance they give (table 4.17). The biggest
differences in nuisance can be found for travel for social contacts and domestic activities (no. 3, and
4), and for local activities related with the uses of the public space by residents (no. 14, 15, 16, and
17): the employees and companies are more disturbed then the residents. With the more commercial
activities (no. 19, 20, and 23) the companies are more disturbed then the resident and employees. It
seems that the amount of nuisance is related to the interest the focus group. Residents have more
nuisances from commercial activities and companies have more nuisances of activities by the
residents.

activities
travel activities
1 commuter traffic
2 business traffic
3 travel for social contacts
4 travel for domestic activities
5 travel for education or training
6 travel for culture, leisure, recreation
7 travel for servicing residents and enterprises
transport activities
9 transport of goods
10 collecting garbage of inhabitants and enterprises
local activities
12 children's play
13 relaxation during work
14 relaxation private
15 to meet other people
16 looking what is happening in the street
17 sporting
18 parking of cars, motorcycles, bicycles
19 parking of trucks, busses, vans
20 parking of trains
21 loading and unloading of goods
22 waiting of trucks, busses, vans on the road
23 storage of goods
24 placing garbage outside for garbage collection

residents
score

employees
score

companies
score

3,9
3,4
4,5
4,4
4,3
4,2
4,2

3,6
3,9
3,3
3,3
3,4
3,4
3,9

4,0
3,9
3,8
3,6
3,9
3,7
4,1

2,9
4,0

2,9
3,4

3,7
4,0

3,8
3,8
4,1
3,7
4,2
4,1
2,6
1,9
2,1
2,4
1,6
1,9
2,8

2,8
3,1
3,0
3,1
3,0
3,0
2,2
1,6
1,7
2,4
1,6
3,0
2,9

2,8
3,4
2,9
2,7
2,4
2,8
2,8
2,8
2,9
3,3
2,1
3,2
2,9

Table 4.17: amount of nuisance to other created by activities in the public space (average score per
activity: 1 = much nuisance, 5 = no nuisance)
Activities in order of amount of nuisance

This becomes clearer when the activities are ordered by the amount of nuisance. For the three focus
groups the nuisance is given in order of the amount of nuisance. With colours the amount of nuisance
is divided in three levels:
amount of nuisance
much nuisance
neutral
no nuisance

range
1,0 to 2,5
2,5 to 3,5
3,5 to 5,0

colour
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Residents
For the residents the activities that give much nuisance are mostly related to commercial activities in
the area (parking, loading/unloading). Activities that give no nuisance are mostly those activities
related to private activities in the area and travel for purposes of residents (table 4.18).

activities
22 waiting of trucks, busses, vans on the road
19 parking of trucks, busses, vans
23 storage of goods
20 parking of trains
21 loading and unloading of goods
18 parking of cars, motorcycles, bicycles
24 placing garbage outside for garbage collection
9 transport of goods
2 business traffic
15 to meet other people
12 children's play
13 relaxation during work
1 commuter traffic
10 collecting garbage of inhabitants and enterprises
14 relaxation private
17 sporting
6 travel for culture, leisure, recreation
7 travel for servicing residents and enterprises
16 looking what is happening in the street
5 travel for education or training
4 travel for domestic activities
3 travel for social contacts

residents
score
1,6
1,9
1,9
2,1
2,4
2,6
2,8
2,9
3,4
3,7
3,8
3,8
3,9
4,0
4,1
4,1
4,2
4,2
4,2
4,3
4,4
4,5

Table 4.18: nuisance perceived by the residents from the activities
Employees
For employees the activities that give the most nuisances are the same as for the residents. For them
also children's play gives some nuisance. The activities that give no nuisance are limited to those of
travel of people for commercial activities (business and commuter traffic) (table 4.19).

activities
19 parking of trucks, busses, vans
22 waiting of trucks, busses, vans on the road
20 parking of trains
18 parking of cars, motorcycles, bicycles
21 loading and unloading of goods
12 children's play
9 transport of goods
24 placing garbage outside for garbage collection
14 relaxation private
16 looking what is happening in the street
17 sporting
23 storage of goods
13 relaxation during work
15 to meet other people
3 travel for social contacts
4 travel for domestic activities
5 travel for education or training
6 travel for culture, leisure, recreation
10 collecting garbage of inhabitants and enterprises

employees
score
1,6
1,6
1,7
2,2
2,4
2,8
2,9
2,9
3,0
3,0
3,0
3,0
3,1
3,1
3,3
3,3
3,4
3,4
3,4
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activities
1 commuter traffic
2 business traffic
7 travel for servicing residents and enterprises

employees
score
3,6
3,9
3,9

Table 4.19: nuisance perceived by the employees from the activities
Companies
The companies do not take much offence to the activities of others. Only waiting of trucks and cars on
the road and looking what is happening in the street gives much nuisance. The companies have no
nuisance of transport of goods and travel op persons through the area (table 4.20).

activities
22 waiting of trucks, busses, vans on the road
16 looking what is happening in the street
15 to meet other people
17 sporting
18 parking of cars, motorcycles, bicycles
19 parking of trucks, busses, vans
12 children's play
14 relaxation private
20 parking of trains
24 placing garbage outside for garbage collection
23 storage of goods
21 loading and unloading of goods
13 relaxation during work
4 travel for domestic activities
6 travel for culture, leisure, recreation
9 transport of goods
3 travel for social contacts
5 travel for education or training
2 business traffic
1 commuter traffic
10 collecting garbage of inhabitants and enterprises
7 travel for servicing residents and enterprises

companies
score
2,1
2,4
2,7
2,8
2,8
2,8
2,8
2,9
2,9
2,9
3,2
3,3
3,4
3,6
3,7
3,7
3,8
3,9
3,9
4,0
4,0
4,1

Table 4.20: nuisance perceived by the companies from the activities
Residents, employees and companies
When we look at the nuisance of all three focus groups we can see that the following activities give
much nuisance to all groups:
▰ Parking;
▰ loading and unloading of goods;
▰ waiting of trucks, vans and busses on the road.
The nuisance of the parking and waiting of mainly trucks along the road is supported by many remarks
the respondents made on the problems created by parking and waiting: blocking the road, creating
dangerous situations, and bad access in case of emergencies. A ban on parking along the road is
suggested several times.
When we look at the activities that give no nuisance there is less agreement. Only travel for servicing
residents and enterprises give little nuisance to all focus groups.
Nuisance that is not incorporated in the reconstruction and in the questionnaire that is reported by
several respondents is the nuisance of the sound of the traffic.
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4.5.2.6

Activities, nuisance and importance

The activities the three focus groups can be compared to the nuisance they give to the groups and how
important they find those activities. The importance of the activities, due to the scope of the research,
is only available for the travel/transport activities. In the tables 4.21 to 4.23 the activities the focus
groups do are for each group ordered from the most to the least common. For each activity also the
level of nuisance and importance is given (this is the average score of the respondents who selected
this activity). Based on these tables there seems to be no clear relation between the activities, the
nuisance they give and their importance.
For the tables 4.21 to 4.23:

score
1
2
3
4
5

nuisance
much nuisance
...
neutral
...
no nuisance

importance
not important
...
neutral
...
very important

Residents
activities
1
commuter traffic
3
travel for social contacts
4
travel for domestic activities
14
relaxation private
18
parking of cars, motorcycles, bicycles
24
placing garbage outside for garbage collection
12
children's play
15
to meet other people
5
travel for education or training
6
travel for culture, leisure, recreation
16
looking what is happening in the street
17
sporting

selected
%
83
78
78
56
44
44
22
22
17
17
17
11

nuisance
score
3,9
4,5
4,4
4,1
2,6
2,8
3,8
3,7
4,3
4,2
4,2
4,1

importance
score
4,2
4,3
4,0
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
5,0
5,0
n.a.
n.a.

Table 4.21: selected activities by residents, the nuisance they give and their importance
Employees
selected
%
100
33
8
8

activities
1 commuter traffic
18 parking of cars, motorcycles, bicycles
9 transport of goods
19 parking of trucks, busses, vans

nuisance
score
3,6
2,2
2,9
1,6

importance
score
4,7
n.a.
3,0
n.a.

Table 4.22: selected activities by employees, the nuisance they give and their importance
Companies
activities
2 business traffic
9 transport of goods
21 loading and unloading of goods
23 storage of goods
18 parking of cars, motorcycles, bicycles
19 parking of trucks, busses, vans
22 waiting of trucks, busses, vans on the road
7 travel for servicing residents and enterprises

selected
%
100
82
36
36
27
27
18
9

nuisance
score
3,9
3,7
3,3
3,2
2,8
2,8
2,1
4,1

importance
score
4,8
4,9
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.

Table 4.23: selected activities by companies, the nuisance they give and their importance
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4.5.2.7

Time of use

From the most travel activities it was possible to make an overview of the moment of travel. For the
interviews the day is divided in 7 sections from morning rush hour until the night. In the figures below
an overview is given of 5 travel activities of which enough data is available to make an overview over
the day. The figures show the distribution of the activities over the day. A division in made between
workdays and weekend days.
Commuter traffic

As can be expected the commuter traffic takes, during the week, place in the morning and evening
rush hours. In the weekend there is no rush hour, the commuter traffic is spread over the day. In the
weekend the amount of commuter traffic in the evening and night is low (figure 4.20). The total
amount of commuter traffic on weekend days is much lower than on workdays.
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Figure 4.20: time of commuter traffic
Business traffic

The business traffic is reasonably equal spread over the day. During the week there is a lower amount
of business traffic in the evening and night. In the weekend this difference is, strangely not noticed.
This is probably due to the small number of respondents (figure 4.21). The total amount of business
traffic on weekend days is much lower than on workdays.
Time of business traffic
(weekend day average)
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Figure 4.21: time of business traffic
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Case Rotterdam
Travel for social contacts

Travel for social contacts on weekdays takes place in morning and in the evening, including in the
rush hours. On weekend days the travel for social contacts starts slowly after the morning rush hour
and continues until the evening (figure 4.22).
Time of traffic for social contacts
(weekend day average)
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Figure 4.22: time of travel for social contacts
Travel for domestic activities

Travel for domestic activities is on weekdays spread over the whole day. Strangely there is also travel
for domestic activities at night. This seems for this type of activities very unlikely. On weekend days
halve of the travel for domestic activities is done in the morning. The rest is in during lunchtime,
afternoon and evening rush hour (figure 4.23).
Time of traffic domestic activities
(weekend day average)
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Figure 4.23: time of travel for domestic activities
Transport of goods

The transport of goods is on weekdays spread of the week, with a concentration from the morning rush
hour until the evening rush hour. There is hardly any travel during the night. For travel during the
weekend days there is not enough data to make an overview, but is probably very low (figure 4.24).
For the Ophemertstraat the available data is limited. In 2001 the amount of traffic is measured. The
amount of traffic was 2.848 of which 53% was trucks. The amount of traffic counted at the automatic
count point in the Waalhavenweg was at that moment: 16.282 vehicles/day, with 40% trucks (PoR
2002-3). More recent data is not available.
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Figure 4.24: time of transport of goods

4.5.2.8

Amount of use

The amount of use is discussed in three parts: the current, the change and the future amount of use.
These parts are discussed underneath.
Current amount of use

Table 4.15 (page 45) compares the amount of travel activities of the three focus groups with these
activities in the Netherlands and Zuid-Holland. For the residents the total amount of travel activities is
slightly lower than average in the Netherlands and the province of Zuid-Holland. The mix of activities
is also slightly different: the residents do more commuter and business traffic and less les travel for
culture, leisure and recreation than average in the Netherlands. The activities of the employees cannot
be compared with the data of the Netherlands as the employees are in the area for a special purpose
and only do a part of their daily travel in the area. Remarkable is however the total amount of travel of
the employees (3,98), this is higher than average in the Netherlands (3,70). As the employees travel
outside the case area also for other activities they have a very high total number of travel activities per
day. There is no explanation for this high number of travel.
As the companies are a totally different entity then resident and employees the amount and motive of
travel is quite different and cannot be compared with the average in the Netherlands. Collecting
garbage gives a high percentage for the companies (10,71 times/day), this due to the presence of a
company which activity it is to collect garbage. This is not the collection of the garbage of the
residents in the area that was intended in the interviews. There for this percentage should be combined
with the transport of goods.
Based on the interviews an overview of the reasons of travel in
the case area is given from all focus groups (figure 4.25). It
shows that the transport of goods is fare out the most dominant
reason for travel. If trucks or vans do the majority of the
transport of goods it seems that the amount of transport of
goods is very high compared to the other motives. The amount
of trucks and vans in the total amount of travel is about 38%
(table 4.24: vans and trucks).
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mode of transport
car/motorcycle
van
truck
bicycle
walking
public transport
total

%
52
12
26
6
2
2
100

%
90
10
100

Table 4.24: used modes of transport
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Travel and transport of goods
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Figure 4.25: frequency of travel and transport activities by all focus groups (% of total)
Based on the average of the travel activities, the number of residents, employees and companies in the
area, the focus groups are representative for the population, and the fact that the area is a peninsula it
is possible to calculate the total amount of travel in the case area. This calculation results in a total
number of (one way) movements of 36.000/day. The measured amount of traffic of motor vehicles on
the Waalhavenweg is however three times less: 12.734/day (dS+V 2006/2007, data 2006).
This measured data is about the number of cars/motorcycles, vans and trucks. Table 4.24 shows that
on the basis of the interviews about 90% of the activities are done with these modes of transport. So of
the 36.000 movements 32.400 is by motor vehicles. This explains a little part of the difference. The
rest of the difference cannot be explained. When we look at the total number of travel activities per
day of the residents and employees, they do not differ very much of those average in The Netherlands
and Zuid-Holland (table 4.15, page 45). Therefore the difference could be caused by the travel data
given by the companies. It can be possible that companies for commercial reasons exaggerate the
amount of traffic. Another problem is that the data of the interviews does not incorporate trespassers,
recreants, and possibly not all transport from outside the area. On the other hand many companies
located in the area do not own trucks, so the amount of trucks they report are partly trucks of other
companies that often are not located in the area.
The respondents were asked to count the number of single journeys, so this cannot be a source of this
difference. If the respondents counted the all journeys one way and return, which would reduce the
number of journeys. The sample not being representative for the population can be a main reason for
the big difference
The public transport in the area is by bus. The frequency of the bus service differs on weekdays from
up to 5 times/hour in the rush hours and up to 2 time/hour in the rest of the day. In the weekend the
frequency is limited to maximum 2 times/hour (RET 2006).
Change in amount of use

There is a difference in the amount and composition of the traffic before and after the reconstruction.
The total amount of traffic declined very little from 13.450 (2003) to 12.745 (2006) vehicles/day.
Composition of the traffic changed: the amount of trucks rose from 22% in 2003 tot 28% in 2006. The
amount of cars declined. Figure 4.26 shows the differences in the mode of transport between 2003 and
2006 (dS+V 2006/2007, data 2003/2006).
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Figure 4.26: modes of transport 2003 and 2006 (dS+V 2006/2007, data 2003/2006)
When we look at the spread of the traffic over the day the growth of the amount of trucks is also clear.
Figure 4.27 shows the spread over the workday. In the weekends there is hardly any traffic by trucks,
therefore the workday is shown. The decline of the amount of cars and the growth of the amount of
trucks is very clear. The amount of vans stayed approximately the same. The figure also shows that the
amount of trucks is highest during the day (7 - 19 hour).
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Figure 4.27: spread of modes of transport over the day 2003 and 2006 (dS+V 2006/2007, data
2003/2006)
Future amount of the use

Based on the research table 4.25 shows the growth the focus groups expect. The residents and the
employees don not expect a many change or a small decline in their amount of travel activities. Only
the companies expect a small growth of the business travel and transport of good. The growth in the
transport of goods seems to be in line with the rise in the amount of trucks and vans along the
Waalhavenweg. The absence of growth of the travel activities of the residents and employees and the
small growth of the business traffic of the companies, all mainly in passenger cars, is possibly in line
with the small decline in the amount of cars. The growth of the collection of garbage (10) is from one
company only.
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employees

companies

activities
1
commuter traffic
2
business traffic
3
social contacts
4
domestic activities
5
education or training
6
culture, leisure, recreation
9
transport of goods
10
collecting garbage of residents and companies
27
transport of information

residents

expected growth
of travel (score)

2,8
3,0
3,0
3,0
3,0
3,0
--1,0

2,9
3,0
----3,0
---

-3,4
----3,5
4,0
--

score
1
2
3
4
5

expected growth
much less
less
about the same
more
much more

Table 4.26: legend

Table 4.25: expected growth of the amount of travel by the focus groups (3,0 is no change in use)
The available data on the change of the amount of use in the course of time is given in table 4.27. This
table shows the total amount of use by cars, vans and trucks in three years and the change of use since
2000. Form 2000 to 2003 there was a total rise in the amount of traffic, but from 2003 tot 2006 the
amount of traffic declined. The total amount of traffic in 2006 equals that of 2000. The division in
means of transport shows that the amount of cars declined with 16% since 2000 and the amount of
vans and truck rose with 12%.
years
cars
absolute (number of vehicles)
2000
8.186
2003
8.497
2006
7.124
relative (percentage of growth)
2000-2003
104
2000-2006
87
2003-2006
84

vans/trucks

total

4.681
4.993
5.610

12.867
13.490
12.734

107
120
112

105
99
94

Table 4.27: change of the amount traffic from 2000 until 2006 (dS+V 2006/2007)
Compared to the expected change in use by the three focus groups the rise in the amount of trucks
seems inline with the data. The decline of the amount of cars based on the data is probably more than
expected by the focus groups.

4.5.2.9

Quality

The quality of the public space is measured with 11 quality variables
(table 4.28). Not all the variables were included in the design of the
reconstruction: clean and appearance of the buildings are not
included in the design. During the reconstruction new plants and
trees were planted. They are not fully grown jet and this influences
judgement of the aspects green and appearance of roads/green.
With the quality variables the vision of the three focus groups on the
perceived quality of the current public space, the improvement due to
the reconstruction, and the importance of each variable is
investigated. The quality is measured on a scale from 1 (very bad) to
5 (very good).
Based on this research it is difficult to establish if the used quality
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▰
▰
▰
▰
▰
▰
▰
▰
▰
▰
▰

suitable
clean
comfortable
green (planting)
reliable
traffic safety
social safety
accessible
legible (to find you way)
appearance roads/green
appearance buildings

Table 4.28: quality variables of
the public space

Local level: Heijplaat
variables are sufficient to measure the total quality of the public space. No missing variables were
encountered during the research, but it is hard to determine if one or more variables are missing. If
more variables should be added this will complicate the already complex questionnaire.
Quality of the public space after reconstruction

In figure 4.28 and in table 4.29 the perceived quality after the reconstruction for all variables is shown.
The figure shows that the variables 'traffic safety', 'social safety' and 'appearance buildings' score the
least. Between the focus groups there are for some variables differences in the perceived quality. The
residents find the space much cleaner then the employees find it, and they find that the traffic safety is
worst then the employees and companies find it. The employees find the accessibility worst than the
companies and much worst than the residents find it. The employees probably use the roads during
rush hour, the busiest time of day. Therefore their opinion about the accessibility seems logical.

quality aspects
suitable
clean
comfortable
green (planting)
reliable
traffic safety
social safety
accessible
legible
appearance roads/green
appearance buildings

residents
n
average

st.dev.

employees
n
average

st.dev.

companies
n
average

st.dev.

17
3,6
0,87 12
3,3
0,78 12
3,6
17
3,8
0,83 11
3,3
0,79 12
3,6
16
3,5
1,06 10
3,1
0,74 12
3,2
16
3,5
1,15 11
3,4
0,50 12
3,4
16
3,3
0,99 10
3,1
0,74 11
3,2
18
2,4
1,21 11
2,8
1,08 12
2,9
16
2,9
1,12 11
2,8
0,60 12
3,2
17
3,9
0,95 12
2,9
1,00 12
3,3
16
3,9
0,72 11
3,4
0,50 12
3,8
17
3,5
1,25 11
3,4
0,81 12
3,2
16
2,5
0,73 11
2,9
0,70 12
2,8
Table 4.29: quality of the public space after the reconstruction (n = number of respondents, st.dev. = standard

0,67
0,67
0,83
0,67
0,87
1,08
0,83
0,78
0,45
0,83
0,83

deviation)

The residents score on all variables, except 'appearance buildings' and 'traffic safety', the best; they are
the most satisfied with the current situation. From the information on the reasons for the reconstruction
it is clear that the safety is one of the biggest concerns of the residents (see §4.5.1.1).
The employees score the current quality the lowest. Except for 'appearance buildings' and 'appearance
roads/green' and 'traffic safety'. They are the most critical about the current quality.
The companies score the current quality in between the residents and the employees. Only for 'traffic
and social safety' they score the quality the best of the three focus groups.
Based on the standard deviation (table 4.29) insight can be gained in the coherence of the opinion
within the focus groups and between the focus groups. The residents are the most heterogeneous
group. The standard deviations of the variables are for almost all variables the highest of the three
focus groups. The standard deviations of the employees and companies differ per veraiable, but for all
the variables together the standard deviation is about the same. The residents are most divided on the
variables: 'green', 'traffic safety' and 'appearance roads/green'. The employees and companies are most
divided on traffic safety and agree the most on 'legibility' and 'green'. Some difference of opinion
between the respondents of the interviews: one resident writes that the area is much cleaner, another
complains about glass, nails and garbage on the bicycle paths.
Based on the standard deviation it would be interesting to find out which characteristic(s) of the focus
groups (stakeholders) determine the differences within those groups. With that kind of insight it would
be possible to divide a focus group in several sub groups with their own interest and activities. The
data of this research is however too limited to determine those differences.
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Score

4
Residents

3

Employees
Companies

2

Appearance buildings

Appearance roads/green

Legible

Accessible

Social safety

Traffic safety

Reliable

Green (planting)

Comfortable

Clean

Suitable

1

Figure 4.28: the quality of public space after the reconstruction
Improvement of quality of the public space

Figure 4.29 and table 4.30 show the improvement of the public space through the reconstruction as
perceived by the three focus groups. Three variables are not improved or worsened: 'traffic safety',
'social safety' and 'appearing buildings'. The last variable was not incorporated in the reconstruction.
Variables that are clearly improved are: 'suitable', 'clean' and 'comfortable' and to a lesser extent
'accessible' and 'legible'. Some respondents write that there is an improvement of the accessibility in
the weekends and on workdays.
The quality variable 'green' is difficult the judge because the new planting still has to grow to give a
bigger influence on the quality on the public space.
The employees see the least improvement of the public space through the reconstruction; on almost all
variables they score the lowest. The residents are of the three groups the most positive on 'suitable',
'clean', 'comfortable', 'accessible' and 'legible'. The companies are with their vision mostly in between
the employees and the residents.
What several residents still see as a problem is the accessibility of the peninsula in the case of
accidents and (environmental) emergencies.
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residents
n
average

quality aspects
suitable
clean
comfortable
green (planting)
reliable
traffic safety
social safety
accessible
legible
appearance roads/green
appearance buildings

st.dev.

employees
n
average

st.dev.

companies
n
average

17
4,4
0,79 11
3,8
1,25
9
4,0
17
4,1
0,80 10
3,7
0,67 10
3,9
17
4,5
0,51 10
3,4
0,97 10
3,8
17
3,6
1,33 10
3,2
0,92 10
3,7
16
3,5
1,10 10
3,3
0,95 10
3,6
18
3,2
1,25 10
3,2
1,14 10
3,1
16
3,3
1,14 10
3,0
1,05 10
3,3
16
4,2
0,75 10
3,4
0,97 10
3,7
17
4,1
0,83 10
3,6
0,52 10
3,7
16
3,3
1,11 10
3,5
0,85 10
3,6
16
3,0
0,52 10
3,0
0,47 10
3,3
Table 4.30: the improvement of quality of public space through the reconstruction (n = number of

st.dev.

0,71
0,57
0,79
0,82
0,84
1,10
0,95
0,67
0,67
0,70
0,82

respondents, st.dev. = standard deviation)

Based on the standard deviation insight can be gained in the coherence of the opinion within the focus
groups and between the focus groups. There is no big difference between the homogeneity within the
three focus groups. For all focus groups there is the least agreement on 'traffic and social safety',
except for the variable 'green' where there is a large difference of the opinion between the residents.
5

Score

4
Residents

3

Employees
Companies

Appearance buildings

Appearance roads/green

Legible

Accessible

Social safety

Reliable

Green (planting)

Comfortable

Clean

Suitable

1

Traffic safety

2

Figure 4.29: the improvement of quality of public space through the reconstruction
The safety is a quality variable that scores bad on the current quality and has seen little improvement
through the reconstruction. Many respondents complain about the increased traffic speed along the
Waalhavenweg. Based on the available data on the traffic and traffic safety a limited detailed studied
is carried out on the traffic safety. Between 2003 and 2006 the average speed on the Waalhavenweg
went up with 8 km/h (= 14,8%) (dS+V 2006/2007, data 2003/2006). Figure 4.30 shows the change in
traffic speed on workdays, weekend day and for the whole week. The figure shows very clearly a rise
in traffic speed. The local speed limit is 50 km/h, and is exceeded by about 90% of all traffic. On
weekend days the rise in traffic speed is higher than on the workdays.
Another complaint about the traffic safety is the traffic speed reducing measure along the
Eemhavenweg that does not seem to work and is even considered dangerous for trucks. Many
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respondents consider the crossing Waalhavenweg/Bunschoten weg more dangerous as before the
reconstruction: the traffic has a much higher speed and does not stay in their lane. Many residents say
the traffic safety is not only about the design of the road, but also about the behaviour of the users.
Especially the behaviour of truck drivers is seen as a source of unsafety on the road. Therefore they
ask for measurements for the enforcement of traffic speed and to avoid traffic driving through red
traffic lights. Some residents say that the traffic safety has not improved for people on foot and
bicyclists. The design was made for companies and transport of goods.
Some respondents consider the social safety not good for activities like jogging or for elderly people.
Better lightning of footpaths could help to improve the social safety.
In the period from 2000 until 2002 there were 17 traffic accidents with injuries along Waalhavenweg,
including 2 at the crossing Waalhavenweg with Droogdokweg, and 4 at the crossing Waalhavenweg
with Ophemertstraat (OMSR 2005). At this moment there is no data available on traffic accidents after
the reconstruction. So nothing can be said about the possible reduction or growth of the number of
accidents.

100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

> 80
70-80
60-70
50-60
40-50

2003

2006

2003

2006

2003

2006

workday workday weekend weekend weekday weekday
day
day

Figure 4.30: change of average traffic speed (km/h) before and after
reconstruction (data dS+V 2006/2007, data 2003/2006)
How would they like the public space to be?

The respondents of the interviews are asked how they would like the quality of all variables. As is
shown in figure 4.31 and table 4.31 this did not result in a clear preference for one or more quality
variables. To make some judgements on the importance of the quality variables the scores for the
focus groups are analysed relatively. This shows that for the residents the most important variables
are: 'suitable', 'clean', 'comfortable' and 'reliable'; for the employees: 'suitable', 'accessible' and 'legible';
and for the companies: 'reliable', 'traffic safety', 'accessible' and 'legible'. All the users see 'appearance
buildings' as the least important variable. As shown in figure the focus groups judge most quality
variables about the same. The biggest differences can be found with 'green', were the companies score
much lower than the residents and employees and 'appearance roads/green', were the residents score
higher than the other two groups.
About the importance of the different quality variables the companies are the most heterogonous
group. Within the focus groups there is little differences in standard deviation between the variables.
This is probably due to the high score that al the variables have. For all the groups the variables 'traffic
and social safety' give again the most difference of opinion within the groups.
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residents
n
average

quality aspects
suitable
clean
comfortable
green (planting)
reliable
traffic safety
social safety
accessible
legible
appearance roads/green
appearance buildings

employees
n
average

st.dev.

st.dev.

companies
n
average

17
4,35
0,61 10
4,30
0,67 10
4,10
16
4,31
0,60 11
4,18
0,60 10
4,00
16
4,31
0,60 10
4,10
0,57 10
4,00
17
4,24
0,66 11
4,09
0,54 10
3,70
16
4,31
0,60 11
4,18
0,60 10
4,30
17
4,18
0,81 11
4,27
0,65 10
4,20
16
4,19
0,66 11
4,18
0,60 10
4,10
16
4,25
0,58 12
4,42
0,67 10
4,20
16
4,19
0,54 11
4,36
0,67 10
4,20
17
4,29
0,59 10
4,00
0,47 10
3,80
17
3,88
0,60 10
3,90
0,57 10
3,70
Table 4.31: the wanted quality of public space (n = number of respondents, st.dev. = standard deviation)

st.dev.

0,88
0,82
0,82
0,82
0,67
1,03
0,99
0,92
0,79
0,79
0,82
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Figure 4.31: the wanted quality of public space

4.5.2.10

Shape and material

About shape and material an open question was asked: if the respondents had extra wishes for the
public space they could give their wishes. The response to this question directly related with shape and
material was limited. The design is considered duller and more industrial as before, this is partly due
to the removal of the trees in the median strip. One respondent wrote that the design looked cheap. The
use of more colours in the design was suggested. Another suggestion that was made several times was
to ask companies to do something with the design and appearance of their buildings. This was not a
part of the reconstruction but the respondents clearly see some improvement of the quality of the
public space when the buildings are improved; this is supported by the low score on quality of the
appearance of the buildings. The respondents consider the appearance of building however not a very
important quality aspect. It is therefore not very clear how much weight they give to the appearance of
the buildings.
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4.5.3

Typology of the public space

Based on the structure for the classification of roads by Svenson the roads in the case area are
classified. The case area has three roads Waalhavenweg, Eemhavenweg and Ophemertstraat. The
Waalhavenweg is the main and only opening up of the peninsula, the road only leads to the peninsula
and has no other function. The peninsula is not that big therefore the road is classified with a link
status of neighbourhood. The place status is local and neighbourhood: the local status for the direct
entrances of industrial estates and the neighbourhood status for the functions like bus stops and for
activities of the local residents.
The Eemhavenweg is in the continuation of the Waalhavenweg and has about the same function. This
road is classified the same as the Waalhavenweg. The local place status is also connected to the fact
that the road crosses the village of Heijplaat.
The Ophemertstraat is a dead end street and. The only function is the opening up of the industrial
estates along the road. Therefore the link and place status is local.
The classification of the roads is shown in figure 4.32. Based on the observation and the lay out of the
roads the place and link status can be given in more detail for several parts of the roads.

Waalhavenweg/
Eemhavenweg

Ophemertstraat

Figure 4.32: the classification of the roads in the case area (based on Svensson 2005)

4.6

Policies

The policy for the peninsula Heijplaat are described for the village Heijplaat, the area north of the
village the "RDM-terrain", and developments instigated by the Port of Rotterdam. The three
developments are discussed separately but they are largely interconnected. The developments are, as
far as possible divided in the period before and after the reconstruction of the Waalhavenweg. The
description is focussed on the effects on the use of the case area.
Developments in the village Heijplaat
There are plans in an advanced phase for the renewal of 300 houses on Heijplaat. The development
plan of Heijplaat focuses on a stronger relation of the village with the Heijse harbour at the north side
of Heijplaat and the developments around the RDM-terrain through the accommodation of small-scale
enterprises in the area. The aim is to make the village more interesting as a living area. The planning
of the renewal is going on for several years. The renewal it selves is planned from 2007 to 2012
(Woonbron 2006). The expected change in use of the case area (Waalhavenweg and Eemhavenweg) is
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probably limited. It is the intention that the number of people living on Heijplaat stays the same; they
will probably have a higher average income. This will not generate much more traffic or other use in
the case area. The accommodation of small-scale enterprises will probably generate little more traffic.
(Van der Kemp 2006). During the preparation of the reconstruction (2002-2003) only rough ideas of
the plans where available.
Developments RDM-terrain
The RDM-terrain is the area where the former Rotterdamsche Droogdok Maatschappij was located.
The area was bought by the Port of Rotterdam and is being rehabilitated. Ontwikkelingsmaatschappij
Stadshavens Rotterdam (OMSR) developed the first plans for the RDM-terrain. The planning started
around 2003. The main idea of the long term planning was to develop houses on the terrain in 2035.
For the time in between the focus was on the development of activities in the field of research, design
and maintenance. The idea was to develop the terrain in close connection with the village Heijplaat. In
the beginning of 2007 OMSR was dismantled and the development of the RDM-terrain was taken over
by the Port of Rotterdam. During the preparations of the reconstruction the plans for the RDM-terrain
were still to be developed. It was therefore very difficult to foresee any effect of this development for
the case area.
Developments Port of Rotterdam
There are several development plans available for the development of the port area of the peninsula.
Two of them are from before the reconstruction (1995 and 2001) and one form after the reconstruction
(2006).
The plan of 1995 (Toekomstvisie Waal-/Eemhaven) describes the future for the whole Waalhaven and
Eemhaven. The peninsula is a part of the area. On the peninsula the area on the west side of Heijplaat
(Bunschotenweg) was to develop into a depot centre for empty containers. To the south of the
Bunschotenweg at the west of the Waalhavenweg container handling was planned. The part to the
north and west of the village Heijplaat (Eemhavenweg, Heijse and Werk harbour and the RDMterrain) was to develop to multi user facilities, for storage and distribution, and offices at the river
bench. The east side of the peninsula container handling was planned. In this plan the nuisance that
Heijplaat has from the port activities (traffic and noise) will be reduced by several projects (GHR
1995). The part of the plan around the Bunschotenweg, west of the Waalhavenweg and the east of the
peninsula has been realised. The other parts were not or not completely realised.
The plan of 2001 is concentrated on the development of the container handling, with a focus on deep
sea at the westside of the peninsula of Heijplaat and short sea at the eastside (Pharos 2001). Major
problem of this plan was the accessibility of the area over land due to the available road capacity (PCR
2001). This resulted in the necessity to enlarge the capacity of the Waalhavenweg (PoR 2002-2).
After the reconstruction the Port of Rotterdam developed a new plan for the Eemhaven and the
western part of the Waalhaven. In this plan there is a change of focus compared to the plan of 2001.
The deep sea will slowly move to Maasvlakte II, the fruit terminals situated in other parts of the port
will move to the east side of the peninsula, and the short sea container handling will move from the
east side of the peninsula to the westside (PoR 2006-2).
The plans seen in the course of in time
At the time of the planning of the reconstruction (2003) there were plans for the development of the
area and indirectly for the use of the public space. In most plans there is hardly any connection
between the industrial development and the development of the village Heijplaat (except the plans for
connecting Heijplaat with the RDM-terrain). The effect is that the development of the public space of
the main roads on the peninsula is focused on traffic. In the period around 2003, when the
reconstruction was planned, there was an expected growth of the traffic of trucks of about 50% in
2010 and 70% in 2020 (for both numbers 2000 is base) (PCR 2001). The amount of passenger cars
was expected to grow with 50% in 2010 and 80% in 2020 (for both numbers 2000 is base) (calculated
from PCR 2001). The research shows that in 2006 the amount of use by vans and trucks grew about
20% since 2000, if the growth is linear, this is a less than predicted. The expected growth of the traffic
of cars did not occur, there was even a decline in the amount of cars on the Waalhavenweg. When we
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look at the expected change in use by the three focus groups we can see that there is an expected
growth of the transport of goods (by trucks) and business traffic (by cars) and there is an expected
small decline of commuter traffic (cars) (see §4.5.2.8). These results have a better coherence with the
available data than the predictions in the development plans.
Since 1995 the number of companies in the area Waalhaven/Eemhaven focused on construction,
education, transport and other community activities have risen (see § 4.4.1). The other activities stayed
at the same level. The companies active in education and other community activities are very few
companies. So the impact of their rise is limited. The rise in transport companies is in line with the
plans for the development of the area (container handling). The rise in construction companies (more
then 10% of the companies in the area) is however not in line with the plans.

4.7

The design, the development plans and the results
results of the
research

The objectives and execution of the design are confronted with the results of the research. The
objective of this confrontation is to find out if the objectives if the design differs from the activities of
the three focus groups and their opinion on the quality of the public space and if the design is coherent
with the development plans.
The design objectives of the reconstruction were:
a. Improve the capacity of the road to be adequate until 2020;
b. improve the traffic safety;
c. improve the accessibility of Heijplaat (especially in case of emergency);
d. improve the technical quality and lifespan of the road.
In table 4.32 the quality variables are combined with the design objectives a. to d. and with the opinion
of the quality of the public spaces by the three focus groups. For this the design objectives are
'translated' to the quality variables. The quality variables 'clean' and 'appearance buildings' are not
incorporated in the design; 'clean' can only be achieved by proper maintenance, not by design and is
the appearance of buildings along the public space was not part of the reconstruction, these buildings
are private property. Both quality variables are indicated grey.

x
x

companies

employees

residents

companies

employees

residents

a

companies

Suitable
Clean
Comfortable
Green (planting)
Reliable
Traffic safety
Social safety
Accessible
Legible (to find your way)
Appearance roads/green
Appearance buildings

opinion of the three focus groups
after
improvement importance
employees

objective
of design

residents

quality variables

x
x

d
x
c, d
b

x

x
x

c
x

x
x

x

Table 4.32: comparison between design and opinion of improvement by the users
legend: objective of design:
colours:

a: capacity, b: traffic safety, c: accessibility, d: technical quality
green: 2 highest scores; red: 2 lowest scores; scores with the same value are indicated by 'x'
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Based on the objective of the design the following conclusions can be made:
a. The improvement of the capacity is achieved: the suitability is improved;
b. the improvement of the traffic safety is not achieved. None of the focus groups think that the
traffic safety is substantially improved, and still find the traffic safety not good. This is probably
due to the increase of the traffic speed of about 10 km/h and the continued discussion about the
traffic safety on the Eemhavenweg though the village Heijplaat. The problems at the crossing
Waalhavenweg/Ophemertstraat are however solved. Some residents think that the design is
focussed on cars and trucks and that the safety of the people on foot and bicyclists is not improved
through the design. Maybe the road became safer through the reconstruction, but the users do not
as such perceive it;
c. the accessibility of the public space is not improved. The reliability and the accessibility are in the
opinion of the users not improved substantially. This is probably due to traffic congestion created
on the Reeweg, the link between the Waalhavenweg and the motorway. This congestion also
creates traffic congestion on the Waalhavenweg;
d. the objective technical quality and life span is connected to the aspect reliable. The technical
quality of the infrastructure is the basis of the reliability of the use. A good technical quality
improves the reliability of the public space, but it is not the only factor, also the amount of traffic
and cars blocking the road are part of the reliability. Based on the outcome of the research very
little can be said about the technical quality and life span. But it certainly will be improved as the
total road is renewed.
Based on the table some other things can be noted: The social safety is not considered very important
by all focus groups but the residents and employees find the social safety not good. 'Legible' was not
an objective of the design. But all focus groups find it important and think it is improved. The
appearance of buildings is important to all focus groups; most of them think the quality of the
appearance of the buildings is still not good.
The design is in coherence with the development plans at the time when the design was made. All the
plans show an increase in the predicted amount of traffic. On of the objectives of the reconstructions
was to make this growth possible. The predicted growth in traffic has until now not come true. The
plans do not give insight in other use of the public space then for transport of good and movement of
people. After the design of the reconstruction was made new plans where developed for the area.
These plans affect the amount of use of the case area, but the change in amount of use is probably
limited. Possibly they have an effect on the types of use of the case area. The character of the village
and the industrial area north of the village will change and can result in another types of use. How and
if this use will change is not clear. This change in plans and the unpredictability of the future is a
difficult aspect of designing public spaces. How to anticipate on a unpredictable future use of the
public space?
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5

Stakeholders

Based on the available literature and interviews with the experts an overview of all the stakeholders
involved in the design/reconstruction of the case area are gathered. All these stakeholders are
structured according to the classification of the stakeholders as developed in appendix 3 (see figure
4.33). Some stakeholders can have different, and some tomes conflicting, interests and can be found in
different groups of stakeholders simultaneously.
The residents of Heijplaat, the local companies and their employees as worked out in the thesis are
each seen as one group. In reality they must be divided in several groups. The data for this thesis was
however to limited to make a distinction within these groups.
The stakeholders identified during the case study are shown in table 4.33. Possibly there are more
stakeholders that are not identified, and therefore not in this table.
local on-site
individuals
local off-site
users
local on-site
organisations
local off-site

stakeholders

short term
local interest
long term
non users
non local interest

Figure 4.33: the structure for the classification of stakeholders
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Stakeholders

users
individuals

local on-site
local off-site

organisations

local on-site
local off-site

non users
local interest

short term

long term

non local interest

long term

Residents of Heijplaat
Employees with working location in the area
Employees with no working location in the area
Trespassers
Recreants
Companies located in the area
Bewonersvereniging Heijplaat
Connexion: public transport provider (busses)
Road transport companies (represented by TLN)
Underground transport companies: Eneco, Evides, KPN, UPC, TZH
Rail transport companies
Companies that 'use' the area (for deliveries, services, etc.)
Port of Rotterdam: I&G (project management department)
Municipality Rotterdam: Ingenieursbureau Gemeentewerken (contractor
for the design)
Municipality Rotterdam: dS+V (road design)
Kristal: developer housing projects and "play garden" in Heijplaat
Citytec: contractor for street lighting
ANWB: contractor for traffic signs
Municipality Rotterdam
Municipality Rotterdam: Deelgemeente Charlois (responsible for
Heijplaat)
Port of Rotterdam: BI (maintenance department)
Port of Rotterdam: CZ (commercial department)
Municipality Rotterdam: Gemeentewerken BB Leidingbureau (licencing
cables and pipes)
Municipality Rotterdam: Gemeentewerken BB Waterhuishouding (water
management, sewage)
Municipality Rotterdam: dS+V (public space, traffic lights)
Stadshavens: developer of part of port area (until 2007)
Woonbron: housing corporation (owns the majority of the house in
Heijplaat)
Prorail: development, maintenance and owner of railways
Eneco: owner and operator of electricity and gas network
KPN: owner and operator telecommunications network
UPC: owner and operator of telecommunications network
TZH owner and operator of main electricity network
WBE (now Evides) owner and operator of water supply network
Police
Ambulance
Fire department
Several ministries
Educational institutions (universities, etc)

Table 4.33: stakeholder grouped according to the classification of stakeholders
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6

The case, the model, and the instrument

In this chapter the outcome of the case is discussed in relation with the model and the instrument to
find out how far these are useful for the design of public spaces and to identify the needs, functions,
activities, and properties related to the public space to be designed. The model is shown in figure 4.34.
The line from stakeholder to need, function and properties as shown in the model is simplified for the
work instrument to stakeholder, activities and properties. First the levels in the model are discussed.
After that the work instrument is discussed.

public space
National
stakeholder

needs

functions

properties

stakeholder

needs

functions

properties

stakeholder

needs

functions

properties

stakeholder

needs

functions

properties

stakeholder

needs
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Figure 4.34: the model for the design of public spaces

6.1

The model: levels of stakeholders

The model shows three levels of stakeholders; national, regional and local. In the case these three
levels are worked out, and the interaction between these levels is shown. In reality there are more than
three levels: National, Provinces, regional cooperation (for example in Rijnmond), municipalities
(Rotterdam) and boroughs (deelgemeenten, Charlois). To make the model manageable there should be
as little as possible levels, to make it more realistic all the levels should be distinguished. As the model
is based on stakeholders the levels are a way to structure the stakeholders. Probably there is a link
between the levels in the model and the classification of the stakeholders (see figure xx). If this link
can be established the division on different levels in the model is possibly not necessary. The
classification of the stakeholder determines the link between the stakeholder and the public space. This
gives the designer insight in the way the stakeholder is involved in the public space, how his or her
interests should be incorporated in the design, what the weight of the interest is, how the stakeholder
could be 'managed', etc.
The different levels are worked out based on the literature. In reality the stakeholders on all the levels
should be identified and from thereon the needs of those stakeholders should be established and the
effects on the local public space should be determined. This is a lot of work, but it is not necessary to
do this for each public space to be designed: the national level can be worked out (and maintained)
once for all public spaces in the Netherlands. The regional level should be worked out and can be used
for all public spaces located in that region. For the local level this is the same. Only the local
stakeholders should be worked out for the specific public space to be designed.
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When the instrument is worked out based on the stakeholders it will be possible to see how the
stakeholders influence the different aspects. This gives the insight for the designer of a public space on
how to influence this aspect. For example: if there are norms developed by NEN (see §2.7) which
complicate the design of public spaces, than you can lobby for changing those norms with NEN.
When we look at the available data of the different levels we can see that there are connections
between the levels. It is clear to see for what aspects the lower level is the same or different from the
higher level. With these differences it can be shown on what aspects the public space to be designed is
different from average and maybe there are some other comparable public spaces or comparable
(local) stakeholders. This makes it possible to use data of activities and properties from other designs.
To give some examples:
Population: The residents of Heijplaat live in an area with a, for the Netherlands and for the region,
very high population density. Their age is average for the Netherlands, they have a low number of non
western residents for a big city, they have a high number of single people with children, their income
is lower than average in the Netherlands and Rotterdam and the number of residents with the lifestyle
'harmony' is very high compared to the big cities and the Netherlands. If we can combine those aspects
of the population with the demands on the public space then we have a scientific base for the design of
public spaces. We can also try to find comparable groups of residents to see what kind of demands
they have on the public space and use that data for our design, and therewith learn form other designs.
Economy: Located in a port area the economy is, as can be expected, highly focused on transport and
manufacturing. The amount of economical activities related to education, hotels/restaurants, health and
social work are less present than average. Based on the data a change in the economical activities in
the course of time can be seen. In combination with old and current plans for the area a vision on the
development of the use of the public space can be established. Based on the available (old) plans it is
clear that the reality is different than the plans. The current growth of the construction sector in the
area is not indicated in any plan.

Stakeholder
Name of stakeholder
Description of stakeholder
Type of stakeholder

Influence on public space

Activities
Type of activity
Route and
means of transport

Properties
Quality
Shape and material

Importance to stakeholder
Nuisance to other
stakeholders
Time of use
Amount of use

Figure 4.35: the work instrument

6.2

Work instrument: stakeholder

The research was focused on three groups of users (focus groups): residents, companies and
employees. Unfortunately the samples of these three focus groups are not representative for their
population. Besides that the amount of data is too limited to distinguish separate groups within the
three focus groups. It would have been useful to divide the focus groups in smaller groups with their
own activities and preferences: do companies that manufacture something use the public space
differently than transport companies. Do older residents with the lifestyle harmony have other wishes
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for the public spaces then younger residents with the lifestyle protection? Due to the lack of data these
questions cannot be answered. The objective of the model and the instrument is to gather and combine
data of several projects to see if answers to these questions can be found.
Besides the residents, local companies and employees there are more groups of users. They can be
trespassers, visitors, recreants, etc. These groups are harder to find and do research on. The assumption
is that these groups are more homogeneous because they come to the public space with a certain
objective (delivery of goods, recreation). Therefore these groups and their demands/activities are
probably less dependent on the specific public space to be designed and can be described independent
from a specific public space. The amount of use of the public space of these groups is however very
important for the design.
Name of stakeholder: can be described unanimously: residents, employees and companies. The name
is only used to identify the different groups of stakeholders.
Description of stakeholder: of all the stakeholders it is easy to make a description based on the
available data.
Type of stakeholder: The three focus groups can be characterised based on the available data. It is
however not clear if these characteristics are a complete set of aspects that can determine the activities
of a group of users in the public space. During the execution of the research it became clear that there
are probably more aspects that influence the demands and activities of individuals (residents and
employees): for example the level of education and ethnical background. These aspects are not
incorporated in the research. Allochtonous people travel for example more by public transport then
autochthonous people (Jansen 2006). Based on the available knowledge a good set of characteristics of
homogenous groups of users of the public space should be developed.
Influence of stakeholder: The influence of the stakeholder on design of the public space is the
perception of the stakeholder of his/her own influence. It is easy to determine. A stakeholder can judge
his or her influence (deliberately or accidentally) higher or lower. This aspect should be considered
while using this aspect.

6.3

Work instrument: activities

From the work instrument all the aspects of the activities are described. Only the activities related to
travel and transport are worked out in the research. Of the other activities the research is limited to the
presence of the activity and to the amount of nuisance these activities give to others.
Activities: The research makes the difference between the activities of the three focus groups in the
public space very clear. This is not surprising as three groups all have different reasons of being in the
area and other objectives for using the public space. The activities of the companies and employees are
focused on getting there, doing their thing and going away. That means commuter traffic, transport of
goods, parking and activities related to the handling of goods. The residents have a mix of activities
that are related to travel for several purposes and doing several activities in the public space.
The activities are based on a list of activities in the questionnaire the respondents could choose from.
This list was based on the available literature and seems reasonably complete. Such a list can
introduce a bias in the research if on or more activities are forgotten. The respondents had the
opportunity to add more activities. None of the respondents did this. Without a list of activities the
chance that the respondents recall all their activities in the public space seems very small. Therefore
the choice is made to let the respondents choose from a list to maximise the number of activities they
recall, with a small chance of introducing a bias, as one or more activities are not on the list. If the list
is used often, missing activities will be added and the list will become more complete.
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Route and means of transport: For this case the number of possible routes on and of the peninsula is
limited and obvious. The division in means of transport is very interesting for the design of the public
space. It gives insight in the reason for travel and the used means of transport, as the motives of travel
can be linked to the time of travel. This gives insight in the spread of the travel and motives for it
during the day.
From the measurements of the traffic along the Waalhavenweg data is available on the division of the
number of cars, vans and trucks. This data is compared with the data retrieved form the research and
this gives a comparable division of this three means of transport.
Importance to stakeholders: All the focus groups score the importance of their activities reasonably
high. This is probably due to the fact that everybody thinks that his or her activity is important. The
answers make it difficult to differentiate in the importance of the activities between the focus groups.
In future research other ways to establish the importance to the stakeholders should be used.
Nuisance to other stakeholders: The activities that give the most nuisances are activities related to
parking on the road and commercial activities on the road. There is not much difference between the
three focus groups. About the activities that give no nuisance there is less agreement between the
focus groups. The nuisance gives a clear insight in opinion of the focus groups in the activities of
others.. If each activity of a focus group is combined with the nuisance and importance of that activity
there is no relation found. The amount of activities, the nuisance and the importance have as far as can
be investigated no relation with each other.
Time of use: With the instrument clear insight is gained on the time of day the activities are done. For
each activity the distribution over the day and the week becomes very clear. The research was limited
to the transport and travel activities, the other activities in the public places are probably more
randomly scattered over the day and have a more irregular time pattern.
Amount of use: The total amount of the traffic is determined by measurement along the road. This
measurement is done continuously on a measuring point on Waalhavenweg and several incidental
measurements on specific locations. In the research a limited amount of data is gathered for a not
representative sample. With this data some calculations are made to see if the amount of travel as
indicated by the sample can be linked with the measured data of the traffic. This calculation results in
inexplicable differences between the measured data and the data from the sample. The data of the
sample results in more then double the amount of traffic as the measurements. No full explanation of
this big difference could be found, only that the sample is not representative.
The amount and growth of use for the different activities is very important for the design of public
spaces. The lack of coherence between the amount of travel measured along the road and the data form
the interview shows the need to do more research on this subject: the interviews should be adapted, or
the data should be collected in another way.
Activity, nuisance and importance: As the focus groups are the main users of the area it also shows
that the users hinder themselves as they all do some of the activities that give them the most nuisance.
This shows that users have different needs that result in activities that interfere with their own
interests.
Activity, time, means, and amount: The insight in the time of use of several activities makes it possible
to combine different activities in one part of the public space if they are done on different times. This
could be combined with the development plans. These plans are however only focussed on the traffic
in the area. More research in other activities than traffic could result in plans in which several
activities can be don in the same space on different times.
Importance and influence: If the importance of the public space is combined with the influence the
focus groups have on the design of the public space it becomes clear that the users have a high interest
in the public space but a very limited influence. The organisations involved in the design and
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development of the area have much more influence and also a high interest. This shows that there is an
imbalance in the importance and influence the different stakeholders have in the design and design
process of (this) public space(s). Figure 4.36 shows the relation between importance and influence.
5

Residents
Workers
Companies

Importance -->

4

Stadshavens
HbR CZ
HbR I&G
Woonbron/Kristal

3
1

2

3

4

5

TLN
dS+V

2

1
Influence -->

Figure 4.36: importance/influence matrix

6.4

Work instrument: properties

In the work instrument the properties are divided in two aspects: quality, and shape and material.
These aspects are discussed separately.
Quality: Eleven variables describe the quality of the public space. These variables are used to ask the
focus groups what their opinion is about the current quality of the public space, how it is improved
through the reconstruction and what are the most important quality aspects for the public space. The
quality variables are shown in table 4.34.
The quality variables are about the complete public space. Not all the ▰ suitable
aspects were included in the design of the reconstruction: 'clean' and
▰ clean
'appearance of the buildings' are not included in the design. During
▰ comfortable
the reconstruction new plants and trees were planted. They are not
▰ green (planting)
fully grown yet and this influences judgement of the variables 'green'
▰ reliable
and 'appearance of roads/green'.
▰ traffic safety
Of the current quality of the public space the differences of opinion
between the focus groups becomes clear. The distribution of the
opinion of the separate focus groups shows that it should be possible
to distinguish subgroups within the focus groups. The residents are
the most heterogeneous group, they have the larges differences of
opinion; the employees and companies are equally homogenous
groups. To establish subgroups more data is needed.

▰
▰
▰
▰
▰

social safety
accessible
legible (to find you way)
appearance roads/green
appearance buildings

Table 4.34: quality variables of
the public space

The research shows clearly which aspects are improved through the reconstruction. Between the
groups the homogeneity of the judgement of all the variables does not differ very much.
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The importance of the different quality variables shows that all focus group find the all aspects
reasonably important. The difference of opinion between the groups is very small. This is probably
due to the way the questions are asked. There is no big difference between the homogeneity of the
answers between the three focus groups.
Shape and Material: There is not much insight gained in the wishes for shape and materials of the
public space that can be used in the design. Some remarks are made about the appearance of the
buildings that could be improved. As expected it is difficult to ask people about the shape and
materials for the public space. Most people are not designers and they look probably more at the total
picture of the public space then they look and have an opinion on the details.

6.5

Other aspects

Other aspects that are used with the instruments are: the typology of the stakeholders, the classification
of the stakeholders and the plans developed for the public space. These aspects are discussed
underneath.
Typology of public space
Based on the available data it is quite simple to classify the public space based on their status of link
and place. Waalhavenweg and Eemhavenweg have a neighbourhood link status and a
local/neighbourhood places status. This is based on the opening up of the area by these roads, and of
the use of the roads to enter adjacent estates and the location of functions like bus stops.
Ophemertstraat has a local place and link status, as it is a dead end street only used for the adjacent
estates. With this typology it becomes possible to compare the design of equal types of public spaces.
It gives insight in the importance and type of public space.
Classification of stakeholders: The stakeholders can easily be classified according the classification
structure for stakeholders. On difficulty is that some stakeholders have different interests and must be
places in different types of stakeholders. Therefore those stakeholders must be divided in subdivisions
of parts of that stakeholder.
Plans on case area and the public space: Since 1995 most plans on the peninsula are focused on the
economical development of area outside the village of Heijplaat. The use of the public space of the
case area by the residents of the village Heijplaat is concentrated on the opening up of the village for
the residents and access in case of emergencies. All plans show an increase of the use of the public
space, but also a change in the type of economical activities in the area. Not all the economical
activities change in a way as foreseen in the plans. The transport activities (related to container
handling) rose as expected, but the rise of the construction sector was not expected. This gives an
indication that for the design of public spaces one should be careful with the predictions of the
development plans. It should be possible to adapt the design of the public space easily after not
expected changes in use. Or the public space should be designed for general purposes.
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7

Conclusions and recommendations

Based on this case detailed conclusions and recommendations about the model and the instrument are
made. More general conclusions and recommendations about the model are in the main report. If a
conclusion results in a recommendation the recommendation has the same number as the conclusion.

7.1

Conclusions

The conclusions are based on chapter 6: The case, the model and the instrument.
General conclusions

It was difficult to retrieve data and design ideas of the Ophemertstraat. The reconstruction of the street
was in 2000/2001. The involved people in the reconstruction had difficulties to recollect the design
ideas. Some people changed job and were not available for interviews. This shows that it is important
to lay down the design ideas in writing, as it is difficult to retrieve them even after a period of 5 of 6
years.
Conclusions on model and instrument

1. Levels in the model: The amount of levels of stakeholders in the model (3) is less than the number
of levels in reality. Probably there is a link between the levels in the model and the classification
of the stakeholders. If this link can be established then the levels in the model can be replaced by
the classification of the stakeholders.
2. Levels in the model: The different levels in the model do not need to be worked out for the design
of every public space. The national level is to be worked out once for the Netherlands. The
regional and local level should be worked out for the area they are about. Only the specific
stakeholders for the public space to be designed should be worked out. Besides working out the
stakeholders for the different levels they should also be maintained as the data of the stakeholders
and their wishes change in the course of time.
3. Levels in the model: The levels in the model give insight in the relation between several aspects in
each level. With this insight it is possible to determine if the aspects are different from average
and if there are other areas with the same characteristics so that data of such an area (for example
of activities and properties) can be used in the public space to be designed.
4. Stakeholders: The data on the focus groups are too limited to establish subgroups of residents,
employees or companies. There needs to be a significant amount of data of groups of users to
divide them into homogenous subgroups that have the same interests and activities in the public
space. Therefore it would be useful to combine data on the stakeholders of several designs to
attain sufficient data to construct homogenous groups of users.
5. Stakeholders: To combine the data on stakeholders of different designs the collection of data
should be done based on the same characteristics of stakeholders. The characteristics used in this
case are useful, but are not good enough to establish homogenous groups of users with their own
needs and activities.
6. Stakeholders: There are more users then the three focus groups in the research. For example
trespassers, visitors and recreants. These groups are more difficult to do research on. Their
characteristics are probably less dependent on the specific public space and therefore data of other
designs could be used very well.
7. Stakeholders: The influence of the stakeholder on the design of the public space is based on
his/her own interpretation. This could result in deliberate or accidental manipulation of the
influence.
8. Type of activity: The research is focused on activities related to travel and transport. The
conclusions that can be made about the effect of other activities in the public space are limited.
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9. Type of activity: The set of activities used in the research seems reasonably complete. The chance
of a bias in the research due to the use of a pre-constructed list is expected to be very low. The use
of the list gives the biggest chance to have a complete as possible list of activities done in the
public space.
10. Type of activity: The three focus groups show big differences in the activities they do. It is
therefore useful to distinguish several groups of users.
11. Route of transport and travel: The possible routes of transport and travel are limited in this case as
the area is a peninsula. No clear judgment can be made on the way to gather information on the
routes of transport or travel. In most designs of public spaces there will be more routes possible.
12. Means of transport: The means of transport can be established very well with the method used.
13. Importance to the stakeholder: the importance to the stakeholders is not retrieved from the
research as expected. All the respondents score the importance of an activity very high.
14. Nuisance: The research gives clear insight in the nuisance activities give to other stakeholders.
The measured nuisance is however an indirect measure for the support of other stakeholders for an
activity. It is not certain that the measured nuisance can be used as a measure for the support of
activities.
15. Time of use: The time of use of activities related to travel and transport can be described good
based on the research. Probably the local activities are scattered more over the day and week. The
research into the time of use of these local activities is possibly more difficult.
16. Amount of use: There is a found large difference between the amount of use from the research and
from the data from measuring points along the roads. No explanation of these differences could be
found.
17. Quality variables: The quality variables give good insight in the quality after the reconstruction
and in the distribution of the opinion of with in the focus groups. The improvement of the public
space through the reconstruction also becomes clear. The wanted quality of the public spaces does
not give the expected results; there is not enough distinction between the answers on different
aspects and focus groups. This is probably due to the way the questions were asked.
18. Quality variables: It is difficult to determine if the selected quality variables give sufficient insight
in the quality of the public space. More variables than used will however make the research and
questionnaires more complex than they already were.
19. Shape and material: The research did not result in much input for the design of the public space.
Users probably look at the public space as a whole and do not have the proper skills to describe
the shape and materials that create the public space in a way they would like to see.
20. Typology of the public space: The used typology based on link, place and their status seems the
work quite good.
21. Classification of stakeholders: The stakeholders can be easily classified with the classification of
stakeholders.
22. Development plans: Development plans do not predict the future. Therefore a designer should be
very careful with the plans and be aware that the plans are not completely carried out as described.
In the case described this was not a big problem as the case area is mainly focused on travel and
transport of goods.

7.2

Recommendations

The recommendations are based on the conclusions and have the same number as the conclusions. If a
conclusion does not result in a recommendation there is no text behind the number.
1. Levels in the model: Research should be done on the levels in the model and the classification of
the stakeholders to find out if the classification of the stakeholders can be used to establish the
difference in the motivation of the stakeholders.
2. Levels in the model: The stakeholders for the different levels should be worked out for their
specific region. The intention of this data is that it is available to everyone that designs public
space in the area where the stakeholder is active, and that is possible to compare the data with
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3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.

other regions to see what the differences are. Therefore an organisation has to be established to
work out and maintain this data.
Stakeholders: The organisation as described in recommendation 2 should gather all the data on
stakeholder on specific public spaces, combine that data and construct homogenous groups of
stakeholders that can be used in new designs.
Stakeholders: More research on the characteristics of the stakeholders should be done to establish
a good set of characteristics that can be linked to the needs of the stakeholders and their activities
in the public space.
Stakeholders: Take into account the possibility of the deliberately or accidentally wrong
interpretation of the influence of the stakeholders on the design of the public space. Or find
another, more objective, method to establish the influence of the stakeholders.
Type of activity: The research should be extended to the local activities to give a full view on the
effects of these activities on the design of public spaces and the interconnection of all activities.
Route of transport and travel: Research should be done on the routes of transport and travel in
other cases to establish if the method of collection of routes works sufficiently.
Importance to the stakeholder: Another way to establish the importance of activities should be
used or developed.
Nuisance: Improve the method to establish to what extend other stakeholders support an activity
of one stakeholder.
Amount of use: More research should be done on the relation between the results of the research
and of the data retrieved from measuring points.
Quality variables: The way to determine the wanted quality of the public space should be
improved to make it more distinctive.
Quality variables: More research is needed to establish if the used quality variables are sufficient
to measure the quality of a public space.
Shape and material: Research is needed to establish if questions about the shape of and materials
used in the public space are useful to find out what demands users of the public space have on
these aspects.
Development plans: Designers should take into account that plans are mostly not completely
realised and should anticipate on that in there design.
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Introduction

To refine and test the model and instrument a
case study is executed in Dar es Salaam. The
area of the case study is Kilwa Road between
Mandela Road and Bandari Street. The case
area is situated near the port of Dar es Salaam
(see figure 1.1). Kilwa Road is one of the assess
roads to the city centre of Dar es Salaam and to
the port.
This part of Kilwa Road is chosen for the
following reason:
▰ Kilwa Road has a combination of industrial
and residential use. It is also near the port of
Dar es Salaam; the type of use is thus
comparable with the type of use in the case
study in Rotterdam.
▰ Kilwa Road will be rehabilitated into a dual
carriageway. This is also comparable with
the case study in Rotterdam. It also means
that there is much recent information and
data on the road available and there are
recent ideas about the use and design of
Kilwa Road.
▰ There are good connections between the
Technical University of Eindhoven and the Figure 1.1: location of case area in Dar es Salaam
National Construction Council and the
(red encircled) (map: DCC 2004)
University of Dar es Salaam. Through these
contracts it was possible to execute the case study in a short time. This was important because
there were only 2 times two weeks available to execute the case study. Through the good contacts
it was possible to use the existing networks in Tanzania, to execute the interviews and to find
information and data on the area of the case study.
This appendix is structured according to the model in three levels: national, regional and local. In the
thesis the part of the model and the instrument that is focussed on the actual users is worked out
completely. Therefore the parts on national and regional level (chapters 2 and 3) are based on
literature. These chapters are concentrated on the effects the national and regional context has on the
local public space, and gives insight in the context it selves so that there is a clear view on the
circumstances of the public space to be designed. The focus on the national and regional level is also
used to compare this case area with the case area in Rotterdam. The local level (chapter 4) with a
description of the Kilwa Road area and Kilwa Road it selves are worked out according to the model.
In chapter 5 an overview of all the stakeholders on national, regional and local level is given. Then the
out come of this case is confronted with the model, does it work, what are the difficulties (chapter 6).
Finally, in chapter 7, the conclusions and some recommendations for adaptation of the model are
given.
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Problems with data
The following problems were encountered with the data of Tanzania and Dar es Salaam:
▰ Data on modal split: some times it is not clear if the data is about the number of vehicles or number of
people in vehicles
▰ Amount of traffic: it is not always clear if the data is about one direction only or both directions together.
▰ Year: It is not always clear from which year the data is. In a part of the literature data is copied from other
sources without information on the date of data collection.
▰ Unclear definitions: it is often not clear what the exact definitions are of the aspects where the data is
collected about, therefore it is difficult to compare the data from several sources.
▰ Consistency: Between the different source of literature and sometimes within one source of literature the
data is not consistent and sometimes contradictory
Due to these problems a selection of the data had to be made. This selection was made on the following
considerations:
▰ The reliability of the source
▰ Primary or secondary use of the data by the source
▰ Completeness of the data
▰ Common sense
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National level: Tanzania

This chapter describes the national level of the model for the case area. This national level is
based on literature only and not worked out according to the model. An overview is given of
the national context that is determined by the national stakeholders. When this part of the model is
worked out completely for each stakeholder, their activities and the consequences (properties) for the
individual public spaces should be come clear. This should be worked out once for Tanzania and is
than suitable to use for all the public spaces to be designed in Tanzania. The worked out national level
of the model should also be maintained regularly as the national context changes continuously.
As this chapter is based on literature it is difficult to structure all the aspects and the effects on the
public space for each stakeholder. Therefore is the chapter on the national level structured as follows:
After an introduction on Tanzania (§2.1) insight is given in the recent urban development and the role
of the public space (§2.2). Then the context and users of the public space are described by the
description the population (§2.3) and the economical activities (§2.4). In §2.5 the public space and the
use of it is described. After which a short overview is given of some policies (§2.6) and legislation
(§2.7) in relation to the public space. Finally an overview is given of some important indicators of
Tanzania and these indicators are compared with the Netherlands (the other case) §2.8).

2.1

Introduction

Tanzania is situated at the east coast of Africa.
It includes a number of Islands including
Zanzibar. It is situated at the Indian Ocean and
surrounded by many counties: Kenya, Uganda,
Rwanda, Burundi, Congo, Zambia, Malawi and
Mozambique (see figure 2.2). The land area of
Tanzania is 945.087 km2 (23 times the
Netherlands) and it has a population of 37,6
million people (2,3 times The Netherlands) of
which 36% live in urban areas (CIA 2006-1).
Since independence the country is political and
societal stable. In 1995 it became a more party
democracy. The main land is divided in 20
regions and Zanzibar in 5 regions (DGOS
2002).
The country can be divided in three areas:
1) The long coastline with some islands
(including Zanzibar) in the Indian Ocean
and lakeside in the west with three lakes:
Victoria, Tanganyika and Malawi. This area
is hot and humid;
2) the highlands in the north and south. It
contains the highest mountain in Africa; the Figure 2.2: map of Tanzania (Utexas 2006)
Kilimanjaro, and has a more temperate
climate;
3) the central plateau with an altitude of about 1200 meters which is hot and dry.
The climate can be divided in two dry and two wet seasons: The so-called 'long rains' start in March
and end in May. In June it is mostly dry. Form July to October it gradually becomes more humid and
warmer until in November and December the 'short rains' start. From December up to February is a
dry period once again. (CIA 2006-1, Finke 2006, AFTU 2002)
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2.2

Urban development

Urban development in Tanzania only started slowly about 100 years ago with the founding of Dar es
Salaam. The urbanisation of Tanzania is similar to other developing countries. Since the independence
the migration was mainly to Dar es Salaam. The migration started in the 1970s and 1980s with the
decline of primary commodity prices (AFTU 2002). At this moment the migration is to the main
urban centres in Tanzania: Dar es Salaam, Mwanza, Mbeya and Arusha. The fast growth of the urban
areas and the lack of capabilities and investments hampered the development of the urban areas and
resulted in insufficient urban infrastructure. Most of the migrated population is living in poor
unplanned settlements (AFTU 2002). The provision of public services (water supply, sewage, garbage
collection) is poor. The main source of income is informal. Table 2.1 shows the growth of the
population in the urban areas over the years (Olofson 2003, Lerise 2004).

1948
1957
1967
1978
1988
1995
2004

total
population

urban
population

7.744.600
9.087.000
11.958.654
17.036.499
22.533.758
26 800 000
37.600.000

183.862
364.072
685.547
2.265.854
4.043.684
7 487 000
13.715.011

% in
urban
areas
2,4
4,0
5,7
13,3
17,9
27,9
36,5

40
million inhabitants

year

30
total
urban

20
10
0
1940

1960

1980
years

2000

Table 2.1: population growth and urbanisation in Tanzania (Olofson 2003, WDI 2006)
The plans that are developed for (formal) urban areas indicate the lay out and location of the plots and
roads in the area. They also incorporate the type of services that are provided in the area. Roughly the
following aspects are incorporated in the plans: water installations, drainage, electricity, roads, health
centres, playgrounds, schools, residential areas, commercial plots, and industrial plots (Makileo 2006).
The informal sector (for example: petty traders) is mostly not incorporated in the plans because they
are considered illegal (Makileo 2006). Some projects are only started with direct participation of
residents; they have to contribute to the project. For example by making the excavations for a new
road (Makileo 2006 / World Bank 2002).

2.3

Population

Tanzania has a population of about 37,6 million people of which 36% live in urban areas (CIA 20061). Since the independence of the county in 1961 the population grew quickly. The population is very
young, about 63% is under the 25 year old. In the urban areas the population is a little older then in the
rural areas (see table 2.2, census 2002)). The median age is 17,7 years (CIA 2006-1) and the life
expectancy is 45,9 years. The literacy is reasonably good with 69,4% of the population above 15 years
that can read and write Kiswahili (CIA 2006-1), internationally on rank 97 of all countries (Watkins
2006).

age groups
0 until 15 year
15 until 25 year
25 until 40 year
40 until 55 year
55 until 65 year
65 until 75 year
75 or older
total

total
number
15.238.612
6.744.248
6.700.884
3.217.151
1.195.623
817.523
529562
34.443.603

%
44,2
19,6
19,5
9,3
3,5
2,4
1,5
100,0

rural
number
12.274.832
4.854.094
4.792.171
2.457.720
978.033
690.861
452.331
26.500.042

%
46,3
18,3
18,1
9,3
3,7
2,6
1,7
100,0

urban
number
2.963.780
1.890.154
1.908.713
759.431
217.590
126.662
77.231
7.943.561

Table 2.2: age groups in Tanzania (calculated from Census 2002)
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Almost the whole of the population of the mainland (99%) is native African. The others are Asian,
European and Arab. Religions on the main land are Christian (30%), Muslim (35%) and indigenous
beliefs (35%) (CIA 2006-1). The Tanzanians have besides their tribal connections a strong feeling of
being Tanzanian, this is due to Nyerere's policy of 'One Nation' and the majority of the native Africans
in Tanzania being Bantu .
Although the urbanisation is fast the majority of the population (77%)
still is living in rural areas (see table 2.3).
urban
rural
total

The population density is quite low with about 39 inhabitants per
square kilometre (see table 2.4).
inhabitants
land area *
population density**

Tanzania
no
7.943.561
26.500.042
34.443.603

%
23
77
100

Table 2.3: urban and rural
population (calculated from
Census 2002)

Tanzania
34.443.603
883.749
39

* land area in km2; ** population density in inhabitants/km2

Table 2.4: population and population density (calculated from Census 2002, DCC 2004 and Min LH&S 2001)
The average household size is 4,9 persons per household (see table 2.5).
number of households
average household size

Tanzania
6.996.036
4,9

Table 2.5: households in Tanzania (Census 2002)
The income is well spread over the population: the GINI index is 38,6 (data 1993, WDI 2004). The
average GINI in the world is 0,6 (Thirlwall 1999). The average income is however low: 19,7% of the
population lives with less than $1 each day and 59,7% with less than $ 2 each day (data 1993, WDI
2004).

2.4

Economy

Tanzania is economically a stable country. With a GDP (PPP) of
$674/capita (data 2005) Tanzania is one of the poorest countries in
the world. The growth of the economy is modest. Table 2.6 shows
the average growth in three periods of time. In 1999 the GDP grew
4,3% (TIC 2002). With this growth Tanzania is still one of the
poorest countries in the world. With a HDI of 0,430 (data 2004) it
is one of the least developed countries; it is at number 162 of all
countries (CIA 2006-1, DGOS 2002, Watkins 2006).
The economy is mainly based on agriculture (43,2% of the GDP)
with products like coffee, cotton and fruit. Industry (17,2% of the
GDP) consists of agricultural processing, mining, shoes, wood
products etc. Services (including tourism) are 39,6% of the GDP.
(DGOS 2002, CIA 2006-1). Table 2.7 shows the major exports of
Tanzania.

period
1965 - 1980
1980 - 1990
1990 - 1999

economic growth
2,8%
3,2%
2,8%

Table 2.6: economic growth in
Tanzania (Howe 2000)

product
coffee
cashew nuts
tobacco
cotton
tea
sisal
petroleum products
minerals
manufactured products
others

export
83,7
84,4
38,4
38,0
32,7
5,6
0,1
177,4
43,1
158,9

Table 2.7: major exports in
million US$ (TIC 2002)
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2.5

Transport, infrastructure and public space

After a short description of the transport
modalities that are in use in Tanzania, the
main focus of this paragraph is on the
road infrastructure because this is the
most important part of the public space
and dominant in the area of the case
study. The infrastructure of Tanzania
consists of roads, railways, pipelines,
ports and airports. The infrastructure is
not only for the opening up of Tanzania
but also to several landlocked countries
like Burundi, Congo and Zambia. In map
2.3 an overview is given of the main
infrastructure of Tanzania.

2.5.1

Railway
infrastructure

There are three main railways from Dar
es Salaam into the country. The total
length of the railway system is 3.676
kilometres. The Tanzania Railway
Corporation (TRC) runs several railways:
one that leads to Mwanza at Victoria
Lake, and to Kigoma at Tanganyika Lake Figure 2.3: infrastructure of Tanzania (OECD 2006)
and continues to Burundi, Congo, Malawi, Rwanda and Uganda, and one leading to Arusha and into
Kenya. The Tanzania-Zambia Railway Authority (TAZARA) runs the railway to Mbeya in the
southeast and leads into Zambia (OECD 2006). The quality of the railway lines is very poor. In the
beginning of 2006 the government suspended the transport due to the bad quality of the infrastructure.
The intention of the government is to privatise both railway companies (TRC and TAZARA) shortly
to improve their effectiveness and profitability (Abdul-Aziz 2006).

2.5.2

Pipeline infrastructure

There is 895 km of pipelines. The biggest pipeline leads from Dar es Salaam to Zambia and is for the
transport of oil (CIA 2006-1).

2.5.3

Maritime infrastructure
infrastructure

There are several ports along the Indian Ocean and the lakes on the west side of Tanzania. There are
four ports suitable for deep-sea transport. The port of Dar es Salaam is the largest and the most
important for Tanzania and the hinterland (TEF 2006).

2.5.4

Air transport infrastructure

Tanzania has 63 airports (TEF 2006) and many aerodromes (OECD 2006) of which 11 have paved
runways (CIA 2006-1). There are three international airports (TEF 2006). There are about 31
Tanzanian air transport operators.
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2.5.5

Road infrastructure

The road infrastructure consists of 88.200 kilometres of roads of which 3.704 kilometres is paved
(CIA 2006-1). The road network is mainly focused on Dar es Salaam. There are four main roads
leading from Dar es Salaam in to the country and visa versa (TEF 2006):
▰ The North - South route: from the Kenyan border near Arusha via Korogwo to Dar es Salaam;
▰ the Dar - Mtwara route: from Dar es Salaam via Kilwa to Mtware at the Indian Ocean near the
Mozambique border;
▰ the Tanzania - Zambia Highway: from Dar es Salaam via Morogoro to Mbeya and into Zambia;
▰ the East to West trunk Road: from Dar es Salaam via Dodoma (the capital of Tanzania) to Kigoma
at Lake Tanganyika and to Mwanza at Lake Victoria.
There is one road leading from the north to the south:
- The Great North Road: from the Kenyan border near Arusha to Iringa and then into Zambia.
The National Transport Policy distinguishes 9 transport corridors (Min C&T 2003), but the main roads
mentioned above are the most important.
In the 1960s and 1970s there was a big focus on developing new roads. This was however not
accompanied with the necessary maintenance. At this moment the focus is more on the improvement
and maintenance of existing roads. In 1988 the quality of the roads in Tanzania was worse than in
other developing countries. The World Bank supported Tanzania to improve the quality of the roads
(Bus 2004).
At this moment the quality of the roads is poor. In table 2.8 the condition of the road network is
shown. This is however data from 1999. Recently the quality of the trunk road network has been
improved, neglecting the maintenance of the other roads of which the quality declined (World Bank
2004). So probably the quality of the trunk road network is better than shown in table 2.8. The quality
of the other roads has probably deteriorated. In the rainy seasons many roads become impassable and
the west of the country becomes difficult to reach. Furthermore the fast growth of the road transport in
Tanzania leads to a faster deterioration of the roads.
road type
Trunk roads
Paved
Unpaved
Regional Roads
Paved
Unpaved
District/Urban
Roads
Total roads
%

good

fair

poor

total

2.353
946

1.098
2.839

470
2.524

3.921
6.309

22
4.895
3.995

100
9.791
9.755

100
9.791
36.250

222
24.477
50.000

12.211
14

23.583
28

49.135
58

84.929
100

%
12
29
59
100

definitions of quality of roads (World Bank 1988)
Good Paved roads substantially free of defects and
requiring only routine maintenance. Unpaved
roads needing only routine grading and spot
repairs.
Fair Paved roads having significant defects and
requiring resurfacing or strengthening. Unpaved
roads needing reshaping or resurfacing
(regraveling) and spot repair of drainage.
Poor Paved roads with extensive defects and
requiring immediate rehabilitation or
reconstruction. Unpaved roads needing
reconstruction and major drainage works.

Table 2.8: quality of the road infrastructure, in kilometres (World Bank 2004)
Road categories:
▰ Trunk roads. Primarily national and international through routes that link several regions and provide access
to important border posts and ports;
▰ Regional roads. Secondary routes connecting district centres in a region or connecting another important
centre to a trunk road.
▰ District roads. Connecting district headquarters to higher class roads, or connecting important centres within
the district or important centres to a higher class road;
▰ Feeder roads. Village access roads linking important centres within a ward to the rest of the network;
▰ Urban roads. Roads within a city, municipality or a township.
In addition, there are numerous unclassified roads, which include paths, tracks, national park roads, estate roads,
private roads, etc. (Highway Ordinance Network classification, World Bank 2004)
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In the National Transport Policy the Ministry of Communications and Transport gives the following
reasons for the low quality of the transport infrastructure:
▰ A backlog in maintenance and rehabilitation of the road infrastructure;
▰ inadequate institutional arrangements, laws, regulations and procedures;
▰ inadequate capacity;
▰ low levels of investments;
▰ low level of enforcement of safety, environmental issues (Min C&T 2003).
Other problems with the development of the road infrastructure is that the different organisations
responsible for parts of the infrastructure or use of the infrastructure do not work together. Planning of
roads, transport services and traffic safety and issues like driver training are dealt separately (World
Bank 2002). Also the lack of enforcement of regulations is a major problem (Makileo 2006).
Maintenance and development of the roads are paid through the Road Fund. 63% of this fund goes to
TANROADS for the maintenance of trunk and regional roads. TANROADS also has direct income
form the fuel levy. 30% of the Road Fund is for the local government for the maintenance and
development of district, feeder and urban roads. 7% of the Fund goes to the Ministry of Infrastructure
for the development of new roads (Bus 2004). About one third of the planned budget of TANROADS
for road maintenance is approved (Katura 2006).
The road categories as described above can be linked to the classification of roads as described by
Svenson (see appendix 2). This is worked out in figure 2.4.

Figure 2.4: the Tanzanian road categories in the classification of Svenson (after Svenson 2005)

2.5.5.1

Use of road infrastructure

The most important way to travel in Tanzania is by bus. It can be slow, but all parts of the country can
be reached (Finke 2006). In the rainy seasons some parts of the country become difficult to reach (Min
C&T 2003). In urban areas the sidewalks are often full of parked vehicles and petty business.
Therefore the road is often used for parking, street vending en walking. This reduces the road capacity.
(Min C&T 2003).
In Tanzania there are 501.243 registered vehicles. This includes 195.594 commercial vehicles
(estimate for 2001, World Bank 2002). This is about 15 vehicles /1000 inhabitants (calculated from
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World Bank 2002). In the same report the World Bank gives an amount of vehicles of 26
vehicles/1000 inhabitants. The amount of use of the roads in
type of road
vehicles/day
Tanzania is very low. Most roads have hardly more than 1000
paved trunk road
200 - 500
vehicles per day. Table 2.9 shows the number of vehicles per day.
unpaved
roads
100
- 200
The amount of traffic has increased the last years with 6 to 7
other
roads
< 50
percent annually (Thum 2004). These numbers are probably for
Table
2.9:
number
of
vehicles
rural areas and not for urban areas in Dar es Salaam as the number
per day (Thum 2004, data 1999)
of vehicles on urban roads are often much higher.
Transport of persons

Access to the infrastructure and to transport facilities are difficult in Tanzania. In rural areas the access
of the infrastructure is low, only 38% of the rural population lives within two kilometres of an allweather road. The mean distance to public transport is 5,4 kilometre. In urban areas where the
motorisation is higher the access to public transport is better with a mean distance of 0,5 to 0,8
kilometres to public transport. A big part of the transport of persons is done by bicycle and on foot. In
urban areas 12% (Dar es Salaam) to 34 % (other urban areas) of the households own a bicycle. In rural
areas this is 38% (data 2001, Thum 2004).
Transport of goods

There is very few data on the amount of transport in
road freight
million tonne-km
%
Tanzania. Table 2.10 shows an estimate of the road freight international
750
20
transport in 1993/1994. The international transport is
inter-regional
2.850
76
mainly from and to Dar es Salaam, operated by about 60
intra-regional
150
4
total
3.750
100
private Tanzanian companies. The inter-regional transport
is predominately between the regional centres and Dar es
Table 2.10: amount of transport of goods
Salaam. This transport is manly executed by transport
(data 1993/1994, Hine 1997)
companies with only one truck. The intra-regional
transport is between regional centres and villages, it is mostly executed by small capacity two-axle
trucks. The most important regional centres for road transport are: Mwanza, Mbeya, Tanga, Morogoro,
Iringa, Dodoma, and Moshi (Hine 1997).
In 1999 was estimated that the commercial fleet of vehicles was type of vehicle
%
35.700, of which was 64% transport vehicles. About 70% of the cars
4
commercial vehicles are vehicles with less than 5 ton capacity.
pickups (including 4x4 drive)
36
Table 2.11 shows the composition of the types of vehicles on
trucks (less than 5 tons)
3
trucks (more than 5 tons)
33
trunk roads. In rural areas bicycles and other means of nontruck with full trailer
4
motorized transport (carts, wheelbarrows, etc.) are used to
truck with semi-trailer
2
transport goods (Thum 2004).
small buses (< 25 passengers)
large buses
total

5
13
100

Table 2.11: types of (transport)
vehicles on trunk roads (data 2002,
Thum 2004)
Traffic safety

Traffic in Tanzania is quite hazardous. Poor training of drivers, the low quality of the roads, bad
quality of vehicles, lay out of infrastructure with little room for non-motorised transport are the main
reasons for the high amount of accidents. Table 2.12 gives an overview of the road accidents and
casualties in the last decade in Tanzania. Although the numbers of accidents grew steadily, in the
recent years they seem reasonably stable (see figure 2.5). The fatalities per 100.000 inhabitants are
5,83 and per 10.000 vehicles are 37,23 (World Bank 2002).
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accidents
14,015
14,335
12,234
13,478
14,548
13,877

casualties
14,324
14,115
12,964
14,457
15,831
14,433

fatalities
1,809
1,625
1,583
1,612
1,737
1,866

Table 2.12: Tanzania road accidents and
casualties (number of people) (World Bank
2002)

16000
number of accidents

year
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001

12000
8000
4000
0
1977

1981

1985

1989

1993

1997

years

Figure 2.5: development of number of traffic
accidents from 1997 until 2002 (DCC 2006)
There are several projects in Tanzania to improve the traffic safety. Most projects intend to reduce
vehicle speed and to avoid traffic conflicts. For example in a project in Temeke (Dar es Salaam) traffic
calming bumps, raised zebra crossings, and pedestrian bridges are installed. Problems encountered in
improving the traffic safety are the available budget, institutionalisation of the objectives of improving
traffic safety, capability of local authorities and lack of existing organized users groups that can
support traffic safety measures (Wilson 2002).

2.6

Policies

The Tanzanian government has several policies that incorporate aspects that involve or affect the
design and/or use of public space. For this thesis it is not possible to make an inventory of all the
policies and their effect on public space. A selection is made of two policies that are discussed in this
thesis. The National Transport Policy (NTP) is focused on the infrastructure. Infrastructure is an
integral part of public space. The National Human Settlement Development Policy (NHSD) is focused
on housing and urban development. Urban development has a big influence on the design and use of
public space.
National Transport Policy
The National Transport Policy (NTP) is focussed on the development of the transport infrastructure for
travel and transport (Min C&T 2003). It describes the infrastructure of Tanzania and the state of the
transport sector. The National Transport Policy distinguishes 9 transport corridors that together with
feeder links interconnect most parts of the country. These roads are essential for the economic
development of all parts of the country.
The National Transport Policy gives objectives and goals for the transport sector. The goals are
divided in five groups: 1) Need for coherent policy; 2) Institutional arrangements; 3) Laws and
regulation, 4) Sector capacity building; and 5) Technological development. For all modalities policies
are worked out. An overview is given of policies regarding or affecting the public space (Min C&T
2003):
▰ Combine design of residential areas with an adequate transport infrastructure;
▰ locate facilities like light industries, schools, markets, etc. in the vicinity of residential areas;
▰ promote the use of non motorised transport and public transport;
▰ implementation of traffic management to improve the use of roads;
▰ use traffic forecasts of at least 10 years and master plans in rehabilitation works;
▰ increase private sector participation in decision making (road funding and transport services);
▰ segregate public transport from other transport to speed up traffic flow;
▰ minimise traffic generated pollution;
▰ improve traffic safety;
▰ generation of funds by user charges for general maintenance costs;
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▰ residents should contribute to road maintenance in their areas (local residents could do a part of
the maintenance work);
▰ increase the community capacity and participation in the execution road maintenance (only in
rural areas);
▰ improve the capacity of personnel and authorities for planning and execution of infrastructure
works;
▰ improve coordination and planning of road infrastructure;
▰ enforcement of existing transport legislation.
National Human Settlement Development Policy
Since the introduction of the National Human Settlement Development Policy (NHSD) the
government promotes sustainable development of human settlement by facilitating adequate and
affordable shelter for all income groups. The government tries to achieve this by supporting the private
sector that has to finance, build and maintain the houses, and to promote informal sector activities in
housing. Town planning in Tanzania is based on the Town and Country Planning Ordinance (law in
1956, amended in 1961 and still in use today) (Sheuya 2004). Issues that town and country planning
authorities should include in their plans are:
a) “Use of land and buildings;
b) intensity of use of land and occupancy rate;
c) size, form and construction materials of buildings;
d) siting of buildings, alignment of and reservation of land for roads and other physical
infrastructure;
e) preservation of natural and man made features, as well as regulating and controlling disposal of
refuse and pollutants.” (Olofsson 2003, p.48-49).

2.7

Legislations

For the development and design of public spaces and road there are laws and regulations. For
infrastructural development there are regulations for the execution of environmental assessment. For
the road sector there is for example an "Environmental Assessment and Management Guideline for the
Road Sector" that gives an outline for the type of assessment that should be conducted (JICA 2006).
The National Transport Policy also promotes the execution of Environmental Assessments (EA) so
that a project is in accordance with environmental regulations (Min C&T 2003). It seems however that
in several projects these impact assessments are not executed. For example for the Kilwa Road project
a Limited Environmental Analysis (LEA) is compulsory (JICA 2006) but according to Tanroads this
was not (jet) executed (Katura 2006).
There are also several technical regulations for road design. A part of this regulations are from foreign
countries. In table 2.13 a set of regulations used for road design is shown.
subject
geometric design:
pavement & materials
specifications
testing procedure
structures
hydrology & hydraulics
survey

regulation
Draft Road Manual of 1989
Code of Practice for Geometric Design (Draft) published by SATTC-TU, 1998
MOW Pavement & Materials Design Manual 1999
MOW Standard Specifications for Roadworks, 2000
Central Materials Laboratory Testing Manual, 2000
Field Testing Manual, 2003
British Standards, BS 5400
TRRL East African Flood Model
Land Surveying and Mapping Standard of Tanzania (Land Surveying Regulations
CAP 390)

Table 2.13: standards for road design (MID 2006)
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2.8

Data on Tanzania

In table 2.14 some general data is given about Tanzania and the Netherlands. This data gives a rough
overview of numerical aspects of Tanzania. They can also be compared with the situation in The
Netherlands, the country of the other case study.
aspect
people
population, total
population density
population growth (1980-2002)
population growth (2002-2015)
population ages 0-14
population ages 15-64
population ages 65 and above
life expectancy at birth, total
adult literacy rate
economy
GDP growth
GNI, Atlas method (current us$)
GNI per capita, Atlas method (current us$)
GDP PPP
GDP PPP per capita
GDP agriculture
GDP industry
GDP services
GINI index
population below $1 a day
population below $2 a day
urbanization
urban population
urban population
urban population growth
infrastructure
roads, total network
roads, paved
roads, unpaved
railways
pipelines
airports

Tanzania

Netherlands value

37,6
40
2,9
1,7
44,0
53,4
2,6
45,2
78,2

16,3
477
0,6
0,3
18,0
67,8
14,2
79,0
99,0

9,0
2.647.220
1.416
26,6
700
43,2
17,2
39,6
38,2
19,7
59,7
13.715.011
36
4,8

1,4 annual %
523.108 millions
32.130 $
499,8 $ billions
30500 $
2,1 % of total GDP
24,4 % of total GDP
73,6 % of total GDP
32,6
-- % of population
-- % of population
10.798.045
66 % of total
1,1 annual %

88.200
3.704
84.496
3.690
895
63

Table 2.14: general data on Tanzania and The Netherlands
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millions
people per sq km
annual %
annual %
%
%
%
years
% age 15 and older

116.500
104.805
11.605
2.797
8098
27

km
km
km
km
km
km

year

source
2004 CIA 2006-1/2
2002 WDI 2004
2002 WDI 2004
2002 WDI 2004

2005/2006 CIA 2006-1/2
2005/2006 CIA 2006-1/2
2005/2006 CIA 2006-1/2
2005/2006 CIA 2006-1/2
2003 CIA 2006-1/2
1990-2002 WDI 2006
2004 WDI 2006
2004 WDI 2006
2005 CIA 2006-1/2
2005 CIA 2006-1/2
2004 CIA 2006-1/2
2004 CIA 2006-1/2
2004 CIA 2006-1/2
1993/1994 WDI 2004
1993 WDI 2004
1993 WDI 2004
2004 WDI 2006
2004 WDI 2006
2004 WDI 2006
1999 CIA 2006-1/2
1999 CIA 2006-1/2
1999 CIA 2006-1/2
2004 CIA 2006-1/2
2004 CIA 2006-1/2
2004 TEF 2006 /
CIA 2006-2
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Regional level: Dar es Salaam

In this chapter an overview is given of the region where the case area is situated: Dar es
Salaam. A short description is given of the city §3.1) , of the urban development of Dar es
Salaam (§3.2). The chapter continues with a description of the population (§3.3) and the
economy (§3.4). The focus after that is on transport, infrastructure and public space (§3.5. The chapter
ends with a discussion of policies related to the use and development of infrastructure and public space
of Dar es Salaam (§3.6).

3.1

Introduction

Dar er Salaam is situated on the coastal plain
along the Indian Ocean (see figure 3.1). It was the
capital of Tanzania until in 1975 Dodoma in the
centre of Tanzania became the capital. Dar es
Salaam remained however the political and
economical centre of the country.
Dar es Salaam got his name from the city's
founder Seyyid Majid Sultan of Zanzibar. It means
something like 'The house of peace' and is often
translated to 'heaven of peace'. It covers about
1.350 square kilometres. It was founded in 1862
(Olofson 2003, Bersani 2001).
The Mzinga River that crosses the city ends in the
harbour. This harbour is important for Tanzania
and the surrounding countries. A road and railway
network connects the harbour and the town with
the rest of the country and the neighbouring landlocked countries (see chapter 2 about Tanzania).
Dar es Salaam is divided in three municipalities:
Kinondoni, Ilala and Temeke with their own
Municipal Council, and Dar es Salaam City
Council for the whole city (Olofsson 2003).
Figure 3.1: Dar es Salaam (DCC 2004)

3.2

Urban development

The city of Dar es Salaam was founded in 1862 as
an alternative for the port of Bagamoyo. When the
Germans colonized Tanzania in 1890 they made
Dar es Salaam the capital and they developed
plans for the expansion of the city. The city started
to grow. After the First World War the
government is taken over by the British who
develop the city according to the German plans.
The city is divided in a European Quarter along
the ocean, a commercial centre inhabited by Indian
and Arabs and the quarter Kariokoo buy the
Africans (Bersani 2001). Table 3.1 shows the
growth of the city until 1949 and the ethnic
division of the city.
Photo 3.1: the quarter Kariokoo in 2006
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In 1949 the city had three main roads in and out the city:
▰ Kilwa Road through Kurasini District, goes to Utete, Kilwa, Lindi and Southern Province
▰ Pugu Road; leading to Morogoro;
▰ the Bagamoyo Road.
The quality of the roads is not so good; none of them is an all weather road (Gibb 1949).
Africans

Asians

-9.000
18.000
19.000
20.000
24.000
33.000
50.765

-620
1.480
2.500
4.000
9.000
11.000
16.736

Europeans
-400
360
1.000
600
1.330
1.100
1.726

total (approx.)
900
3.000 - 4.000
10.000
20.000
22.500
24.600
34.300
45.100
69.227

80.000

60.000
inhabitants

year
1867**
1887
1894
1900
1913
1921
1931
1943
1949*

40.000

20.000

0
1860 1880 1900 1920 1940 1960
years

Table 3.1: growth of Dar es Salaam (Gillman 1945, *= Gibb 1949, **= Bersani 2001)
The expansion of the city was along the coastline and the main roads to Bagomoyo, Morogoro,
Nyerere (Pugu) and Kilwa, and created a radial land development pattern. The city development was
concentrated in areas with relatively good infrastructure like the Central Business District (CBD), and
Kariakoo. To the south the city extended slowly due to the bad quality of Kilwa Road. After the
rehabilitation of the road around 1992 the city also extended along this road (Lerise 2004).
Since 1970 the area between the arterial roads slowly filled up with informal settlements, some of
them in hazardous areas like river valleys, and hill slopes (DCC 1999, Lerise 2004). About 70% of the
residents of Dar es Salaam live in those settlements. In this way Dar es Salaam developed into a lowdensity city. Figure 3.2 at the end of this appendix gives an overview of the growth of the city since
1874. The population grew with the development of the city. Table 3.2 shows this growth and the
large acceleration of the growth since the 1970s.

1867
1874
1913
1943
1952
1967
1978
1988
2002*

population
900
10.000
34.000
45.000
99.140
272.515
843.090
1.360.850
2.497.940

annual rate
of change (%)
41,1
3,2
0,9
9,2
7,0
10,8
4,9
4,3

population
density *
256
605
977
1793

3
2,5
million inhabitants

year

2
1,5
1
0,5
0
1860 1880 1900 1920 1940 1960 1980 2000
years

Table 3.2: population growth and density of Dar es Salaam (Olofsson 2003 and * = Census 2002)
According to the Dar es Salaam City Council the main problems of the city expansion are (DCC
2006): Inadequate provision of infrastructure; lack of satellite service centres; and inadequate
provision of social services. The mayor of Dar es Salaam mr. Kleist Sykes finds urbanisation a major
problem of the city: He sees three challenges for the development of the city (PWC 2005):
1. Public transport;
2. non planned housing;
3. solid waste management.
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3.3

Population

In Dar es Salaam live about 2,5 million
Tanzania
Dar es Salaam
people in 2002 (see table 3.3, Census 2002).
inhabitants
34.443.603
2.487.288
There are some differences of opinion about
land area *
883.749
1.393
the size of the population and the pace of
population density**
39
1.793
* land area in km2; ** population density in inhabitants/km2
growth. The Dar es Salaam City Council
Table 3.3: population and population density (calculated
estimates that the growth is between 7 and
from Census 2002, DCC 2004 and Min LH&S 2001)
10% (DCC 1999), Lerise has data that show
an annual growth of 10% from 1980 to 1997 (Lerise 2004). With a growth rate of 4,3% the population
will be 3 million in the year 2006. Is the growth rate 9,4% then there will be 3,5 million in 2006. Many
expect 4 million inhabitants in 2006. In this thesis the number of inhabitants measured by the census in
2002 is used (Census 2002). The population density is 1.793
city
population density
inhabitants per square kilometre (see table 3.3). Compared to
(people/square kilometre)
other big cities the population density of Dar es Salaam is
Mumbai
29.650
reasonably low; it is a spacious city (see table 3.4).
Shanghai
13.400
A small part of Dar es Salaam is considered rural area and
Rio de Janeiro
6.850
about 6% of the people live in rural areas (see table 3.5).
London
5.100

urban
rural
total

Tanzania
no
7.943.561
26.500.042
34.443.603

%
23
77
100

Rotterdam
Abu Dhabi

Dar es Salaam
no
%
2.336.055
94
151.233
6
2.487.288
100

2.500
700

Table 3.4: population density of
several big cities (Citymayors 2007)

Table 3.5: urban and rural population (calculated from Census 2002)
The city has a rather young population. About 1/3 of the population is under 15 years old and almost
60% is under 25 years (see table 3.6). Compared to the population of Tanzania the population in the
city is a little older.

age groups
0 until 15 year
15 until 25 year
25 until 40 year
40 until 55 year
55 until 65 year
65 until 75 year
75 or older
total

Tanzania
total
44,2
19,6
19,5
9,3
3,5
2,4
1,5
100,0

rural
46,3
18,3
18,1
9,3
3,7
2,6
1,7
100,0

urban
37,3
23,8
24,0
9,6
2,7
1,6
1,0
100,0

Dar es Salaam
total
rural
32,8
36,2
25,4
21,7
27,3
23,1
9,9
10,3
2,5
3,9
1,3
2,8
0,8
2,0
100,0
100,0

urban
32,6
25,7
27,5
9,9
2,4
1,2
0,7
100,0

Table 3.6: total, rural and urban age groups (percentage) (calculated form Census 2002)
The average household size is with 4,2 members in each household smaller than the average in
Tanzania (see table 3.7).
number of households
average household size

Tanzania
6.996.036
4,9

Dar es Salaam
596.264
4,2

Table 3.7: households in (Census 2002)
The average per capita income (GDP) is Tshs 584.086/year (approximately € 430, rate July 2006),
with 35% of the population earning an average income of Tshs 387.319/year (approximately € 290,
rate July 2006). With this income 7,5% of the population of Dar es Salaam is unable to get adequate
food and 17,6% is unable to get their basic needs. Although these figures improved over the last
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decade, it is still very high (DCC 2004). Compared to the average income in Tanzania (see §2.3) it
seems that the income in Dar es Salaam is a little higher than average in Tanzania.

3.4

Economy

Dar es Salaam is the industrial and commercial centre of Tanzania (Howe 2000). Although formally
the capital is moved to Dodoma, Dar es Salaam maintains up to now the government centre of
Tanzania. The economic growth of Dar es Salaam is comparable to that of Tanzania. Dar es Salaam
produces 16% of the GDP of Tanzania. The major economical activities in Dar es Salaam include in
principle all economic activities as described in ISIC rev 3.1 (see for more information Appendix 4
§2.1.3.2) (DCC 2004). It has a strong focus on agricultural processing and light manufacturing (Brown
2004). Manufacturing and construction are the sectors with the biggest growth. Major industries in Dar
es Salaam are given in table 3.8. Two third of the major industries are located in Temeke Municipal
(DCC 2004).
major industries
bags
bakery and confectionery
beverages
body building
cement
cigarette
dairy products
edible oil manufacture

electricity generation
food products
garments manufacture
glass manufacture
grain milling
metal products
mineral water bottling
paints

pharmaceuticals
plastic manufacture
printing an publishing
radiators manufacture
steel and steel fabricators
tea blenders
textile manufacturing
timber and wood products

Table 3.8: major industries in Dar es Salaam (DCC 2004)
The Dar es Salaam City Council states (based on statistics) that the unemployment in 2002 in Dar es
Salaam is 46,5%. This is very high compared with the 25,5% of other urban areas (DCC 2004). Based
on a research from 1995 Howe finds that 13% is not working (see table 3.9, Howe 2000). There is also
a difference between the numbers of people working in the informal sector. The City Council
estimates that 95% of the residents work in the informal sector; this seems a very high figure. Howe
however states that only 46,3% work in the informal sector and the informal sector is the double of the
formal sector (Howe 2000). Brown states on research from 2000 that 19% of the workforce is in the
formal sector (Brown 2004). The income type as described by Howe (table 3.10) gives insight in the
regularity of the income. Regular income indicates that the executed activities is probably formal or
informal with a solid and continues source of income. Than one can suggest that the formal sector is
bigger than the City Council suggests. Probably the difference in outcome is due to definition
problems (defining of (in)formal sector, regular income, etc.), and the way of data collection. For this
thesis the numbers of the formal and informal sector as described by Howe are used.

Photo 3.2: Port of Dar es Salaam: economical activities
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occupation
formal
skilled
unskilled
informal
casual labourer
house servant
self-employed
household based
studying
not working
unemployed
retired
total

%
24,2

%

income type
non
small irregular
regular

17,1
7,1

%
41,5
27,2
31,3

Table 3.10: income type (1995) (Howe 2000)

46,3
7,5
2,7
17,7
18,4
16,1
13,3

100,0

11,0
2,3
100,0

Table 3.9: occupation in Dar es Salaam (1995) (Howe 2000)
The informal sector is important for the design of public spaces as a large extent of the informal
activities is executed in or adjacent to the public space. Many of the self-employed in table 3.9 are
probably working in the public space. The main sectors of the informal economy are given in table
3.11 (Brown 2004).
main informal sectors
urban agriculture and fishing
manufacture
construction
trade
restaurants and hotels

transport
community and personal services
petty trading
mama lishe (cooked food selling)
fish selling

water vending
charcoal selling
tailoring
internet cafes
furniture manufacture

Table 3.11: main informal sectors (Brown 2004)
Informal trading is mostly in the public space and is concentrated on the main roads, road junctions
and bus terminals. Based on the outcomes of the Sustainable Dar es Salaam Project (SDP, see §3.6)
extra attention was given to informal trade to improve the profile of the informal sector and to regulate
the street trade. However problems with criminality and blocking of traffic still gives much pressure
on the informal street trade (Kikuwe 2006). Officials often consider street trade illegal (Makileo 2006,
Phillip 2006). In September 2006 the petty traders were evicted in areas like Kariakoo and the Central
Business District, they had to move to other locations in the city (Shekighenda 2006).

3.5

Transport, infrastructure and public space

In Dar es Salaam the public space consists largely of roads, open spaces and "left over areas". The
distinction between public and private areas is not always a clear, especially in unplanned quarters.
The borders of areas belonging to a house, compound or street are vague. The ownership of plots is
however often known but not visible in the streets. For this thesis the focus will be on Kilwa Road
and adjacent spaces between the road and the build areas along the road. Open spaces are areas that are
not used because they are hazardous (riverbeds, steep slopes) or are used for agriculture. "Left over
areas" are mostly small places that have no intended purpose (Bersani 2001).

3.5.1

Road infrastructure

Road network of Dar es Salaam consists of 4 arterial roads. They lead form the Central Business
Distict (CBD) to the suburbs of Dar es Salaam and further in to the country (see also §2.5.5):
▰ Kilwa Road: to southern regions, near the coast;
▰ Morogoro Road: to the lakes west of Tanzania;
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▰ Ali Hassan/Bagamoyo Road: to two regions in the north;
▰ Nyerere Road/Pugu Road: to the southeast and Zambia.
There are two ring roads: Nelson Mandela road and Kawawa/Msimbazi Road (Mhagama 2006, Howe
2000). Almost 40% of the roads in Dar es Salaam have a bituminous surface. Near the city centre the
amount of bituminous roads is higher than in the suburbs (see table 3.12). The quality of the roads is
poor. The main arterial roads have however recently been upgraded and the quality of those roads is
good.
road classification

total

trunk roads/local main roads
regional roads
district roads
total

114,5
314,0
691,5
1150,0

4-lane
paved
39,8

2-lane
paved
104,7
60,7

2-lane
unpaved

1-lane
unpaved

143,8

165,4

143,8

109,5
213,1
332,6

39,8

major
feeder

minor
feeder

251,0
251,0

227,4
227,4

Table 3.12: road network (km) in Dar es Salaam (DCC 2006)
The capacity of the roads is inadequate for the amount of traffic. This leads, manly in the rush hours,
to traffic congestion. Besides the capacity there are several other reasons for the traffic congestion:
▰ There is often no room for pedestrians, cyclists and handcarts, thus they use the road and block the
traffic;
▰ there is lack of a good storm water drainage system, which leads in the rainy season to impassable
roads. In the rainy season people often cannot reach their work due to the poor road conditions;
▰ Dala dala's stopping on the roads to pick up passengers and block the road;
▰ the shortages of parking places, thus cars are parked on the road.
The traffic congestion is further increased by the annual growth of about 6% of the number of vehicles
in the city (World Bank 2002, DCC 1999, DCC 2006, Tibaigana 2006).

3.5.2

Use of the public space

The use of public space in Tanzania is very divers and differs for the place and type of public space.
Bersani divides the use of public space in three types: transport, socialising and informal (Bersani
2001). These three types of use are described below.

3.5.2.1

Transport

A very important type of use of the public space is the transport of people and goods. Public transport
and walking are the dominant modes of transport. Walking accounts for almost half of all movements
of people. Public transport takes 43% of all peoples transport (see table 3.13).
mode
walk
cycle
public transport
car
total

trip length in km (% of total trips)
0-2
2-5
5-8
>8
23
20
4
0
1
2
1
0
2
6
8
27
0
1
1
4
26
29
14
31

Table 3.13: trip length in Temeke (Pendakur 2005)
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total %
47
4
43
6
100
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A little bit more than half of the people travel for activities related to
trip purpose
%
livelihood, about a quarter is related to school and healthcare
livelihood related
53
activities and about 10% is for personal activities (see table 3.14).
work
12
The average number of trips is 1,96 trips per person per day; this is
business
25
market/shop
16
very low. One reason for this is that people cannot afford to pay for
service oriented
23
the public transport (Pendakur 2005). Table 3.15 gives an overview
school
17
of the costs of transport in Dar es Salaam. This is not only given in
healthcare
6
the amount of costs compared to the income but also in the amount of
social/personal
11
used time. This gives some insight to the limited possibilities of poor
visiting
6
people to travel in Dar es Salaam.
personal
errand
5
Four modes of travel are can be distinguished in Dar es Salaam:
14
Public transport, cars, non-motorised transport and walking. All these other
Table
3.14:
trip
purpose
(data
modes are described. Although there is heavy traffic (trucks) on the
1995)
(Howe
2000)
roads there is hardly any data available on this traffic in the city.
mode use
car
Dala dala
bicycle
walking

markets places
average travel
distance (km)
7,5
7,0
2,5
2,2

average travel
time (min.)
25
30
15
34

working places
average travel
distance (km)
12,2
12,0
1,0
1,5

average travel
time (min.)
33
58
15
21

average transport cost as %
of income
19,7
17,2
2,3
6,3

Table 3.15: travel characteristics of individual modes (World Bank 2002)
Public transport

The public transport consists of a very small number of buses that mostly travel on long distance lines
out of the city. About 7000 minibuses (Dala dala's) execute the majority of the public transport in the
city (about 98%). These Dala dala's carry 16 to 36 passengers. (Howe 2000, World Bank 2002). The
Dala dala's are registered and travel a specific route. The Dar es Salaam Regional Transport Licensing
Authority (DRTLA) developed these routes. The routes are mainly on paved roads because of the bad
quality of the other roads. The Dala dala's drive without a schedule, they mostly depart when they are
full. Certainly in the rush hour they are crowded with people. The driver generally rents the Dala dala's
from the owner. To return the rent the drivers have to have a minimum amount of passengers each
day. Therefore they often have a reckless driving style to assure that they reach their target for that
day.
The bus stops of the Dala dala's are mostly on the road and sometimes (mostly on main roads) there
are special bus stops. Stopping of the Dala dala's to pick up passengers hinders the traffic, and creates
traffic congestion. A Dala dala trip costs 200 to 300 Tsh (€ 0,15 to € 0,22, rate July 2006). Often
passengers have to change from Dala dala to reach their destination, every new Dala dala has to be
paid again. Therefore public transport takes a large amount of the income of the people using public
transport (10 to 30% of the monthly income, table 3.15). People walk part of their public transport trip
to reduce the costs (Howe 2000).
Cars

The number of cars in Dar es Salaam is 81.520 of which are 36.093 commercial vehicles (estimate for
2001, World Bank 2002). The number of cars has increased since the 1990s as the government
introduced car allowances to public sector employees. A result of this expansion was that more
inaccessible urban areas in the city became accessible. Together with a housing allowance for the
public sector employees this resulted in the settlement of many these employees peri-urban housing
zones (Howe 2000).
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Non Motorised Transport (NMT)

Bicycling is a very cost effective way to travel in Dar es Salaam. It is however perceived very
dangerous (Howe 2000). It also needs investing in a bicycle, money mostly not available. Therefore
the use of bicycles limited. Other types of NMT are tricycles (gurudumu tatu) and handcarts. These
types of transport of goods are very important for short distant transport for low-income users (Howe
2000). There is often no room along the road for handcarts and tricycles. Therefore they often use the
walkways. If they use the road then they often hinder the traffic of cars and dala dala's.
Walking

Walking is very common in Dar es Salaam, it is the cheapest but slowest mode of traffic. It is also an
important part of public transport trip. Because the Dala dala's concentrate their service on paved roads
people often have to walk up to 30 minutes to a bus stop. Due to the high costs of public transport
often people walk part of their trip instead of taking a Dala dala (Howe 2000).
Safety

Traffic safety is a major problem of the traffic in
year
accidents
casualties
fatalities
Dar es Salaam. After a reduction of the number of
1996
4.214
accidents in 1998 there is a steady increase of the
1997
4.979
3.092
264
number of accidents and causalities (see table 3.16). 1998
4.137
3.140
227
1999
4.845
3.195
276
40% of all the accidents in Tanzania happen in Dar
2000
5.542
4.158
296
es Salaam. Of those casualties 37,3% are
2001
5.995
4.303
375
pedestrians (data 1996). The number of killed
Table 3.16: Dar es Salaam road accidents and
pedestrians is even higher: about 65% (see table
casualties (World Bank 2002)
3.17). Dala dala's are involved in 25% of all
accidents; the drivers are often young, not well
trained and drive recklessly (World Bank 2002).
type of road user
drivers
passengers
pedestrians
motor cyclists
bicyclists
total

no
15,0
51,5
161,7
6,5
10,3
235

%
6
22
65
3
4
100

Table 3.17: types of road users killed in road accidents in Dar es Salaam, average from 1985 to 1994
(DCC 2006)
Although the average speed of the traffic is very low (see
table 3.18) speeding is a major problem (World Bank 2002).

mode of transport
walking
cycling
motorcycles/moped
car
standard bus
minibus (Dala dala)

speed (km/h)
3-5
10 - 12
15 - 20
15 - 17
8 - 10
10 - 12

Table 3.18: traffic speed (Pendakur
2005)
3.5.2.2

Informal

The public space is also used for informal economical activities. They can be divided in stationary,
stationary mobile, mobile activities and informal transport. Most of the activities are on locations with
a concentration of people and along open areas where people can see the commodities. Good locations
are bus stops (like Ubongo and Posta), (crossings of) busy roads (like Morogoro and Kilwa Road),
markets (Kariakoo, CBD), and etcetera. Since the 1980s the government recognizes informal
activities, space is however only allocated to licensed activities. For other activities no room is
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incorporated in the design of the public space. Therefore they are often on places designed for
pedestrians or in "left over spaces", sometimes with permission of the shop owner in front of which
they do their activities (Bersani 2001, Nnkya 2002, Makileo 2006). There are several problems related
to the informal trade in the public space (Bersani 2001):
▰ They occupy public space designed for other purposes;
▰ they disturb the circulation of the traffic;
▰ they damage and pollute the environment;
▰ they create rubbish;
▰ they are in unhygienic surroundings;
▰ security is very poor;
▰ they pay no taxes.
The informal sector creates income for a large group of people in Dar es Salaam, there are about
700.000 informal traders in the city (Lyimo 2006). The government is trying to regulate the informal
activities on the streets and tries to move them to regulated markets. This is however a very difficult
process. Recently the petty traders where removed from a large part of the centre of Dar es Salaam
(Shekighenda 2006).

3.5.2.3

Socialising

The public space is an important area for public life. A large part of life is in the public space. People
meet, they sit and talk, do their domestic activities and children play in the public space. Most of these
activities are done in the streets and in "left over spaces". There are specific meeting points for people:
under trees, in front of cafés or on markets (Bersani 2001). Public live also takes place in (informal)
cafés and restaurants adjacent to the public space.

3.6

Policy

Until 1866 tribal or clan leaders managed their settlements, after 1866 The Sultan from Zanzibar
implemented a plan for development of Dar es Salaam. Under German rule a plan for the harbour and
central area of Dar es Salaam was developed. The British continued with these plans (Bersani 2001).
After the Second World War several plans were developed to plan the development of the city. Three
master plans were developed. The Strategic Dar es Salaam Project (SDP) was started and was
continued by a Strategic Urban Development Program (SUDP). All these plans and projects are
described in brief. In figure 3.2, at the end of this appendix, the maps of the different plans are shown.
Master plan 1949

In 1949 Sir A. Gibb developed a master plan in which the city was divided in areas with different
functions: commercial, industrial, special industry, administration, military. The residential areas
where divided in low density (for Europeans), medium density (for Arabs) and high density (for
Africans) (Gibb 1949, Bersani 2001).
Master plan 1968

A Canadian consultant developed the master plan 1968. In the plan three directions of city expansion
were developed to the north, to the south along the coast and west along Morogoro road. The plan was
very ambitious and was not carried out (Bersani 2001).
Master plan 1979

In 1979 a Dar es Salaam master plan was developed (Marshall 1979), this plan was a revision of the
1968 plan. The plan incorporates a vision about Dar es Salaam for 1999. The plan covers 3 stages of
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development and is mainly focussed on the accommodation of the growing population. The three
stages of development of the master plan are shown in table 3.19.
stage

period

population

description

(region, estimate)

I
II

1979-1984
1985-1989

1.269.000
1.642.000

III

1989-1999

2.461.000

Dealing with existing problems
Anticipate the growth of the city, including a bridge across the
harbour to Kigamboni
Objectives for the overall planning of Dar es Salaam

Table 3.19: planning stages op the master plan 1979 (Marshall 1979)
The master plan includes a map of the intended land use and main infrastructure in the region of Dar
es Salaam in 1999 (see figure 3.3). As the Central Area of the city is economically very important to
Dar es Salaam and Tanzania extra attention is given to the development of this Central Area.

Figure 3.3: master plan 1979: stage III, 2,5 million people (Marshall 1979)
There were however several problems with the execution of the plan (Bersani 2001, DCC 1999,
UNDP 1994, UNCHS 1993):
▰ As foreign consultants developed the plan there was little commitment by the local institutions and
people that had to implement the plans;
▰ the plan was developed top down and there was lack of involvement of the people who had to
implement the plans;
▰ the amount of necessary investments was five times higher then the available budget;
▰ the city planning and management system was incapable to guide the urban development;
▰ the plan was unrealistic in the way it wanted to relocate people in fixed residential settlements;
▰ the demographic growth continued rapidly and the private actions in the city were faster than the
government could follow.
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This all led to a new approach in 1992: The Sustainable Dar es Salaam Project. Officially however is
the master plan 1979 still in operation (Bersani 2001).
Sustainable Dar es Salaam Project

Sustainable Dar es Salaam Project (SDP) started in 1992 in the context of the UN-HABITAT and
UNEP Sustainable Cities Programme. The main objective was to promote growth and development of
Dar es Salaam City by strengthening local capacity in an environmentally sustainable manner. (UnHabitat 2004). Based on a broad city consultation nine environmental issues were identified. These
issues gave a clear insight in the main problems to solve in Dar es Salaam. For each issue a working
group was set up and concrete actions and projects were worked out. The programme contributed to
the environmental improvement of the city and resulted in an effective planning and management tool.
Constrains were limited commitment from key ministries, inadequate technical support, funds,
cooperation, enforcement of laws and regulations, and a lack of monitoring the results of the
programme (Olofson 2003, UNDP 1994).
Strategic Urban Development Planning Framework

The SDP was continued by the Strategic Urban Development Planning Framework (SUDP) in 1999.
The basic idea was to update the master plan of 1979. But, after advice of UNCHS, strategies, action
plans and investment projects were developed in cooperation with public and private stakeholders.
SUDP focuses on the most critical issues as defined by the stakeholders and on those solutions for
which resources can be found.
▰ servicing city expansion
Involved stakeholders are: residents,
▰ upgrading unserviced settlements
private companies, utility companies,
▰ solid waste management
central government departments and
▰ managing surface water run-off and liquid waste
DCC. The strategy on city expansion
▰ traffic management and air-pollution control
is to maximise economical benefits
▰ managing open spaces, hazardous land and urban agriculture
and minimise environmental and
▰ managing informal micro-trade
social costs (DCC 1999). The most
▰ managing urban renewal
critical issues of SUDP are given in
▰ managing building minerals and other coastal resources
table 3.20 (DCC 1999), they are the
Table 3.20: most critical issues of SUDP (DCC 1999)
same issues as in the SDP.
For each issue strategies and projects were worked out to encounter the issue in the city. To support
the projects and the strategies seven zones were developed that give insight in the possibilities for city
expansion and densification. These are all worked out in maps. Based on the analysis of these zones a
land use map for potential use was developed (DCC 1999, DCC 2006). The SUDP has a growth
pattern over three periods: see table 3.21.
phase
1

period
1999-2000
2001-2005

2
3

2006-2010
2011-2019

activities
Densification and redevelopment in areas where utility services are planned
Densification and developing new areas close to built up areas and required
infrastructure
Provide utility services and prohibiting haphazard development
Development control in serviced areas and strict enforcement of planning regulations

Table 3.21: phases of development according to SUDP (DCC 2006)
For the implementation of the projects of SUDP working groups were set up to implement the
strategies from SUDP. These working groups however only consisted of ministries and government
agencies (Miara 2006).
Several strategies in SUDP are related to design of public spaces; they are worked out in detailed plans
to solve these problems. Some examples are (DCC 1999, DCC 2006):
▰ Managing traffic congestion: repair and installation of traffic lights, introduction of more one-way
street systems, provision of Non Motorized Transport (NMT) facilities such as flyover bridges,
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underpasses, etcetera to avoid traffic conflicts, designation of special areas for petty traders to free
the streets and road sides and reserves;
▰ managing city parking: relocation of up-country bus terminals from CBD;
▰ promoting Public Transport: construction of more and rehabilitation of bus stop/terminal facilities;
▰ promoting NMT: provision of basic and simple NMT facilities like shade along city roads and
streets through planting of shade trees, provision of road signs and markings including zebra
crossings, turning some of the city streets into pedestrian malls, provision of over passes and/or
underpass tunnels across busy streets and roads;
▰ managing road network and storm water drainage: design of appropriate drainage channels to
avert flooding in the city.
There are also strategies that influence the use and maintenance of public space.
Road Development

Transport planning studies in the early '80s focussed on road development. Most of these
developments were implemented. Over the last 20 years the primary road network in Dar es Salaam
has been rehabilitated. Three of the main arterial roads have been widened to dual carriageways
recently: Morogoro Road, Ali Hassan/Bagamoyo Road and Nyerere Road (World Bank 2002). At this
moment many other main roads are being widened to cope with the growth of the traffic in Dar es
Salaam.
Dar es Salaam Rapid Transport

Problems with traffic congestion and dala dala's has led to the development of the Dar es Salaam
Rapid Transport (DART). DART is a network of public transport. The basic idea is to remove the dala
dala's from the city and replace them by a regular bus system. Busses will drive on separate bus lanes
on the main roads of Dar es Salaam. The bus lanes are in the middle of the road and have bus stops
each 500 m. The project is to be executed in 6 phases until 2035. Kilwa Road is planned in phase 2
and will be implemented in 2012 (see figure 3.4) (Kitandu 2006).

Figure 3.4: routes of Dar es Salaam Rapid Transport and the planning of realisation (Kitandu 2006)
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Local level: Kilwa Road

This chapter focuses on the case area. This is the area
around Kilwa Road between Bandari Street and
Nelson Mandela Road (see figure 4.1). The chapter
starts with a description of the case area and the
urban development of that area (§4.1 and §4.2). Then
the focus is on the population and economical
development (§4.3 and §4.4). In §4.5 the
infrastructure of Kilwa Road is described, this
includes the planned rehabilitation of the road and
the research into the use and perceived quality of
Kilwa Road. The policies developed for the area are
described in §4.6. Finally the design, plans and the
research are combined in §4.7.

Figure 4.1: Kilwa Road (red) and the case area
(yellow). The solid part of the line is the part of
the case study (map Olofson 2003)

4.1

Introduction

The case area is situated in Temeke Municipal, one of the three municipals of Dar es Salaam. Temeke
Municipal is divided in three divisions: Chang'ombe, Mbagala and Kigamboni and furthermore in 24
Wards and 159 Mtaa's (subwards) (Mruma 2005). The part of Kilwa Road of the case study is located
in three wards: Keko, Kurasini and Miburani. Figure 4.1 shows this area.

4.2

Urban development

In 1874 Kilwa Road can be found on a military map. It is out side the city and no houses are situated
along the road. In 1896 the first house appear to the north of Kilwa Road adjacent to Bandari Street.
Around 1949 the area along side Kilwa Road near the city has developed. A part is residential area,
divided in areas with different population densities for the different races that live there (see figure 4.2
and table 4.1). Police barracks (no. 60) are situated in the area; they are still on that location today.
Also the first part of the port is developed: a deep-water berth is in place (to the east of no. 48, 49 and
50), and the first railway line goes to the port. The oil storage (no. 46) is also situated on the location
were it still is today (Gibb 1949).
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Figure 4.2: development around Kilwa Road in 1949 (Gibb 1949)
blocks
Kurasini North
Kurasini
Kurasini South
Kilwa Road

46 - 50
51 - 55
56 - 59
60

high density
Africans
7.194
2.142
1.528
15.930

medium Density
Arabs
724
0
0
0

low density
Europeans
192
2,192
1,528
0

Table 4.1: population in 1949, block 60 is including police barracks (Gibb 1949)
In the master plan of 1979 the plan was to widen Kilwa Road to an arterial road of 4 lanes. The
development of the city along Kilwa Road was hampered by the bad quality of the road. After 1992,
when the road was rehabilitated (only 2 lanes), the city started to develop along Kilwa Road to the
south (Lerise 2004).
The urban development of the case area is in general comparable with the urban development of Dar
es Salaam. In this paragraph the urban development of the wards Kurasini, Keko and Miburani are
described as far as the development differs from the general development and specific data on the
wards are given. The existing land use of the area adjacent to Kilwa Road is, as far as available, given
in the road use map (inside of the back cover).
Kurasini

Kurasini is situated to the west of Kilwa Road and partly, near Bandari Street, also on the east side.
The ward has a very mixed land use. It consists of residential areas, institutional areas and also Dar es
Salaam port is situated in the ward. In figure 4.3 the types and proportion of land use are shown. In the
port area and the port related activities are mostly focused on trade and transport. In the area and along
Kilwa Road are several institutions like schools, churches, government offices and military areas. The
residential area is divided in planned and unplanned settlements (Min L&HS 2001). Two main roads
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cross the ward: Kilwa Road on the west side and Nelson Mandela Road to the east side. Nelson
Mandela Road is the main entrance to the port area.
Planned
residential
19%

Circulation
19%

Unbuilt land
6%

Unplanned
residential
11%

Open space
4%
Institutional
6%
Port area
18%

Port related
17%

Figure 4.3: current land use of Kurasini ward (data 2001, Min L&HS 2001)
Keko

Keko is one of the oldest unplanned settlements in Dar es Salaam (since 1940). Now is consists of a
residential (including churches and schools) and an industrial part. The industrial part is along Pugu
Road. The ward is mainly opened up in the direction of Pugu Road. Only Chang'ombe Road leads to
Kilwa Road (Bersani 2001). It is not directly adjacent to Kilwa Road and the influence of this ward on
Kilwa Road is probably limited.
Miburani

Miburani is located to the west of Kilwa Road. There is no data available on the current use and future
plans of Miburani. Based on the map of the ward Miburani locates the offices of Temeke Municipal,
the National Stadium (a new one is being build), schools, police barracks and several institutions.

4.3

Population

Temeke Municipal covers approximately 652 square kilometres. The part of Kilwa Road in the case
study is situated in three wards: Keko, Kurasini and Miburani. The three wards have a population
between 32.000 and 41.000 people (see table 4.2). In the direct vicinity of the case area live about
108.000 people. It is completely urban area. The population density is much higher then average in
Temeke, Dar es Salaam and Tanzania. It is a highly populated area.

urban
rural
total

country
Tanzania
no
7.943.561
26.500.042
34.443.603

%
23
77
100

region/city
Dar es Salaam
no
%
2.336.055
94
151.233
6
2.487.288
100

district
Temeke
no
624.631
146.869
771.500

Table 4.2: urban and rural population (Census 2002)
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%
81
19
100

ward
Keko
no
32.249
0
32.249

Kurasini
no
34.501
0
34.501

Miburani
no
41.176
0
41.176
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inhabitants
land area *
population density**

country
Tanzania
34.443.603
883.749
39

region/city
Dar es Salaam
2.487.288
1.393
1.793

district
Temeke
771.500
652
1.183

ward
Keko
32.249
na
10-20.000

Kurasini
34.501
7
5.149

Miburani
41.176
na
10-20.000

* land area in km2; ** population density in inhabitants/km2

Table 4.3: population and population density (calculated from Census 2002, DCC 2004 and Min LH&S 2001)
The household size is comparable with the household sizes of Temeke and Dar es Salaam. Only
Miburani has substantially larger households, it is however lower than average in Tanzania (see table
4.4). The age composition of Temeke is comparable to that of Dar es Salaam (see table 4.5). It is a
very young population, with 35% under 15 years and almost 60% under 25 years old. The distribution
of the age of the population of the wards was not available.

number of households
average household size

country
Tanzania
6.996.036
4,9

region/city
Dar es Salaam
596.264
4,2

district
Temeke
187.609
4,1

ward
Keko
8.112
4,0

Kurasini
8.331
4,1

Miburani
9.179
4,5

Table 4.4: households in Temeke and three wards (Census 2002)

age groups
0 until 15 year
15 until 25 year
25 until 40 year
40 until 55 year
55 until 65 year
65 until 75 year
75 or older
total

Tanzania
total
rural
44,2
46,3
19,6
18,3
19,5
18,1
9,3
9,3
3,5
3,7
2,4
2,6
1,5
1,7
100,0
100,0

urban
37,3
23,8
24,0
9,6
2,7
1,6
1,0
100,0

Dar es Salaam
total
rural
32,8
36,2
25,4
21,7
27,3
23,1
9,9
10,3
2,5
3,9
1,3
2,8
0,8
2,0
100,0
100,0

urban
32,6
25,7
27,5
9,9
2,4
1,2
0,7
100,0

Temeke
total
rural
34,6
36,6
24,3
19,9
26,6
23,3
9,7
10,7
2,5
4,2
1,4
3,0
0,9
2,3
100,0
100,0

urban
34,5
24,6
26,8
9,7
2,3
1,2
0,8
100,0

Table 4.5: total, rural and urban age groups (percentage) (calculated form Census 2002)
There is no data available on the income of the local population.

4.3.1

Stakeholders: Residents and workers

For the research 30 residents, workers and people in transit were interviewed along Kilwa Road. The
respondents were selected randomly. The intention was to interview 15 residents and 15 workers. In
practice it was very difficult to distinguish the residents from the workers. Some residents also work
along the road, and in Tanzania the division between work and private is sometimes very small.
Therefore the results of the interviews with residents and workers are combined.
The data of the sample is compared to that of the population of the case area: the wards Keko,
Kurasini and Miburati to see if the sample is representative for the case area. If for these wards no
sufficient data was available the data of the Temeke municipal is used.
In the figures below the differences of the sample and population are shown. Because of the small size
of the sample no statistical calculations are made. Based on the figures and data the following remarks
can be made:
▰ The sex ratio (number of men divided by the number of women) is in the sample slightly higher
than in the case area (figure 4.4);
▰ the household size of the respondents in the sample is quite higher than of the population of the
case area (figure 4.5);
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Figure 4.4: sex ratio

Figure 4.5: household size

▰ In the sample people there are too many people in the age between 25 until 40 years and to little of
the age under 15 years (figure 4.6);

Sample
Temeke
Dar es Salaam

ye
ar

75

un
til

85

75

ye
ar
65

un
til

65

ye
ar
55

un
til

55

ye
ar
un
til
40

un
til
25

un
til

25

40
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ye
a
15
15

un
t il
0
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ar

Tanzania

r

percentage

50
45
40
35
30
25
20
15
10
5
0

age groups

Figure 4.6: age distribution
▰ The question about income is answered by only one third of the respondents. Their income is
mostly very variable and is between 20.000 and 250.000 Tsh/month ($ 14,8 to $ 185,2 per month,
rate July 2006). This is between $ 0,5 and $ 6,0 each day. Most of the respondents have however
an income higher than 60.000 Tsh per month ($ 44,4/month, is $ 1,5/day) As about 19,7 % of the
people of Tanzania have an income of less then $ 1,-/day and 59,7% of less than $ 2,-/day (1993,
WDI 2004) then the people in the sample have on average an income a little bit higher than the
poorest majority in the country.
Based on the data on age, household sizes and income can be concluded that the sample is not
representative for the population.
In the interview data was collected to establish the opportunities of the stakeholders to influence the
local society and their way of life. This data gives the personal circumstances of the respondents and
cannot be used to test if the sample is representative.
▰ The role in the household gives insight in the position of the respondent in his of her family. Table
4.7 gives the distribution of the different roles the respondent have in their household.
▰ The type of work given by the respondents is grouped in 9 categories: from salesman/woman to
policeman. These categories and their distribution are shown in table 4.8.
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45

35

40

30
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30

percentage

percentage

35

25
20
15

20
15
10

10
5

5
0

other

in repair

road
cleaner/garbage
collector

policeman

type of work

role in household

Figure 4.8: type of work

▰ If the respondents have paid or unpaid work is asked with the
objective to find pout if the work is informal. The result of this
question is compared to the size of the informal sector in
Temeke and Tanzania (see figure 4.9). The data about the size
of the informal sector is very uncertain. Therefore this data
and comparison should be handled with the most caution. No
hard conclusions should be drawn based on this data.

60
50
40
percentage

Figure 4.7: role in household

taxi/truck driver

dala dala
driver/conductor

teacher

student

salesman/woman

guardiansister

uncle

guardian

brother

sister

father

mother

0

30
20

The idea of the model is to differentiate in different types of
10
residents and workers who have their own needs and activities.
Those groups should be based on their way of existence and
0
personal circumstances. Due to the small size of the sample and the
sample Temeke
Dar es
Salaam
sample not being representative no distinction is made between
area
different groups of residents and workers for this research. The
Figure: 4.9: informal sector
group of the sample is probably too divers to be seen as one group
with a comparable set of needs and activities. For the rest of this
research all the residents and workers are used as one group.
According to the work instrument the stakeholder 'residents and workers' can be described as follows
Name of stakeholder: residents and workers
Description of stakeholder: all the people living and working on and along Kilwa Road. For this
research all the residents are seen as one homogenous group. In reality the residents should be divided
in several groups.
Type of stakeholder: the residents and workers are users, individuals, and local on-site.
The residents and workers can be characterised, according to the sample, as follows:
Sex

men
women

52%
48%

Age

0 until 15 year
15 until 25 year
25 until 40 year
40 until 55 year
55 until 65 year
65 until 75 year
75 until 85 year
85 year or older

0%
17%
43%
27%
7%
3%
3%
0%
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Household

average household size (number of persons)
number of men
number of women
number of children (below 15)
number of elderly people (above 65)

5,2
2,6
2,6
2,0
0,9

Work

salesman/woman
student
teacher
Dala dala driver/conductor
taxi/truck driver
policeman
in repair
road cleaner/garbage collector
other

30%
10%
10%
13%
7%
7%
10%
10%
3%

Paid work

yes
no (informal work)

72%
28%

Influence on the public space: the influence this stakeholder thinks he or she has on the design of the
public space is 2,1 on a scale from 1 (very little influence) to 5 (very much influence).

4.4

Economy

The economy of Temeke can be divided into industry focussed on (port related) manufacturing and
processing, and services (garages, warehouses). The informal sector is concentrated on wholesale and
retail trade, fisheries, animal husbandry, building materials and mining. Also agriculture is important
with 45.000 hectares of land. Agricultural production can be divided in cash crops (cashew nuts,
coconuts), food crops (maize, rice, vegetables, fruits) and livestock (cattle, sheep, goats, pigs, chicken)
(Mruma 2005).
Table 4.6 shows the distribution of the number of
residents and workers per type of employer.

employer
government and private sector
informal sector
agriculture
employment otherwise

% of residents
20
49
13
18

Table 4.6: employment in Temeke (Mruma 2005)
When we look at the organisations residing along Kilwa Road we see a concentration of educational
institutions: nurseries, primary and secondary schools and training institutions. There is also a large
compound of the police (Police Barracks). At the north end of Kilwa Road is the oil storage of BP.
Furthermore there are several religious institutions. Concentrated on several places there are small
(informal) businesses like garages, furniture makers, car washing, etc. Along almost the whole road
there are shops, restaurants and petty traders. See the road use map for details about the location of
these activities (on the inside of the back cover).

4.4.1

Stakeholders: Organisations

Only a small number of organisations were interviewed along Kilwa Road. There is no data available
about the types and amount of companies and institutions along Kilwa Road. Based on this the
representatives of the sample cannot be checked. Therefore the data retrieved from the companies and
institutions is only used as an indication of the views of the organisations along Kilwa Road.
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According to the work instrument the stakeholder 'company and institution' can be described as
follows:
Name of stakeholder: organisations
Description of stakeholder: organisations located along Kilwa Road and using Kilwa Road for several
purposes.
Type of stakeholder: the organisations are: users, organisations, local on-site.
They can be characterised, according to the sample, by:
Size of company

small
medium
large

0%
67%
33%

Economical activity

I
L

25%
25%

M
N

Transport, storage and communications
Public administration and defence; compulsory
social security
Education
Health and social work

25%
25%

(All percentages based on the number organisations)
Type of organisation

Private
Private/public
Public
NGO, CBO

33%
0%
0%
67%

Influence on public space: the influence the organisations think that they have on the public space is
1,3 on a scale from 1 (very little influence) to 5 (very much influence).

4.5

Transport, infrastructure and public space

In this paragraph a description is given of the use of the public space of the case area. This description
is based on literature and own research. First a description is given of the infrastructure of the case
area and the planned rehabilitation (§4.5.1.1). Then the use of the case area is described (§4.5.1.2).

4.5.1

Road infrastructure and the rehabilitation

The case area is Kilwa Road between Mandela Road and Bandari Street. A complete overview of the
road and the use is given in the road use map. Kilwa Road is the connection from the centre of Dar es
Salaam to suburbs of Dar es Salaam and further to the southern provinces.
The infrastructure of Kilwa Road consists of a two lane paved asphalt road. On a large part of the road
there are ditches on one or both sides of the road. On both sides there are unpaved and often not
designed areas. The width of the road varies often. A general lay out of the road is given in figure
4.10.
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Unpaved
sand road

ditch

Asphalted two lane road

Partly grass, party sand

ditch

Unpaved
sand road

Some parts:
shops,
restaurants,
garages or
workshops

Unpaved

Figure 4.10: general and schematic lay out of Kilwa Road
The road is reasonably even and has a depression where the road crosses an arm of Gerezani Creek.
At the depression the road is constructed on an earth fill (JICA 2006).
Rehabilitation of Kilwa Road

Traffic congestion along the road and the bad quality of the road were the reasons for the Tanzanian
Government to ask a grant from the Japanese government for the rehabilitation of Kilwa Road.
TANROADS is responsible for the rehabilitation of Kilwa Road. One condition of the grant is that
Japanese companies make the design and execute the rehabilitation. A Japanese consultant makes the
design.
The objective of the rehabilitation is to have a road that can be used. The focus is on moving people
and goods from and to town. TANROADS has only data related to the objective of the reconstruction.
Therefore the traffic data is limited to cars, busses, lorries and trucks. They have no data on bicycling,
walking, and other NMT which is with the City Council (Phillip 2006).

9m

7m

2m

rest

3m

45m

7m

2m

rest

3m

TANROADS has
public attributes: water pipes, telephone lines (above ground), electricity
developed the
principal lay out of
free space
Kilwa Road (see
figure 4.11). The
drainage
road is to be
road, two lanes
rehabilitated to a
dual carriageway. In
vegetation, future bus lanes
the central strip room
has been reserved for
road, two lanes
the future bus lane
for the Dar es
drainage
Salaam Rapid
Transport system
free space
(DART). This was a
precondition from
public attributes: water pipes, telephone lines (above ground), electricity
the Dar es Salaam
City Council, figure Figure 4.11: proposed lay out of Kilwa Road
4.12 gives the
general lay out of a road with a bus lane for DART (Kintandu 2006).
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Figure 4.12: layout of a road with a bus lane for DART (Kitandu 2006)
Furthermore room is reserved for a drainage system and public attributes like water pipes and
electricity. The width of the road to be designed is 45 metres. This width is chosen because this is the
available width along the 11, 6 kilometres long stretch of Kilwa Road that is going to be rehabilitated.
At some places the width of the area of Kilwa Road between buildings is up to 60 meters. The design
is focused on the objective and the 45 metres wide corridor. The areas beside the corridors are not
included in the design.
The design, made by the Japanese consultant, incorporates the widening of the road into a dual
carriageway, roundabouts, room for a future bus lane, new pavement for roadways and sidewalks,
drainage facilities, guardrails, safety fences, and new bus stops along the road. It is not clear if street
lightning is incorporated in the plan. A cross section of the proposed design is shown in figure 4.13
(JICA 2006).

Photo 4.1: use of Kilwa Road
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Figure 4.13: cross section of the proposed design of Kilwa Road (JICA 2006)

4.5.2

Use of public space

In the research of the use of the case area many activities are identified. Of these activities only the
travel and transport activities are researched in more detail. This was a limitation of the research in
order to reduce the scope.
This paragraph starts with the results of the observation (§4.5.2.1). The rest of the paragraph is
structured according to the work instrument that is used for the cases (se figure 4.14). The stakeholders
are described in §4.3.1 (population) and §4.4.1 (economy). The activities of the stakeholders are
divided in: type of activity (§4.5.2.2), route and means of transport (§4.5.2.3), importance to
stakeholder (§4.5.2.4), nuisance to other stakeholders (§4.5.2.5), activities, nuisance and importance
(§4.5.2.6), time of use (§4.5.2.7) and amount of use (§4.5.2.8). The properties are divided in: quality
(§4.5.2.9), shape and materials (§4.5.2.10). Finally the wishes and remarks of the respondents to the
interviews are described in §4.5.2.11. The description of the use is based on the results of the
interviews, the observations and additional literature. The different sources used are not always
compatible.
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Stakeholder

Activities

Name of stakeholder

Type of activity

Description of stakeholder

Route and
means of transport

Type of stakeholder

Properties
Quality
Shape and material

Importance to stakeholder

Influence on public space

Nuisance to other
stakeholders
Time of use
Amount of use

Figure 4.14: the work instrument

4.5.2.1

Observation

An observation is done of the use of
Kilwa Road. The observation is executed
on two days: 30 July and 30 August
2006. The result of the observation is
shown on the road use map on the inside
of the back cover. In this paragraph the
main results are described.
Traffic and transport

There is traffic congestion in morning
and evening rush hour. The traffic
congestion into town is partly due to the
narrowing of the road at a bridge over the Photo 4.2: Bus stop along Kilwa Road
railway lines on Bandari Road, just a few
hundred metres after the end of Kilwa Road. Through the traffic congestion into town some Dala
dala's take the side road to avoid the traffic-jam. This results in annoyance by the residents living
along that side road. Near Nelson Mandela Road trucks often turn on the road after they have refuelled
at the petrol station at the crossing with Mandala Road. Leaving the petrol station they cannot turn left,
they have to go right first and turn at the end of the central strip, often blocking the road and creating
dangerous situations. The transport on Kilwa Road is mainly done by trucks, cars (sedans, four-wheel
drives, pick ups, etcetera), Dala dala's, taxis, some bicycles, and people walking. Due to the amount of
traffic, certainly during the rush hours, it is often difficult to cross the road. There are several
playgrounds near the road and animals grazing an looking for food near and on the road. Most of the
people walk at the south side of Kilwa Road near Nelson Mandela Road, at the north end, near
Bandari Road, there are not many people walking.
Activities

The activities on or along the road are divided in commercial, residential and social activities.
Commercial activities: There are lot of commercial activities along the road. Table 4.7 gives an
overview of the different types of activities. There are several companies and institutions established
along the road. Their access is directly to Kilwa Road. Workshops are located along the road. In these
workshops several products are made and repaired: cars, furniture, etcetera. There are also lot of bars
and restaurants along the road. Some are small and some, like Kilwa Road Bar, are widely known and
attract people form the whole neighbourhood. Along the road are several shops and vendors stalls
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selling things like food, cold drinks, mobile phone recharge cards, magazines, plants and small items
like sugar, soap, milk powder. The shops and vendors are predominantly located near the bus stops.
Some people keep animals that are grazing along the road.
Residential activities: There are several residential areas along Kilwa Road. Most of these areas are
separated from the road by fences. On some place there are no fences and people use the area along
the road for example for drying of clothes.
Social activities: Near residential areas there are often children playing and parents chatting. Near the
bus stops taxi drivers and street vendors waiting for customers are sitting and chatting. Also groups of
often young people are sitting along the road. At the bus stops groups of people are waiting of the Dala
dala's to arrive.
commercial
▰ selling of plants
▰ car washing
▰ furniture workshops
▰ handcarts workshops
▰ car repair workshops
(garages)
▰ shops (cell phone cards,
drinks, small domestic
articles)
▰ petrol stations
▰ street vendors (drinks, food,
cell phone cards)
▰ street vendor stalls
▰ cement depot
▰ hostel
▰ breaker's yard
▰ vague commercial areas
("Ethiopians")
▰ taxi drivers waiting for
costumers

institutions
▰ nursery school
▰ primary school
▰ secondary school
▰ police vehicle maintenance
unit
▰ police barracks (residential,
schools and offices)
▰ police station
▰ police training college
▰ centre for foreign relations
▰ religious centre
▰ Tanzania Harbours Authority
(entrance not on Kilwa Road)
▰ seamen's mission (entrance not
on Kilwa Road)

public and other activities
▰ bus stops (also informal)
▰ children's playground
▰ residential housing (planned an
unplanned)
▰ drying clothes
▰ socializing
▰ bars
▰ restaurants
▰ grazing animals
▰ route signs
▰ "left over places"
▰ garbage collection places
▰

Table 4.7: observed activities along Kilwa Road
Other observations

Near Gerazani Creek new warehouses are being constructed in the unplanned settlements. Along the
road there are several waste disposal points, from these points rubbish is spread over al large areas and
animals are searching for food in the rubbish (see photo 4.3). The waste disposal points are part of the
waste disposal system of the city, the rubbish is collected by trucks. Much litter accumulates in the
ditches along the road. Apparently this litter will be flushed away during the rainy season.
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Photo 4.3: waste disposal point
There are several open areas along the road, a part of these areas are not used and some are used for
informal activities, mostly near bus stops. The area near the railway lines at the north end of the road
are mostly abandoned and only used by people on foot going in the direction of the port.
Several paved side roads lead to Kilwa Road, but especially on the west side of the road, there are also
several unpaved paths ending on Kilwa Road. These paths lead into the residential areas and are
mostly used by people on foot and on a bicycle.

4.5.2.2

Type of activity

In this paragraph an overview is given about the activities done in the public space. The activities are
structured by a list of activities and divided in travel, transport and local activities. Table 4.8 gives an
overview of the activities performed by the two focus groups.
The activity 'waiting of trucks, busses and vans on the road' (no. 22) has a very high score of 67% and
is probably interpreted by the respondents as waiting for the bus, and not, as intended, as waiting of
vehicles on the road for whatever purpose.
The table gives the percentage of the activities of both focus groups that selected that activity. For
example 87% of the residents and workers said that they use the road for commuter traffic.
The table shows that the public space is used for a wide variety of activities. The residents and
workers do almost all the activities in the list. The most common activities are commuter traffic, travel
for domestic activities, transport of goods, relaxation during work, waiting for the bus and placing
garbage outside. The organisations focus their activities on commuter traffic and traffic for business
and social purposes. Other frequent activities are meeting other people and waiting for the bus.

activities
travel
1 commuter traffic
2 business traffic
3 travel for social contacts
4 travel for domestic activities
5 travel for education or training
6 travel for culture, leisure, recreation
7 travel for servicing residents and enterprises
8 other
transport
9 transport of goods
26 transport of gas, water, electricity

residents and organisations
workers
%
%
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87
23
33
47
23
13
33
3

100
67
67
33
33
33
0
0

63
20

33
0
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27 transport of information
10 collecting garbage of inhabitants and enterprises
11 other
activities
12 children's play
13 relaxation during work
14 relaxation private
15 to meet other people
16 looking what is happening in the street
17 sporting
18 parking of cars, motorcycles, bicycles
19 parking of trucks, busses, vans
20 parking of trains
21 loading and unloading of goods
22 waiting of trucks, busses, vans on the road
23 storage of goods
24 placing garbage outside for garbage collection
28 growing plants or keeping animals for food
29 cooking and selling of food
30 selling of goods (not food)
31 entertaining other people
32 making or repairing of goods
25 other

27
17
0

33
33
0

3
43
17
23
17
10
17
17
0
13
67
10
50
10
10
10
3
7
3

0
33
33
67
0
0
0
0
0
33
67
0
33
0
0
0
0
0
0

Table 4.8: activities in the public space (percentage of respondents that selected the activity)
The research as focused on the travel and transport activities. The travel activities can be linked to
available data. In table 4.9 the various types of trip purpose as described by Howe (see §3.5.2.1) is
related to the travel and transport activities of the research. This shows that there is a relation between
both. Only the activity 'culture, leisure and recreation' is missing in the trip purposes of Howe. This is
probably due to the limited possibilities of the local population to do these activities and if they do
them they are probably integrated in their daily activities. The research resulted in too little data to
make a numerical comparison between both data.
trip purpose
livelihood related

service oriented
social/personal
other

work
business
market/shop
school
healthcare
visiting
personal errand
--

type of activity (travel and transport)
commuter traffic
business traffic/ servicing residents and enterprises/
transport of goods
domestic activities
education or training
-social contacts
domestic activities
culture, leisure and recreation

Table 4.9: relation between trip purpose and type of activity
In September 2006 the government evicted all the petty traders form the city centre and from Kilwa
Road (Shekighenda 2006). So the current use of the road has probably changed drastically.

4.5.2.3

Route and means of transport

The routes taken by the focus groups did not become clear from the research. Mostly the point of
departure and the destination is known, but the exact route is not known, only that it is via Kilwa
Road. About the means of transport more data is available. Figure 4.15 shows the means of transport
used by the residents and workers. From the figure it becomes clear that public transport (Dala dala's)
is for them the most important means of transport. The means of transport does not equal the amount
of traffic, as there are up to 25 persons in one Dala dala and there can be more people in one car.
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30
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10
0
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car motorcycle
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bicycle

walking

public
transport
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3
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67

3

8

Figure 4.15: distribution of the modes of transport of resident and workers (data of the sample)
There is not enough data of the traffic along Kilwa Road available to compare it with the outcome of
the research. There is recent data available on the distribution of the means of motorized transport in
peak hours (table 4.10), this data is about the number of vehicles, not the amount of transported
people.
means of transport
light vehicles
mini buses
heavy goods
total

AM peak hour
number
%
493
35,4
834
59,8
67
4,8
1.394
100,0

PM peak hour
number
%
409
29,5
885
63,9
92
6,6
1.386 100,0

Table 4.10: distribution of means of transport (data 2004, recalculated from Black & Veatch 2004)
For the used means of transport some remarks are made:
Public transport: The research gives a high amount of public transport; this much higher than the data
of the use of public transport in Temeke. The amount of passengers in the Dala dala's on Kilwa Road
is about 6200 passengers/ hour (data probably 2005, Kitandu 2006). There are four official bus stops
along the part of Kilwa Road included in the research.
Bicycles (and Non Motorised Transport): The number of people travelling on bicycle along the road is
low; this is congruent with the observation of Kilwa Road. Also other types of NMT are very few.
This is probably due to the high amount of motorized traffic, and the reasonably small roadway.
Cars: The amount of cars is about 30% of the total volume on the road. Cars are mostly sedans, pickups or four-wheel drives. There are also a lot of taxis along the road. Parking cars is done on the
unpaved areas along the road, there is sufficient room, and so the parked cars do not hinder the traffic
on the road.
Walking: During the observation it was noticed that many people walk along the road. This is not
congruent with the low number of walking in the research. Possibly the respondents did not interpret
walking as a means of transport, and if they walk to the bus stop and take and Dala dala they possibly
describe this as public transport. The percentage of the people that walk shown in figure 4.15 is
probably too low.
Trucks: There is limited data on the amount of truck along the road. Based on table 4.10 the amount of
truck is about 5% of the traffic on the road. Based on the observation this seems a reasonable
percentage.
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4.5.2.4

Importance to stakeholder

The importance to the stakeholders is asked for all the activities they do on Kilwa Road. The
importance the focus groups give to their activities is very high (see table 4.11). The residents and
workers have little difference of opinion about the importance (the standard deviation is 0,78). The
organisations even have a standard deviation of zero (they all score importance 5). There are however
only 4 organisations interviewed. The question is if this outcome gives good insight in the importance
to the stakeholders of the activities they do on Kilwa Road. There is no difference between several
activities and the distribution of the importance is small.
residents and workers
organisations

n
30
4

average
4,5
5,0

st.dev.
0,78
0,00

Table 4.11: importance to stakeholders (score: 1 = not important, 5 = very important)
If the importance of the activities is combined with the influence the stakeholders think they have,
then insight is gained in the relation between the importance and influence of the different
stakeholders. Figure 4.16 shows the importance and influence of the focus groups and several other
parties involved in the development of the area. With this figure it is possible to weigh the arguments
of several stakeholders: what is the importance for the stakeholder of the public space and how can
they influence the decision-making. It is a tool for managing the design process. With the use of the
influence one should consider that a stakeholder could judge his or her influence intentionally (they
manipulate the process) or unintentionally (they make a wrong judgement) higher or lower.

5

Residents and
workers
Companies

Importance -->

4

Police
Tanroads

3
1

2

Vibindo
3

4

5

2

1
Influence -->

Figure 4.16: importance/influence matrix
Remarkable in the figure is that all the stakeholders in the figure think that their activities on Kilwa
Road are very important. Neither of them thinks that they have a big influence on the design of Kilwa
Road, not even the organisation responsible for the design: TANROADS. The limited influence of
TANROADS is probably due to the grant of the Japanese government for the design and realisation of
the rehabilitation of Kilwa Road. Part of this grant is the obligation that Japanese companies do the
design and realisation. After a field study by a Japanese consultant the design is completely made in
Japan. This makes the possibilities for TANROADS to influence the design very limited. On the other
hand the priority of TANROADS is probably not in making good designs, but in finding funds and
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make sure that some work is done on the roads they are responsible for. The quality of the design is
thus not the first priority. The importance and influence of VIBINDO is not indicated in the figure.
VIBINDO stated that the question about importance of Kilwa Road was not relevant for them, as they
are not using Kilwa Road themselves. They think that their influence is very small: 1.

4.5.2.5

Nuisance to other stakeholders

The nuisances of activities gives insight in the way users of the public space are disturbed by activities
done by others in the public space. The nuisance is given on a scale from 1 (much nuisance) to 5 (no
nuisance). For each focus group the activities are sorted by the amount of nuisance they give (see table
4.12). The residents and workers are more disturbed than the organisations by activities like transport
of goods (9) and sporting activities (17). They are also more disturbed than the organisations by
relaxation during work (13), but not by relaxation private! The organisations are more disturbed by
travel for education (5) and serving residents (7), and they are more disturbed by parking of trains (20)
than the resident and workers.

activities
travel
1 commuter traffic (from house to work)
2 business traffic
3 social contacts (for example: visiting family, friends)
4 domestic activities (for example: buying groceries)
5 education or training (for example: school, course)
6 culture, leisure, recreation (for example; going to a music event or a bar)
7 servicing residents and enterprises (for example: cleaning)
8 other
transport
9 goods
26 gas, water, electricity (also with underground pipes)
27 information (mail, internet, also with underground cables)
10 collecting garbage of inhabitants and enterprises
11 other
activities
12 children's play
13 relaxation during work (for example work break)
14 relaxation private (for example; going for a stroll)
15 to meet other people
16 looking what is happening in the street
17 sporting (for example: jogging, informal street ball game)
18 parking of cars, motorcycles, bicycle, handcarts, etc.
19 parking of trucks, busses, vans, dala dala's, etc.
20 parking of trains
21 loading and unloading of goods
22 waiting of trucks, busses, vans, dala dala's on the road
23 storage of goods
24 placing garbage outside for garbage collection
28 growing plants or keeping animals for food
29 cooking and selling of food
30 selling of goods (not food)
31 entertaining other people
32 making or repairing of goods
25 other

residents,
organisations
workers
score
score
3,1
2,9
3,3
3,6
3,4
2,4
3,0
0,0

2,5
3,0
4,0
2,5
1,5
3,0
1,5
1,0

2,9
3,8
3,1
3,0
0,0

4,5
4,5
4,0
2,5
0,0

1,8
2,7
2,6
3,1
2,8
1,9
2,1
2,0
2,5
2,0
2,5
2,8
2,5
2,6
3,5
3,1
2,5
2,9
0,0

3,0
4,0
3,0
3,0
3,0
4,0
2,0
1,5
1,0
2,0
2,5
2,5
1,0
1,0
2,0
1,5
4,0
2,0
0,0

Table 4.12: amount of nuisance to other created by activities in the public space (average score per
activity: 1 = much nuisance, 5 = no nuisance)
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Activities in the order of amount of nuisance

How the focus groups see the nuisance relatively to each other is shown in the tables 4.13 and 4.14.
For each group the nuisance is given in order of the amount of nuisance. With colours the amount of
nuisance is divided in three levels:
amount of nuisance
much nuisance
neutral
no nuisance

range
1,0 to 2,5
2,5 to 3,5
3,5 to 5,0

colour

Residents and workers
The activities that give the most nuisances to the residents and workers are children's play and
sporting. Also activities related to doing things on the road are disturbing: parking, loading and
unloading of goods. Cultural and recreational activities are also seen as giving much nuisance. Selling
of food and doing domestic activities do not give any nuisance. Also the distribution of gas and water
does not give nuisance. The can be explained that this is mostly done underground and thus does not
give any nuisance (see table 4.13).
residents and
workers
activities
score
12 children's play
1,8
17 sporting (for example: jogging, informal street ball game)
1,9
19 parking of trucks, busses, vans, dala dala's, etc.
2,0
21 loading and unloading of goods
2,0
18 parking of cars, motorcycles, bicycle, handcarts, etc.
2,1
6 culture, leisure, recreation (for example; going to a music event or a bar)
2,4
20 parking of trains
2,5
22 waiting of trucks, busses, vans, dala dala's on the road
2,5
24 placing garbage outside for garbage collection
2,5
31 entertaining other people
2,5
14 relaxation private (for example; going for a stroll)
2,6
28 growing plants or keeping animals for food
2,6
13 relaxation during work (for example work break)
2,7
16 looking what is happening in the street
2,8
23 storage of goods
2,8
2 business traffic
2,9
9 goods
2,9
32 making or repairing of goods
2,9
7 servicing residents and enterprises (for example: cleaning)
3,0
10 collecting garbage of inhabitants and enterprises
3,0
1 commuter traffic (from house to work)
3,1
27 information (mail, internet, also with underground cables)
3,1
15 to meet other people
3,1
30 selling of goods (not food)
3,1
3 social contacts (for example: visiting family, friends)
3,3
5 education or training (for example: school, course)
3,4
29 cooking and selling of food
3,5
4 domestic activities (for example: buying groceries)
3,6
26 gas, water, electricity (also with underground pipes)
3,8

Table 4.13: nuisance perceived by the residents and workers from the activities
Organisations
Organisations are more disturbed by activities of others then the residents and workers. In general the
activities that disturb them are related to using the road for activities that can block the road, like
parking, loading and unloading; and commercial activities along the road, like selling, making, and
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repairing of goods. They are not hindered by activities people do in the public space, like socializing
and relaxation. Also many types of traffic do not disturb them (see table 4.14).

activities
20 parking of trains
24 placing garbage outside for garbage collection
28 growing plants or keeping animals for food
5 education or training (for example: school, course)
7 servicing residents and enterprises (for example: cleaning)
19 parking of trucks, busses, vans, daladala's, etc.
30 selling of goods (not food)
18 parking of cars, motorcycles, bicycle, handcarts, etc.
21 loading and unloading of goods
29 cooking and selling of food
32 making or repairing of goods
1 commuter traffic (from house to work)
4 domestic activities (for example: buying groceries)
10 collecting garbage of inhabitants and enterprises
22 waiting of trucks, busses, vans, daladala's on the road
23 storage of goods
2 business traffic
6 culture, leisure, recreation (for example; going to a music event or a bar)
12 children's play
14 relaxation private (for example; going for a stroll)
15 to meet other people
16 looking what is happening in the street
3 social contacts (for example: visiting family, friends)
27 information (mail, internet, also with underground cables)
13 relaxation during work (for example work break)
17 sporting (for example: jogging, informal street ball game)
31 entertaining other people
9 goods
26 gas, water, electricity (also with underground pipes)

organisations
score
1,0
1,0
1,0
1,5
1,5
1,5
1,5
2,0
2,0
2,0
2,0
2,5
2,5
2,5
2,5
2,5
3,0
3,0
3,0
3,0
3,0
3,0
4,0
4,0
4,0
4,0
4,0
4,5
4,5

Table 4.14: Nuisance perceived by the organisations from the activities

4.5.2.6

Activities, nuisance and importance

The activities of the two focus groups can be compared to the nuisance they give to the groups and
how important they find all the activities. The importance of the activities, due to the scope of the
research, is only available for all the activities together. In the tables 4.15 and 4.16 the activities the
focus groups do are for each group ordered from the most to the least common. For each activity also
the level of nuisance is given (this is the average score of the nuisance of the respondents who selected
this activity). Based on these tables there does not seem to be a clear relation between the activities
and the nuisance they give.
For the tables 4.15 and 4.16:

score
1
2
3
4
5

nuisance
much nuisance
...
neutral
...
no nuisance

importance
not important
...
neutral
...
very important

The importance to the residents for all the activities together is 4,5 and for the organisations 5,0.
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Residents and workers
activities
1 commuter traffic
22 waiting of trucks, busses, vans, dala dala's on the road
9 transport of goods
24 placing garbage outside for garbage collection
4 travel for domestic activities
13 relaxation during work
3 travel for social contacts
7 travel for servicing residents and enterprises
27 transport of information
2 business traffic
5 travel for education or training
15 to meet other people
26 gas, water, electricity
10 collecting garbage of inhabitants and enterprises
14 relaxation private
16 looking what is happening in the street
18 parking of cars, motorcycles, bicycle, handcarts, etc.
19 parking of trucks, busses, vans, dala dala's, etc.
6 travel for culture, leisure, recreation
21 loading and unloading of goods
17 sporting
23 storage of goods
28 growing plants or keeping animals for food
29 cooking and selling of food
30 selling of goods (not food)
32 making or repairing of goods
12 children's play
31 entertaining other people
20 parking of trains

selected nuisance
%
score
87
3,1
67
2,5
63
2,9
50
2,5
47
3,6
43
2,7
33
3,3
33
3,0
27
3,1
23
2,9
23
3,4
23
3,1
20
3,8
17
3,0
17
2,6
17
2,8
17
2,1
17
2,0
13
2,4
13
2,0
10
1,9
10
2,8
10
2,6
10
3,5
10
3,1
7
2,9
3
1,8
3
2,5
0
2,5

Table 4.15: selected activities by residents and workers and the nuisance they give
Organisations
activities
1 commuter traffic (from house to work)
2 business traffic
3 social contacts (for example: visiting family, friends)
15 to meet other people
22 waiting of trucks, busses, vans, dala dala's on the road
4 domestic activities (for example: buying groceries)
5 education or training (for example: school, course)
6 culture, leisure, recreation (for example; going to a music event or a bar)
9 goods
27 information (mail, internet, also with underground cables)
10 collecting garbage of inhabitants and enterprises
13 relaxation during work (for example work break)
14 relaxation private (for example; going for a stroll)
21 loading and unloading of goods
24 placing garbage outside for garbage collection

selected nuisance
%
score
100
2,5
67
3,0
67
4,0
67
3,0
67
2,5
33
2,5
33
1,5
33
3,0
33
4,5
33
4,0
33
2,5
33
4,0
33
3,0
33
2,0
33
1,0

Table 4.16: selected activities by organisations and the nuisance they give and their importance
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Time of use

The time of use is limited to the time if use of all the activities
together. This is due to the amount of activities and difficulties with
the execution of the interviews (see appendix 5). Figure 4.17 shows
the distribution of the activities over the week. It shows that on 6
days in the week the there are lot of activities. Only on Sunday the
activities are about a third of the other days. Saturday has little less
activities than weekdays. The data is therefore a divided in
weekdays: from Monday until Saturday and in weekend days:
Sunday. In figures 4.18 and 4.19 show the outcome of this data.

18
16
14
percentage of use

4.5.2.7

12
10
8
6
4
2
Sunday

Saturday

Friday

Thursday

Wednesday

Tuesday

Monday

0

Remarkable in these figures is the total absence of the rush hours.
This is probably due to the time of execution of the interviews, to
day of the week
avoid the rush hour the interviewers probably did not travel during
the rush hour and most people interviewed lived or worked along
Figure 4.17: distribution of use
the road and did not leave (for long time) the area. Also the people
over the week
in transit are more difficult to approach for an interview, and are
probably less willing to participate, as they are on their way to somewhere.

30

30

25

25
percentage of use

amount of use

Probably the activities found in the research are not as much transport activities but other activities on
or adjacent to the road. Between the rush hours these activities are equally spread over the day. At the
evening rush hour these activities seem to bed less frequent.
On Sundays the distribution over the day is about the same as on weekday, only a little bit more spread
over the day: in the morning rush hour little more and in the evening little more (see figures 4.18 and
4.19).

20
15
10

15
10
5

5

0

0
night

morning
rush-hour

morning

lunch

weekdays (Monday until Saturday)

afternoon

evening
rush-hour

night

evening

morning
rush-hour

morning

lunch

weekdays (Monday until Saturday)

weekend days (= Sunday)

Figure 4.18: amount of use on weekdays and on
Sunday

4.5.2.8

20

afternoon

evening
rush-hour

evening

weekend days (= Sunday)

Figure 4.19: percentage of use on weekdays and
Sunday

Amount of use

The amount of use is divided in the current and the expected amount of use.
Current amount of use

There is limited data on the amount of use of Kilwa Road. The available data cannot be compared with
the outcome of the research as they are measured on different locations, different time and different
modes of transport are counted. The tables 4.20 and 4.21 show two traffic counts on Kilwa Road in
1990 and 2002 (World Bank 2002). The modes of transport that are counted are quite different. In
table 4.20 is focused on motorized transport, table 4.21 is also focussed on NMT. In 1992 the public
transport was liberalized and the Dala dala's were introduced. This changed the composition of the
traffic drastically: many minibuses appeared on the streets. Therefore data from before 1992 seems
quite useless.
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mode of transport
cars
light goods
medium goods
heavy goods
bus
total

amount
1.228
1.109
854
159
471
3.821

%
32
29
22
4
12
100

mode of transport
cars, vans, taxis
public bus (c<18)
public bus (c>18)
staff school bus
goods vehicles
mc & tricycles
pedalled goods vehicles
total

Table 4.20: Kilwa Road; 12-hour traffic
volume counts 1990 (World Bank 2002)

amount
5.909
2.067
820
122
466
378
9
9.771

%
60
21
8
1
5
4
0
100

Table 4.21: Kilwa Road, 8 hour traffic
volume counts 2002 (World Bank 2002)

Table 4.22 shows traffic data of 3 stations along Kilwa Road. These stations are all probably along the
part of Kilwa Road to the south of the case area. Of this data it is unclear if the traffic is in one or two
directions. Based on the total amount of vehicles it is probably in two directions. Current traffic counts
along Kilwa Road give about 13.000 vehicles per day in two directions; there is not much difference
between different parts of the road (Katura 2006). The data in table 4.22 however shows a big
difference in the amount of traffic at the stations. along Kilwa Road
walk
bicycle
total vehicles

station 4
9.372
2.867
5.130

station 33
10.097
2.234
7.554

station 34
2.668
1.352
11.976

Table 4.22: road traffic on Kilwa Road (data 1995, location of stations not known) (DCC 2006)
Based on the data of table 4.22 and the theoretical capacity of the road a congestion ration is
calculated (table 4.23, DCC 2006). This ratio shows the chance that the road is full, which can result in
traffic congestion on the road. It shows that in station 34 the chance of congestion is very high. It is
not clear if the capacity of the road that is used to calculate the ratio includes the type of use of Kilwa
Road, with many stopping Dala dala's. If not than the capacity of the road will be lower and the ratio
higher.
station 4
station 33
station 34

total vehicles (pcu)
9.082
13.149
16.292

capacity (pcu)
17.300
17.300
17.300

congestion ratio
0,52
0,76
0,94

Table 4.23: capacity of Kilwa Road (data 1995, DCC 2006)
More recent data, on Kiwla Road just to the south of the case area, shows the following amount of
traffic: peak hour traffic; AM: 1476 vehicles per hour and PM: 1500 vehicles per hour (data 2004,
Black & Veatch 2004).
The research into the use of Kilwa Road is focussed on the activities along the road. Average number
of activities of the residents and workers per week is 19. The total amount of users of Kilwa Road is
not known. Extra research should be executed to establish this total amount. It is thus not possible to
compare the data of the research with the available data of the traffic. It is also not possible to
calculate the total amount of use along Kilwa Road, based on the research.
Of other use of Kilwa Road little data is available. The organisation of petty traders VIBINDO has 254
members working along the road, of which 159 are female. These members are active in selling food,
cold drinks, , mobile phone recharge cards, small items, like sugar, soap, milk powder etc, they are
also active in activities like small garages. This was however before the eviction of the petty traders
for the city centre at the end of September 2006 (Kikuwe 2006).
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Future amount of use

For the upgrading of the part of Kilwa Road direct to the south of case area the consultant Black &
Veatch projected the traffic volumes up to 2024. They used a low growth scenario of average 2% for
20 years, resulting in an overall growth factor of 1,486. The high growth scenario predicts a growth of
5% for the first 10 years and 4% for the second 10 years, an overall growth in 20 years by the factor
2,411. The peak volumes in 2024 are shown in table 4.24. It is not clear where the future amount of
use is based on; Black & Veatch does not indicate where these futures growth is based on.
scenario
low
high

growth factor
1,49
2,41

AM peak hour
2.193
3.559

PM peak hour
2.229
3.617

Table 4.24: predicted amount of traffic in 2024 (vehicles/hour, calculated from Black & Veatch 2004)
The residents and workers expect that the amount of their activities will grow in the future. The
amount of growth is 4 (more) on a 5-scale from much less (1) to much more (5).

4.5.2.9

Quality

The quality of the public space is measured with 11 variables (see
table 4.25). Not all the aspects are included in the design of the
rehabilitation: clean and appearance buildings are not included in the
design.
With the quality variables the vision of the two focus groups on the
perceived quality of the current public space, and the importance of
each aspect is investigated. These qualities are measured on a scale
from 1 (very bad) to 5 (very good). The most important aspects to be
improved are measured by the selection of the three most important
aspects by the respondents.

▰
▰
▰
▰
▰
▰
▰
▰
▰
▰
▰

suitable
clean
comfortable
green (planting)
reliable
traffic safety
social safety
accessible
legible (to find you way)
appearance roads/green
appearance buildings

Based on this research it is difficult to establish if the used quality
Table 4.25: quality variables of
variables are sufficient to measure the total quality of the public
the public space
space. No missing variables were encountered during the research,
but it is hard to determine if one or more variables are missing. If more variables should be added this
will complicate the already complex questionnaire.
Current quality of Kilwa Road

Figure 4.18 and table 4.26 show the perceived quality of Kilwa Road for all variables. The figure
shows clearly that the organisations think that the current quality is higher than the resident and
workers think. The organisations score the variables accessible and legible the best and comfortable,
clean and appearance of building the worst. The residents and workers score, like the organisations,
accessible and legible the best, they score suitable, green and appearance of buildings the lowest. One
should however consider that the sample is a group of users that use Kilwa Road mainly outside the
rush hours. Taking into account the traffic congestion in the rush hours this outcome is therefore
probably not representative for many users of Kilwa Road. The biggest difference between the
organisations and residents and workers is on the variables suitable, green, and traffic safety. On all
these variables the organisations think that the quality is better than the residents and workers think.
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residents and workers
n
average
st.dev.
30
2,2
1,01
30
2,5
0,80
30
2,7
1,08
30
2,3
0,87
30
2,5
0,93
30
2,4
0,53
30
2,7
1,01
30
3,1
1,11
30
2,9
1,11
30
2,4
0,85
30
2,0
0,87

quality variables
suitable
clean
comfortable
green (planting)
reliable
traffic safety
social safety
accessible
legible
appearance roads/green
appearance buildings

organisations
n
average
3
3,5
3
2,5
3
2,0
3
3,5
3
3,5
3
3,5
3
3,5
3
4,0
3
4,0
3
3,0
3
2,5

st.dev.
0,71
0,71
0,00
0,71
0,71
0,71
2,12
1,41
1,41
0,00
0,71

Table 4.26: the current quality of Kilwa Road (n = number of respondents, st.dev. = standard deviation)
Based on the standard deviation (see table 4.26) insight can be gained in the coherence within one
focus group and between the focus groups. The number of organisations is however very limited (3)
thus the value of the standard deviation is limited, and is therefore not discussed. The residents and
workers are most divided on the variables they think the quality is the best: accessible and legible.
They are the most unanimous on traffic safety.
Based on the standard deviation it would be interesting to find out which characteristic(s) of the focus
groups (stakeholders) determine the differences within those groups. With that kind of insight it would
be possible to divide a focus group in several sub groups with their own interest and activities. The
data of this research is however too limited to determine those differences.

5

Score

4
3
2
1

residents and workers

Appearance
buildings

Appearance
roads/green

Legible

Accessible

Social
safety

Traffic
safety

Reliable

Green
(planting)

Comfortable

Clean

Suitable

0

organizations

Figure 4.18: current quality of Kilwa Road
Most important aspects for Kilwa Road

Figure 4.19 and table 4.27 show the most important aspect indicated by the respondents. Table 4.27
shows the number of respondents that selected that variable. The resident and worker find the
variables traffic safety, social safety and accessible the most important. Almost none of the residents
and workers find the variables suitable, reliable, appearance roads/green and appearance building
important. The organisations find comfortable and traffic safety the most important. They find
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suitable, green, reliable, social safety, accessible and appearance of building not important. There is a
big difference in opinion on the most important variables by the residents and workers and the
organisations. The only two aspects on which they reasonably agree are the variables clean and
legible. For the other variables there is a big difference of opinion. The organisations find the variables
comfortable traffic safety and appearance road/green more important then the residents and workers.
The resident and workers find the other variables more important.
The importance of the variables gives a clear view on the importance of the variables as perceived by
the users; there is a clear distinction between important and not important variables.

quality variables
suitable
clean
comfortable
green (planting)
reliable
traffic safety
social safety
accessible
legible
appearance roads/green
appearance buildings

residents and workers
total
yes
no
100
3
97
100
47
53
100
23
77
100
13
87
100
3
97
100
67
33
100
53
47
100
57
43
100
27
73
100
3
97
100
3
97

organisations
total
yes
100
0
100
33
100
100
100
0
100
0
100
100
100
0
100
0
100
33
100
33
100
0

no
100
67
0
100
100
0
100
100
67
67
100

Table 4.27: most important variables of Kilwa Road to be improved (percentage)

yes important (%)

100
90
80
70
60
50
40
30
20

residents and workers

Appearance
buildings

Appearance
roads/green

Legible

Accessible

Social
safety

Traffic
safety

Reliable

Green
(planting)

Comfortable

Clean

Suitable

10
0

organizations

Figure 4.19: most important variables of Kilwa Road to be improved
How would they like Kilwa Road to be?

The respondents of the interviews are asked how they would like the quality of all variables. As is
shown in figure 4.20 and table 4.28 this did not result in a clear preference for one or more quality
variables, only the variable green scores lower than the other variables. To make some judgements on
the importance of the quality variables the scores for the focus groups are analysed relatively. The
residents and workers score the variables clean traffic safety and accessible the highest, and green and
reliable the lowest. The organisations score suitable, clean, comfortable, traffic safety and social safety
the highest, and green the lowest. As there is a link between the level of quality the users want and the
most important aspects the outcome of both is compared. For the residents and workers both outcomes
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are reasonably comparable. The organisation however judge some variables completely different, for
example social safety is not mentioned as an important variable but scores 5,0 for the level they would
like it to have. Maybe this is a result of the small group of organisations in the sample.
residents and workers
n
average st.dev.
30
4,0
0,94
30
4,4
0,68
30
4,0
1,02
30
3,6
1,04
30
3,8
0,89
30
4,6
0,57
30
4,2
0,99
30
4,5
0,57
30
4,6
0,50
30
4,0
0,85
30
4,0
0,85

quality variables
suitable
clean
comfortable
green (planting)
reliable
traffic safety
social safety
accessible
legible
appearance roads/green
appearance buildings

organisations
n
average
3
5,0
3
5,0
3
5,0
3
3,5
3
4,0
3
5,0
3
5,0
3
4,5
3
4,5
3
4,0
3
4,0

st.dev.
0,00
0,00
0,00
2,12
1,41
0,00
0,00
0,71
0,71
1,41
1,41

Table 4.28: the expected quality of Kilwa Road (n = number of respondents, st.dev. = standard deviation)

5

Score

4
3
2
1

residents and workers

Appearance
buildings

Appearance
roads/green

Legible

Accessible

Social
safety

Traffic
safety

Reliable

Green
(planting)

Comfortable

Clean

Suitable

0

organizations

Figure 4.20: the expected quality of Kilwa Road

4.5.2.10

Shape and material

About shape and material an open question was asked: if the respondents had extra wishes for the
public space they could give their wishes. The response to this question was limited. The way of
questioning resulted in a bias in the outcome of this question. With the question some example were
given to give the respondents an idea what was meant by shape and materials. The result of these
examples was that the respondents reacted on the examples and did not think of other aspects of shape
and material.
The few suggestions that were made:
▰ Materials should be of good quality (durable) to withstand the traffic;
▰ materials should be attractable for people passing by;
▰ pavement of reasonable colours, some want natural colours;
▰ shape of trees to create shade;
▰ block pavement or gravel along the walking side to prevent dust and mud during the rainy season.
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4.5.2.11

Wishes and remarks

The respondent of the interviews made several remarks and had wishes related to the design of Kilwa
Road. These remarks and wished are grouped by subject in table 4.29. In the table for each subject a
short description is given bases on the remarks of the respondents and the number of times a remark is
made on the subject. The wishes and remarks in the list give some insight in the special things the
users of Kilwa Road want to be improved along Kilwa Road. They can, or should, be incorporated in
the design.
subject
street lighting
road layout
traffic safety
clean streets
prevent dust and mud
green
quality of materials
commercial facilities
furniture
special places
legible
involvement of users
other

description
install new and improvement the existing street lighting (safety and better
vision)
widening, separate lanes for other types of traffic (walk ways, trucks, dala
dala's)
install new and improve existing traffic lights, install bumps (for children
crossing the street) and signs where to cross the street
place dustbins to avoid garbage on the street and collect garbage efficiently
make a good road to prevent dust (in dry season) and mud (in rainy season), the
sidewalks should be paved and gravel on areas adjacent of the road and
sidewalks
provide of enough green (trees) for shade, appearance and to prevent dust
use good quality materials (European standards), to avoid early deterioration of
the materials and the road.
incorporate in the design good places for shops, with sign posts and roofs
provide (better) street furniture on the right location: to rest and wait, and for
children playing. Also provide toilets and telephone boxes.
implement children's play grounds, public open spaces, and parking places.
Make a division between residential and traffic areas
place signs to improve way finding
make sure the users are involved in the design
use large buses in stead of dala dala's (1);
implement good drainage to prevent flooding (3);
improve the social safety (4)

no.
17
21
17
9
20
8
27
11
30
4
5
7
8

Table 4.29: wishes and remark of the respondents for the design of Kilwa Road
The respondents also made some remarks that are not focused on the design but more about the design
process, their vision on the local circumstances, and general remarks:
▰ I hope that the opinions and ideas are used in the reconstruction;
▰ the work should be done properly;
▰ use high quality standards: like those of European countries like Germany and Holland;
▰ if the road is reconstructed as we wish/suggest, all the people of this area and others will enjoy at
maximum. Then the road will be one of the best in East Africa;
▰ take care during construction process to avoid cheating in mixing rations of tarmac and pavements
construction;
▰ I wish you a good result if you are going to construct this road;
▰ the government should, before doing anything that involves the users and residents, interview
those users and residents. This will make it possible to solve the critical problems of the people at
Kilwa Road;
▰ government and private sector should make sure that all of the above opinions should be taken
seriously and not only for Kilwa Road but also for other roads.
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4.5.3

Classification
Classification of public space

Based on the classification of roads by Svenson Kilwa Road is classified. Kilwa Road has a combined
function. It is a national corridor to open up the south of the country for good and persons. It also
connects the suburbs in the south of Dar es Salaam to the city centre. It is also one of the major roads
in Temeke Municipal. Therefore the link status of the road has three levels: national, city and district.
The place status of Kilwa Road is strongly connected to the local use: bars, restaurants predominantly
for the local population. There are also garages, car cleaners and bars that will attract people from
further away. The place status is therefore: local and neighbourhood. In figure 4.21 the status of Kilwa
Road is shown. It is obvious that Kilwa Road is used for many functions on quite different levels.
Based on the observation and the lay out of the roads the place and link status can be given in more
detail for several parts of the roads. These more detailed classifications are given in the road use map
on the inside back cover.

Figure 4.21: the classification of Kilwa Road (based on Svensson 2005)

4.6

Policies

There are several policies regarding the development of the area around Kilwa Road. First the visions
in the plans for the city are given, then the plans for the three wards: Kurasini, Keko and Miburati are
given.
Dar es Salaam

In the master plan 1979 (Marshall 1979) the area around Kilwa Road are mostly residential and
institutional. In the plans for the SUDP there are adjacent to Kilwa Road area indicated as 'most
attractive' for redevelopment or investment. Probably this area coincides with the terrain of the police
barracks. Some other areas are 'moderately attractive'. The whole area is seen as an area where
densification is possible (DCC 1999).
Kurasini

In the 1979 Master plan the focus for the development of Kurasini was predominately residential
(Marshall 1979). In the SUDP two areas in Kurasini are seen as 'moderately attractive' for
redevelopment. This is the residential area near Bandari Street between the oil storage and Kilwa Road
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and the residential area in Mivinjeni (DCC 1999). In the 2001 Kurasini Area Redevelopment Plan the
proposed land use is more focused on industrial development. Reason for the change is the growth of
the economy of Tanzania and the growth of transport through Dar es Salaam port. The main focus of
the plan is to change the unplanned residential and unbuilt land into land for port related facilities.
Table 4.30 give the differences in existing a proposed land use. The yellow marked land use indicates
the biggest change. The major change is the transformation of the unplanned residential area of Shimo
la Udongo to a port related area. The redevelopment is planned in two phases. phase 1 from 2001 to
2006 the area east of Nelson Mandela Road will be developed. In phase 2 (2007 to 2012) the area
between Nelson Mandela Road and Kilwa Road will be developed (Min L&HS 2001).
In the SUDP plans of 2006 the upgrading of the unplanned settlements in Kurasini has a low priority
(DCC 2006). This is contradictory to the 2001 Kurasini Area Redevelopment Plan where the
unplanned settlements are intended to change in to an area for port related facilities. The first
warehouses are being built in this area (see the road use map).
existing
type of land use
planned residential
oxidation ponds
port related
unplanned residential
unbuilt land

port area
institutional
open space
circulation
total

land area
proposed
%
%
type of land use
19,0 16,5
planned residential
0,6
0,6
oxidation ponds
17,0 26,0
port related
10,4
2,0 export processing zone
6,0
8,5
oil storage
0,1
commercial
0,4
lorry park
18,0 17,0
port area
6,0
5,9
institutional
4,0
4,6
open space
19,0 18,4
circulation
100,0 100,0
total

Table 4.30: change in land use, the biggest changes are indicated in yellow (Min L&HS 2001)
Keko

There are, as far as known, no plans to change the current land use of Keko. In the SUDP plans of
2006 the upgrading of unplanned settlements in Keko are given a low priority (DCC 1999). There are
plans to improve the opening up of Keko by improving the roads and traffic circulation in the ward.
The connections of the ward to the north in the direction of Pugu Road and to the south via
Chang'ombe Road to Kilwa Road will be improved (Bersani 2001). This will probably lead to more
traffic on Kilwa Road. Other plans for Keko probably do not have any effect on the use of Kilwa
Road.
Miburani

In the 1979 Master plan much area in Miburani is intended for institutional or residential use (Marshall
1979). This seems a continuation of the current situation with the presence of institutions like the
National Stadium, the offices of Temeke Municipal, educational institutions and the police barracks
and with the current residential areas. In the SUDP a part of Miburani adjacent to Kilwa Road is seen
as an attractive area for redevelopment (DCC 1999). This is mainly the area of the police barracks and
housing. There are however no detailed data or plans available on future development of Miburani.
Possibly this is due to problems with the ownership of the land (Mhagama 2006).
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4.7

The design, the development plans and the results of the
research

The objectives and execution of the design are compared with the results of the research. The
objective of this comparison is to find out if the objectives if the design differs from the activities of
the focus groups and their opinion on the quality of the public space and if the design is coherent with
the development plans.
The main objective of the design is to reduce the traffic congestion by widening the road to a 4-lane
dual carriageway, and to improve the quality of the road. The design is focused on a 45 metre wide
corridor where the rehabilitated road is to be situated. The area between the corridor and the private
plots and houses is not incorporated in the design.
The development plans for the area around Kilwa Road show that the area is interesting for
investments in relation to the sustainable urban development of the city. This will result in a possible
densification of area, and probably lead to more traffic to and from side roads to Kilwa Road. The
developments will be partly residential (in the wards Keko and Kurasini) and partly industrial (in
Kurasini). This will also lead to more traffic, especially of trucks for the industrial area. The extension
of the city to the south will also lead to more traffic. All these plans together will lead to extensive
growth of the traffic of persons and goods on Kilwa Road.
The planned introduction of buses on a bus lane in 2012 will influence the composition of the traffic
enormously. The buses will replace the Dala dala's and drive on their own lane. The Dala dala's are
about 30 % of the total traffic; with the introduction of the buses the remaining traffic will be reduced
by about 30%. If the bus fares of the new buses are to high, and people cannot afford that, this can lead
to more traffic of bicycles and people on foot.
Kilwa Road is used for many purposes: from local activities along the road to traffic of goods and
people to the southern part of Tanzania. This means that there are many conflicting interests. The
design is however only focused on the transport function by widening the road to reduce traffic
congestion. The many activities along Kilwa Road and the remarks for the design of the road by the
users show they also want other improvements along Kilwa Road: improvements like traffic safety,
good commercial facilities, good lighting, and a good place to be. Much of these improvements can be
realized in the area between the road and the privet plots. The major part of this area is however not
included in the design of the road.
One detail of the rehabilitation of Kilwa Road is that it ends at Bandari Street leading to the city
centre. A few hundred metres on Bandari Street is a narrow bridge over a small river. This will
probably limit the effect of the widening of Kilwa Road to reduce the traffic congestion in to the city
centre.
The expected change in the amount of traffic resulting from the development plans is not incorporated
in the design. Also the activities besides traffic are not incorporated. This is partly due to the limited
scope of the design (the 45 m wide corridor).
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5

Stakeholders

Based on the available literature and interviews with the experts an overview of the stakeholders
involved in the design/reconstruction of the case area is made. These stakeholders are structured
according to the classification of the stakeholders as developed in appendix 3 (see figure 5.1). Some
stakeholders can have different, and some tomes conflicting, interests and can be found in different
groups of stakeholders simultaneously. The names of the ministries have changed recently therefore
possibly not the most recent names are used.
The stakeholders identified during the case study are shown in table 5.1. Possibly there are more
stakeholders that are not identified, and therefore not in this table.
local on-site
individuals
local off-site
users
local on-site
organisations
local off-site

stakeholders

short term
local interest
long term
non users
non local interest

long term

Figure 5.1: classification of stakeholders
The overview of stakeholders a shown on the next page are partly based on: Mruma 2005, Miara 2006,
Min C&T 2003, Katura 2006, World Bank 2002, Makileo 2006, AFTU 2002, and observation during
the research.
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users
individuals

local on-site
local off-site

organisations

local on-site
local off-site

non users
local interest

short term
long term

non local interest

long term

residents in the area
workers in the area
Dala dala drivers
truck drivers
trespassers
companies and institutions in the area
Local NGO's (like Boresha Mazingira Kurasini (BOMAKU))
NGO's that represent workers and residents (like (VIBINDO))
Road transport companies
Underground transport companies (like: TANASCO, DAWASA)
TRC (Tanzanian Railway Corporation): use of railways
Japan International Cooperation Agency (JICA): grant for rehabilitation
Construction Project Consultants, Inc (designer
TANESCO: electricity company
Dar es Salaam Water and Sewage Authority (DAWASA): sewage
TANROADS: design, construction and maintenance of main roads
TTCL (Tanzanian Telecommunications Company Ltd)
TCCIA (Tanzania Chamber of Commerce, Industries and Agriculture)
Financial Institutions
Dar es Salaam Regional Transport Licensing Authority (DRTLA)
Dar es Salaam City Council: City Engineers Department
Municipal Councils: Municipal Road Engineers Unit
Dar es Salaam City Council: Transport and environmental planning and
development
Dar es Salaam City Council: urban transport services:
Dar es Salaam City Council: development and maintenance of district,
feeder and urban roads
Tanzania Electric Supply Company
TRC (Tanzanian Railway Corporation): development, maintenance an
downer of railways
Police
Fire department
Ministry of Health
Ministry of Lands and Human Settlements
Ministry of Works (now of Infrastructure Development): axle loads
control, safety control
Ministry of Communication and Transport: road transport licensing
NHC (National Housing Corporation)
Ministry of Home Affairs
Ministry of Finance
Ministry of Local Government
Presidents Office, Regional Administration and Local Governments
(PORALG)
Ministry of Water: owns and operates urban water intake, treatment and
distribution (except in Dar es Salaam)
National Road Safety Council:
Regional administration: regional transport licensing
Foreign donors

Table 5.1: stakeholders grouped according to the classification of stakeholders
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6

The case, the model, and the instrument

In this chapter the outcome of the case is discussed in relation with the model and the instrument to
find out how far these are useful for the design of public spaces and to identify the needs, functions,
activities, and properties related to the public space to be designed. The model is shown in figure 6.1
and the work instrument in figure 6.2. The line from stakeholder to need, function and properties as
shown in the model is simplified for the work instrument to stakeholder, activities and properties. First
the levels in the model are discussed. After that the work instrument is discussed.

public space
National
stakeholder

needs

functions

properties

stakeholder

needs

functions

properties

stakeholder

needs

functions

properties

stakeholder

needs

functions

properties

stakeholder

needs

functions

properties

stakeholder

needs

functions

properties

Regional

Local

Figure 6.1: the model for the design of public spaces

6.1

The model: levels of stakeholders

The model shows three levels of stakeholders: national, regional and local. In the case these three
levels are worked out, and the interaction between these levels is shown. In reality there are more
levels: national, the region Dar es Salaam, the City of Dar es Salaam, three municipals, many wards
and subwards. To make the model manageable there should be as little as possible levels, to make it
more realistic all the levels should be distinguished. As the model is based on stakeholders the levels
are a way to structure the stakeholders. Probably there is a link between the levels in the model and the
classification of the stakeholders (see figure 5.1). If this link can be established the division on
different levels in the model is possibly not necessary. The classification of the stakeholders
determines the relation between the stakeholder and the public space. This gives the designer insight in
the way the stakeholder is involved in the public space, how his or her interests should be incorporated
in the design, what the weight of the interest is, how the stakeholder could be 'managed', etc.
The different levels are worked out based on the literature. In reality the stakeholders on all the levels
should be identified and from thereon the needs of those stakeholders should be established and the
effects on the local public space should be determined. This is a lot of work, but it is not necessary to
do this for each public space to be designed: the national level can be worked out (and maintained)
once for all public spaces in the Tanzania. The regional level should be worked out and can be used
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for all public spaces located in that region. For the local level this is the same. Only the local
stakeholders should be worked out for the specific public space to be designed.
When the instrument is worked out based on the stakeholders it will be possible to see how the
stakeholders influence the different aspects. This gives the insight for the designer of a public space on
how to influence this aspect. For example: if there are regulations that complicate the design of public
spaces, than you can lobby for changing those norms with the ministry involved.
When we look at the available data of the different levels we can see that there are connections
between the levels. A good description of the levels is however restricted by the amount of available
data and the quality of that data. On national and regional level there is generally sufficient
information, but on local level this data does not exist, or was not available for the researcher. The
census data (Census 2002), for example, must contain detailed data of all the wards. This data was
however not directly available and could not be used for this research. The differences in the levels
make it visible for what aspects the lower level is the same or different from the higher level. With
these differences it can be shown on what aspects the public space to be designed is different from
average and maybe there are some other comparable public spaces or comparable (local) stakeholders.
This makes it possible to use data of activities and properties from other designs.
To give some examples:
Population: The residents in the area around Kliwa Road live in the very densely populated area
compared to the rest of Dar es Salaam and Tanzania. The average household size is a little higher than
in the rest of Dar es Salaam and lower than average in Tanzania. The age structure is comparable of
that of Dar es Salaam, in the whole of Tanzania the population is however younger.
Economy: The comparison between the levels for the economical situation is rather difficult. The
available data is limited and hardly comparable. The levels could not be compared.

Stakeholder
Name of stakeholder
Description of stakeholder
Type of stakeholder
Influence on public space

Activities
Type of activity
Route and
means of transport

Properties
Quality
Shape and material

Importance to stakeholder
Nuisance to other
stakeholders
Time of use
Amount of use

Figure 6.2: the work instrument

6.2

Work instrument: stakeholder

The research was focused on two focus groups: 'residents and workers' and 'organisations'. Of the
residents and workers it was possible to compare the sample with the population of the neighbourhood
of Kilwa Road. The sample was not representative. There was no data available of all the
organisations in the neighbourhood so it was not possible to determine if the sample of the
organisations was representative. The group of residents and workers contain a diversity of individuals
with many different objectives and activities. This group is probably too heterogeneous to be used as
one group and should be divided in several subgroups to be useful in a design. The group of
organisation contains large multinationals and local educational institutions and is also too
heterogeneous to be used as one group in a design: this group should be divided into subgroups.
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Name of stakeholder: can be described unanimously: 'residents and workers' and 'organisations'. The
name is only used to identify the different groups of stakeholders.
Description of stakeholder: of all the stakeholders it is easy to make a description based on the
available data.
Type of stakeholder: The two focus groups can be characterised based on the available data. It is
however not clear if these characteristics are a complete set of aspects that can determine the activities
of a group of users in the public space. Probably there are more aspects that influence the demands and
activities of individuals. The personal circumstances that are used to describe the possibilities of an
individual to influence his or her living condition could probably be improved. Based on the available
knowledge a good set of characteristics of homogenous groups of users of the public space should be
developed.
Influence of stakeholder: The influence of the stakeholder on design of the public space is the
perception of the stakeholder of his/her own influence. It is easy to determine. A stakeholder can judge
his or her influence (deliberately or accidentally) higher or lower. This aspect should be considered
while using this aspect.

6.3

Work instrument: activities

From the work instrument all the aspects of the activities are described. The research on the quality
variables is on all activities together. In the case Rotterdam this was done for the travel and transport
activities.
Type of activity: The research makes the difference between the type of activity of the two focus
groups in the public space very clear. When the groups are divided in subgroups then the differences
in activities will be probably more distinguishing. Both focus groups do a wide diversity of activities.
The activities of the organisations are however more focused on commuter and business traffic,
activities in the public space related to transport of good and relaxation from work. The residents and
workers do more different activities in the public space. All together they do almost all the activities
that are in the list of activities. The focus of the research is however on transport and travel activities.
The list that was used to determine the activities the can introduce a bias in the research if on or more
activities are forgotten. The respondents had the opportunity to add more activities. None of the
respondents did this. Without a list of activities the chance that the respondents recall all their
activities in the public space seems very small. Therefore the choice was made to let the respondents
choose from a list to maximise the number of activities they recall, with a small chance of introducing
a bias, as one or more activities are not on the list. If the list is used often, missing activities will be
added and the list will become more complete.
Route and means of transport: The description of the route people take are reduced to the starting and
end point of the journey. Most respondents travel along Kilwa Road. As Kilwa Road is a main
transport corridor for Dar es Salaam this is probably sufficient. Additional data on the amount of
traffic on the road it selves and the side road at intersections would however be useful.
Importance to stakeholders: Both groups score the importance of their activities reasonably high. This
is probably due to the fact that everybody thinks that his or her activity is important. The answers
make it difficult to differentiate in the importance of the activities between the focus groups. In future
research other ways to establish the importance to the stakeholders should be used.
Nuisance to other stakeholders: Nuisance to other stakeholders gives clear insight it the types of
activities that both focus groups give the most nuisance. It also shows the difference between both
groups. The nuisance to other stakeholders is measure for the social acceptance of the activity. It could
not be established if this measure is sufficient to determine the acceptance to society.
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Time of use: With the instrument clear insight is gained on the time of day the resident and workers
are on or along Kilwa Road. For all the activities together the distribution over the day and the week
becomes clear. As most of the residents and workers live and work outdoors the time they do their
activities is spread over the day. This makes the use of the public space very diverse during the whole
day.
Amount of use: The amount of data available on the use of the road is limited. Due to the change of
regulations the public transport with Dala dala's was introduced in 1992. This changed the
composition of the traffic drastically; therefore the traffic data from before 1992 is useless. The
collection of data is only done in the course of a project (for example the rehabilitation of a road), and
is focussed on the needs of the project. The data collected for the rehabilitation is focused on the
vehicles that use the paved road. No research is don on the amount of walking or NMT as they do not
use the paved road.
Due to the limited data on the traffic, the limited data form the research, and the focus of the research
to local activities the data of the traffic and research could not be compared.
The plans for the area give some indication on the future use of the road. The effect on the use of the
Kilwa Road is however not worked out in the plans. Of the expected growth of traffic until 2024
worked out by Black & Veatch it is unclear where this is based on. What is important for the future
amount of use is the effect of the replacement of the Dala dala's by the busses on the bus lanes. This
will have a large effect on the amount of use of the road.
Activity, nuisance and importance: Due to the scope of the research in this case the importance of the
public space is not established for each travel activity, but for all activities together. Thee fore only the
type of activity and the nuisance of those activities could be compared. Based on the data no relation
between these two aspects could be found.
Activity, time, means, and amount: The insight in the time and amount of use of several activities
combined with the way the public space is used makes it possible to combine different activities in one
part of the public space if they are done on different times, or to separate them physically if they can
not be combined. Based on the available data some insight is gained about the use and the time of use,
this is however not sufficient to make a plan of to combine or not to combine activities in the same
area.
Importance and influence: If the importance of the activities is combined with the influence the
stakeholders think they have is becomes clear the all the stakeholders find their activities important
and they think they have a little influence on the design. Even TANROADS, responsible for the
design, thinks their influence is limited. This is probably due to the realisation of the design and
rehabilitation of Kilwa Road by foreign companies a part of development aid. Figure 6.3 shows the
relation between importance and influence.
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5

Residents and
workers
Companies

Importance -->

4

Police
Tanroads

3
1

2

Vibindo
3

4

5

2

1
Influence -->

Figure 6.3: importance/influence matrix

6.4

Work
Work instrument: properties

In the work instrument the properties are worked out in two aspects: quality and shape and material.
These aspects are discussed separately.
Quality: Eleven variables describe the public space. These variables
are used to ask the focus groups what their opinion is about the
current quality f the public space, what should be improved and what
are the most important quality variables for the public space. The
quality variables are shown in table 6.1.
The quality variables are about the complete public space. Not all the
variables are included in the design of Kilwa Road: the design is
limited to an area of 45 m wide; the adjacent public space is not
incorporated in the design. Further more the variables 'clean' and
'appearance buildings' are not incorporated in the design.

▰
▰
▰
▰
▰
▰
▰
▰
▰
▰
▰

suitable
clean
comfortable
green (planting)
reliable
traffic safety
social safety
accessible
legible (to find you way)
appearance roads/green
appearance buildings

Of the current quality the difference of opinion between the two
Table 6.1: quality variables of
focus groups becomes clear. The distribution of the opinion within
the public space
the focus groups shows that it is possible to divide the focus groups
in more groups or subgroups to make them more homogenous.
The importance of the aspects that should be improved shows clearly which aspects the users want to
be incorporated in the design. There is a clear distinction between several variables that should be,
incorporated in the design, and variables that are less important.. This insight can be used in the design
process.
Both focus groups find all the quality variables reasonably important. The difference of importance of
the variables is not very big. This is probably due to the way of asking the question. There is a big
difference in the homogeneity of the answers between both focus groups. The group of organisations
is however very small and no conclusions can be made on this data.
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Shape and material: Not much insight is gained in the wishes for shape and materials of the public
space that can be used in the design. The users made some remarks that can be used in the design. As
expected it is difficult to ask people about the shape and materials for the public space. Most people
are not designers and they look probably more at how they can use and perceive the public space.

6.5

Other aspects

Two other aspects that are important for the model and instrument: the typology of public space and
the classification of the stakeholders are discussed. And the relation between the design, development
plans and the research is discussed.
Wishes and remarks: During the interviews the interviewee made several remarks and gave wishes for
the improvement of Kilwa Road. Most of these remarks and wishes can easily be incorporate in the
design of the road, a part of the wishes are however outside the designated area of 45m
Classification of public space: based on the available data it is easy to classify the public space on their
status of place and link. The use of Kilwa Road is very divers. The classification is there fore very
wide. It incorporates three levels of link status and two levels of place status. The road is used for the
opening up of the south of the country, to reach the suburbs of Dar es Salaam and for local
accessibility. The use of the road is for the residents and vendors, and for some neighbourhood
functions, like bars and bus stops. With this typology it becomes possible to compare the design of
equal types of public spaces. It gives insight in the importance and type of public space.
Classification of stakeholders: The stakeholders can easily be classified according the classification
structure for stakeholders. On difficulty is that some stakeholders have different interests and must be
placed in different types of stakeholders. Therefore those stakeholders must be divided in subdivisions
of parts of that stakeholder.
Plans on case area and the public space: The plans in the areas and on Kilwa Road show the expected
change in use of the area. The plans are however not consistent. Some plan shown an increased
residential use, others more industrial. In the past most plans were not executed. This makes it rather
difficult to anticipate on the plans.
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7

Conclusions and recommendations

Based on this case detailed conclusions and recommendations about the model and the instrument are
made. More general conclusions and recommendations about the model are in the main report. If a
conclusion results in a recommendation the recommendation has the same number as the conclusion.

7.1

Conclusions

The conclusions are based on chapter 6: The case, the model and the instrument.
General conclusions

The following general conclusions can be made:
▰ Available data: the data that is available on the case areas and on Kilwa Road is limited. Most
available data is on project basis; an exception is the data of the Census 2002.
▰ Quality of data: The data available is of several different sources, and is retrieved for projects; the
data is therefore from different periods and is inconsistent: different definitions are used and data
of other aspects are retrieved. In many literature data is copied from other literature, this makes it
difficult to establish the quality of that data, of the definitions used, and the period the data is
about.
▰ Execution of interviews: In Tanzania people are not used being interviewed. Employees of
organisations are more familiar with interviews, but the residents and workers often have to be
explained what an interview is and they are afraid what will be done with the results of the
interviews.
Conclusions on model and instrument

1. Levels in the model: The amount of levels of stakeholders in the model (3) is less than the number
of levels in reality. This means that there have to be made choices what stakeholders are in what
level. A solution of this problem could be found in the classification of stakeholders where the
uses of the levels could become less important.
2. Levels in the model: The levels in the model give some insight in the relation between the several
aspects in each level. Good insight in the relation between the levels is hindered by the lack of
sufficient and comparable data and of data of good quality.
3. Levels in the model: Due to the problems with the levels and the data it is difficult to find the
relation between the levels and it is therefore more difficult to find out the differences and
similarity between several public spaces.
4. Stakeholders: The execution of the interviews with the stakeholders was rather difficult. They are
not used being interviewed and have some distrust what will be done with the outcome of the
interviews. The way the stakeholders and especially the residents and workers are interviewed
needs review. One option is to do group interviews.
5. Stakeholders: There is a lack of data on the stakeholders being users of the public space; this
makes it difficult to establish if the data of the research is representative and to translate that data
to the total use of the public space.
6. Stakeholders: The groups of stakeholders are very heterogeneous, they should be divided in more
homogenous groups, this asks for more research of large samples.
7. Stakeholders: For this case the lifestyle is not used, but other questions are asked to determine the
possibilities of the interviewee to shape there live. It is not clear if the used questions are sufficient
to establish those possibilities.
8. Stakeholders: The influence gives good insight in the vision of the stakeholder on their influence
on the design of the public space.
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9. Type of Activities: There is a wide diversity of activities, with a concentration on staying in the
area. The activities are, due to the living conditions, more interrelated than in the case in the
Netherlands.
10. Type of Activities: The possible bias in the selection of activities did probably not influence the
selection of the activities, many types of activities are mentioned and no extra activities were
introduced.
11. Route of transport and travel: A limited insight is gained in the routes people take for their
activities along Kilwa Road. This is partly due to the way of questioning and partly through the
mixed use of the public space.
12. Means of transport: There is a mix in use of means of transport. This is probably due to the high
costs of travel in Dar es Salaam. If possible people go on foot, other wise they take a Dala dala.
There is a limited amount of data on the current distribution on the meant of transport. This can
hinder the good design of the public space.
13. Importance to the stakeholder: The stakeholders all find the public space important, no research is
done on the importance of the different activities. This hinders a good selection of the most
important activities in the public space.
14. Nuisance to other stakeholders: It is unclear if the way of finding out to what extent activities are
accepted by society and other stakeholders is good and if it gives sufficient insight.
15. Time of use: Insight could be gained on the time of use of the activities; the activities are however
mixed and spread over the day. If the time of use is to be used for the division of the public space
in areas and time of use for selected activities the data available is not sufficient.
16. Time of use: There is little insight in the use in the rush hours. In the research there should be
more focus on the selection of users in the rush hour.
17. Amount of use: The research gave limited data on the amount of use of the public space. In
combination with the lack of available data this can hinder the good foundation of the design.
18. Activities, nuisance and importance: No relation is found between the activities, nuisance and
importance. This is for the importance due to the way of conducting the research. More research
should be done on the relation between these aspects.
19. Importance and influence: Almost all the stakeholders involved in the research find the public
space important. Remarkable is that none of the stakeholders think they have much influence on
the design of the public space. Even the organisation responsible for the design (TANROADS)
finds that they have a limited influence. This can be explained by the circumstances that determine
the design of the public space. It will however limit the chance that the needs and requirements of
the stakeholders are incorporated in the design.
20. Quality: The research gives clear insight in the most important variables that should be
incorporated in the design. The design is limited to an area of 45 metres wide. The quality
variables are about the total public space. Through the limitation of the scope of the design, not all
the quality variables can be incorporated in the design.
21. Quality: The focus groups in the research are very heterogeneous; it is therefore not possible to
establish the most important quality variables.
22. Shape and materials: Little insight is gained in the needs and requirements of the stakeholders on
the shape of and the material to be used in the public space.
23. Wishes and remarks; there are a lot of remarks made on the possible improvement of the
functioning of public space. These remarks are important for the design. A part of the remarks are
however out of the scope of the design.
24. Typology of public space: The typology gives a clear insight in the status of Kilwa Road. Due to
the divers use of the road the status is divided in several levels.
25. Classification of stakeholders: The stakeholders can easily be grouped according to the
classification of the stakeholders.
26. Development plans: The development plans give insight in the development of the area. The plans
are however partly conflicting and it is not sure if and to what extent the plans are realized.
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7.2

Recommendations

The recommendations are based on the conclusions and have the same number as the conclusions. If a
conclusion does not result in a recommendation there is no text behind the number.
1. Levels in the model: do research on the levels in the model and the classification of the
stakeholders to find out if the classification of the stakeholders is sufficient to establish the
difference in motivation of the stakeholders.
2. Levels in the model: the structural collection of data on the use of the public space should be
improved. The current lack of good and sufficient data hinders the good design of the public
space.
3. 4. Stakeholders: the interviews with the residents and workers should be done in a different way to
overcome the reserve of the persons interviewed. One option is to do group interviews.
5. Stakeholders: more data on the stakeholders (mainly the users and residents of the neighbourhood)
should be collected structurally (not especially for the design).
6. Stakeholders: in new research for the design of public spaces, larger samples should be used, to
establish homogeny groups of stakeholders.
7. Stakeholders: research is needed on the description of the individual stakeholders to make a good
set of variables that describe the stakeholders.
8. 9. 10. 11. Route of transport and travel: The research should be extended to gain more insight in the route of
travel. Maybe the use of maps is useful.
12. Means of transport: In the research more insight should be gained in the distribution on the means
of transport and the reason why people chose for a means of transport.
13. Importance to the stakeholder: The research to the importance should be divided to separate types
of activities to gain sufficient insight and there should be enough variance between the importance
of different activities.
14. Nuisance to other stakeholders: More research should be done on the way to find out the
acceptance of types of activities tot society.
15. Time of use: more research could be done to establish if the divers use could be connected to
specific times of day.
16. Time of use: future research should incorporate the users in the rush hour.
17. Amount of use: more data should be collected on the use of the road, for example a periodical
count of the amount of traffic along the road and the distribution of the means of transport.
18. Activities, nuisance and importance: more research should be done on the relation between these
aspects.
19. Importance and influence: there should be more focus on the organisation responsible for the
design of the public space and the possibilities of the organisation to influence the design. This
should give that organisation the tools to realize a good public space.
20. Quality: the scope of a design of public space should incorporate the total public space, not only a
part of that public space.
21. Quality: the research should be on such a large sample that it is possible to distinguish separate
homogenous groups of stakeholders.
22. Shape and materials: more research is needed to establish if the questions about the shape of an
materials used in the pubic space are useful to find out what demands users of the public space
have on these aspects.
23. 24. 25. 26. Development plans: The designers should incorporate the consequences of the plans in their
design, but should be aware that it is rather uncertain if the plans are implemented.
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1

Introduction
Introduction

This appendix discusses the differences between both cases and both instruments. The difference
between the cases gives insight is the suitability of the model and instrument to establish differences
and resemblances between public spaces and their design. Chapter 2 describes the differences of the
cases. For the cases the complete instrument is simplified to a work instrument. Chapter 3 shows the
consequences of this simplification.
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2

Comparison of cases

Based on the model and instrument it should be possible to find public space that have aspects income
to find out if knowledge gained in designing such public space can be used in a public space to be
designed. In this knowledge is used then this is part of the innovation process of the design of public
spaces. In this chapter both case are compared to find out if the public spaces and their context can be
compared in such a way that it shows what the differences and resemblances are of both cases. In §2.1
aspects are compared related to the availability and collection of data and the amount of insight that is
gained in the case studies. In the §4.2, 4.3, and 4.4 the three levels of the case studies are compared. In
§2.5 some conclusions are made. The elaboration of this chapter is mainly based on Appendix 6: Case
Rotterdam and Appendix 7: Case Dar es Salaam.

2.1

General

In this paragraph some generals aspects of both cases are compared, they are related to the available
data and insight gained in several aspects. The main difference is that for the case Rotterdam more
data is available of better quality. The data of the case Dar es Salaam is mostly data used in reports, as
for the case Rotterdam the data is often available from databases (partly on Internet), this made it
easier to retrieve good data for the case Rotterdam. In both case it was noticed that the available data
was not always consistent; data from different sources gave other numbers for the same aspects. The
differences and resemblances between both cases are worked out in table 2.1.
aspects
urban development
population

case Dar es Salaam
▰ clear insight
▰ sufficient data, not all directly
available

economy

▰
▰

infrastructure and
public space

▰

▰

▰
policies

legislation

▰
▰
▰
▰
▰

limited data available
data not comparable between levels
of model
limited data of different sources
available, often not comparable
sometimes outdated.
most data on motorized traffic,
limited data on other means of
transport
little data available of non travel
activities
policies are easy to find
policies are not always consistent
implementation of policies is difficult
reality differs from policies
large set of legislation, often foreign
regulations are used

Table 2.1: comparison of general aspects of both cases
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case Rotterdam
▰ clear insight
▰ abundant data, free available. More
detailed data exists, but limited
access
▰ much data available on all levels
▰ data is reasonably comparable
between levels of model
▰ much data available, can be
compared and combined
▰

▰
▰
▰
▰
▰
▰

most data on motorized traffic,
limited data on other means of
transport
little data available of non travel
activities
policies are easy to find
policies are not always consistent
policies are changed often, main
objectives are however constant
reality differs from policies
large set of legislation

Comparison of cases and instruments

2.2

Execution of the research 1

The main part of the research was the interviews of the users of the public space, the designers of the
reconstruction and of the policy makers. Table 2.2 gives the differences of the execution of both cases.
The cultural differences between the cultures in the countries, the familiarity with interviews and the
possibilities to organize the interviews were the biggest differences. The case in Rotterdam was the
easiest to executed, the case in Dar es Salaam was executed the fastest, as there were only two times
two week available.
aspects
organization of
interviews

interviews

response

results

case Dar es Salaam: Tanzania
▰ from distance
▰ short time available for execution
▰ use of native (Swahili) speakers for
interviews with residents and workers
▰ good contacts necessary
▰ introduction letters necessary for
interviews with institutions and
organizations
▰ residents and workers: orally
▰ organizations: orally
▰ designers: orally
▰ policy makers: orally
▰ residents and workers: high, they were
asked personally, they had to be
convinced to participate
▰ organizations: low, were not very
interested to participate and difficult to
approach
▰ designers: high, easy to approach
▰ policy makers: high, easy to approach
residents and workers (orally)
▰
▰

personal explication of the questions
made the questionnaire easier
complete filled questionnaires

possible introduction of bias through
interviewers
designers and policy makers
▰ no special differences with case
Rotterdam
▰

Table 2.2: comparison of the execution of both cases.

1
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case Rotterdam: The Netherlands
▰ from the vicinity
▰ much time available for execution
▰ native language (Dutch) of researcher
▰
▰

good contacts of less important
easy, informal, assess to institutions and
companies

▰
▰
▰
▰
▰

residents, employees: in writing
companies: in writing
designers: orally
policy makers
residents/employees: low, many
questionnaires were conducted recently
companies: reasonable high, were
contacted before sending the
questionnaire, focused on the time the
interviews would take (costs money)
designers: high, easy to approach
policy makers: high, easy to approach

▰

▰
▰

residents, employees and companies (in
writing)
▰ questionnaire probably too complex for
respondents
▰ questionnaires returned with not all
questions answered
▰ all questionnaires exactly the same
designers and policy makers
▰ no special differences with case Dar es
Salaam

Comparison of cases

2.3

National level 1

In this paragraph the aspects related to the national level are compared. Table 2.3 shows the
differences and resemblances between both cases on national level. What becomes clear is that the
urban development of both counties is in a complete different state of development. The composition
of the population and the use of the areas are also different. The economical development of both
countries is also quite different. The quality and the use of the infrastructure are quite different. The
policies of both countries are focused on the expansion of the use and improvement of the quality of
the infrastructure and the use of it. Both counties have legislation related to public space and
infrastructure. The enforcement of this legislation is different. The outcomes of both cases show
unambiguously that the public space of both cases is situated in a completely different context.
aspects
urban development

economy

case Dar es Salaam: Tanzania
▰ ongoing urbanisation
▰ unplanned growth of cities
▰ low density
▰ low income
▰ fast growing
▰ low HDI (literacy, education and life
expectancy)
▰ culturally homogenous
▰ young population
▰ big household size
▰ no lifestyles available
▰ low GDP ($700/capita, data 2005)

infrastructure

▰
▰
▰

Stakeholders

population

Activities and properties

▰
▰
▰
use of
infrastructure

▰
▰
▰
▰
▰

policy

▰

legislation

▰
▰

high on agriculture
big distribution of income
wide (partly incomplete) road
network
majority of roads unpaved
low quality
some parts during wet season not
passable
low number of vehicles
dominant mode of transport: public
transport
safety: low
traffic congestion on main roads in
rush hour
no choice in modalities (road
transport dominant)
focus on development of
infrastructure and settlements to
assure basic needs
there is legislation for most
important aspects
lack of enforcement

case Rotterdam: The Netherlands
▰ stable, almost completely urbanised
▰ changing from character
▰ high density
▰ high income
▰ slow growing
▰ high HDI (literacy, education and
life expectancy)
▰ culturally heterogeneous
▰ population growing older
▰ small household size
▰ lifestyles available
▰ high GDP ($ 30.500/capita, data
2005)
▰ high on services
▰ small distribution of income
▰ dense road network
▰
▰
▰

majority of roads paved
good quality
--

▰
▰

high number of vehicles
dominant mode of transport: car

▰
▰

safely: high
traffic congestion on man roads in
rush hour
much choice in modalities

▰
▰

focus on improving quality of
infrastructure and urban live

▰

extensive set of regulations

▰

reasonable to good enforcement

Table 2.3: comparison of both cases on national level

1

Appendix 6: Chapter 2: National level: The Netherlands; Appendix 7: Chapter 2: National level: Tanzania
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2.4

Regional level 1

In this paragraph the aspects related to the regional level are compared. Table 2.4 shows the
differences and resemblances between both cases on regional level. The table shows clearly the
difference in the urban development, population and economy of the case area. The size of the
infrastructure is in Rotterdam much larger and the quality is better. In Dar es Salaam the public space
is used for more different types of activities. Both regions have several policies for the development of
the region. In Dar es Salaam there are many problems with implementing the policies.
aspects
urban development

population

case Dar es Salaam: Dar es Salaam
▰ fast growing,
▰ ongoing urbanisation
▰ urban, with rural areas
▰ fast growing
▰ low density (1.793 inhabitants/km2)
▰
▰
▰
▰

economy

▰
▰
▰
▰

Stakeholders

▰

▰
infrastructure

▰

▰
▰

Activities /properties

use of
infrastructure

▰

▰
▰
▰
▰

low income
culturally homogenous
young population (58% under 25
years, 2% above 65 years)
medium household size (4,2 persons
per household)
no lifestyles available
low GDP/capita: (€ 430/year, data
2005)
main opening up for Tanzania and
hinterland
industrial and commercial centre of
Tanzania
focus on agricultural processing and
light manufacturing

about 46% of the workers work in the
informal sector
wide network of paved and unpaved
roads (1.150 km, excluding
unregistered paths)
quality of roads on average poor,
main roads are mostly of good quality
problems in rainy season with water
on the roads and mud

case Rotterdam: Rijnmond/Rotterdam
▰ stable, almost completely urban
▰ little room for further urbanisation
▰ urban
▰ stable
▰ medium density (2.889
inhabitants/km2)
▰ high income
▰ culturally heterogeneous
▰ old population (31% under 25 years,
14% above 65 years)
▰ small household (2,0 persons per
household)
▰ classified with lifestyles
▰ high GDP/capita (€ 33.000/year, data
2005)
▰ main opening up for the Netherlands
and (north west) of Europe
▰ produces about 8% of the GDP of the
Netherlands
▰ focus (compared to the Netherlands)
on transport, hotels and restaurants an
less on agriculture and construction
▰ mostly formal economy

▰

extensive network of paved roads
(3.393 km)

▰

quality of roads is good

▰

--

about 80% of travel of persons is
related to necessary activities (work,
education, health care)
90% of travel of persons is on foot or
by public transport
transport of goods: no data available

▰

about 50% of the travel of persons is
related to necessary activities (work,
education, health care)
75% of the travel of persons is by car

dangerous traffic
much use of public space for social
and informal activities

▰
▰

1

▰
▰

transport of goods by road is high
(12.336 million tons/year)
reasonable safe traffic
little use of public space for social and
informal activities

Appendix 6: Chapter 3: Regional level: Rotterdam and Rijnmond; Appendix 7: Chapter 3: Regional level: Dar
es Salaam
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aspects
policy

case Dar es Salaam: Dar es Salaam
▰ there is a master plan for the city

legislation

▰

there is a development plan

▰

difficulties with the implementation
of the policies
no data available

▰

case Rotterdam: Rijnmond/Rotterdam
▰ there are regional plan and zoning
plans
▰ there are several thematic development
plans
▰ policies are the basis of the
development of the area
▰ there is local legislation with aspects
that effect the design and use of public
space

Table 2.4: comparison of both cases on regional level

2.5

Local level 1

In this paragraph the aspects related to the regional level are compared. Table 2.5 shows the
differences and resemblances between both cases on local level. The table shows the differences and
resemblances of the development of the case area, the public space and the use of the public space.
Main differences of the public space are: the type of activities that are done, the means of transport,
the importance of the road, and the quality of the public space.
aspects
urban development

population

economy

infrastructure

case Dar es Salaam: Kilwa Road
▰ started about 100 years ago
▰ development of residential,
industrial and port areas
▰ fast development after 1990
▰ 108.000 inhabitants
▰ 25.622 households
▰ 4,2 persons per household
▰ age: 60% younger than 25 years
▰ age: 2% older than 65 years
▰ culturally homogenous
▰ limited data available
▰ main activities: port related
manufacturing and processing,
servicing (garages, etc.), little
agriculture
▰ size of companies: unknown
▰
▰
▰
▰
▰

stakeholders

▰
▰

1

employment ± 33% formal
type of road: city access road
shortly to be reconstructed to a 4lane dual carriageway
quality roadway reasonably, of
public space low
design focused on roadway, rest of
public space not designed
all users think that they have limited
little influence on the design
organizations professionally
involved in the design think they
have limited influence on the design

case Rotterdam: Heijplaat
▰ started about 100 years ago
▰ development of industrial, port and
residential areas
▰ fast development after 1945 (WWII)
▰ 1.890 inhabitants
▰ 836 households
▰ 2,1 persons per household
▰ age: 32% younger than 25 years
▰ age: 17% older than 65 years
▰ culturally heterogeneous
▰ much data available
▰ main activities: manufacturing,
wholesale and trade, transport

▰
▰
▰
▰
▰
▰
▰
▰

size of companies: small: 7%,
medium: 53%, and large 40%
employment ± 100% formal
type of road: local access road
recently reconstructed to a 4-lane dual
carriageway
quality roadway and public space is
good
design focused on roadway and total
public space
most users think they have limited
influence on the design
organizations professionally involved
in the design think they have a
reasonable to much influence on the
design

Appendix 6: Chapter 4: Local level: Heijplaat; Appendix 7: Chapter 4: Local level: Kilwa Road
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aspects
type of activity

route and means of
transport

importance to
stakeholder
nuisance to other
stakeholders

time of use

amount of use

quality
shape and material

wishes and remarks

typology of public
space (see figure 2.1)
policy

case Dar es Salaam: Kilwa Road
case Rotterdam: Heijplaat
▰ many different types of use,
▰ mainly travel and transport
concentration on travel and transport
▰ servicing road users, visitors and
▰ no servicing of users of the public
residents
space along the road
▰ Kilwa Road is main transport
▰ on and of the peninsula, via one road
corridor, exact route not established
(Waalhavenweg)
▰ transport: low amount of trucks
▰ transport: high amount of trucks
▰ travel of persons: mainly by public
▰ travel of persons: mainly by car,
transport and on foot
furthermore by public transport
▰ cars and Dala dala's dominate the
▰ cars and trucks dominate the roads,
road, but many travel on foot and by
little amount of travel by NMT and by
public transport
public transport
▰ almost every stakeholder finds the
▰ almost every stakeholder finds the
public space important
public space important
▰ activities that give much nuisance
▰ activities that give much nuisance are
are related to parking and
related to parking and (un)loading of
(un)loading of goods in the public
goods in the public space
space
▰ organizations are more critical about ▰ companies are the least critical about
the use by others than the residents
the use by others. Residents and
and workers
employees are equally critical
▰ workweek of 6 days
▰ workweek of 5 days
▰ in rush hours much traffic
▰ in rush hours much traffic
▰ outside rush hours a continues use of ▰ outside rush hours limited use
public space for several activities
▰ the current amount of use by
▰ the current amount of use by
motorized vehicles is about 13.000
motorized vehicles is about 13.000
vehicles in both direction together
vehicles in both direction together per
per day
day
▰ the data of other use is very limited
▰ the data of other use is very limited
▰ the expected future use is not
▰ the expected future use is translated in
translated in future amount use
future amount of use
can not be compared: in Rotterdam the reconstruction has been realized, and in Dar es
Salaam there is only a design available, furthermore the method used to establish the
quality is not the same for both cases.
▰ concentrate on the quality of
▰ most ideas were about the aesthetics
materials and aesthetics of the public
of the public space and the
space
surrounding buildings
▰ many wishes were uttered about
▰ almost no special wishes and remarks
possible improvements of the lay
were uttered
out, use and design process
▰ high and divers link status
▰ low and homogeneous link status
▰ low and reasonably homogeneous
▰ low and reasonably homogeneous
place status
place status
▰ policies are focussed on the urban
▰ policies are focused on the urban
development of the area. The plans
development. Division in plans for
include residential and industrial
the residential areas and industrial
use.
areas
▰ the policies do not include in the
▰ the policies only give limited insight
consequences for the use of the
in the consequences for the use of
public space
public space

Table 2.5: comparison of both cases on local level
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Kilwa Road
Waalhavenweg/
Eemhavenweg

Ophemertstraat

Figure 2.1: typology of the public space of both cases

2.6

Conclusions

The executions of the research for both cases were different as they were executed in very different
circumstances. In Dar es Salaam it was through cultural aspects, the more complex organization and
the unfamiliarity of the people interviewed with this kind of research more difficult to execute the
research.
On all three levels the model and instrument give clear insight in the differences and resemblances of
both case studies. The national context of both countries is quite different. The regional level shows a
similar importance of the area to the country (opening up of the country and hinterland), other aspects
are quite different. The local levels give insight in the different use of the public space, the different
quality and the visions of the users on the public space. In the case Dar es Salaam it is for many
aspects difficult to establish the differences and resemblances between the levels as the availability of
good quality and comparable data is limited. For the case in Rotterdam the data on the levels are
generally good comparable. Both cases are quite different in context and use. The model and
instrument make it possible to establish those differences and also the resemblances. It is also possible
to compare public spaces and their use to find out if public spaces have a resemblance in a way that
the design ideas of other public spaces can be used in a new design of a public space. The comparison
of both cases shows clearly that both public spaces are very different and ask for a different design and
approach of the design process.
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3

Complete and work instrument
instrument

The work instrument is a simplification of the complete instrument to be used for the cases. In this
paragraph the effect of this simplification of the instrument on the case is discussed. This discussion is
focussed on the differences between the work and complete instrument. This chapter is mainly based
on Appendix 4: Instrument, Appendix 6: Case Rotterdam and Appendix 7: Case Dar es Salaam.

3.1

Differences of both instruments

Table 3.1 gives an overview of the differences between the complete and work instrument. The main
differences between the work and the complete instrument are the combination of 'needs' and
'functions' to 'activities', and the adaptation of 'properties': 'performance' and 'location' are combined to
quality, the aspects shape and material are combined to one aspect, and the aspects 'production and
maintenance', and 'costs, means and capabilities' are left out. In table 3.1 the differences are numbered.
Of these numbered differences the consequences of the simplification the differences indicate are
worked out in §3.2.
complete instrument
stakeholder
name of stakeholder
description of stakeholder
type of stakeholder
influence on public space
needs
name of need
description of need
type of need
importance to stakeholder
importance to other stakeholders
hierarchy of need
time of use
amount of use
functions
name of function
description of function
type of function
properties
performance
location
shape
material
production and maintenance
cost, means and capabilities

work instrument
stakeholder
name of stakeholder
description of stakeholder
type of stakeholder
influence on public space
activities
type of activity
route and means of transport
-importance to stakeholder
nuisance to other stakeholders
-time of use
amount of use
type of activity
route and means of transport
type of activity
properties
quality
quality
shape and material
shape and material
---

differences




1
2
3

4
5


1
2
1
6
6
7
7
8
8

Table 3.1: differences between the complete and work instrument (aspects marked with  are the
same for the complete and work instrument)

3.2

Consequences of the differences

Based in table 3.1 the consequences of differences of both instruments are worked out. Aspects that
are the same in both instruments (marked with ) are not discussed.
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Complete and work instrument
1. Type of activity

The type of activity in the work instrument replaces the name of the need, the name of the function
and the type of function. The three aspects are replaced by a list of activities in the work instrument.
This list made it easy to let the stakeholders select the activities they do in the public space. This is
probably easier for them than to give the need that they have for which they use the public space.
Stakeholders will also have difficulties to say what function relates the their need, this can however
also be left to the designer to establish. Missing the real needs of the stakeholders in the complex
design process of a public space is may be not such a big problem. It will be difficult to combine all
the needs to a good founded design, for a normal design the use of activities will probably sufficient.
2. Route and means of transport

The description of the need will should where to the stakeholders will use the public space. This will
probably give insight in the route and to a lesser extend the means of transport that will be used for
this need. The route and means of transport is therefore closely related to the activities of the
stakeholders. Together they give insight in the way a need results in an activity in the public space.
3. Type of need

The type of need is left out as it is probably to difficult to ask the stakeholders what the relation is of
their activity to a specific type of need. This type of need can be used to see if an activity has a relation
with the policy or plan for a specific public space. With this knowledge the choices of activities to be
or not to be included in the design can be better founded. By leaving out the type of need it will be
more difficult to make good founded choices. May be it is possible to link the activities with a type of
need, problem here is that some activities will be based on more than one type of need. Not usign the
type of need will make choices in the design process based on the activities of the stakeholders more
difficult
4. Nuisance to other stakeholders

The importance to other stakeholders in the complete instrument is changed in to nuisance to other
stakeholders. The importance to other stakeholders is used as a measure of social acceptance of
activities in the public space. The aspect is changed into nuisance to other stakeholders, as it is very
difficult to answer a question on the importance of an activity of somebody else. It is easier to answer
a question about the amount of nuisance activities of other people give them. The question about the
nuisance to other stakeholders resulted in useful answers that give an indication of the acceptance of
the activities by other users.
5. Hierarchy of need

The hierarchy of need is used to establish the essentiality of the need for the stakeholder. This aspect is
left out of the work instrument, as it is very difficult to measure it with a few questions. Maybe it is
possible to determine the hierarchy of need based on the outcome of several questions form the
interview (like income, household situation, context). To limit the research his is not worked out in
this thesis. Without the hierarchy of need some insight is missing about the implicit choices the
stakeholders will make between several needs. Some insight of the importance of activities is gained
by the question about the importance to stakeholders. This last questions gives insight in how
important people say an activity is.
6. Quality

The aspects performance and location are combined to quality aspects. The two aspects are combined
as the division does not add something to the interviews, and probably make the interviews more
complex. Of some variables the name was change to make them more understandable of the average
stakeholder. This probably did not lead to a big change in the results of the research. One variable
'proximate' (the distance the public space is away) was left out of the work instrument. This variable
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was not distinguishing enough with the variable 'accessible' and would probably lead to confusion and
not to the wanted answers. Missing the variable proximate is probably for the type of public space in
the cases not that important as those public space are focussed on transport an only for a small group
of stakeholder the place where they have to go to. For a park where people go on Sundays to relax the
proximity of the public space is more important.
7. Production and maintenance

The aspect production and maintenance is not incorporate in the work instrument. This was due to the
limitation of the scope of the thesis. Leaving out this aspect resulted in lack of data on the instrumental
technical functions (see Appendix 4: §2.3.3). In a complete worked out case these function should be
incorporated the get a complete picture of all the need and function of the public space to be designed.
During the research data and information was available on production and maintenance. It would
probably not be very difficult to fill this part of the instrument with the available data.
8. Costs, means and capabilities

The costs, means and capabilities determine the ability of the society and the innovation system to
realize the required design of the public space. Based on the differences of both cases the ability in
Tanzania to realize the required public space is less then in the Netherlands. Insight in the aspects
costs, means and capabilities are essential for the choices that have to be made in designing a public
space, lack of sufficient recourses results in public spaces with less functions and lower quality. For
establishing the needs and requirements of the stakeholders this insight is not directly necessary, but
for the choices that have to be made for the design these aspects are needed. During the research data
and information was available on costs, means and capabilities. It would probably not be very difficult
to fill this part of the instrument with the available data.

3.3

Conclusions

Based on the differences between both instruments as described in § 3.2 the following conclusions can
be made. Combining the parts needs and functions of the complete instrument into activities made the
execution of the case studies much easier. The loss of information is focused in the insight in the needs
behind the activities. This will make it more difficult to make founded choices between activities. The
other simplifications will also lead to a little less insight in the reasons behind of the activities, but the
information gathered is of more practical use. The parts about production and maintenance and about
cost, means and capabilities are left out of the work instrument and this results in little information on
the bound of possibilities to realize the desired public space. During the research it became clear that
information on these two parts of the instrument is probably easily to find.
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Definitions

1

Introduction

This appendix gives an overview of the definitions used in the thesis. Some of the definitions are
explained in one of the appendices, or in the report. Others are copied from dictionaries or other
sources and are added to clarify what is the meant by the expression in this thesis.
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2

Definitions

Of the expressions used in the thesis the definition is given and the source of this definition. Of several
definitions the foundation of the definition is given in the thesis.

2.1

General

Some often-used definitions of general expressions are given in table 2.1.
expression
good design

public space

definition
"Het aangeven van een oplossing om aan een bepaalde
maatschappelijke behoefte te voldoen met behulp van beschikbare
middelen en met inachtneming van maatstaven van technische en
maatschappelijke aard."
(“Outlining a solution in order to meet a specific social need with the
aid of available means and in compliance with standards of a technical
and social nature.”)
a public space in which the needs of the stakeholders have been
assessed and placed in their context in such a way that the public space
optimally contributes to society, both at present and in the future.
the involvement of stakeholders in the decision-making and design
process with the purpose of influencing.
"Die plaatsen waar een uitwisseling tussen verschillende
maatschappelijke groepen kan plaatsvinden en ook daadwerkelijk
plaatsvindt."("Those places where interaction between various social
groups can occur and actually does occur.")
a physical space freely accessible (without restrictions) to everyone.

natural

existing in nature and not produced or caused by people

stakeholder

any individual, community, group or organisation with an interest in the
outcome of a programme, either as a result of being affected by it
positively or negatively, or by being able to influence the activity in a
positive or negative way.
an approach for understanding a system, and changes in it, by
identifying stakeholders and assessing their respective interests in that
system.
the use of information, persuasion, and other means to bring about
mutual understanding, minimize or resolve potential disputes, and to
achieve consensus on a course of action.
a system is sustainable if it can resist internal and external forces that
threaten the existence of that system or if it can adapt it self to those
forces, in a way that the system can continue to exist in the original or
an adapted form.
a system is a set of connected things that work together for a particular
purpose.

good public space
participation
public domain

stakeholder
analysis
stakeholder
participation
sustainable

system

Table 2.1: general definitions
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Source
Kaas 1995,
p.13

Appendix 3,
§4.1
Thomson
2004. p. 6
Hajer 2001,
p.11
Appendix 2,
chapter 2
based on
Rundell 2002
DFID 2002, p.
2.1
Grimble 1997,
p. 173
Burby 2003, p.
34
based on
Bossel 1999
Rundell 2002,
p.1458

Definitions

2.2

Complete instrument

Of the parts, aspects and variables of the complete and work instrument the definitions used are given.
Stakeholders
expression
community
private
public
public private

definition
the people who live in an area
an enterprise controlled or owned by individual people or companies,
rather than by the government
a governmental institution
a private institution that produces products or services available for
people in general to use and essential for the proper functioning of the
community

source
Rundell 2002
Rundell 2002
---

Table 2.2: type of stakeholder
Needs
expression
aesthetic

definition
relating to beauty

cultural

relating to activities involving music, literature, and other arts.

ecological
economic

relating to environment en the living together of plants, animals, and
humans
relating to the economy of a particular country of region

educational

relating to the activity of educating people

environmental

relating to the natural world and the effect that human activity has on it

governing

relating to the power to govern a country of region

health
historical

relating to the condition of your body, especially whether or not you are
ill
connected with the history or the past

recreational

relating to activities that you do to enjoy yourselves

security

a feeling of confidence and safety, or a situation in which you are
protected from danger or harm
relating to activities that involve being with other people

social
spatial

relating to the size, shape, and position of things, and the relation of
objects to each other

Source
based on
Rundell 2002
based on
Rundell 2002
based on
Rundell 2002
based on
Rundell 2002
based on
Rundell 2002
based on
Rundell 2002
based on
Rundell 2002
based on
Rundell 2002
based on
Rundell 2002
based on
Rundell 2002
based on
Rundell 2002
based on
Rundell 2002
based on
Rundell 2002

Table 2.3: types of needs
Functions
expression
place status
link status

definition

source
Svenson 2005
Svenson 2005

Table 2.4: status of function
Properties
expression
performance

definition
the requirements the public space needs to have to support the functions
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source
--

Definitions

location
shape
material
production and
maintenance
costs, means
and capabilities

the public space is used for
the requirements of where the function is situated, how it can be found,
and about the surroundings of the place where the function is located.
the form and size of an element or of the total public space
the constituent material and the structure of the elements of the public
space
requirements placed on the public space to make the production and
maintenance possible
the input that makes it possible to design, produce, maintain and use public
spaces

------

Table 2.5: types of properties
expression
suitable

definition
right for a particular need of function

clean
comfortable/
convenient
distinctive/
charming/special/
unique

absence of garbage and filth in the amount that fits the need/function.
pleasant to use / not causing problems or difficulties

'green'-ness
reliable
safe and secure

easy to recognize because of being different from other public spaces /
very attractive and pleasant / different from and usually better than what
is normal or ordinary in a public space / very special, unusual, or good
public space
the amount of green in the public space (trees, plants, lawns).
to what extent the public space always functions well
damage, injuries and harm caused by or due to the design, construction,
or maintenance of the public space

source
adapted from
Rundell 2002
-Rundell 2002
adapted from
Rundell 2002
-adapted from
Rundell 2002
adapted from
Rundell 2002

Table 2.6: variables of performance
expression
accessible

definition
a public space that is easy to get to, easy to reach

legible

a public space that make it easy to find your way: recognizable,
readable, clear
the distance the public space is away, the accepted distance or time to
travel
all objects built and not build in the vicinity of a public place and the
neighbourhood the public space is in

proximate
surroundings

source
adapted from
Rundell 2002
adapted from
Lynch 1960
adapted from
Rundell 2002
--

Table 2.7: variables of location
expression
appearance

definition
the way that (elements of) the public space looks like: solid or fine

detailing

the decorations or details added to (elements of) the public space

dimensions

length, height, or width of (elements of) the public space

source
adapted from
Rundell 2002
adapted from
Rundell 2002
adapted from
Rundell 2002

Table 2.8: variables of shape
expression
colour
hardness
surface

definition
red, blue, black, yellow, etc
hard: stiff, firm, and not easy to bend or break
the top layer or outside part of (an element of) the public space

material

a substance, especially one used for a particular purpose

source
Rundell 2002
Rundell 2002
adapted from
Rundell 2002
Rundell 2002

Table 2.9: variables of material
expression

definition

source
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expression
adaptable
buildable
durable

definition
adaptable public spaces can be changed so they can be used for
different purposes
the ability to make a public space by putting its parts together

maintainable

able to stay in a good condition for a long time and after being used a
lot: robust
the ability to make the public space stays the same

sustainable

using methods that do not harm the environment

source
adapted from
Rundell 2002
adapted from
Rundell 2002
adapted from
Rundell 2002
adapted from
Rundell 2002
Rundell 2002

Table 2.10: variables of production and maintenance
expression
costs
means
capabilities

definition
the amount of money that is needed in order to buy, pay for, or maintain
a public space
things needed to built and maintain a public space including availability
of staff, processes, equipment, information, etc.
the ability of staff, stakeholders and organisations to do something

source
adapted from
Rundell 2002
Rundell 2002

Table 2.11: variables of costs, means and capabilities

2.3

Work instrument

Of the work instrument only the definitions of variables that are not in de complete instrument are
given.
Quality
expression
suitable

definition
right for a particular need of function

clean

absence of garbage and filth in the amount that fits the need/function.

comfortable

pleasant to use / not causing problems or difficulties

green (planting)

the amount of green in the public space (trees, plants, lawns).

reliable

to what extent the public space always functions well

traffic safety

damage, injuries and harm caused by or due to the traffic in the public
space, or the feeling that there is a great risk that the traffic could cause
you damage, injuries or harm.
damage, injuries and harm caused by or due to other people (not the traffic)
in the public space, or the feeling that there is a great risk that other people
could cause you damage, injuries or harm.
a public space that is easy to get to, easy to reach

social safety
accessible
legible (to find
you way)
appearance
roads/green
appearance
buildings

a public space that make it easy to find your way: recognizable, readable,
clear
how attractive and pleasant lay out of the public space is.
how attractive and pleasant lay out of the buildings adjacent to the public
space is.

Table 2.12: variables of quality
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adapted from
Rundell 2002
adapted from
Rundell 2002
adapted from
Rundell 2002
adapted from
Rundell 2002
adapted from
Rundell 2002
adapted from
Rundell 2002
adapted from
Rundell 2002
adapted from
Rundell 2002
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1

Introduction

This appendix gives an overview of recent MSc Theses of the Department of Technology and
Development Studies of the Eindhoven University of Technology.
If you would like to receive a copy of one of the indicated M.Sc. theses, please contact:
Department of Technology and Development Studies
Eindhoven University of Technology
MSc research co-ordinator
Mrs Dr.Ir. E.L.C. Van Egmond
DG 1.02
PO Box 513
5600 MB Eindhoven
The Netherlands
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2

MSc Theses in Technology and Development Studies

The MSc Theses of the Department of Technology and Development Studies are given ordered
starting with the year 2003.

2.1

MSc Theses: 2003

03.01

Maartje van Dalen: Role and Performance of the Indonesian Construction Sector.

03.02

Wouter Zegwaard: Distance Learning Solutions to Bottlenecks in Indonesian Education.

03.03

Dennis Bours: The dissemination of amorphous solar PV panels for rural households in the
Manaus region, Amazonas, Brasil.

03.04

Henri Heine: Cleaner Production in Industry: Measurement of the total energy saving
potential and cost saving potential of small and medium enterprises in the plastic industry in
Santiago, Chile.

03.05

Ursula Kirchholtes: The important Crops of Andalusia in relation to Super Absorbent
Polymers. Spain.

03.06

Carin Bouwman: Wrestling with Development: “Arriving where we started?” A structured
overview and analysis of 177 TDS MSc research projects in developing countries: their
characteristics, goals and development relevance.

03.07

Ellen Geurts: South African development plans and the performance of South African
construction industry: Constraints of small emerging contractors in the city of Tshwane.

03.08

Bram Saeijs: Science Parks in South Africa: Characteristics and Analysis of Success
Factors. A preliminary method for potential success ranking of science parks.

03.09

Saskia Dalman: Measurement of sustainability of primary schools in rural areas in South
Africa. Development of a tool to measure the sustainability of the Thulani Primary school,
Limpopo Provine, South Africa.

03.10

Bernadette Huizinga: A roof over your head. A Quantitative Housing Need Assessment for
Tanzania.

03.11

Marloes Kerklaan: Possibilities for development co-operation between developing countries
and the Eindhoven University of Technology. An instrument for project appraisal and an
analysis of development co-operation projects.

03.12

Mark Vlok: Flood Risk Reduction Strategies: Recommendations for flood risk reduction in
the Limoncito watershed in Puerto Limón, Costa Rica.

03.13

Jimmy Murli: Diffusion of Technology from University to Manufacturing Firms in Kerala,
India.

03.14

Tijs den Uijl: Values of Cultural Heritage: Identification of a Cultural Heritage Building
Rehabilitation Methodology applied in the Case of the Convent Santa Catalina of
Collpaciaco, Bolivia.
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2.2

MSc Theses: 2004

04.01

Saskia Ruijsink: Urban upgrading needs in an informal settlement in Dar es Salaam,
Tanzania. An analysis based upon the interaction between urban space and the people’s
livelihood strategy, the case of Keko Magurumbasi A.

04.02

Moniek Vulink: Technology Transfer in the Construction industry of Ghana. Human
resource development through international collaboration between foreign and local
contractors in the Greater Accra region.

04.03

Jaap Bosch: Improvement Possibilities for refugee Shelters; a case study in Mtendeli
Refugee Camp, Northwest Tanzania.

04.04

Maarten van Oosterhout: Adoption and Diffusion of Natural Gas in the Small-scale Rural
Industry of Bolivia. The cases of the Stucco Sector and the Chicha Sector in Cochabamba.

04.05

Marieke Pluk: Economic growth and the environment in developing countries. The case of
cement consumption and related carbon dioxide emissions in the construction industry in
Chile.

04.06

Anja Kuijsters: Environmental response of the Chilean building Sector. Efforts and
constraints towards environmental building practices in the Santiago Metropolitan Region.

04.07

Tom Siebeling: A Novel Approach to Innovation Processes in Community Driven Projects:
How an extended Learning Selection model explains the success of SEIDET, an educational
community development project in rural South Africa.

04.08

Matsen Jorritsma/Koen van Noorden: Sustainable implementation of wind pump projects in
TASAF supported villages. Preconditions and major policy guidelines for Tanzania Social
Action Fund.

04.09

Rudy Honings: The Improvement of Wheelchair Provision for People with a disability in
Northern Thailand. A study on constraints in assistive technology services.

04.10

Jessica Curta: Renovation in developing countries. The development of a decision support
tool to stimulate renovation. A case study to characteristics, constraints and solutions to
renovation projects in Paramaribo. Surinam.

04.11

Marloes Reinink: Sustainable School Design Tool. Integrating sustainability into the design
and design process of primary and secondary schools in poverty-stricken areas of South
Africa.

04.12

Jouke Boorsma: Analysis and Improvement of (Domestic) Liquid Waste Systems and their
Impacts in the Region of Bais City, Philippines.

04.13

Wouter Houët: Facilitation of Social Housing Delivery in Urban South Africa. Investigation
into the role and power of local government regarding the formulation and implementation
of social housing policies in case studies Tshwane and Ekurhuleni.

04.14

Pieter Habets: Social Rental Housing in Costa Rica. The possibilities and constraints for the
adoption and implementation of social rental housing for low-to-middle income groups,
within the institutional framework of Costa Rica.
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2.3

MSc Theses: 2005

05.01

Mara Wijnker: Design of a methodology to determine ex-ante the sustainability of rural
electricity systems. Based on a case study in Oruro, Bolivia.

05.02

Michèle Koper: Decentral, Renewable Energy System in Rural Bolivia. Evaluation of case
studies and a framework for effective project design.

05.03

Irene Vloerbergh: Implementation & Diffusion of a Foreign Innovative Technology in the
Residential Construction Industry. Case study on the diffusion of the HBB-system
(Heysterum Bouw & Beheer) in the large scale low-income housing sector on Java,
Indonesia.

05.04

Jeroen Matthijs: Access to spatial geographic information on mountainous areas. Building
Spatial Data Infrastructure in Tanzania.

05.06

Diane van Herpen: Onbenut potentieel aan vastgoed in Paramaribo – Suriname. Exploratief
onderzoek naar onbenut potentieel aan vastgoed in Paramaribo in bezit van in Nederland
wonende eigenaren en ideeontwikkeling voor de inzet daarvan ten behoeve van
woningbouw en stadsherstel.

05.07

Saskia Benda: Capacity Building in the Tanzanian Construction Industry. Identifying
conditions for foreign-domestic collaborations to lead to technology transfer.

05.08

Herjan Siegers: Designing an Appropiate Drinking Water Facility: Iris, an island in the Nile,
Sudan.

05.09

Joris de Groot: Technological trajectories and diffusion of photovoltaic technology. South
Africa.

2.4

MSc Theses: 2006

06.01

Rik Luiten: Power Supply Performance: Tanzanian Manufacturing Sector Aim.

06.02

Janske van Eijck: Transition towards Jatropha Biofuels in Tanzania? An Analysis with
Strategic Niche Management.

06.03

Arend Driest: The role of entrepreneurs in the innovation process in Ghana's timber
exporting sector.

06.04

Martine Teeselink: The Vietnamese Software Industry: Export Success or Domestic
Strenght?

06.05

Jeanet Eggengoor: Exploring the feasibility of minimizing the waste product. Fly ash from
the Indonesian Textile Industry by co-processing in the Indonesian Cement Industry.
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2.5

MSc Theses: 2007

07.01

Hans van Dijkhuizen: Overcoming bottlenecks with implementation of new technologies.
African aviation system.

07.02

Ina de Visser: Design and implementation of biomass energy systems in rural India.

07.03

Robert ten Hagen: Firm Performance in a changing policy environment. The case of
TAMECO knife factory. Tanzania.

07.04

Maarten Louwerse: Prospects for ICT service sector growth in the Indian state of Kerala.

07.05

Edwin Vriens/Jan van Diesen: The implementation of an innovation for sustainable
economic development in rural areas. The case of solar fruit & vegetable drying in rural
Tanzania.

07.06

Raphaël Dasselaar: Diffusion of innovation in disaster areas. The post tsunami
reconstruction effort in Aceh, Indonesia.

07.07

Miguel Alvares: Design of Assessment Method for Sustainable Micro-Hydro Projects in
Suriname.
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